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Abstract

Fisgard was the first permanent lighthouse in operation on
the west coast of Canada. Fisgard and Race Rocks Lighthouses were constructed under the British colonial administration and were completed in 1860. All other lighthouses
were constructed by the Canadian government and were administered by the Department of Marine and Fisheries. There are,
therefore, some distinct differences between the first and
later lighthouse buildings, even though the object of both
administrations in erecting such structures was to provide
aid to the mariner and promote the safety of marine traffic.
Treatment of these subjects in the following report may
be considered to fall within three categories. One is
Fisgard Lighthouse itself. The preliminary negotiations,
site selection and designing are considered in detail, and
are followed by a close examination of the construction of,
and later modifications to, the lighthouse. A second category consists of information about certain aspects of the
lighthouse system as a whole, in particular its growth, the
lifestyle of lightkeepers, and definitions of the various
types of lighting apparatus and lighthouse buildings in use
on the west coast of Canada during the period under discussion. In a third category are the organized accumulations
of data concerning lighthouses and selected other aids to
navigation. These three types of information are presented
in order that Fisgard Lighthouse may be understood in
relation to the lighthouses that followed it in the development of the Canadian west coast lighthouse system.
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Precis

The following report consists of two parts. Part I contains
a history of Fisgard Lighthouse and general information
about the lighthouse system on the west coast of Canada
between 1859 and 192 0. Part II contains information about
individual lighthouses and the various other types of aids
to navigation.
The first chapter in Part I discusses the geographical
growth of the lighthouse system, and attempts to relate this
to the growth of marine traffic and the demand for lighthouses on the different portions of the coast. The second
chapter is concerned solely with Fisgard Lighthouse.
Topics discussed are: the rationale for the establishment
of the lighthouse, its construction, physical aspects of
the lighthouse in the period 1860-61, and additions and
alterations made to the building in subsequent years. The
third chapter deals with the lifestyle of lightkeepers,
including their hiring and training, wages and benefits,
their duties, the nature of their dwellings, and problems
that arose as a result of their often isolated existence.
In the fourth chapter the types of illuminating apparatus
which were used on the British Columbia coast are discussed.
These were the dioptric, catoptric, and catadioptric types.
The fifth chapter is concerned with the types of lighthouse
buildings represented on the coast. Masonry, three types
of wooden, reinforced concrete, and screwpile lighthouse
buildings are discussed.
Five appendices follow the text of Part I. Appendix A

XV

lists the lightkeepers who served at Fisgard Lighthouse. In
Appendix B a schedule of classification of lights and fog
alarm stations is reproduced. Appendices C, D and E illustrate the kinds of rules and guidelines issued to lightkeepers to direct them in their work.
Part II provides detailed information about aids to
navigation, other than Fisgard Lighthouse, for the period
1859-1920. In the first chapter, 48 lighthouses are treated,
with respect to the following topics: alternate names for
the lighthouses, dates at which they were put into operation,
the character of the lights, elevation, range of visibility,
purpose, type of lighting apparatus, type of structure,
builder, additions or alterations, and lightkeepers of note.
Three range lighthouses are treated in a similar manner in
the second chapter, and the four lightships stationed off
the mouth of the Fraser River are discussed in the third
chapter.
The three appendices to Part II list other lights,
unlighted beacons and dolphins, and unlighted buoys maintained in the British Columbia district in selected years.
Illustrations pertaining to the subject matter discussed are included at the end of each Part. Thirty of the
illustrations at the end of Part I depict various aspects
of the location, structure, apparatus, and activities
associated with Fisgard Lighthouse. Six pertain to the
lifestyle of lightkeepers, and the remaining 15 illustrate
lighthouse construction and buildings. All the lighthouses for which period photographs could be obtained are
illustrated at the end of Part II. Representative samples
of other types of aids to navigation, and other items of
interest, are also included. Whenever possible, illustrative
materials for which dates could be ascertained were selected.
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Introduction

This report has been prepared to meet the requirements of
Parks Canada for material to be used in the interpretation of
Fisgard Lighthouse. The scope of the report is therefore
very broad. Where possible, attempts have been made to
relate the information to Fisgard itself.
Fisgard was the first permanent lighthouse to be
established on the British Columbia coast, and it is in many
respects not typical of lighthouses in the Canadian west
coast lighthouse system. It was built, and first operated,
under the British colonial government, so that the construction methods, illuminating apparatus, and even treatment of
the lightkeepers in the early years, differed from Canadian
practice.
So that an accurate assessment could be made of the
geographical growth of the lighthouse system, the types of
structures of which it was composed, and the nature of the
illuminating apparatus in use, detailed information has been
assembled for each of the lighthouses constructed prior to
1921. This information, with chapters on range lighthouses
and lightships and appendices listing other aids to
navigation in place in a sample year, is presented in Part II.
For this study, a lighthouse has been defined as a tower
or substantial building surmounted by a lantern and
illuminating apparatus. Every lighthouse for which a period
photograph could be located has been illustrated, and for
comparison, photographs of other types of aids to navigation,
such as buoys and beacons, have been included.
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Growth of the Lighthouse System

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the growth of the
network of lighthouses on the west coast of Canada, paying
particular attention to the geographical distribution of
the lighthouses established during the successive decades,
the demand for lights in these localities, and the response
of the administration to this demand. Throughout this
chapter, those aids to navigation which are considered
lighthouses are those which conform to the definition
presented in the introduction to Part II, and which have
been treated in detail in the chapter titled "Individual
Lighthouses". Dates mentioned in connection with the
establishment of the lighthouses refer, unless otherwise
specified, to the dates on which they were put into
operation.
Although the scope of this study must be restricted to
lighthouses, the mariner (whom they were built to serve) understands lighthouses in context with buoys, beacons, and any
other aids to navigation or landmarks available to him. In
many cases, lesser aids preceded the lighthouses in an area.
The lighthouse system on the British Columbia coast
can be seen to have expanded northward from a nucleus of
two lights at the southern tip of Vancouver Island. The
geographical expansion of the system was slow at first.
Until 1891 Point Atkinson, on the outskirts of what is now
greater Vancouver, was the most northerly lighthouse on
the British Columbia coast. After that date, however, the
distribution of lights began to increase over a great area
at a rapid pace, and lighthouses were within a short time
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established on the north coast and their numbers were increased on the west coast of Vancouver Island, as well as
at sites in the Gulf Islands.
In general, lighthouses can be said to have been built
in response to the requests of mariners and those who looked
to maritime commerce for the prosperity of their communities.
Growing volume of traffic was cited repeatedly as a reason
why new aids to navigation should be established. Not only
was volume of traffic important, but the kinds of vessels in
use was also a consideration in determining the need for
aids to navigation. As Henry Webber, Superintendent of the
CPR Steam Ship Line wrote in 1887, "The vessels hitherto running in these waters have run towards a Headland and get the
Echo, such may be very well for short light draft vessels,
but the distance required by vessels of 350 to 400 feet,
long to back out and turn when getting close to the shore is
uncertain...."
The masters of the larger vessels needed
aids to navigation that would enable them to judge at a safe
distance their position in relation to the shore or hazards
in the channels.

1860s - Colonial Lighthouses
The year 1858 saw the beginning of a gold rush to the Fraser
River. Although there had been maritime traffic in the
waters adjoining the then separate colonies of Vancouver
Island and British Columbia prior to that date,2 the gold
rush brought about a tremendous increase. James H. Hitchman
in The Waterborne Commerce of British Columbia and Washington, 1850-1970 writes that by 1860 scores of steam and
sailing vessels operated between the settlements in the
British colonies and Washington State. Demonstrating the
importance of regional trade, he states, "In 1860, 394
vessels arrived at Victoria from other B.C. ports, 117 from
San Francisco, 5 from Oregon and Alaska, 30 from overseas,
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557 from Puget Sound and 79 from San Juan Island....Coal and
lumber were exported to Melbourne, Shanghai, Valparaiso,
Honolulu and San Francisco, but local traffic in passengers,
3
mail and goods was very extensive."
Shipping was a vital part of the colonies' economic
progress. The increase in shipping that accompanied the
gold rush no doubt drew attention to the need for lights to
mark the approaches to the commercial harbors. As an official in London wrote, "Independently of the losses from shipwreck which, failing such protection, must fall on the British
merchant, and on the country at large in the event of the
loss of any ships of war, the amount of which would far
exceed the cost of the lighthouses, the reputation for
danger which the navigation would in consequence acquire
would have the effect of deterring trade from resorting to
the Colonies, and a serious injury would be inflicted on
4
their commercial progress."
The first light to appear in the colony of Vancouver
Island was erected at the entrance to Victoria harbor (see
MacLaughlin Point in Individual Lighthouses chapter, Part
II). The lantern had been purchased by the harbor master,
Captain Nagle, some time prior to 1 December 1859. It was
considered by the Colonist to be "a very necessary improvement, for it will be remembered that about three months ago
the Eliza Anderson ran by the harbor into Esquimalt in a
dark rainy night, owing to the difficulty of discovering the
5
narrow entrance."
This was an example of the loss of trade
to be experienced by an inadequately marked port. The light
was short-lived, however, since the tubes in the lamp melted
less than five months after it had been put into operation.
The Colonist of 1 May 1860 reported that the light would be
discontinued from that day, since the harbor master had no
7
funds to keep it up.
A petition asking for a lighthouse to
be built and maintained at the entrance to Victoria harbor
o
was circulated, and a bill for the construction of such a
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9
lxght reached second reading xn the Councxl, but no further
progress was made. It was not until 1876, when the Dominion
government established the Berens Island Light, that
Victoria had a permanent lighthouse at its harbor entrance.
Marking the approach to Esquimalt and Victoria along
the Strait of Juan de Fuca was of prime importance at the
close of the 185 0s. By 185 8 the Government of the United
States had placed lighthouses on the southern shore and at
the eastern end of the Strait. The sites they had chosen
were Tatoosh Island off the tip of Cape Flattery, New Dungeness, and Smith or Blunt Island. Captain George Henry
Richards, of the survey vessel H.M.S. Plumper recommended
that "in order to render the strait perfectly safe and
accessible to vessels at all times"
the Vancouver Island
side should be lighted in a similar manner to the /American
shore. This would require a light at Bonilla Point opposite
Cape Flattery, a light at Race Rocks, and another at the
entrance to Esquimalt harbor. Of Race Rocks he said, "This
latter is essentially and immediately necessary, as all
vessels bound for either Esquimalt or Victoria, round these
rocks at no great distance and strong and uncertain tides
12
and races exist among them.
In the same report he recommended that a small vessel, equipped to carry a signal by
day and a light by night, be moored near the south sandhead of the Fraser River.
Richards' recommendations for the construction of
lighthouses at Race Rocks and Fisgard Island were promptly
acted upon. On 16 November and 26 December 1860 Fisgard and
Race Rocks Lights, respectively, came into operation.
Detail about the decision to place lights at these locations
can be found in the chapter on Fisgard Lighthouse. The
entrance to the mouth of the Fraser River was not marked
immediately, but a lightship was recommended again by
Admxralty surveyor Danxel Pender xn 1864,13 and a lxghtshxp
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was placed in position on the Sandheads in January 1866.
Richards reported not only upon the approach to the
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Vancouver Island ports, but also upon portions of the coast
of the Island itself, and the adjacent islands and mainland.
He wrote:
There are of course many other points on
which it would be necessary to place lights in
order to render the Haro and Rosario Straits, as
well as the Gulf of Georgia navigable at night,
and as commerce increases they will doubtless be
considered, but those I have already mentioned
are all that are requisite to the safe navigation
of the Strait of Fuca, and to enable the seaman
to reach by night or day the harbour of Esquimalt
and Victoria on Vancouver Island, and the numerous
ports of the United States on the continent
15
between New Dungeness and Admiralty Inlet.

1870s - Lighthouses at Harbor Entrances
British Columbia confederated with Canada in 1871, at which
time the aids to navigation became the responsibility of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries. Although the Agent for
the Department described the British Columbia coast as an
area where "means of transport is limited, and where travel
is governed by gold excitements,"
there were patterns
forming in the traffic between the southern mainland,
southern Vancouver Island, and the communities in Puget
Sound. The following, which refers to the year 1870, is
taken from Hitchman's Waterborne Commerce:
The...steamer Enterprise carried passengers and
general cargo between Victoria, Nanaimo and New
Westminster. The American steamers Eliza Anderson
and Olympia plied the waters between Victoria
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and Port Townsend, with Wilson G. Hunt stopping
at other Puget Sound ports. Various sloops and
schooners maintained contact with Barclay Sound,
Comox, Sooke and Burrard Inlet. Forty-five
vessels cleared Burrard Inlet in 1869 with lumber
for foreign ports and B.C. exported 35,4 76 short
tons of coal, 16,4 79 to California, much of it
from Nanaimo. Otter ranged far north to Bella
Bella, Fort Simpson [Port Simpson] and Fort
Rupert. The North Pacific Transportation Company
steamer California, carried mail, passengers and
200 tons of general cargo between B.C., Puget
Sound, Astoria and San Francisco...local and
regional trade were about equal and together,
outnumbered coastal and foreign about five to
one. 17
Hitchman's research indicated that in 1870 652 vessels were
recorded as having entered Victoria Harbor. Of these, 417
were local, while 152 came from Puget Sound, 58 came from
Portland, Astoria, or San Francisco, and 25 arrived from
such foreign ports as Liverpool, London and Honolulu.
Hitchman states further, "It is highly probable that vessel
traffic greatly exceeded this total because many B.C. and
Puget Sound vessels ignored customs clearance, most intraharbor trips went unrecorded and shipments from other B.C.
18
ports were not noted."
There was therefore a considerable volume of traffic
in British Columbia waters when, in 1872, the Minister of
Public Works was sent from Ottawa to report upon, among
other things, the public works that would be needed in the
new province. In his report, the Hon. Hector L. Langevin
made observations upon shipping on the British Columbia
coast, and recommended that lighthouses be placed at five
sites. These sites were: Cape Beale at the entrance to
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Barclay Sound, the entrance to Victoria harbor, Lighthouse
or Entrance Island outside Nanaimo harbor, Turn Point on
Stewart Island (in American territory), and at Point Grey
at the entrance to Burrard Inlet. 19
The first of Langevin's suggestions to be acted upon
was that a lighthouse should be built at Cape Beale, on the
west coast of Vancouver Island. It should, he recommended,
be equipped with a first class light and a powerful fog
whistle, and could serve two functions. It would be a guide
to mariners entering Juan de Fuca Strait, in particular by
lessening the hazard of their running aground on the
Vancouver Island shore, and it would mark the entrance to
Barclay Sound. While it was not located exactly on the site
that Richards had recommended in 185 8, it was near enough
that it filled the function that he also had had in mind.
The Cape Beale light was put in operation, although without
Langevin's recommended fog-whistle, in 1874, and proved to
be, as the Agent said, "a valuable coast light." 20
The Agent James Cooper reported two incidents in
connection with the establishment of the Cape Beale light
that demonstrated the importance of lights being readily
identifiable. He wrote:
Notwithstanding every precaution that has been
taken by the Department in giving public notice
of the exhibition of the light, two vessels, the
Harvest Home and the Prince of Wales have mistaken
Cape Beale Light for Cape Flattery, although the
latter is a fixed, and the former a revolving
light. The Harvest Home, an iron ship, direct
from England, arriving at Vancouver Island in the
latter part of April, laden with Imperial Government stores and general merchandise, had a narrow
escape; the vessel had entered the Sound, passing
the reefs off the entrance, and was close in shore
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before the error was discovered, both
were let go twith all sail set) which
brought the vessel up. A Puget Sound
schooner discovered the vessel in the
piloted her to Esquimalt. The Prince

anchors
fortunately
pilot
Sound and
of Wales

was very similarly situated through the same
. . . 21
mistake.
The combination of winds, northward-setting currents, and
abrupt rocky shoreline took such a toll over the years
that this area came to be known as the Grave-yard of the
Pacific. Over 30 years after Cooper wrote, when the
captain of the passenger steamer Valencia mistook his
position and ran his vessel aground about ten nautical
22
miles south of Cape Beale,
the tragic result was to spark
a renewed concern for the lighting of that portion of
coast.
Point Atkinson Light was established in 1875, and
Berens Island and Entrance Island lights in 1876. This
completed the lighthouse construction that Langevin had
recommended, except, of course, for Stewart Island which
was in American territory. Langevin's main concern, which
was reflected in the pattern of light construction in the
1870s, seems to have been the marking of the entrances to
important harbors. Where possible, he also wished lights
to be placed where they would not only guide vessels
entering the harbors, but would also serve as reference
points to vessels travelling the coast.
The Point Atkinson Lighthouse was built on the north
side of the entrance to Burrard Inlet, rather than on the
south side at Point Grey which Langevin had suggested, but
it filled the need as he had expressed it. Of Burrard
Inlet, Langevin had said, "It is a magnificent harbor, but
one which, without a light at its entrance, can only be
entered by vessels during the day-time. The light should
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be visible from a distance of at least fifteen miles, and
would tend, together with the floating light at the mouth
of the Fraser and that [which he recommended] near Nanaimo,
23
to make the navigation of the Gulf of Georgia much safer."
Langevin recommended "a lighthouse with a fourth class
light at the entrance of Victoria Harbor; that harbor being
difficult of access in the night time, and being also the
principal port of entry in the Province." 24 The site later
chosen was Berens Island.
Langevin also pointed out the need for a light outside
the entrance to Nanaimo, the port to which ships resorted
for coal. On this subject he referred to Captain Richards,
who had carefully considered the eligibility of Entrance
Island, from which a light "would show a vessel her position
in the Strait of Georgia, and serve to clear that dangerous
shoal, the Gabriola Reef."25 The necessity for a lxghthouse
at Nanaimo had also been discussed in the Victoria press.
The Colonist of 9 April 186 3 remarked:
The large increase which last year's returns
have shown in the annual tonnage of shipping
frequenting the port of Nanaimo, call for some
improvement in [
] in that port...there should
also be some attempt made to render it more easy
of access in the night time. When we consider
what a number of vessels of every description
are obliged to go there for cargo, we are surprised that nothing has been done towards
providing some sort of light-house. In our local
columns of today our readers will notice an
account of a fishing vessel running on a rock in
the darkness....The Government should see to
make some provision for protecting our shipping
interests in that quarter. It should be done as
soon as possible, before anything more serious
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happens. We must not by our neglect to provide
proper facilities for entry of shipping into our
harbors, contribute to any further increase of
the rates of insurance on vessels bound hither.
This will happen if we are not a little more
26
careful in seeing to our deficiencies in time.
Even the Cape Beale light might have been thought, at
the time it was built, to lead into an important harbor,
because the commercial possibilities of Barclay Sound were
spoken of very highly in Langevin's report. It was a very
deep harbor, and would, he thought, become one of the most
important places on the Island. 27
With the partial exception of Cape Beale, which was a
landfall or major coast light, the lighthouses constructed
during the 1870s primarily served the traffic into specific
ports. Each was located so that it marked the entrance to
a particular harbor.

1880s - Lighthouses on the Southern Channels
In contrast to the pattern of the 1870s, which saw lighthouses constructed at the entrances to commercial harbors,
the 1880s saw lighthouses being established at more distant
locations, primarily on islands off-shore from the major
ports, and on points in the Gulf Islands. These lights
served traffic travelling between the ports, and enhanced
the safety of the shipping routes. The screw-pile lighthouse at the Sandheads was established in 1884, renewing
the marking of the approach to the Fraser River and Burrard
Inlet. A lighthouse was built on Georgina Point at the
eastern entrance to Active Pass, and went into operation in
1885. Discovery Island, east of Victoria, was lit in 1886.
East Point Light, established on Saturna Island in 1888,
was also a good example of a light erected to serve passing
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traffic; its position on the outreaching tip of the Island
made it visible from many directions.
By 1877, the Agent had been able to say of the traffic
in the vicinity of Race Rocks, "As many as twenty ships of
large tonnage, coal and lumber laden and in ballast, can
frequently be seen at once, bound from and to ports in
British Columbia and the several ports in Washington
Territory." 2 8 Through the 1880s the number and size of
vessels grew, and the list of foreign ports from which they
29
came increased.
The Canadian Pacific Railway, with its
terminus at Port Moody, was completed in 1885. This
invited major additions to the marine traffic on the
British Columbia coast, since it meant that goods could be
shipped from the Orient and sent from Vancouver to the
east by train. Canadian Pacific initiated its Orient
30
service in 1887.
Vancouver was to become a major
Canadian port. The dangers to ships approaching the west
coast, and the intricacies of the channel between the Juan
de Fuca and Georgia Straits therefore became of ever
greater concern. The Department began to receive urgent
requests for action from this portion of the country, which
did not have sufficient safeguards for this new traffic,
and which had felt itself neglected for some time.
In 1878 an M.P. had complained in the House of Commons
that British Columbia was not receiving its share of
attention where the construction of aids to navigation was
concerned. The Debates of the House of Commons recorded
that "Mr. Thompson (Cariboo) said that, while $59,350, with
$650 for incidental expenses, were proposed for the other
Provinces, British Columbia's interests were not consid31
ered."
In 1874 the Deputy Minister referred in his
32
annual report to British Columbia as a "distant Colony,"
and as late as 1889 the Minister in the House of Commons
called it a "comparatively new" district. 33 Throughout the
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1880s, however, voices from this coast were to become more
insistent, and civic and provincial bodies were to be
joined in their complaints by large financial interests.
Captain John Devereaux, who travelled the coast extensively in the Dominion Government Steamer Sir James Douglas,
wrote to the Minister of Marine a letter which conveys a
sense of the public mood and the problems facing the
mariner off the west coast of Vancouver Island. Aboard the
Sir James Douglas off Race Rocks, on 24 March 1887, he
wrote:
...Considering the importance of the subject I
wish to communicate to you, and the state of
feeling in the public mind existing here at
present, about shipwrecks, and the loss of life
on this coast makes me feel constrained to do
something - however little it might be - in the
matter: and as our M.P.s elect pledged themselves at the hustings to bring this matter
before the Cabinet, I take this liberty of
trying to put you in possession of most of the
particulars connected with this painful subject
in order that you may have time to take it into
consideration before they arrive at Ottawa....
The people here are clamoring for Lifesaving stations, and no doubt, one or two of
these would be of great value - but, in my
humble opinion this is not the right remedy for
the evil as it now exists....You will perceive
that many of these vessels were wrecked close
to a harbour. The reason of this is obvious;
the West coast of the Island is much cut up
with inlets and outlying rocks, and the shores
densely covered with woods down to the very
waters edge - making the appearance of the land
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very much alike in all directions and rendering
it extremely difficult for the mariner to
distinguish one headland from another; the
consequence has been that in seeking shelter,
after getting on a lee shore many have mistaken
the channels - gone ashore, and alas: in too
34
many cases - nobody left to tell the tale.
In May of 1887 the Department of the Secretary of
State for Canada received a copy of a resolution passed by
the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia and approved
by the Lieutenant-Governor, reading:
Whereas many valuable ships are navigated
on the inland waters of this Province, more
particularly the waters lying between the north
end of the Gulf of Georgia and the west end of
the Juan de Fuca Straits;
And whereas ships have, unfortunately, been
wrecked in the said waters by being run on rocks;
And whereas the establishment of lighthouses
at advantageous points, and the proper marking of
the positions of dangerous rocks in the said
waters, would, to a great extent, guarantee the
safety of our commercial marine; therefore, be it
Resolved, That a respectful Address be
presented to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor,
requesting that he will be pleased to represent
to the Dominion Government the absolute necessity
of having such steps taken to establish lighthouses and mark dangerous rocks as will reasonably ensure the safe navigation, at all times,
of the said waters. 35
The City of Vancouver also called for attention,
although with a tone more insistent than that of the
Legislature of British Columbia. The Mayor and City Clerk
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wrote to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in February
1888, having been instructed by the City Council to send
the following resolution:
Whereas the Port of the City of Vancouver
has a large and constantly increasing shipping
trade,
And whereas said Port has not had the
attention the necessity of the situation demands,
And whereas since last we memorialized you
the shipping trade has largely increased,
We therefore pray that you give directions
to have a light house constructed near the
entrance to the First Narrows of Burrard Inlet
and that proper buoys be put down as formerly
A

3 6

prayed.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Company had a direct
interest in the quality of the aids to navigation, because
its own steamers were plying British Columbia waters. In
May of 1887 H. Abbot, General Superintendent of C.P.R.'s
Pacific Division, wrote to Vice President W.C. Vanhorne,
commenting upon the inadequacy of the channel markings.
He wrote:
With regard to lighting and buoying the
channels, you are aware, of course, that the
channel between Vancouver and Victoria is somewhat intricate, and it is notorious that the
light houses and buoys marking the channel are
entirely insufficient, and the attention of
the Government has been repeatedly called to
the necessity for further provision in order
to make this navigation more secure.
I trust, therefore, that the attention of
the Minister may be called to the necessity for
a considerable number of buoys and light houses.
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The latter need not be of a very expensive
character, provided there are enough of them,
and I think there will be sufficient evidence
in his Department to confirm my suggestion as
to the necessity for increased expenditure in
this direction. 37
A copy of this letter was sent by Vanhorne to the Department, along with an explanation that because the Canadian
route was hazardous the insurance rates were much higher
for ships bound for Vancouver than those destined for San
Francisco. The difference on average Japanese and Chinese
freight amounted to more than $25 per carload. 38
High insurance rates increased shipping charges, and
had a prohibitive effect not only on the shipping companies,
but also on the economic life of British Columbia ports.
These facts, along with concern for loss of life, accounted
for the dissatisfaction with the lighthouse system
expressed by the people of the British Columbia coast.
The Department of Marine and Fisheries established
four lighthouses on the British Columbia coast during the
1880s. The first of these replaced the lightship at the
Sandheads, off the mouth of the Fraser River. This spot
had been marked since 1866 when the colonial government
placed a lightship there. In 1872, Langevin observed that
it was useful not only for vessels entering the Fraser
River, but also for those sailing along part of the east
coast of Vancouver Island. 39 James Cooper, the Department's
Agent, described the importance of the area to the economy
of the province, and the importance of the lightship to the
traffic in the Gulf of Georgia in 1873:
The steamer Enterprise, and occasionally one of
Her Majesty's ships, and a few small coasters,
comprise the only traffic on the Lower Fraser;
but it must be borne in mind that nearly the
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whole of the up country trade, including mails,
passengers and freight, is transported by that
steamer to and from New Westminster, by which
means at least two-thirds, if not a greater
portion, of the Customs Revenue of the Province
is derived.
...The Gulf of Georgia, unlike the Fraser,
is increasing in importance; seeing that magnificent sheet of water is now, and has been for some
time past, the highway for the coal and lumber
trade of the country. A generally received idea
is, that in consequence of the small traffic of
the Fraser, the lightship is not of the same
relative value in her position that she would
have been if British Columbia and Vancouver
Island had remained separate colonies. No
greater mistake could be entertained. The lightship is, unquestionably, more valuable to the
navigation of the Gulf of Georgia than any other
light could be, no matter where constructed.
The freedom from disaster or accident on Fraser
River sands speaks for itself. 40
When in 1880 the lightship was no longer fit for service,
the Department was obliged to hire a schooner at $500 per
month to replace it. Rather than continue to incur this
expense,41 it was considered expedient to erect a lighthouse
on iron screw piles, and the Sandheads lighthouse was put
in operation in 1884. This was not to be satisfactory for
long, however. In 1890 the government of British Columbia
was expressing concern, making representations to the
Department "as to the necessity for...the placing of a
lightship at the entrance of the channel capable of being
shifted as the channel may shift...." The Department's
response was, "It has not been deemed necessary to establish
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a lightship at the entrance to the channel at the Sand
Heads, because its value to shipping would not be at all
42
commensurate with its cost."
By 1903, however, the
channel had shifted so much that the lighthouse was one and
one-fifth miles south-east of the main channel of the
Fraser. 43 In 1905, therefore, use of the lighthouse was
discontinued, and a light was exhibited instead from a
light vessel 44 that could be moved as the shifting of the
channel required.
The three lighthouses established in the second half
of the 1880s were to prove much more satisfactory than that
built at Sandheads. These were the lights at Active Pass,
which went into operation in 1885, Discovery Island in 1886,
and East Point on Saturna Island in 1888. In contrast to
the lights built during the 1870s, which indicated entrances
to harbors, these lights were intended to mark the intricate
channels that shipping had to follow among the islands
between the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Strait of
Georgia. Of the last-mentioned site, the M.P. for the
locality had said in the House of Commons prior to the
light's construction, "I would...be failing in my duty if
I failed to bring before the Minister the fact that in the
opinion of the whole Maritime population of British Columbia
a lighthouse is required on the eastern point of Saturna
45
Island."
The 1880s, therefore, saw important developments in
the maritime traffic in British Columbia, and an increased
demand for aids to navigation from those interested in
shipping in the area. The lighthouses constructed during
this time were primarily intended to serve the traffic
passing between the Juan de Fuca and Georgia Straits.
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1890s - Lighthouses on the Northern Route
The impact of the completion of the Canadian Pacific
Railway continued to be felt in the 1890s. The Northern
Pacific and Great Northern routes in Washington also
contributed to the volume of marine traffic, because they
46
encouraged growth in population and production.
Hitchman
states, "B.C.'s earliest ports, Victoria, Sooke, Alberni,
New Westminster and Nanaimo, were joined in the 1890's by
Vancouver (Burrard Inlet began exporting lumber in 1864,
incorporated in 1886), Chemainus (timber), Comox (coal),
and Stikeen (minerals). Victoria and Nanaimo continued to
be the largest ports in B.C." 47
As late as 1891, Point Atkinson was the most northerly
lighthouse on the British Columbia coast. During that
year, however, a light was established at Yellow Island,
about one-third of the way up the east coast of Vancouver
Island. In the same year, another lighthouse was put in
operation at Carmanah Point, improving the approach to the
Strait of Juan de Fuca.
In 1891 Colonel William P. Anderson, Chief Engineer of
the Department, visited British Columbia and inspected the
coast. He had been sent by the Department "in view of the
rapidly increasing importance of the shipping interests of
the Pacific province... to make a special inspection of the
waters of that province...." 48 He was instructed to pay
particular attention to the needs of deep draft vessels
crossing the Pacific to Vancouver harbor, the needs of the
northern trade between Victoria, the Queen Charlotte
Islands, Port Simpson and Alaska, and the local needs of
the ports of Victoria, New Westminster, Vancouver and
Nanaimo.
His reports were not acted upon immediately, however,
and in the House of Commons in 1892 an M.P. voiced a
complaint reminiscent of that made in 1879.

He said:
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I am sure the Government will not disregard the
claims of British Columbia to public works of
this nature while they are constructing similar
works on the Atlantic coast and on the lakes
where the tonnage is nothing as compared with
the tonnage I have mentioned [arriving and
departing Nanaimo and in the coasting trade].
I can think of no other reason which the
Government can urge to excuse their palpable
neglect, than the fact that we are at so great
a distance from the central government, and
that our representation in this House is so
small that our earnest representations are
almost entirely disregarded. 49
No new lighthouses were established until Portlock Point
light appeared in 1895, and Bare Point light in 1897.
Both of these were located in southern waters.
1898, however, saw a large increase in both the number
of lighthouses and the extent of coastline served. The
need for these lights was no doubt made evident by the
tremendous volume of traffic that was generated by the
Klondike gold rush. Colonel Anderson was sent out again
to examine the north coast. In response to a question in
the House of Commons, the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
Sir Louis Davies, said, "It is the intention of the Department of Marine and Fisheries to provide extra aid to
navigation, in the shape of lighthouses along the coast
between Vancouver and Stikine River. The department is
fully alive to the importance of this question, and the
engineer of the department will...proceed along the coast
for the purpose of ascertaining the points where these
aids to navigation are required." 50 Six lighthouses went
into operation during 189 8. Of these, Fiddle Reef and
Prospect Point were located on the southern coast, but the
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former, according to the M.P., Mr. Prior, was "asked for by
every captain who runs between Victoria and Vancouver and
the northern coast." 51 The other four lights established
that year were Sisters, Cape Mudge, Egg Island and Ivory
Island, and in 1899 lighthouses were put in operation at
Dryad Point and Pointer Island. The last five, at least,
may be said to have served traffic on the north coastal
route. In 1900 Ballenas Islands lighthouse went into
operation and it, with the nearby Sisters light, marked
islands midway up the Strait of Georgia.
Although there had been no lighthouses north of the
Gulf of Georgia until 1898, their absence was not due to an
absence of traffic. Langevin reported in 1872, "Steam
vessels from Nanaimo now ascend the River Skeena. It is
one of the routes selected by miners in order to reach the
District of Ominica (Peace River). This river is acquiring
importance, and will probably require some lighthouses and
buoys." 52 Traffic to and upon the Stikine River was
mentioned in the Agent's report for 1874,53 and in 1876 he
stated that there were three sites at which lights were
much needed, of which "...two localities are far north, one
being in Queen Charlotte Sound, and the other in Mill Bank
Sound; Egg Island would be an admirable site for the former,
and North Island for the latter. These localities are
exposed to the full influences of the Pacific Ocean, and in
each there are several dangers. The Development of the
Cassiar country will render the erection of lights on these
islands a necessity as initial points of the inland
•
4_„54
navigatxon.
Traffic along the north coast increased as interest
in the natural products of the area grew. When at the
close of the 1890s Colonel Anderson visited British
Columbia, he reported:
As a result of the development of canneries,
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lumbering camps, and mines all along the
northern coast, and in consequence of the large
influx of population to the mining districts of
the far north-west, the increase of shipping on
our Pacific coast, since my visit of 1891, has
been very great, and increased facilities for
navigation were correspondingly required.
Surveys of lighthouse sites were made, and many
new lighthouses and buoys were established....
These additional helps on the northern route
have given the liveliest satisfaction to
mariners, and the possibilities of development
in this rich district of the Dominion appears
to be as yet but imperfectly appreciated. 55

1900s - The Northern Route and Vancouver Island's West Coast
The lighthouse system on the route north along the inside
of Vancouver Island and up the north coast, which had been
so long delayed, grew rapidly once it was begun with the
above-mentioned lighthouses in 1898 and 1899. The Lawyer
Islands light was established in 1901, Merry Island in 190 3,
Scarlett Point and Pulteney Point in 1905, Green Island and
Denman Island in 1906, and Lucy Island and Pine Island in
1907.
The priorities of the Department seem to have remained
fairly constant in the decade following Anderson's visit
in 1891. The Minister of Marine and Fisheries said in the
House of Commons in 1902:
The different routes to be protected are first:
The route outside Vancouver Island on the
great Circle Route to Japan, principally for the
safety of the Canadian Pacific Railway steamers;
second, the inside routes to Ladysmith and other
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coal shipping centres for the protection of the
large freight steamers now engaged in carrying
coal to the United States and other ports, a
traffic that is rapidly increasing; and third,
the coasting trade of British Columbia, largely
increased by the rapid development of lumbering,
fishing, and mining industries and Yukon trade
in all the inlets and inside passages from the
boundary line north to Fort [Port] Simpson.
Although in the 1900s Washington State replaced San
Francisco as British Columbia's main trading partner, a
large volume of trade was also conducted with England,
China and Japan,57 so that great importance was placed not
only upon the safe entrance to harbors (Brockton Point
Light on Burrard Inlet was established in 1902), but also
upon the landfall lights on the west coast of Vancouver
Island. This area received renewed attention in the 1900s,
largely as a result of the tragic wreck of the passenger
steamer Valencia.
This portion of coast had been served since 1874 by
Cape Beale lighthouse, and since 1891 by Carmanah lighthouse. In 1904 a powerful light was put into operation at
Lennard Island lighthouse, which was "to serve as a coast
light and also to mark the entrance to the [Clayoquot]
58
sound."
As a result of the Valencia disaster in January
1906, in which 136 lives were lost,59 public opinion was
aroused anew, investigations were made, and action was
taken to protect life and property in that dangerous
region. Colonel Anderson was again sent to the coast,
this time with the special object of examining the west
coast of Vancouver Island. He reported on precautions
that could be taken to reduce the frequency of shipwrecks,
and took steps to improve facilities for rescue when shipi
.60
wrecks occurred.
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Concern aroused by the Valencia disaster had three
major results; a life-boat and crew were put in readiness
at Victoria and plans were made to establish others at
points on the west coast, a life-saving trail was commenced
61
in 190 7,
and, most important, perhaps, improvements were
made to the aids to navigation in the area. While the
inner portion of the Strait of Juan de Fuca was improved
with the Trial Island lighthouse in 1906, most attention
was in that year focused upon the west coast. By December
1906 a temporary light was in operation at Pachena Point
and a "first-class lighthouse and fog alarm" were under
construction.
Quatsino Light was established in 1909.
A lighthouse was approved for Estevan Point, although it
was not put in operation until 1910, and a fog alarm was
63
approved for Cape Beale.
The light at Pachena Point went
into operation in 190 8, and the apparatus was such a fine
example of the technology of the age that a photograph of
it appeared with the article on lighthouses in the 1911
edition of Encyclopedia Britannica (see Figure 39).

1910s - Filling Gaps
Hitchman states, "By 1910, Washington and British Columbia
were booming in population and productivity. Before that
year, it is estimated that the cargo tonnage of province
and state increased about 50% each decade. From 1910 to
1920, B.C. foreign trade grew 79% and that of Puget Sound
114%. On top of that, the local traffic for the two
neighbors amounted to far more than the entrances and
clearances m forexgn trade."64 As might be expected with
this pattern of continued increase of marine traffic
prevailing, the lighthouse system also continued to expand.
New lighthouses were constructed throughout the length of
the British Columbia coast.
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This decade saw important additions to the series of
lights along the west coast of Vancouver Island. Lights
were established at Estevan Point and Triangle Island in
1910. It was thought at that time that the 700 foot high
Triangle Island would be an admirable site for a lighthouse,
since its height above the water would make it visible at a
great distance. However, the top of the island proved to
be often shrouded in fog or low cloud, while at sea-level
the atmosphere was clear. The light was therefore discontinued in 1919, even though its location off the northern
tip of Vancouver Island had given it considerable importance.
The entrance to Nootka Sound was marked with a lighthouse in
1911, Sheringham Point in 1912, and Amphitrite Point in
1915.
By 1910 the only portions of the British Columbia
coast that were entirely without lighthouses were the Queen
Charlotte Islands and the islands and mainland immediately
east of them, across Hecate Strait. A light was established
at Langara Island, at the northern tip of the Queen Charlottes, in 1913 and one at the southern tip, at Cape St.
James, in 1914. The lighthouses marking the approaches to
Prince Rupert (Lawyer Islands, Lucy Island and Green Island,
built during the 1900s in anticipation of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway building its terminus there) were in 1913
supplemented by a lighthouse on Holland Island.
Two other lighthouses were established during this
decade. First Narrows Light, on Burrard Inlet, was put
into operation in 1913. Addenbrooke Island Light, which
appeared in 1914, served vessels travelling the Inner
Passage of the north coast, and was one of a series which
by then included Egg Island, Pointer Island, Dryad Point
and Ivory Island Lights.
The emphasis in the Department's work began to change,
from the building of lighthouses to the upgrading of those
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already in existence.
Also, greater reliance was placed
on lighted buoys and beacons, as these were made more
66
reliable.
The greatest impact, however, was made by
Canada's involvement in World War I. The Department turned
much of its attention to the question of shipping losses due
to the war, and the matter of constructing replacement
vessels. Lighthouses, which had been of prime importance
throughout the Department's early years, and had been the
topic discussed first in its annual reports, were relegated
to a few brief mentions. The Minister, the Hon. J.D. Hazen,
said in the House of Commons in 1917, "In view of existing
conditions we have cut down our construction work to the
lowest point consistent with the maintenance of this service
67
efficiently."
Even when the Department wished to construct a lighthouse it seems it was not easily done. In
1917 it was intended that a lighthouse be built at Triple
Island off the entrance to Prince Rupert harbor, but the
work could not be carried out immediately. Hazen said,
"We have found, in connection with lighthouse work in
British Columbia, very great difficulty in getting tenders
and a good deal of trouble in getting men experienced in
6R
this class of work owing to causes created by the war."
Thus, no new lighthouses were established on the
British Columbia coast between 1916 and 1920. The Triple
Island Light, which had been under construction at the end
of the decade, was put into operation on or about 1 January
1921.
The lighthouse system can thus be seen to have grown
from the two lights established in the Vancouver Island
colony to a network of lights serving the coast of what is
now the province of British Columbia. For many years only
the southern waters were served by lighthouses, and it was
not until the end of the 19th century that the north coast
received attention. From 189 8, however, the lighthouse
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system expanded rapidly. By 1920 lighthouses and unwatched
lights had been introduced at important sites from Race
Rocks in the south to Green Island near the Alaska border.
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Fisgard Lighthouse

This chapter describes the history of Fisgard lighthouse,
and as such it deals with the rationale for the establishment of the light, the construction of the building, the
appearance of the structure during the first year of
operation, and alterations and additions which were effected
between 1862 and 1960.
Many historians believe that the lighthouse on Fisgard
Island gains its distinctiveness and, therefore, its
importance, because it was, "the first lighthouse in the
province...."
However, its establishment was actually
preceded by the exhibition of a temporary light from
MacLaughlin Point at the entrance to Victoria harbour (see
Part II - MacLaughlin Point Lighthouse). Nevertheless,
Fisgard lighthouse does have a distinctive and highly
significant history. It was, indeed, the first permanent
lighthouse to be put into operation on Canada's western
coastline and, along with its contemporary, Race Rocks
lighthouse, its establishment indicated the rising
importance of Vancouver Island and British Columbia to
Imperial and international maritime traffic. At the time
of their construction, Race Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses
were considered by at least one British official to be
works of national importance. Today, Fisgard lighthouse
gains significance from the fact that it is the oldest
functioning lighthouse in the province.
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Rationale for the Establishment of Fisgard Lighthouse
A lighthouse was constructed on Fisgard Island at the
entrance to Esquimalt harbour as a result of a recommendation made by Captain George Henry Richards. This recommendation was contained in a report which Richards completed
in 1858 on the harbours of Vancouver Island and the coast of
British Columbia. The report suggested the establishment
of lights at the entrance to Esquimalt harbour, on Race
Rocks, and Bonilla Point. Rear-Admiral Baynes supported
Richards' view that lights were needed to guide shipping in
British colonial waters, and this sentiment was strongly
reasserted by Governor Douglas. Admiralty, Colonial Office,
and Board of Trade officials in London were in general
agreement with the recommendations set forth in Richards'
report, and during the spring of 1859 a means was devised
for financing and equipping the proposed lighthouses on
Fisgard Island and Race Rocks.
The need to establish a maritime boundary between
territory in the northwestern United States, and British
possessions to the northward, induced the Admiralty to send
Captain G.H. Richards and the crew of the Plumper to
Vancouver Island in 1857 (see Figure 1). In his instructions to Captain Richards, the Hydrographer of the
Admiralty, J. Washington, clearly stated the principal
objective of the mission.
On arrival at Vancouver's Island your first duty
will be to consult with Captain Prevost as First
Commissioner on the preliminary steps to be taken to
prepare to define a portion of the Boundary line
between H.M. Possessions in North America and the
United States under the 1st Article of the Treaty of
Washington of the 15 June 1846 as fully set forth in
2
your General Orders from their Lordships.
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As soon as Richards had completed his work associated
with the Boundary Commission he was directed to,
"...proceed with the survey of the Gulf of Georgia & the
harbours on Vancouvers island according to their
3
importance."
In carrying out this work, Richards was to
...be guided by the discovery of coal & other
facilities for the supply of our Ships. You will
not fail to send home tracings of all surveys &
places and copies of all descriptions & Sailing
Directions in order that when expedient they may
...[be] minuted to Lloyds & made public for the
benefit of Sailors in general. You should also
communicate any important facts to the Commander
in Cf on the Station and to the authorities on
the spot so that it may at once be made available
for navigation.
However, before Richards had an opportunity of complying
with Washington's directive, a second request for a report
on Vancouver Island's harbours was made by the Principal
Secretary of State for the Colonies. In passing this request
on to Richards, Douglas noted that the report should describe
the general capabilities of Vancouver Island harbours and the
mouth of the Fraser River, the locations of any coal deposits
which would be superior to that found on the Island, and,
...such other information as may guide the British
Government to the best and readiest means of
developing the various and the differing resources
...which have so strangely been concealed for ages,
which are now so suddenly brought to light, and
which may be destined to effect at no very distant
period, a marked and permanent change in the
commerce and navigation of the known world....
Since Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, the Principal Secretary
of State for the Colonial Department, had apparently
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forwarded this request in a despatch dated 14 August
1858, it is evident that the "resources which have so
strangely been concealed for ages" refer principally to the
discovery of gold along the banks and sand bars of the Fraser
River.
The news of a gold discovery on the Fraser River had
spread rapidly, and by the spring of 1858 thousands of
prospectors were flooding into the region. "Between May 15
and June 1, 10,000 men started up the Fraser River, and before
the year was out, the figure was swelled to nearly 25,000."
The gold rush created a rapid increase in the number of ships
8
which travelled to Vancouver Island as an ever-growing
number of individuals and business firms sought to profit
from the diggings and the labour of the gold-seekers. The
resulting increase in shipping placed a certain degree of
pressure on colonial and Imperial authorities to provide
accurate navigational charts of the waterways and to provide
some means of reducing any dangers to shipping.
Captain Richards forwarded his report on the harbours
of Vancouver Island and the coast of British Columbia to
Governor Douglas on 23 October 1858. In this document,
the first mention appears of the need for lighthouses at
the entrance to Esquimalt harbour, on Race Islands, and
o
Bonilla Point.
Esquimalt harbour was considered to be
of importance because it was well adapted as a port of entry
and it was at the extremity of sailing navigation. The
report contains the following observations on the harbour.
...from its position and capabilities [Esquimalt
harbour] would appear destined to become the emporium
not only of Vancouver Island, but also in a great
measure of the new Colony which has just been called
into existence under the name of British Columbia.
Thought not a first class harbour in point of size
it has ample room for 12 ships of the line, besides
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many smaller vessels, it affords good shelter and
the holding ground is good, it is easy of ingress
and egress, the shores of its numerous bays and
Creeks are well adapted for wharfage, with
sufficient depth of water for merchant ships to
lie alongside.
The establishment of a harbour light in this location
was considered to be "very desirable" since it, "...would
enable vessels to enter [Esquimalt harbour] at night or
pick up an anchorage in Royal roads, outside."
Upon receiving this report, officials in the Colonial
Office in London forwarded one copy to the Admiralty asking
12
for comment
and a second copy was also sent to the Board
of Trade.
On 2 November 1858, Rear-Admiral Baynes, a Commander-inChief and Richards' superior officer, wrote to the Secretary
of the Admiralty stressing the, "...great want which is felt
by all Vessels coming to Vancouver's Island of a Light on the
north shore of the Straits of Juan de Fuca." 14 He strongly
recommended that,
...a Light be placed on the Race Islands or Rocks,
and a harbour Light at Esquimalt, which would enable
Vessels to enter the harbour at any time of night;
at present it is almost impossible after dusk, the
entrance being so difficult to distinguish.
Baynes felt that, "it would also be very desirable,
though not of so much consequence, to have a Light on
Bonilla point...."
To strengthen his argument for the
establishment of lights, Baynes also noted that three lights
had been put into operation on the American side of the
Strait.
Before Governor Douglas had an opportunity of receiving
a response from Officials in London regarding Richard's
report, he forwarded a despatch on 15 January 1859
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describing the necessity for the construction of lighthouses, "...upon some of the salient points of the
approaches to the Harbours and anchorages of these
Colonies."
Citing these works as, "...of the highest
importance to the progress and prosperity of the Colonies
of Vancouver's Island and British Columbia," Douglas stated
that the principal lighthouse sites were Race Rocks and
18
Fisgard Island.
Fisgard Rocks was mentioned as an important
location for a lighthouse because it was situated at the
entrance to Esquimalt harbour. Douglas considered that the,
"...growing importance [of this harbour] can scarcely be
overestimated." 19 He further stated that,
It is capacious and secure. Her Majesty's Ships
always resort to it; the Admiralty and Military
Buildings are also there; and it is the Harbour to
which all Vessels of large size must come, and consequently it must be the great Depot of the Ocean Traffic.
...The establishment of a Light upon Fisgard Rocks
would at once unmistakably point out the position of
the Harbour and would render access to it, or exit
from it safe and easy at all times. 20
Douglas bolstered his argument for the establishment
of lighthouses in the same fashion as Rear-Admiral Baynes.
He stated that the United States had three lights in operation in close proximity to Vancouver Island, and that one
on Tatoosh Island was particularly beneficial to shipping
bound to and from the colony.
The Light at Tatoosh Island is, undoubtedly, of equal
advantage to the British Possessions in this quarter
of the globe, as to those of the United States; the
other Lights are also useful, and I therefore conceive
that we are in honor bound to reciprocate the
benefit.
Although Governor Douglas was fully aware of the need
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for lighthouses, he realized that the colonies of Vancouver
Island and British Columbia did not have sufficient funds to
construct them.
I am not aware of any funds that may be appropriated
for these objects, nor do I know to what Department
of State I should properly apply for assistance: the
infant state of the two Colonies precludes the
possibility of their being able to help themselves,
and the matter being one which it is manifest must
materially affect their future development, I trust
you will pardon me in bringing it before you, and
in earnestly soliciting your aid towards the
22
accomplishment of the desired object.
Officials in the Colonial Office responded to this
request for assistance by forwarding a copy of Douglas'
despatch, on 31 March 1859, to J. Booth for the consideration
of the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade.
In his forwarding letter, Merivale inquired if the Lords
would like to offer any further observations of the subject
of erecting lighthouses in Juan de Fuca Strait and the
approaches to Esquimalt harbour. He also stated that the
Colonial Office could not apply to Parliament for, "...these
23
necessary public works...."
Since the colony did not have
the funds to construct the lighthouses, it was suggested
that the two lighthouses be included in the Imperial class
of lights. Lights in this class were eligible to receive
funds for construction.
On 4 February 1859, Governor Douglas sent a further
despatch forwarding a second report on the subject prepared
by Richards. Richards had written this report concerning the
construction of the lighthouses and the "...exact positions
upon which the Lights should be placed," 24 at the request of
the Governor. Principally, the report stated that Race
Rocks and Fisgard Island were the two most suitable spots,
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"...for the purpose and considering now the rapidly
increasing commerce, which is flowing into the Ports of
Vancouver's Island and British Columbia, it appears to me
extremely desirable for the safety of navigation that the
work should be undertaken with as little delay as
possible."25 Richards strengthened his argument for the
construction of the lighthouses by describing possible
dangers to shipping safety.
Independent of the trading merchant ship there
are even greater interests at stake; to the mail
steamers, time is of vital importance, to the
Emigrant ship coming from Australia and other parts
of the world, probably unprovided with Charts of
this coast and freighted perhaps with hundreds of
human beings, an error in position would probably be
attended with fatal consequences.
A lighthouse was required on Fisgard Rocks, or Island,
principally because the entrance to Esquimalt harbour was,
"...very difficult to make out at night, the points being
27
obscured by the high land rising behind."
The best proof of the necessity of a harbour light is
the fact of many experienced Masters of Mail Steamers
and Merchant vessels to whom time is a great object,
having been obliged to anchor outside in Royal Roads
at night, altho' they had frequently entered the
harbour by day, and it has happened that vessels
which would otherwise have called at Esquimalt, have
passed to the United States Ports, because they could
not enter after dark. 28
Richards included tracings in his report which pinpointed the proposed site for each lighthouse. Figure 2
is a printed copy of the tracing which indicates the
entrance to Esquimalt harbour (see Figure 2). The site for
a lighthouse is marked on the northern portion of Fisgard
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Island. The sectors of green, white, and red light are
marked to indicate the proposed characteristic of the light.
Richards suggested the light at the entrance to Esquimalt
harbour should be of the fifth order, and that it should be
shaded red and white.

The red sector was considered

necessary, "...as a guide to clear Scrogg's Rocks...."
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The response from officials in London to these papers
and reports was encouraging and generally supportive. On
9 March 1859, James Booth, of the Board of Trade, responded
to the letter which had been sent from the Colonial Office
on 22 January of that year, which had enclosed Richards'
first report on the harbours of the colonies. He stated
that the proposed lights mentioned in the report did not
appear to belong to the class of Imperial lights and, therefore, it did not, "...fall within the province of this
Department to form an opinion or to give any recommendation
30
as to the propriety of their being established."
However,
Captain Sulivan, of that Department, had prepared a memorandum on the subject and his commentary was forwarded to
the Colonial Office.
Captain Bartholomew James Sulivan was the Nautical
Adviser to the Marine and Harbour Departments from December
1856 to April of 1865. During an earlier period (1838-39)
he had been engaged in the survey of the Falkland Islands, 31
and at that time he apparently had Captain Richards in his
32
command.
Captain Sulivan seems to have been a man of
considerable expertise in maritime matters. In addition to
his service in the Falkland Islands, Sulivan served aboard
the H.M.S. Beagle between 1831 and 1836. During this tour
of duty, he served under Fitzroy and apparently knew Darwin
well. Prior to his appointment as Naval Officer of the
Marine Department, he held a naval command. 33
It is possible that Sulivan's personal knowledge of
Captain Richards' competence and achievements might have
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led him to consider carefully the recommendations contained
in the harbour report. According to an obituary which
appeared in the Times Richards' naval career, before he was
posted to Vancouver Island, appears to have been truly
exceptional. He was born in 1820, the son of a captain in
the Royal Navy, and he entered the navy on 3 November 1832.
"His first ship was the Radamanthus, in which he served for
two years in the West Indies under Admiral George Evans. In
1835 he was appointed as a midshipman in an expedition
consisting of the Sulphur and Starling, then fitting out
under Admiral Frederick William Beechey for a voyage of
exploration and survey in the Pacific Ocean."
He served
for five' years in the Sulphur and during that time surveys
of the west coasts of South and North America, the Pacific
Islands, New Guinea, and the Moluccas were undertaken. He
was then transferred as senior executive officer to the
Starling. In this vessel, "...he was present at many of
the actions of the first China war, participating in the
taking of the Boque forts and the capture of Canton."35
Richards returned to England in 1842, and after three
months service in the Caledonia he was promoted to the rank
of lieutenant. His first posting after promotion was to
the Philomel which was sent to carry out a survey of the
Falkland Islands under the command of Sulivan. The Philomel
was not able to complete the survey because she was involved
in "operations" conducted by the French and English against
President Rosas of Buenos Ayres during 1845-6. Upon his
return to England in June of 1846, Richards was promoted to
the rank of commander and the next year he began a four year
survey of New Zealand. Returning home in 1852, he learned
of an expedition which was setting out to continue the search
for Sir John Franklin. He volunteered for this expedition,
and, "while on this service he conducted several extended
sledging expeditions, travelling more than 2,000 miles over
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frozen sea, and being absent from the ships on this duty
36
for a period extending over seven months."
Upon his
return to England in 1854 from this expedition, he was
promoted to the rank of captain.
In 1856, Richards was appointed to the command of the
Plumper to conduct a survey of Vancouver Island and British
Columbia, and to act as a Queen's Commissioner with Captain
Prevost in the settlement of the boundary question. His
earlier experience seems to have prepared him well for his
duties. After undertaking surveys in colonial waters, he
returned to England in 186 3. This voyage marked his third
circumnavigation of the globe. He was appointed to the
position of Hydrographer of the Navy, and he held this
post for ten years. He was promoted to the ranks of viceadmiral and admiral after he had been placed on the retired
list. In 1866, he had been elected to be a Fellow of the
Royal Society and a Corresponding Member of the Academy of
Science of Paris. He was also a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. "In 1869 he was nominated an A.D.C.
to the Queen, in 1871 a Companion of the Civil Division of
the Order of the Bath, and he received the honour of knighthood in 1877. In 1888 the Knight Commandership of the
37
Military Order of the Bath was conferred upon him."
Although Sulivan could not have predicted the
direction of Richards' career after his return from Vancouver
Island, it seems likely that he was aware of his ability
and, therefore, carefully considered the recommendations
contained in his harbour report. In his 7 March 1859
memorandum, Sulivan noted that, "the sites recommended by
Capt. Richards should be adopted," the, "...Harbour light
38
is also very necessary."
He presumed that the Imperial
government would have to provide some financial assistance
to the colonial administration for this project, and he
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felt that this would be beneficial since it would prevent
loss of time in establishing the lights.
Should this be decided on it will prevent further
loss of time, as the lanterns and light apparatus
which have to be sent from England could be ordered
at once, and sent out in about three months from
this.39
Despite the fact that colonial authorities would likely
have to depend on British agencies for financial assistance
and for apparatus, Sulivan stressed that local materials
should be used where possible since, "...the plan of
sending iron towers and buildings from England has been
attended with very great expense. The lanterns and apparatus should alone be sent from this Country, a drawing of
the lantern and top of the tower being sent immediately to
the Colony for the information of the Engineer who designs
the towers."
Sulivan's memorandum also contained some practical
suggestions on the characteristics of the proposed lights.
He felt that the light at the entrance to Esquimalt should
be a fixed light of the fourth order. "The lantern &c
would cost about £600 and the buildings &c perhaps
£1400."41
This memorandum was forwarded to the Colonial Office
and several opinions were offered on its contents. In one
commentary, an unknown official in the Colonial Office
noted that the colony did not have the funds to establish
the lights, but added that perhaps the Imperial Government
could purchase the lanterns and apparatus and also advance
£4000 towards the cost of the work. It was intended that
the advance would be paid back within a specified term.42
On 28 March 1859, a second response to Richards'
harbour report was forwarded to the Colonial Office. A
letter sent from H. Corry, of the Admiralty, enclosed notes
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on the subject by Hydrographer J. Washington. Washington had
drafted instructions to Richards prior to his voyage to
Vancouver Island, and it is likely that he was aware of his
competence as a hydrographic surveyor. It is not surprising,
therefore, that Washington remarked that, "with reference to
that portion of Captain Richards report on the harbours of
Vancouver Isl
I entirely concur with him in the necessity
of lighting the Juan de Fuca Strait & the approach to Esquimalt
harbour with the least possible delay."
In a similar fashion to Sulivan, Washington also offered
advice regarding the desired characteristics of the lights.
The only general principles to lay down are that all
the light[s] on the British shore of Fucas straits
should be quick revolving or flashing to distinguish
them from Fixed lights on the Mainland of the U.S.
territory. That they should be dioptric or by lenses.
That they should not be placed at an Elevation exceeding
150 feet above the level of the sea on account of the
prevalence of fog & that a fog bell should be attached
to each lighthouse. 44
Washington recognized that there would be no means of
acquiring suitable lighting apparatus in the colony and he,
therefore, recommended that the Colonial Office should
contact the Board of Trade, if they had not already done so,
...asking them to give immediate orders to have the
light apparatus &c put in hand; & to undertake the
Superintendence of it as also of the fog bells. And
drawings shewing the dimensions of the lanterns be
sent out to Vancouver I. with instructions to the
Governor to appoint a Committee to decide on the exact
sites for the Lights. And at once to set about the
erection of the lighthouses preparatory to the arrival
of the lanterns & light apparatus.
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The Colonial Office had, in fact, been in contact with
the Board of Trade regarding this subject, and on 31 March
1859 Merivale sent a response to Booth's earlier letter of
9 March. Merivale continued to press the Board of Trade
to include the proposed lighthouses on Vancouver Island in
the Imperial class of lights. To support his argument for
the necessity of the navigational aids, he forwarded
Douglas' two despatches of 15 January and 4 February.
After considering these despatches, Sulivan again
supported Richards' view and, stated that, "the importance
of the two lights [Race Rocks and Fisgard Island]... cannot
be over stated."
He felt that if a grant of £7000 was
provided by the Treasury, the colony might be able to soon
repay this sum and undertake the maintenance of the lights.
In concluding his commentary, Sulivan gave a further
argument in favour of the establishment of the lighthouses.
I would desire more especially to point out that the
trade through this Strait must be rapidly increasing; that in long winter nights it will be dangerous
to navigate such a Strait without these lights; that
the light at Dungeness on the American shore will be
of no use to vessels rounding Race Island bound
either to Esquimalt or Victoria; and that the wreck
of a single British Vessel might entail on persons
in this Country a loss far exceeding the Cost of
these two lights or even of the three lights proposed:
while the value of each of the ships of war on the
*. *.4

*
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station is far greater.
On 7 April Booth wrote to the Colonial Office and
communicated the position of the Board of Trade. Although
Sulivan had been a firm supporter of Richards' view
regarding the need for lighthouses, officials in the Board
of Trade declined to offer any financial assistance toward
the project. It was felt that the lights would benefit
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trade coming to, rather than passing, the colony. For this
reason, it was stated that the proposed lighthouses could
not be classed as Imperial lights. "Under these circumstances they are Lights which should, My Lords think, if
possible, be erected and maintained by and at the cost of
the Colony rather than the Home Government."49 Booth
further stated that a vote could be taken in Parliament to
cover the expense, but if such a measure were adopted the
vote should be taken on the responsibility of the Colonial
Office and not the Board of Trade. If this course of
action was taken, the Board of Trade consented to, "...give
their best advice and assistance in the matter."
It seems unusual that the Board of Trade should
consider that the responsibility for funds voted in
Parliament for this purpose should rest with the Colonial
Office. In a circular sent to all colonies on 8 January
1857, it was clearly stated that, "...the Lords of the
Committee of Privy Council for Trade have undertaken the
duty, as far as the Home Government is concerned, of
51
superintending the erection of Colonial Lighthouses."
Authorities were informed that, in cases where funds were
needed for the purpose of maintaining or erecting a
light, "...applications will of course be made to the Board
of Trade."52
It is, therefore, not surprising that Colonial
officials were not eager to continue to support the
project of establishing the lights when they learned of
the Board of Trade's response. Comments written on the
content of Booth's letter suggest that authorities* in the
Colonial Office felt that the project of establishing the
lights would have to wait until the colony of Vancouver
Island had the funds to pay for the construction. 53
This unfortunate decision was apparently altered
after a "private communication" was sent from Captain
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Sulivan to an official in the Colonial Office. Dated 12
April, Sulivan stated that he was, "...very anxious
that the Vancouver Lighthouses should if possible be
proceeded with this summer."
He hoped that money for the
project might be procured from the Treasury, but if this
was not possible he suggested that the colony could possibly
construct towers and lightkeepers dwellings. If this were
feasible, the Imperial government might be able to supply
the lanterns and apparatus.
It seems evident that Captain Sulivan was the champion
of the proposal to build lighthouses on Vancouver Island.
His persistency eventually produced results and support was
finally won for the project. On 29 April 1859, the Colonial
Office forwarded copies of correspondence, which had passed
between Governor Douglas, the Board of Trade, the Admiralty,
to the Treasury. They sought to have the entire cost of
constructing the lighthouses (£7000) provided by a vote in
Parliament. It was intended that the colonies of Vancouver
Island and British Columbia would repay half this sum, and
that they would also pay for the maintenance of the lighthouses. The Colonial Office based its argument for the
need for funds on the belief that the works were a,
"...matter of national importance and concern...."
George Hamilton, of the Treasury Chambers, responded
to this application on 4 May 1859, stating that officials
had agreed to place the sum of £7000 in the British
Columbia Estimates. The Lords Commissioners approved of,
"...measures being taken for sending out immediately from
this country the apparatus required for the two lighten
houses proposed to be erected."
They did, however,
attach certain conditions to their approval of the application. These conditions included an understanding that the
contribution from the Imperial government was not to exceed
£3500 and the colonial government would be responsible for
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the construction of the lighthouses.
...my Lords request that Sir E.B. Lytton will make
Governor Douglas fully aware that, although the Board
of Trade will readily afford any advice or information and will send out from this country the lighting apparatus, they decline undertaking any responsibility as to the selection of the site or the
construction of the towers; and my Lords, in sanctioning the estimate of 7,000£., trust that Sir
E.B. Lytton will instruct Governor Douglas to consider himself responsible for the adoption of proper
means for selecting the site, and having construction
of the work properly superintended.
The Treasury officials took this stand regarding the
responsibility of the project because a previous
experience with the construction of a lighthouse on the
Basses Rocks off the coast of Ceylon had shown that lack
of understanding on this point had been a costly mistake.
When the estimates were finally prepared, it was
decided that it would be more consistent to include that
sum under "Lighthouses Abroad" rather than under the
estimate for British Columbia. This action resulted in
a situation where, "...all sums advanced in the Colony on
account of the Lighthouses should be drawn for upon, and
all accounts in respect of the Works carried on in the
Colony rendered to the Board of Trade."58
It is apparent, therefore, that Richards' report on
the harbours of Vancouver Island and British Columbia, and
containing recommendations describing the need for lighthouses, acted as the impetus for the establishment of
lights on Race Rocks and Fisgard Island. Supported by
Rear-Admiral Baynes and Governor Douglas, this report
came to the attention of officials in the Colonial Office,
the Admiralty, and the Board of Trade. Sulivan and
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Washington wrote favourable memoranda on the report, and
Sulivan in particular continued to press for the acceptance of the project. After several skirmishes concerning
responsibility and funding for the lighthouses, approval
was finally won.
Therefore, on 11 May 1859, a letter was sent informing Governor Douglas that £7000 had been advanced for the
construction of the two lighthouses, and that the Board
of Trade had been asked to send lighting apparatus
immediately and to, "... give you any advice or information
in their power...."59 In addition, the Admiralty had been,
"...requested to instruct the naval officers on the spot
to give you every assistance, by their advice or other60
wise, to facilitate the work."
The Governor was
cautioned that the responsibility for selecting the sites
and superintending the works rested with him. Finally,
it was determined that the colonies of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia should jointly repay half of the cost
of establishing the lights.

The Construction of Fisgard Lighthouse
After Governor Douglas had received notice of the approval
of funds, drawings of the lantern were sent from the Board
of Trade, a design was produced for the lighthouse, and an
estimate was prepared. Tenders for the project were subsequently invited, and John Wright was awarded the contract for the construction of the building. Work on the
site was initiated in the fall of 1859, and by June of
1860 the building was ready to receive the lantern and
apparatus which was shipped from England. This equipment
was installed in the lighthouse, and on 16 November 1860
the light became operational.
When approval had been obtained for funding the
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establishment of the lights, action was swiftly taken to
procure lanterns and apparatus for Fisgard and Race Rocks
lighthouses. Although Captain Sulivan had little information concerning the prospective sites, he was able to
prepare a description of the type of apparatus which would
be needed. In a minute paper registered on 13 May 1859,
Sulivan noted that, "we must ask for tenders for the two
lanterns from Wilkins, Deville & Simpson & from the same
61
parties and Chance for the apparatus."
He went on to
state that the fourth order fixed light should show a light
over an arc of 220 . In this arc of visibility, 140°
should show red, 60 bright or white, and 20 green. The
diameter of the lantern was to be six feet three inches
62
and the pedestal was to be made of iron.
It is evident,
from the description which is given, that the fourth order
apparatus was intended for use at Fisgard lighthouse.
Sulivan concluded this commentary by stating that themanufacturers should supply working drawings of the lantern
which would be to scale. In addition, he felt that
sketches of the lanterns should be sent immediately to the
63
Colonial Office.
Drawings of the lanterns were needed
in the colony so that plans of the lighthouses could be
prepared.
By 20 May 1859, Sulivan was able to prepare a memorandum which more fully described the type of lanterns and
apparatus which would be sent from England. Written to
accompany sketches of the lanterns, this memorandum
confidently stated that, "the erection of the necessary
towers and buildings being left in the hands of the
Governor, these sketches will be sufficient to shew the
required dimensions of the towers at the base of the
Lanterns, and the width required for the galleries."
Information concerning design requirements was also
included. Sulivan noted that, "the floor in the smaller
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tower [Fisgard lighthouse] is only just below the base of
the pedestal as the same depth las Race Rocks] is not
required."
In addition, a change from the 13 May
minute describing the characteristic of Fisgard light
is described. The light was still intended to illuminate
220° of the circle, but now 142° were to show a red light,
58 a bright or white light, and 20 a green light.
A detail from the drawing which was attached to this
memorandum is shown in Figure 4 (see Figure 4). The
Public Record Office, in Kew Gardens, England, currently
retains this drawing in its collection. The original
document has sustained some damage and, because of this,
parts of the drawing appear to be disjointed or out of
shape. Despite this damage, it is possible to gain an
impression of the elevation, section, and plan of the
proposed lantern for Fisgard lighthouse.
Sulivan further indicated in his memorandum that
the Governor should state the best means of shipping the
works and equipment to the colony, and the possibility
of locally obtaining competent men to install the apparatus. He also inquired if it would be necessary to
f. -j

send keepers to man the lights.
Finally, Sulivan made reference to a second sketch
which was apparently forwarded to the Colonial Office.
No copy of this drawing has been found, but from Sulivan's
commentary it is possible to determine that it represented a sample plan of a lighthouse tower.
A sketch of a Tower is also sent which though
not applicable to Race Rocks as to dimensions, being
for a first order Light, may perhaps be useful to
the person who designs the Towers. The Coping
stones in this sketch project inside the walls in
order to give more space to the Keepers: but if they
are provided with detached dwellings this is not
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necessary.68
It is possible that this second drawing might have served
as a model for the design of Race Rocks and Fisgard
lighthouses.
It is interesting to note that the preparation of
specifications for lanterns and apparatus appeared to be
a new and largely untried activity for officials in the
Board of Trade. Comments made by Farrer concerning
Sulivan's description of equipment needed for Vancouver
Island lights highlight the problems associated with this
inexperience.
This is such a new point that I hardly like
sending out the papers without the fullest consideration & without written authority. We have
never hitherto issued Specifications or taken on
ourselves to do Engineers work without either the
help of an Engineer of our own, or of the Trinity
House, and in the beginning when we undertook the
Colonial Lights one of the proposals contained in
the correspondence laid before Parliament was that
we should get help from the Trinity House. ...I feel
little doubt that the Specifications as proposed,
looking to Capt. Sulivan's knowledge of Lights
will do practically. But if anything goes wrong it
will be no answer to a complaint to say that we
69
thought it a straight forward affair.
After due consideration, Farrer felt that Trinity
House should be involved in the procurement of lanterns
and apparatus for Vancouver Island lights. To protect the
Board of Trade from any complaints which might have been
attributable to lack of experience or improper advice,
Farrer decided to write to the Secretary of the Trinity
House on 11 June 1859 stating that, "My Lords would therefore feel greatly obliged if the Elder Brethren would be
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so good as to assist them in Iprocuring lanterns and light
apparatus for Race Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses]... and
undertake the superintendence of the required work in the
same manner as they have done in the case of the Lantern
and Apparatus for the Cani Rocks."
In forwarding the specifications of the lights to
Trinity House, Farrer communicated the description of
lighting apparatus for Fisgard Island which had appeared
in Sulivan's memoran dum.71
In Lighthouses and Lightships: A Descriptive and
Historical Account of Their Mode of Construction and
Organization, published in 1871, W.H. Davenport Adams
gives an interesting and descriptive account of Trinity
House Corporation. Officially named the Corporation of
the Trinity House of Deptford Str[o]nd, this agency had
72
control of English lighthouses.
In addition to superintending the lighting of the English coast line, the
Corporation was involved in examining pilots and awarding certificates of competency, watching over the
ballasting of ships in the Thames, establishing and
maintaining sea-marks, examining students of Christ's
Hospital who were seeking a maritime career, and superintending, "...the boarders in the houses of refuge which
73
belong to the Corporation."
P.H. Berthon, the Secretary of Trinity House, wrote
to the Board of Trade on 22 June 1859 indicating that the
Elder Brethren would, "...take the necessary steps for
procuring Two Lanterns, and the relative Lighting
Apparatus for Two Light Houses about to be erected in
Vancouver's Island...."
They also agreed to obtain the
works and machinery in the, "...manner suggested by their
75
Lordships."
Therefore, the responsibility of hiring the
firm to manufacture the lantern and lighting apparatus
for Fisgard lighthouse, and to supply the finished
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product, devolved upon the Corporation of Trinity House.
By 18 July 1859, Governor Douglas had received
notification that the Imperial government had advanced
funds for the construction of the lighthouses. Douglas
noted that he would, "...depend greatly on Captain
Richards R.N. for the selection of the proper sites and
with him I will associate a Committee of Naval Officers
and experienced Ship Masters so that the choice may be
made with due care and discrimination."
He also
included an assurance that no time would be lost in
establishing the lights.
Governor Douglas certainly did endeavour to facilitate
the early construction of the lights. On 18 July, he appeared before the House of Assembly and stated that it was
his intention to select sites for lighthouses on Race Rocks
and at the entrance to Esquimalt harbour without any delay.
"We will then provide material, and enter on the construction of these important works as soon as we receive
drawings of the lanterns, and tops of the towers, which
are daily expected from England, for the information of
the engineers who design the towers." 77
On 8 August the drawings and memorandum prepared by
Sulivan arrived in the colony, and Douglas hastily
responded to questions raised by the letter. By return
despatch, the Governor suggested a means of transporting
the apparatus to Vancouver Island, and he also indicated
that there were no competent men in the colony who would
be able to install the lanterns and attend to the operation of the lights. To fill this need, he asked
authorities in England to hire men capable of attending
to these tasks. 78
Upon receiving the drawings and memorandum, a group
of men described as being "Light-house Commissioners" were
able to proceed, on 10 August, to choose lighthouse sites.
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The Commissioners are listed as being Captain Richards;
Captain Fulford of the H.M.S. Ganges; Captain Cooper, the
Harbour Master of Esquimalt; Captain Mouatt of H.B.C.
Otter; Captain Nagle, the Harbour Master at Victoria;
and Surveyor General Pemberton. Sites were selected on
the largest outer island of the Race Rocks group and
Fisgard Island. 79
Once the sites had been chosen, work associated with
the construction of the lighthouses could proceed apace,
and by 23 August, Colonial Surveyor Pemberton was able to
offer a preliminary estimate for the cost of building both
lighthouses. The estimate was based on dimensions of the
towers suggested by Captain Sulivan's memorandum and
recommendations from Captain Richards. Pemberton also based
his costing of the project on a set of principles which
concerned the general design of the buildings. These
principles were as follows:
1. Where the site is a Rock on which there is space
enough & no danger to be apprehended from the
Waves, it is more economical & convenient to
have the narrowest Tower with Dwelling attached,
than a Broader Tower, with dwelling rooms in it.
2. That Brick would be preferable at Esquimalt &
stone on the spot at Race Rocks, where the
distance from Victoria is greater, currents more
rapid, exposure to weather more, & building stone
(bluish gran
) excellent.
3. That Gothic Arches should be adopted in the Brick
Tower & semicircular in the Stone.
4. That each attached Dwelling sh. be of same
material as the Tower, four roomed, made
exceedingly comfortable & slated.
5. That light Iron Stairs cast at San Francisco
w. be nearly as cheap as wood. Stone Steps too
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expensive.
6. The small Lighthouse c. be built in 3 or 4 mo.,
the larger one in 7 or 8 mo. Work being of
course suspended in frosty weather. 80
Pemberton estimated that the construction of Fisgard
lighthouse would entail the excavation of 450 cubic yards
of rock; the purchase of lime and sand, and 100,000 bricks
for the tower; the laying of 160 cubic yards of brickwork; the erection of scaffolding; the construction of
two floors; the installation of fixed metal stairs,
windows, doors, arches, and a lantern; and the freighting
of apparatus from Victoria. The total cost of this initial
estimate after including contingencies and superintendence
Q-|

of the works was £2437.12.1.
Plans and specifications prepared in connection with
this estimate were hastily finalized, and by 25 August an
invitation to tender bids for the construction of,
"... the whole or portion of either or both of TWO LIGHT8?
HOUSES...." appeared in the Gazette.
It seems that Figure 5 could be an original sheet of
plans for Fisgard lighthouse. Although the sheet is not
dated, it is signed by Joseph D. Pemberton and John
Wright. Pemberton, as Colonial Surveyor, prepared the
estimates for the lighthouse, and Wright was awarded the
contract for the construction of the building. Since
these plans show a mirror-image of the appearance of
the lighthouse once it was erected, it is likely that these
drawings were executed prior to construction. An elevation, sectional elevation, ground plan, plan of the lantern, and windows and doors in the tower, are indicated
on the sheet illustrated in Figure 5. It should be noted
that appearance of the lantern is different in scale, but
in other respects identical, to the sketch of the. lantern
in Figure 4 (see Figures 4 and 5).
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The specifications for Fisgard lighthouse have not been
located and are probably no longer in existence. However,
it is possible to gain an impression of how the building
was initially planned by reading a commentary of the
period. A local newspaper article in the 1 September 1859
edition of the Gazette noted that, "the tower for this
light will not be quite as high as the one for Race Rocks
light, and will be constructed of brick throughout. About
700 cubic yards of blasting will be required to make a
plane surface for the foundation of the tower." 83
Although the design for the apparatus, lantern, and
possibly even part of the tower was provided by the Board
of Trade, the finalized plans for Fisgard lighthouse seem
to have been produced in the colony. The two individuals
who appear to have contributed the most to the design were
Joseph D. Pemberton and John Wright.
Since Pemberton held the position of Colonial Surveyor,
and was, therefore, ultimately responsible for the construction of the lighthouses, it is apparent that some
measure of credit for the design of the buildings should
go to him. He prepared the estimate of construction,
described the fundamental principles upon which the design
was based, and he also signed the copy of plans for Fisgard
lighthouse which are reproduced in Figure 5. A comment in
the Colonist seems to support the view that Pemberton had
a hand in preparing the plans for the lighthouses.
Joseph D. Pemberton calls for tenders for lighthouses. Were we to judge from the style and plans of
other public buildings constructed by direction of
that gentleman, it would be apparent that great care
should be taken to get good and correct plans first;
else we may expect light houses erected which will be
as great a burlesque on architecture as the government buildings over James' Bay. 84
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In fact, Pemberton does state that the Governor had
asked him to prepare "...Drawings and Specifications, to
attend particularly to strength, durability, and rigid
economy; to ascertain by advertising for Tenders whether
the works required could not be executed for a less sum
than was Estimated; and in the Interim, to push on with
the foundations of both [lighthouses], that no time might
85
be lost."
Since the lighthouse project was a major
undertaking for the small staff of the Colonial Surveyor's
Office, the Governor might have expected Pemberton to be
personally involved in the preparation of the drawings and
specifications.
Although it is difficult to determine exactly what
role Joseph Pemberton played in designing the lighthouses,
it is evident that he was certainly well qualified for the
task of designing public buildings. Biographical notes
prepared by the Provincial Archives of British Columbia
outline his success as an engineer, professor, Colonial
Surveyor, and Surveyor General of Vancouver Island. He
was born in Dublin on 23 July 1821, and he studied engineering at Trinity College. He served as an engineer on
several railways in England and Ireland, and in 1850 he
was awarded Prince Albert's bronze medal for his design of
a building to house the Exhibition of 1851. The winning
entry for this competition was provided by Sir Joseph
Paxton who designed the Crystal Palace. Between the years
1849 and 1851, Pemberton was a professor of surveying,
civil engineering, and mathematics at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. He signed a contract with
the Hudson's Bay Company, on 15 February 1851, to serve
for three years as Colonial Surveyor and Engineer of
Vancouver Island, and he later signed a second contract
with the colony on 8 October 1855. During his term of
service, he designed a number of public buildings includ-
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ing the first school house in Victoria (1853) and the
Victoria District Church (1856). By 1861, he received a
86
commission as Surveyor-General of Vancouver Island.
Along with Pemberton, John Wright signed the copy of
the plans of Fisgard lighthouse which appear in Figure 5.
Wright is reputed to have been the first professional
architect to practise in Victoria, and his expertise as a
local architect might have been invaluable to the staff of
the Colonial Surveyor's office. Upon arriving in the
colony in 1859, he embarked within a short period of time on
a series of significant commissions. He introduced steam
heating to Victoria with his design, in 1859, of the Pandora
Street Methodist Church. Several of his other noteworthy
commissions included Angela College, Woodlands (1861),
87
Fairfield (1861), Pentrelew, and the Richard Carr House.
The last named house was the childhood home of Emily Carr,
and it is now a designated historic site.
In addition to a varied career as an architect, Wright
also has the distinction of being the contractor for the
construction of Fisgard lighthouse. The first instalment
payment for the contract amounted to £2125.0.0 and it was
paid on 2 December 1859. A second payment of £600.0.0 was
made on 11 April 1860, with payments of £500. and £200.
subsequently being made. The final instalment payment of
£272.8.9 was made on 19 June I860.88
One feature of Fisgard lighthouse definitely appears
to have been designed by John Wright. An article in the
Colonist dated 9 June 1860, indicates that,
from the second story is the entrance to the tower,
in which is a circular stair, 35 feet high, made of
cast iron, filling exactly the hollow in the tower,
which is 5 feet in diameter. The design of this
stair was made by Mr. Wright, and was cast at San
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Francisco, where Mr. W. received $300. for the
pattern. There is no stairs of a similar kind on the
continent, except at Toronto. It certainly reflects
great credit on the designer, and to see it will
amply repay a visit to the light-house. 89
Although a San Francisco firm is mentioned as purchasing the staircase design from John Wright, the lighthouse
accounts, compiled by the Treasury during 1859-61, indicate
that Wright was paid £17. from colonial funds for, "...
design for Iron Staircase for Race Rocks Light House."90
Since the stairs in Race Rocks tower appear to have been
91
made of stone,
it is apparent that the staircase described in the account was planned for Fisgard lighthouse.
Perhaps Wright was able to sell his design successfully to
both American commercial interests and to colonial
authorities.
After Fisgard lighthouse had been constructed, the
firm of Wright and Saunders was engaged to effect repairs
on the building. John Wright had joined in partnership
with Saunders by 1863, and in 1867 the firm moved to San
Francisco. Today, these men are remembered for their
designs of famous residences on Nob Hill. 92
In addition to Wright and Pemberton, it is evident
that a third man might have considerably influenced the
design of Fisgard lighthouse. The descriptive article in
the 9 June 1860 edition of the Colonist noted, in connection with the staircase commentary, that the design of the
lighthouse, "...was made by Mr. Tidieman, of the Surveyorgo
General's office...."
A recent publication entitled
British Columbia, A Pictorial Record: Historical Prints
and Illustrations of the Province of British Columbia,
Canada, 1778-1891, by Charles de Volpi, indicates
Hermann Otto Tiedemann "...designed Fisgard lighthouse and
the old Legislative Buildings at Victoria."94 De Volpi
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also notes that Tiedemann accepted a position with the
Colonial Surveyor's staff in 1858, and that by 1862 he
had joined Alfred Waddington to undertake a survey for the
construction of a road from the head of Bute Inlet to Fort
Alexandria.
However, it does not seem likely that the attribution
of the entire design for Fisgard lighthouse should rightly
go to Tiedemann. H.O. Tiedemann appears to have been a
junior member of the Surveyor General's staff during the
period when the lighthouses were planned and constructed.
While employed in this office, he acted as Clerk of the
works at Fisgard lighthouse between 13 September to 23
October 1859.95 In this capacity he took direction from,
and was responsible to, Joseph D, Pemberton.
Pemberton's letter of instruction to Tiedemann, dated
1 October 1859, is of interest to the general discussion of
the design and construction of the building. The letter
states that Tiedemann was:
1. To take ... accurate copies of Plans and Specifications and every information bearing on the subject.
2. To be always present on the spot when materials are
being landed, mortar is being mixed, or Brickwork,
or Masonry are progressing.
3. To reject, and order the removal of any defective
material.
4. To check the laying out of the Work, and to see
that windows, doors, &c are correctly placed, and
at the right Levels.
5. To keep accurate Accounts, and monthly measurement
of the Work, as it proceeds.
6. To incur no Extra, unless the Order to the Contractor in writing, is countersigned by the
Colonial Surveyor.
7. The nature of the Work being already specified, and
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in conversation discussed, need not be repeated
here.
8. Endeavor to promote harmony, and good feeling,
among all the persons engaged.
9. If any difference of opinion should arise between
you and the Contractor, communicate at once with
96
the Colonial Surveyor.
It seems apparent that Tiedemann could make few decisions
concerning the construction or design of Fisgard lighthouse
without consulting Pemberton. It is possible, however, that
modifications which were made during the course of construction might have been planned and superintended by Tiedemann.
A fourth man who might have influenced the design of
Race Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses was John James Cochrane.
Cochrane had superintended the construction of beacons in
Scotland and, venturing to Vancouver Island in 1858, he
sought employment in the colony.97 His references indicate
that he had won the respect of a number of men who were
influential in the field of lighthouse engineering. Messrs.
D. and T. Stevenson certified that Cochrane had worked under
their direction, in the service of the Board of Northern
Lighthouses, since January of 1856. During that time, he
superintended the castings, fittings, and erection of beacons
on the following rocks: Stroma, in the Pentland Firth;
Vasa, near Kirkwall; Loch Inver, in Loch Inver Bay; Calliach
Stone, in the Sound of Sleat; Pabla, in the Sound of Skye;
and Cairnulg, near Fraserburgh. "In all these operations,
which required an accurate knowledge of iron work both in
the foundry and the fitting shop, as well as practical knowledge in the permanent erection of the structures on the
rocks, [he] conducted [himseJ_f] to our entire satisfaction,
and with the most perfect sobriety, integrity, and
ability
"98
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Prior to working for the Stevensons, Cochrane had
completed an apprenticeship as a millwright and engineer at
Shotts Iron Works in Edinburgh, The manager of the works,
Alexander Sinclair, noted that, "he is, in my opinion, a
young gentleman of great intelligence, ability, energy, and
skill, and well qualified for undertaking any situation of
responsibility and trustworthiness in engineering
operations." 99
It seems that J.J. Cochrane came directly from his
employment with the Stevensons to Vancouver Island, and by
2 7 September 1859 he had accepted the task of superintending
the construction of Race Rocks lighthouse. In addition to
undertaking this work, he noted in his letter of acceptance
that he would be willing to superintend the works on Fisgard
Island for, "...a suitable increase of salary...."
Although he was involved in the construction of Race Rocks
lighthouse during the autumn of 1859, his services were
terminated before the end of the year, and little is known
of his activities in the colony after that date (see Part
II, Individual Lighthouses Chapter, Race Rocks Lighthouse).
Whether or not John J. Cochrane had any direct influence
on the design of Fisgard lighthouse is difficult to tell.
His working experience with the Northern Lighthouse Board
and his personal association with prominent lighthouse
engineers might have proved invaluable to a skilled, but
inexperienced, staff in the Colonial Surveyor's office.
Apparently, no other individual associated with the construction of the lighthouses had any direct experience in the
design or erection of aids to navigation. It is possible,
therefore, that his short period of service might have had
a significant impact on those associated with the construction of the lights.
One other person might have influenced the design of
Fisgard lighthouse. Captain G.H. Richards was the key
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individual involved in the selection of lighthouse sites,
and his training as a hydrographic surveyor must have prepared him for the task of siting navigational aids. It is
possible that he might have also acquired a background knowledge of lighthouse engineering. It is certain that any
assistance which Captain Richards might have been able to
offer to the question of lighthouse design would have been
readily received.
Although it is not known who can be officially labelled
as the designer of Fisgard lighthouse, it is apparent that
Joseph Pemberton, John Wright, H.O. Tiedemann, J.J. Cochrane,
and Captain Richards could each have contributed to the
project. In fact, the drawings sent from the Board of Trade
might have served as a basis for a design which was composed
by more than one man.
Once the design had been formulated and tenders had
been invited for the project, work was initiated on the
foundation. Governor Douglas had asked Pemberton to begin
work on the foundations before the contract could be
awarded so that no time might be lost in constructing the
lighthouses. By 21 October 1859, the excavation had been
completed at Fisgard lighthouse, the foundation of the
dwelling had been started, and the stone block for the
plinth on the tower was being prepared.
It is likely
that work on the excavation of the building site was
commenced during Tiedemann's tenure as clerk of the works.
Since £164.12.7 was naid on 18 October for, "Blasting Rock
for Building [Fisgard lighthouse],"102 it is apparent that
work on the excavation probably would have started in
September or early October.
Pemberton requested permission to be able to enter
into agreements for the construction of Race Rocks and
Fisgard lighthouses after he had advertised for bids for a
period of six weeks. He reported to Douglas that,
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"...after Advertising & receiving Tenders for six weeks I
have ascertained that the Works in question can be executed
in a thoroughly efficient manner for £7000.0.0 ... to
assure your Xcy that the Works cannot be done cheaper, &
that if done piecemeal they will cost considerably
more."103 In fact the second estimate for the construction
of Fisgard lighthouse was £2475., and this sum was actually
more than that provided in the first estimate of 23 August.
However, by 2 December John Wright had been paid the first
instalment on the contract and construction of the building
had begun.
Although work had been initiated on the building site
by December, the sale of the property to the Lands and
Works Department does not appear to have been finalized
until the end of that month. Prior to being chosen as a
site for a lighthouse, it appears that Fisgard Island was
privately owned by the Acting Colonial Secretary and his wife.
The Treasury accounts for the colony of Vancouver Island
record that W.A.G. Young was paid £150 for the purchase of
Fisgard Island on 20 December 1859.10^ The sale of the
property seems to follow, by some months, the commencement
of work on the building. Several years later, irregularities were discovered in the sale of the island, and
colonial authorities were obliged to find and examine the
title to the property. This subsequent history of Fisgard
Island is a complex issue and it has been more fully dealt
with in the section of this chapter entitled "Additions and
Alterations".
Once the contract for the construction of Fisgard
lighthouse was signed, work on the project must have
proceeded rapidly. By 7 April 1860, B.W. Pearse, the
Acting Colonial Surveyor, was able to report to the Governor
that building was nearly completed.
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The whole of the Brickwork and Masonry
required in the erection of this Tower and House,
were completed on the 5 . inst. Very little
Carpentry, and some Plastering, will render the
Whole Complete. The Staircase is expected by next
Steamer from San Francisco, and will be put up
complete, within one month of its arrival here. 105
By 10 June, Pearse made a further progress report
stating that, "nothing now remains to be done, but to fit up
the Lantern, and Gallery railing, which can be completed
1 nc

within 10 days of their arrival."
The Masonry and Brickwork of the Tower, and
Lightkeeper's house, were completed in a thoroughly
satisfactory manner, on the 20 . of May last, and
the Iron Staircase on the 30 . There were some
Extras unavoidable, on the Foundations, but the
most rigid economy has been observed throughout. 107
In this letter, Pearse itemizes several expenditures
which do not appear on the original estimates. It seems
that an additional sum of approximately £18 was paid to the
superintendent of the works after 2 3 October 1859 and it is,
therefore, possible that Tiedemann's services were required
during a later phase of the construction. Extras on the
foundation of the tower were performed by John Wright for
£407.5.0., and money was expended for travelling expenses
to the, "...Rock and Dungeness."10 8 This last expenditure
seems to indicate that the men involved in the construction
of Fisgard lighthouse visited Dungeness lighthouse, in
Washington Territory, to observe 7American trends in lighthouse design and management.
The physical appearance of Fisgard lighthouse, at this
time, is known to us from an article in the 9 June edition
of the Colonist. In addition to describing the staircase
and mentioning the "maker" of the design, the article
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mentions the following structural features.
The foundation of the tower and keeper's house is
laid in solid masonry, on the summit of the island,
at an elevation of about 30 feet above the water.
The tower itself is 47 feet high, and when surmounted
by the lantern, which will be 18 feet high, the
elevation of the light above the water will be
ninety-five feet. The tower, at the base, is 13
feet; at the top, 12 feet in diameter, and is built at
the northwest corner of the keeper's house, penetrating into it about four or five feet. The base
is solid granite, two feet thick; above is built of
hard brick, the walls four feet thick; and the top is
also capped with granite ten inches thick, by four
feet wide. The keeper's house is built entirely of
brick, except the shingled roof; is two stories high,
contains two rooms on each flat, 18 x 14 feet, besides
the entrance. The keeper's house is well plastered
and finished. ...The work and material are both of a
substantial character, particularly the tower, which
will endure for a century without any serious
. .
109
injury.
Although this article states that "hard brick" was
used in the construction of Fisgard lighthouse, it appears
that the brick was neither as hard nor as durable as was
first imagined. Several years after the light was established, the exterior surface of the building began to show
signs of deterioration, and by 1873 portland cement had to
be applied to the tower because the bricks were, "...of
a very inferior quality...."
The supplier of these poor
quality bricks is not known, but it has been established
that several local brickyards were in operation in
1859-60. An unpaid account for Race Rocks lighthouse lists
G. Balls as supplying £219.19.1 worth of goods, "...chiefly
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for Bricks supplied on a/c H.B, Company."
It is
possible that he could also have sold bricks to the builders
of Fisgard lighthouse.
It is apparent that other building materials were
locally supplied. The lime used in the lime/sand mortar
was possibly from San Juan Island. A letter from the firm
of Dickson, Campbell and Company to a captain in the Royal
Engineers stationed at New Westminster in 1860 indicates
that his order for thirty-two bushels of "San Juan Lime"
could not be met as there was none in town.112 San Juan
lime was, therefore, available in Victoria and could have
been easily transported to Fisgard Island for the preparation of mortar.
Masonry construction consisting of bricks and mortar
was probably chosen for Fisgard lighthouse because the
lighting apparatus intended for use in this building
utilized an exposed flame, and this type of equipment
increased the chance of fire. In a set of instructions to
surveying officers of H.M. Navy in January of 1868, the
Corporation of Trinity House highlighted this fact by
recommending that lighthouses, "...should be of brick or
stone when placed on the mainland. The light-tower should
be fireproof, and adapted to the conditions of the climate,
so as to ensure perfect ventilation...."113
The windows appear to be an example of a third type of
building material which xxras locally supplied. The ledgers
for the Lands and Works and Treasury Departments show that
Eli Harrison was paid on 4 April 1861 for supplying glazing
to Fisgard lighthouse
and on 18 December 1860 for
providing the same article to Race Rocks lighthouse.
An individual by the name of B. Grable is also noted as
116
being paid on 11 February 1861 for sashes for Race Rocks.
Therefore, it is evident that excluding the lanterns and
lightning conductors which were shipped from Great Britain ,
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the lighthouse on Fisgard Island was probably built
primarily with locally purchased materials.
By 10 June 1860, the construction of Fisgard lighthouse was completed, and the structure only awaited
materials and supplies sent from England before it could
become operational. This equipment arrived in Victoria
aboard the Grecian on 5 August 1860.
It had been shipped
from England on 21 January 1860, and it took better than
six months to reach its destination. 118
Prior to being shipped from England, the works for
the lighthouses had to be manufactured and the stores had
to be assembled. As early as 17 October 1859, W. Wilkins
and Company of Long Acre, London, was able to compile a
"List of Stores and Lighting Materials necessary for exhibiting and maintaining a Light on Race Rocks and at
Esquimalt Harbour Vancouver's Island, for 12 months."119
This list was forwarded to the Board of Trade and it
contained the following items for Fisgard lighthouse:
100 Gallons Oil
1
Oil Cistern
2
Oil Receivers
2
extra Square, Ruby Glass (one of each Size)
6
dz Glass Chimneys
1
dz Leathers
1
dz Lens Cloths
1
dz Ruby Glass Cloths
1
lb. Polishing Powder
1
quart Spirits Wine
32 yards ea Size Cotten Wick
2
Trimming Mandrills
1
Trimming Tray
1
Trimming Can
3
Pairs Scissors
1
Trimming Belt
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4
1
2
2
1

Stoxe Cases
set Flexible Brushes for Tubes of Lamps
Curved Brushes for Lenses
Hand Lamps
Putty Knife
Tools for Fixing
1 90
1 Set Curtains. i Z U
By 16 November of that year, Captain Sulivan, of the Board
of Trade, had signified his approval of this list, and a
121
request was made to Trinity House to order the supplies.
In addition to the stores which were sent for the
operation of the light, the lighting apparatus, lantern,
and lightning conductor were sent aboard the Grecian for
use at Fisgard lighthouse. A list of this equipment
included the following items: 8 pieces of pedestal,
8 uprights, 8 rafters, 8 gutters and pans, 18 pedestal
bolts and nuts, 16 facings, 24 rolls, 60 facing screws
24 extra, 8%" bolts 1 extra for sills, 24 rafter bolts
4 extra, 20 gutter bolts 2 extra, 4 curb bolts 1 extra,
24 countersunk screws 6 extra, 8 facings of pedestal,
3 bolts for column 1 extra, 32 inside lurny plate screws,
48 roll screws 12 extra, 72 screws for roof 24 extra,
8 curtain hooks 4 extra, 2 pieces curb, 8 sills, 8 wooden
rolls, 8 corrugated plates, 1 plate lamp pillar,24 roof
plates, 1 rain water pipe, 8 lining plates of pedestal,
8 angle pieces, 16 screws, lens table, hood and vane
complete, 186 copper roof screws 24 extra, fourth order
dioptric apparatus complete, 3 lamps, 6 burners, 8 squares
plate glass 2 extra, 13 ruby shades, 13 green shades,
gallery railing, 1 oil cistern, 1 cask plate glass cement,
1 cask white lead, column for lamp, 6 dozen chimneys,
16 cans of oil, and a lightning conductor. 122
The lightning conductors which were sent for Fisgard
and Race Rocks lighthouses were supplied by William Wilkins
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and Company of Long Acre,

On 10 January 1860, Wilkins

estimated that the cost of both conductors would be
£52.16.3,

The conductors were described in the estimate as

consisting of: "...180 foot 3/4 in Copper Rod in 10 foot
lengths fitted together with h a l o — g joints, Rivets gincluding 18 Copper Lewises with Glass non conductors for
Rod to pass through and 2 10" Copper Plates to attach to
the end of the rod of each Lighthouse the ends prepared to
fit to the bottom of Pedestal of each Lighthouse and also
12 3
to each Copper Plate,..."
Although the Colonial Surveyor for Vancouver Island had
estimated that the lightning conductor for Fisgard light124
house needed to be one hundred feet in length,
Sulivan
considered that fifty to sixty feet would be sufficient
since, "the lightning conductors need not go into the water,
125
as the Surveyor evidently supposes."
Instead, it was
intended that, "the Conductor should be screwed to the base
of the Lantern and when it reaches the ground it should be
carried under ground to a distance of ten or fifteen feet,
the plate of copper at the end being buried to a depth of
two or three feet and if a wet spot can be found, it should
196
be selected for burying the plate."
In addition to carrying a cargo consisting of lighting
apparatus, lanterns, lighthouse supplies, and lightning
conductors, the Grecian also transported two lightkeepers
to Vancouver Island.

In response to Governor Douglas'

request for competent men to superintend the fitting of the
apparatus and to operate the lights, the Board of Trade
undertook the responsibility of hiring men in England.
George Davies and William Roberts were considered to be
competent to act as keepers, and also to, "...superintend
12 7
the fitting of Lanterns and Lighting Apparatus...."
George Davies was employed at a salary of £150 per annum
and William Roberts received £100 per annum.
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It should be noted that in spite of the fact Governor
Douglas specifically asked for a man to be sent who was
128
skilled in the installation of apparatus,
the Board of
Trade engaged two men who were expected to fulfill both the
duties of mechanics and keepers. This decision was apparently
taken by Board of Trade officials as a cost saving measure.
Sulivan expressed this sentiment in minute notes dated 7
October 1859 with the comment that, "if M. Wilkins can find
men who would superintend the work and at the same time are
129
willing to remain as keepers it will save expense.
The keepers' employment contracts describe more fully
the tasks they were expected to undertake once they arrived
in the colony. A copy of the agreement which was signed
between the Secretary of the Marine Department of the Board
of Trade and George Davies outlines the conditions of his
employment.
MT" Wilkins, Lighthouse Engineer, having recommended you as a Lightkeeper and as a competent person
to superintend the fitting of Lanterns and Lighting
Apparatus, I am directed by the Lords of the Committee
of Privy Council for Trade, acting on behalf and by
the desire of the Governor of Vancouver's Island to
offer you the appointment on the following terms
s t You must proceed to Vancouver's Island by the
1.
Ship'Grecian'which leaves London in the first or
second week of Jan 7 next.
i j Your pay to be at the same rate of £150 per annum
without rations to commence from the day of your
embarcation for Vancouver's Island,
3.y Your Passage out to be paid for you, exclusive of
Wine, Beer, Spirits and Bedding.
4.^ A Dwelling to be provided for you with suitable
furniture, exclusive of Bedding & Linen, & until
the Dwelling is ready you will be provided with
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temporary accomodation.
5.^ Your duties will be, first to superintend the
fitting of the Lanterns and Apparatus; and then
to take charge of either or any Lighthouse in
the Colony, as the Governor may direct.
6.^ You must agree to serve one year after your
arrival in the colony, and after such a period to
give three months notice of your intention to
leave the service. ...
l.y In case you are guilty of Drunkenness or Misconduct, you will be liable to be dismissed by
the Governor without notice. ... 130
Provision was made for Mrs. Davies and three of the
Davies children to accompany the men on their journey to
Vancouver Island. (see Figure 7 - a copy of the passenger
ticket for the keepers and the Davies family aboard the
Grecian). For more information concerning George Davies, and
subsequent keepers of Fisgard lighthouse, please consult
Appendix A.
It is interesting to note that, in addition to recommending Davies as a keeper, Wilkins also supplied the
lanterns, lightning rods, and lightning conductors for Race
Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses. A recent publication
entitled Lighthouses: Their Architecture, History, and
Archaeology indicates that Wilkins was a noted architect.
William Wilkins was apparently even more distinguished than
his father who is remembered for his designs for the two
lighthouses at Haisborough (1791) and the Orfordness high
light (1792). 131
Laden with its valuable cargo, the Grecian proceeded to
Vancouver Island via the Hawaiian Islands, and arrived in the
colony on 5 August 1859. The stop in the Sandwich or
Hawaiian Islands proved to be eventful, and after being unloaded the cargo was unpacked and examined for damage. The
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keepers later informed B.W. Paarse, the acting Colonial
Surveyor, that cases containing ruby shades for Fisgard
lighthouse, "...were both used in a very rough manner by
the crew of the ship 'Grecian' at Honolulu in the Sandwich
Islands."
As a result of this carelessness, all the ruby
glasses in one case were smashed and one shade in the other
case was also broken. In addition to this damage, "the
whole of the Ironwork is considerably rusted, from undue
exposure to wet."133
From a description in the 30 August 1860 edition of
the Colonist, it is apparent that soon after arriving in the
colony, the lantern, apparatus, and supplies were transported
aboard the Forward to Fisgard lighthouse.
The gun-boat Forward was brought to Samuel Price
& Co.'s wharf yesterday, for the purpose of receiving
aboard the lanterns and materials for the towers of
the lighthouses on Fisgard Island and Race Rocks, which
arrived by the Grecian a short time ago, from London. 134
Since the building had been completed some months earlier,
all that remained to make Fisgard light operational, by
August of 1860, was the installation of the apparatus and
the lantern in the tower. To facilitate this task, the
following seamen and marines were employed in fitting up
the lantern: John Mahoney (3 days); Leonard Bible (24
days); Robert Bacon (24 days); John Thompson (23 days);
William Hale (3 days); and James Herbert (3 days). 135
By 4 October 1860, the apparatus had been placed in
Fisgard lighthouse, and,Captain Richards, "...accompanied
1 ^6
by [the] Colonial surveyor fixed angles of the Light...."
The installation of the works was completed during the course
of that month and, by 20 October, B.W. Pearse was able to
report that, "...Fisgard Lighthouse is ready for Lighting at
one hours notice."137 By this date, only the staircase
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remained to be painted before the lighthouse was considered
ready for the Governor's inspection.
At sunset, on 16 November I860, the light was first
138
exhibited from Fisgard lighthouse.
This event marks the
establishment of the first permanent lighthouse on the
western coastline of present day British Columbia.

The Lighthouse 1860-61
The following section of this chapter deals with the appearance of Fisgard lighthouse during the first year of its
operation. In keeping with descriptions of the individual
lighthouses which were established on the British Columbian
coastline prior to 1920 Csee Part II), details concerning
the character of the light, the apparatus, and the design
of the building have been outlined in this section.
The original Notice to Mariners, dated 1 December 1860,
gives the most accurate and technical description of the
newly established light on Fisgard Island. The form of a
"notice to mariners" was used internationally to inform
shipping of new aids to navigation or recently discovered
dangers to maritime traffic. B.W. Pearse apparently first
mentioned the circulation of notices describing the
establishment of Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses in April
of 1860. In a letter to the Acting Colonial Secretary,
Pearse suggested, "...the expediency of Advertising in the
Government Gazette, and foreign Papers, the time when the
Lights on the Race Rocks, and Fisgard Lighthouses, will be
139
visible." J *
Interest was generated in the preparation of the
notices to mariners and, by 13 October, Captain Richards
had written a draft description of Fisgard light. In
forwarding this draft notice to Pearse, Richards noted
that the, "...draught of a Lighthouse Notice for Fisgard
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I. ... is similar to those we publish at home on similar
occasions. I think it will be well to add the note about
Race Rocks as strangers may be confused about the two being
so near each other."140 Richards also offered to draw up
sailing direction for vessels bound to Esquimalt. These
directions were to be published once the lights were in
operation.
Although Captain Richards drafted the notice, he did
not believe it was appropriate that he should sign the
finalized and approved version of the description.
Therefore, the first official notice to mariners concerning
the establishment of Fisgard lighthouse is signed by W.A.G.
Young, the Acting Colonial Secretary. Dated 1 December 1860,
this notice describes the light and it also contains the
sailing directions for Esquimalt and Victoria written by
Captain Richards.
Notice is hereby given, that a Light is exhibited in the Light House recently erected on the
summit of Fisgard Island. The Light is fixed, and
of the 4th order of Fresnel: Shews Bright [white]
when bearing from N.2W. to N.60W. Shews Red when
bearing from N.60W. to S.6E. is elevated 70 feet
above mean High Water Level, and may be seen in clear
weather 10 miles. (The bearings are magnetic.) The
structure consists of a Keeper's dwelling of Brick,
with a Tower of the same material whitewashed, surmounted by an Iron Lantern painted red. It is
situated in Latitude - - - 48° 25' 38" N.
Longitude
123° 27' 10" W. ...142
The sailing directions prepared by Captain George Henry
Richards are of interest because they indicate how Fisgard
lighthouse was to be used by mariners.
On rounding the Race Islands, Fisgard Island Light
will be seen, and should be steered for, on a bearing
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N. % W. , which will lead clear of the reef extending a short distance off Albert Head.
The precautions to be observed are, to keep
the bright light in full view, if a vessel gets
too far to the Westward it will appear dim, and
shortly become entirely shaded, when she should
immediately steer out to the Eastward, until it
again shews bright. ...
When above Albert Head, and desiring to anchor
in Royal Roads, a vessel should bring the Light to
bear N. by W., when she will have 10 fathoms, good
holding ground; or if desired she may stand to the
Westward, until the light becomes shaded green,
when she should immediately anchor.
Entering Esquimalt Harbour, the light should
be left from one to two cables lengths on the port
hand, and when it bears S. by W. at a convenient
distance, a ship may anchor in 7 fathoms, or stand
into Constance Cove if preferred.
When the light bears N.W. by W. in entering,
it changes from Bright to Red, and shews the latter
color within the harbor.
Entering Esquimalt from the Eastward, the
light should not be steered for, until it shews
bright, which is the mark for clearing Brotchy's
Ledge, and the Scrogg Rocks; when the light changes
from Red to Bright, it leads about half a cable
clear of the Scrogg Rocks. ... 143
Figure 8 is a detail from a chart of Victoria and
Esquimalt harbors showing the features surveyed by Captain
Richards and the officers of the H.M.S. Hecate in 1861-62
(see Figure 8). This chart indicates the position of
differing sectors of Fisgard Light in relation to the
surrounding coastline. Figure 9 is a reproduction of an
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is a reproduction of an original broadsheet of the 1 December
1860 notice to mariners. It is currently held in the collection of Public Record Office in Kew Gardens, England (see
Figure 9 ) , Governor Douglas enclosed this notice in a
despatch to the Duke of Newcastle with the comment that,
...I trust Her Majestys Government, and Your
Grace individually will accept the cordial thanks of
the Colony for the generous assistance extended to us,
by means of which a signal benefit has been conferred
not only upon this Colony, but also upon that of
British Columbia, and a national work completed
144
worthy [of] the great character of Our Country.
The Vancouver Island Pilot, written by Captain Richards
and published in 1861, contained a further description of the
usefulness of Fisgard lighthouse. It seems that the white
tower served as a landmark to mariners during the daytime.
...the lighthouse on Fisgard island, a white tower
elevated 70 feet above the sea, at the western
entrance point of the harbour is very conspicuous,
and will be seen immediately on rounding the Race
islands; a course direct for it will clear all
dangers, but attention must be paid to the set of
the tides.... 145
Richards seems to have altered his description of the
sectors of Fisgard light in the Vancouver Island Pilot, and
the use for which they were intended appears to have been
correspondingly altered.
The light is fixed and of the 4th order; it
shows white, when bearing from N.%W. to N.W. by W.
1/3 W.; red from N.W, by W. 1/3 W. to S.%E., and green
from N.%W. to N. by E. 2/3 E.; the white light is
intended to guide a vessel in from seaward, and while
visible clears alike the western coast between Race
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island and Esquimalt, and the southern shore with its
off-lying dangers, Scroggs rocks and Brotchy ledge,
between Duntze head and Trial island; the red shade
will be found useful by vessels bound to Victoria or
Esquimalt from the eastward, after rounding Trial
island it will indicate a vessel's distance from the
shore, and if bound to Esquimalt, a W.S.W. course will
lead a safe distance outside Brotchy ledge, until the
light changes from red to white, when it may be steered
for, and not before. The green shade is to avoid the
Whale rock in the upper part of the harbour, and leads
westward or inside the line of that rock. 146
It is not knovm why the sectors were reported differently in
the Vancouver Island Pilot to the notice to mariners, but it
is possible that some minor changes might have been made to
the sectors during 1861.
Pilot books and notices to mariners give descriptions
which are adequate for the purpose of navigation and, therefore, they offer a reasonably concise and accurate record of
a lighthouse at any given point in its history. Unfortunately,
these sources do not report all of the features which
characterize a lighthouse site. For this reason, various
aspects of the appearance of Fisgard lighthouse will be
examined in more detail in the following commentary.

Exterior

Colour of the

Lighthouse

Both the notice to mariners and the Vancouver Island Pilot
indicate that the tower of Fisgard lighthouse was originally
covered in whitewash while the dwelling remained "red
1/7

brick".
It seems likely that the tower was painted white
to distinguish it from the surrounding coastline. As Alfred
P. Ryder notes, in his Heads of Enquiry into the State and
Condition of Lighthouses with Explanatory Notes, for the Use
of Authorities having Charge of Lighthouses, and for the
Information of Lighthouse Keepers, &c., which was circulated
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to the Governor on Vancouver Island in 1864, "the white
walls, outhouses, steps of the Lighthouse in contrast with
grass or dark ground are very useful in pointing out the
site of a Lighthouse at night and when the building above
may be enveloped in fog."
It is not known why the exterior of the dwelling
appears to have been left unpainted, but it is possible that
it was thought the natural red brick colour would accent the
form of the tower. Alexander Findlay, in his informative
and contemporary account entitled A Description and List of
the Lighthouses of the World, gives credence to this theory
with his comment that,
when [the lighthouse]...shows against the land,
white, of course, is the best; and if against the
sky, a dark colour is preferable. Red is sometimes
used; as at Dungeness, &c; and the extension of the
use of coloured stripes and bands is recommended.
This has been found particularly serviceable for day
distinction in the British American lights, where
the snow lies much longer against the field fences
at right angles to the coast, and has precisely the
same appearance at a distance as a white tower. 149
It seems apparent that the contrast created by the
appearance of the white tower against the red brick dwelling
increased the visibility and distinctiveness of Fisgard
lighthouse. The selective use of white paint accentuated the
design of the tower and dwelling, and made it possible for
the lighthouse to be used as a landmark during the daytime.

Elevation

of the

Light

According to the notice to mariners which was
ber 1860, the light at Fisgard lighthouse was
feet above the high water level. This height
because it was intended that the light should

dated 1 Decemelevated 70
was chosen
be visible
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to mariners at a maximum distance of 10 miles in clear
weather. The elevation of a light above the sea is one of
the most important factors in determining the range of a

ught.150
The prevalence of fog and the divergence of light were
two factors which discouraged the building of towers which
would exhibit a light from a height exceeding 150 feet. As
Alexander Gordon, the respected colonial lighthouse engineer,
notes in his evidence to the Royal Commission on Lighthouses
in I860,
Extreme height of lighthouses is to be avoided,
whatever be the optical arrangement, because the light
may be obscured by fog when all is clear below. ...
The objection to great altitude is much stronger
in the case of a dioptric light, the vertical divergence being so small that the lower part reaches the
sea too far from danger. ... Upon the divergence and
upon the height of the light depends the dark space
close in shore, where a ship may have arrived during
snow or rain, and then cannot find the light again
even when the atmosphere has cleared.
Communication with the Shove
Since Fisgard lighthouse was built on an island at the
entrance to Esquimalt harbour, it was desirable that keepers
should have some means of communicating with passing
vessels or with individuals on shore. To meet this need,
the Lighthouse Board forwarded a recommendation on 9
February 1861 for the provision of a code of telegraph
signals, a telescope, and a boat for the use of each light152
house.
Although these recommendations were approved
by the Governor by 14 February, it is not known what
immediate steps were taken to supply Fisgard and Race Rocks
lighthouses with the necessary items. 153
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It is possible that a system of telegraphing messages
was instituted at Fisgard lighthouse as early as 1861, but
no documentary evidence has been found which could establish
this as a certainty.

It is known that a Colonial Office

circular, dated 4 August 1856, inquired if lighthouses under
the direction of colonies were supplied with Marryatt's code
154
of signals to facilitate the transmission of messages.
Since an iron davit was about to be placed at the top of
Fisgard lighthouse, on 20 August 186 3, "...to which balls,
cones, and drums may be hoisted, in lieu of a semaphore
155
....,"
it is possible that some system of semaphore
communication might have been in use prior to 1863.
It seems that during 1860-61 a boat was not provided
for the use of the keeper at Fisgard lighthouse.

The

inventory of government property compiled on 31 December
1861 does not list one on the site,

and William Bevis

notes in a letter to Commander Helby dated 13 January 1862
that he had, "...not as yet found any boat suitable, but as
15 7
soon as I can find one I shall wait upon you personally."
Although the keeper did not apparently have the
personal use of a boat, he was able to venture ashore by
hiring one.

The Lands and Works Department ledger lists

expenditures for 1861 indicating that W. Wood was paid on
14 January, 1 March, and 4 April for boat hire for Fisgard
lighthouse.
During 1861, it seems that the means of getting on and
off Fisgard island were somewhat hampered by the lack of a
proper landing place.

In a monthly report to B.W. Pearse,

Bevis mentioned that the landing place w a s ,
...exceedingly inconvenient at present for want of
a ladder, which should in my opinion be fitted so
that it might be hoisted out of water when not
required.
As to the construction of a slip for the
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purpose of taking a Boat out of water, I am unable
to do anything towards it, as I am without carpenters tools of any kind, and likewise would not be
able to do anything to advantage without assistance,
and I would respectfully suggest that application be
made for a Carpenter from one of the men of war, to
assist me for a day or two. The slip would in my
opinion have to be used for a landing place during
bad weather, as the present one is very much exposed
to the Southerly and South east winds which generally
cause the most sea.
By 28 November 1861, the Lighthouse Board recognized
i fin
that, "a slip [was] required for hauling up the boat,"
and sanction was sought for the project. Governor Douglas
signified his approval of the work, and it seems that construction was started on the slip shortly thereafter.

Lighting

Apparatus

As the 1 December 1860 notice to mariners indicates, the
apparatus which was first installed in Fisgard lightouse
was of the fourth order of Fresnel, or dioptric, and it
exhibited a fixed light. Figure 10 shows an elevation
and section of a dioptric fixed light based on the
principles developed by the French inventor Augustin
Fresnel (see Figure 10). Dioptric apparatus is composed
of lenticular or lens pieces, and it generally consists
of, "...a central and powerful lamp, of course emitting
luminious beams in ever3/ direction. Around this is
placed an arrangement of glass, so formed as to refract
these beams into parallel rays in the required direc• •161
txon.
Figure 11 is a reproduction of Fresnel's fixed light
apparatus mounted on a pedestal (see Figure 11). Although
the lighting apparatus installed in Fisgard lighthouse
would not have been identical to this, it is possible that
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the general design of the lenticular arrangement was
similar. It would probably have been similarly designed
because lenticular arrangement defines the characteristic of
the light, and both the apparatus shown in Figure 11 and the
type installed in Fisgard lighthouse were arranged to
produce a fixed light.
However, Figure 11 is not an exact representation of
the Fisgard apparatus because it was smaller in size and it
was custom made to fit the requirements of the site. Captain
Sulivan established the type of light which was to be exhibited
from Fisgard lighthouse, and Trinity House was assigned the
task of finding suitable firms to undertake the work and
supervise the project. It seems that Wilkins, DeVille and
Chance Brothers each tendered a bid for the manufacture of
lighting apparatus. The contract was subsequently let to
Chance Brothers for the production of the optical parts and
1 67
the framework was made by Wilkins and Company.
In 1860,
the standard size of apparatus produced by Messrs. Chance
for a fourth order, or harbour light, was 19 5/8 inches in
16 8
diameter.
However, this dimension might not have been
the same in the Fisgard apparatus since Wilkins and Company
constructed the framework which supported the lenticular
pieces.
By 1860, Chance Brothers were an important firm in
the field of lighthouse optics. The 1911 edition of the
Encyclopedia Britannica gives an interesting account of
the history of this firm.
In 1850 Messrs Chance Bros. & Co. of Birmingham
began the manufacture of optical glass assisted
by M. Tabouret, a French expert who had been a
collegue of Augustin Fresnel himself. The first
light made by the firm was shown at the Great
Exhibition of 1851, since when numerous dioptric
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apparatus have been constructed by Messrs. Chance,
who are at this time the only manufacturers of
lighthouse glass in the United Kingdom. 164
It is interesting to' note that although Wilkins and
Chance Brothers manufactured apparatus specifically for
Fisgard lighthouse, it is evident that it was based on a
design which was well established and known to be successful. Prior to the letting of-the contract, Alexander
Gordon approached the Board of Trade with the following
suggestion concerning the "Lights for Vancouvers Island,"
r
'
Mons. Degrand, Ingenieur des Ponts et Chaussees,
et des Phares des Cotes de France, wishing to
reduce the expense of Fresnel's system, which requires
every lens in each Lighthouse to be cut, and highly
polished, and with the purpose of lessening the great
loss of light by passage through pieces of Plate
glass which must be both thick, and heavy, to bear
the cutting, polishing, & subsequent framing, determined to try thin moulded crystal, instead of the
necessarily thick pieces of cut plate glass. ...I
can shew specimens of 2. and 4. orders: the same
orders as are required for Vancouvers Island, and
the fitting up of these glasses could be done by
Messr? Deville & Co t , or Mess r f W. Wilkins & Co.:
rs
but Mess . Chance having fitted up extensive machinery for cutting plate-glass on the Fresnel system are
not disposed to engage in the kind of work to which I
now specifically refer.
However, Captain Sulivan, and officials in the Board
of Trade, did not adopt the system described by Gordon
1 66
because it had not been subjected to, "...careful trial."
By implication, it would seem that the type of apparatus
manufactured for Fisgard lighthouse had been tried and found
to give good service.
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Although the exact appearance of the lighting apparatus
is unknown, it is clear that, in common with other forms of
dioptric lighting equipment, it was supposed to be protected
by coverings when it was not in use. A list of the lightroom stores supplied to Fisgard light indicates that on 14
November.1860 one lens cover was provided for use at the
16 7
lighthouse.
In addition, the stores shipped by Messr.
Wilkins and Company from England included one set of
curtains. Alfred P. Ryder's Heads of Inquiry into the State
and Condition of Lighthouses indicates that both of these
coverings were used to protect lighting apparatus.
[Cover of Illuminating Apparatus to protect it from
the rays of the sun and dust] It should be of brown
holland, and if there are reflectors they should
always be covered immediately after they are
cleaned.
[Internal Curtains in the Lantern] Their object is
to protect the interior of the lantern from the
effects of the heat, which, causing inequality of
expansion of the metal, will chip the glass of the
illuminating apparatus. The curtains should be hung
up immediately the lamp is extinguished in the morning, as the rays of the rising sun have been known to
re-illuminate the lamp. Brown holland has been found
1 C o

well suited for the purpose.
Although brown holland cloth is mentioned as being suitable
for both of these coverings, it is not known what type of
fabric was used at Fisgard lighthouse.
The Lantern
The size and shape of the illuminating apparatus has a direct
bearing on the size of the lantern.169 There is an immediate
relationship between the configuration of different types
of apparatus and the dimensions of a lantern. The lantern
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which houses dioptric fourth order lenticular apparatus is
correspondingly smaller, in height and width, than a
lantern which encloses apparatus of the first order. Therefore, it seems that the lantern which was supplied to Fisgard
lighthouse was designed specifically to accomodate the
apparatus which was manufactured by Wilkins and Chance
Brothers.
Size of apparatus is not the only factor which is
considered when a lantern is designed. The arrangement
of panes of glass in a lantern affects the degree to which
light can travel once it leaves the apparatus. As Figure 12
illustrates, the configuration which was chosen for the
astragals, or lantern sash bars, at Fisgard lighthouse was
a diagonal arrangement (see Figure 12). This type of
lantern was used because diagonally placed astragals created
the least obstruction to light. "The astragals are frequently
arranged helically or diagonally, thus causing a minimum of
obstruction to the light rays in any vertical section and
. .
170
affording greater rigidity to the structure."
The first
use of inclined astragals was apparently pioneered by
E. Sang in 1836. After this development, Mr. Douglass, of
lighthouse engineering fame, "...independently designed and
171
afterwards carried into practise this form of lantern."
Therefore, the newspaper article, which appeared in the
9 August 1860 edition of the Colonist was quite accurate when
it described the lanterns intended for Fisgard and Race Rocks
lighthouses as being, "...similar to those in use on the
172
coast of England."
Frequently, lanterns which were constructed in England
at the turn of the century consisted of, "...a cast iron or
steel pedestal, cylindrical in plan, on which is erected the
lantern glazing, surmounted by a domed roof and venti-
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lator,"173 However, the lantern manufactured for Fisgard
lighthouse in 1859-60 consisted of an octagonally planned
base made up of eight pieces of pedestal. The roof surmounting the structure was inclined and not domed. 174
Ventilation was facilitated through the vane
and also
1 76
through two vents located in a side panel.
Proper ventilation which could be controlled through
adjustable openings in the lantern was a critical factor in
obtaining maximum performance from the light. Ryder notes
in his Heads of Inquiry into the State and Condition of
Lighthouses, that,
The symptoms of imperfect ventilation are dark
sooty roof.
In first class Lighthouses the ventilation
is obtained by numerous grated air-holes, with sliding
plates in wall of lantern. The obtaining it by door
only is very objectionable, as the draught must be very
irregular; but if by door there should be two of them. 177
It would seem that the lantern at Fisgard lighthouse was
used to determine the colour characteristic of the light.
Green and ruby shades were utilized to impart a colour to
certain sectors of the light, and it is probable that these
pieces of coloured glass were not attached to the apparatus
but were fixed to the frame of the lantern. The Encyclopedia
Britannica of 1911 describes this use of screens or shades.
Screens of coloured glass intended to distinguish
the light in particular azimuths, and of sheet iron
when it is desired to 'cut off the light sharply on
any angle, should be fixed as far from the centre of
the light as possible in order to reduce the escape
of light rays due to divergence. These screens are
178
usually attached to the lantern framing.
Glass chosen for use in the panes of lighthouse lanterns
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was usually of high quality to ensure that it would be clear,
179
colourless, and free from veins. It was also desirable that
it should be of an even thickness, "...so as not to bend
-] on

light upwards or downwards."
It is not known how the panes of glass were fixed to
the lantern of Fisgard lighthouse.

From the description of

the goods which were shipped on the Grecian, it is clear
181
that the, "...8 squares plate glass 2 extra...,"
were
supplied as lantern panes. Since no mention is made of any
special attachments or frames to the squares of plate glass,
it seems that they were not of the storm pane type.

Storm

panes were in use by 1864 in lighthouses under the control
of the Northern Lighthouse Board of Scotland.

"They are

panes fitted with a frame of copper, which can at once be
attached by screws to the lantern in the event of a pane
182
being broken in a gale or by birds." ~ Figure 13 shows the
shape of American storm panes

(see Figure 1 3 ) .

Although it is not known if the interior of the Fisgard
lantern was painted during 1860-61, it was standard practise
in England by 186 4 to cover floor and wall surfaces with
only certain types of paint or cloth coverings.
The colour of interior of roof and sash-bars
should be white; lantern-plates, light Prussian
blue; stonework should be painted stone colour;
floor, Spanish brown

(on account of oil stains).

The floors of northern Lighthouses are covered
with oil cloth.

All paint should be ZINC.

Brass

work should be bronzed, not kept bright, as oil,
18 3
brickdust, and friction are all objectionable.
However, it has been established that the interior of the
lantern at Fisgard lighthouse was painted white by 1 March
1869.184
The

Lamp

The list of stores shipped aboard the Grecian mentions the
inclusion of one case which contained three lamps and six
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burners. 185 The lamps which were sent by Wilkins and
Company for Fisgard lighthouse were moderator or pressure
lamps which were intended for use with fourth order
apparatus.
A moderator lighthouse lamp was a mechanical
lamp which used a heavy piston to descend and force up a
187
large amount of oil.
The type of lamp which was forwarded from England
apparently incorporated recent improvements which had been
devised by Wilkins. On 15 December 1859, a provisional
specification for lighthouse lamps was registered in the
name of William Crane Wilkins. His stated improvements
were as follows:
...the improvements consist in the method of forcing
and regulating the oil to the burner, which is
effected by means of a leather plunger worked by a
weight instead of a spring, as is usual in lamps
for lighthouse purposes, and regulated by screw
valve, and worked by rack and pinion constructed
18 8
to be put in and out of gear as may be required.
Figure 14 shows an illustration of the lamp which was
first supplied to Fisgard lighthouse.

The original drawing,

currently in the custody of Transport Canada in Victoria,
is possibly a full-sized illustration of the mechanical
lamp.

From the directions which are written on the drawing,

it is evident that the weight and plunger were raised by
turning the handle of the winding pinion to the right.
When the weight had been raised as far as it could go, the
winding pinion was moved out of gear and the cock was opened
to allow the oil to overflow the burner (see Figure 1 4 ) .
This lamp was intended to be placed on the top of the lens
table and the plunger had to be raised once every five hours
while the lamp was burning.
Although three lamps were sent to Fisgard lighthouse,
only one lamp was fitted to the oil cistern at any given
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time.

The other spare lamps were retained for use in the
189
event of a mechanical failure.
It is not known if the
first keepers of Fisgard light were attentive to the practise
of having the spare lamps and burners in good working order
and ready for use in case of need (see Appendix D "Directions for the Keepers of Lighthouses and Directions
for the Keepers of Harbour Lights in Scotland and the Isle
of Man"). It is possible that they did maintain the spare
lamps as there is no mention of Fisgard light being out of
service for a prolonged period of time.
The lamp which was placed in the centre of the lighting
apparatus had to be carefully adjusted to ensure that light
attained its maximum effectiveness. A drawing which is
entitled "Drawing Showing the Appearance of the Sea-horizon
when the Lens and Prism are in Adjustment," shows the
correct relationship of the lamp to the lenticular apparatus
(see Appendix D ) .
The lamp used at Fisgard lighthouse in 1860-61 was
illuminated by colza oil. One hundred gallons of colza oil
were provided by Wilkins and Company, and it was intended to
190
be sufficient for the period of one year.
Although the
British firm seems to have supplied this oil on the basis of
a special request, it was usual for the Corporation of
Trinity House to furnish oil to the Board of Trade, "...out
of the large quantity provided under contract for the
English lighthouses...." 191
As recently as 1845, English lighthouse lamps were
generally fueled by sperm oil. In 1846, "...a change was
made throughout the whole of the lamps, by adapting them to
the use of colza or refined rape-seed oil, requiring a
192
thicker wick."
Alexander Findlay, in his book A Description and List of the Lighthouses of the World describes the
type of colza oil which was put into use by 1861.
This oil was in use in the French Lighthouses for
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some time prior to this, and was procured from the
seed of a peculiar species of wild cabbage, known
in the north of France under the name of colzat,
or colza.

This plant is extensively cultivated in

Normandy, &c., the chief markets for the oil being
Caen, Rouen, Lille, and Courtrai.

That now used by

the Trinity House is chiefly refined by a patent
process.

This refined oil is of a superior charac-

ter to the sperm oil; it produced a brighter flame,
does not cause so much deposition on the wick,
consequently will burn longer without trimming; any
adulteration in it is much more easily detected
19 3
than in sperm oil, and it is half the cost.
One of the most important advantages of colza oil over
other types of oil, apparently, was that it did not have the
tendency to thicken unless it was exposed to very cold
194
temperatures.
In fact on 12 January 1862, the cold
was so intense in the lantern of Fisgard lighthouse that,
"...the Lamp stopped on account of the oil having entirely
frozen in the same, and it took 2% hours before the fire
195
before I could thaw it again...."
Interestingly, this is
the only recorded incidence of the oil actually "freezing"
or congealing in the Fisgard lamp.

Perhaps measures were

taken to keep the lantern warmer during the winter months
or perhaps the cold never again reached that degree of
intensity while colza oil was in use.
During 1861, the lamp in Fisgard lighthouse consumed
between three and four gills per night.

In April of that

year, the lamp was consuming three gills each night, and
Bevis, the newly appointed lightkeeper, was attempting to
find ways of using less oil.

He felt that he could achieve

the greatest possible economy, "...by not lighting up till
196
the latest that I can with propriety leave it."
However,
his scheme must not have met with much success because by
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August the lamp was consuming an additional gill or,
197
"...a small fraction over 1 pint p. night."
It is evident from a, list describing lighthouse stores
sent from England aboard the Prince of the Seas on 20 May
1861, that the lighthouse lamp used on Fisgard Island was
designed to accommodate two-wick glass chimneys.

Since

both concentric and cotton wick were ordered, it is
possible that both types of wick were burned in the lamp.

19 8

Figure 15 illustrates samples of wick which were
forwarded to the Crown Agents to ensure that the correct
types of wick were sent for use at Fisgard and Race Rocks
(see Figure 1 5 ) .

Although the samples were sent in 1865,

it is possible that they are representative of at least
one kind of wick used in Fisgard lamp during 1860-61.

The

two wick samples are currently in the possession of the
Public Record Office in Kew Gardens, England.
Since the chimneys purchased for the Fisgard lighthouse lamp were designed to accommodate a two-wick flame,
it is likely that they were similar in appearance to the
chimney shown in the drawing entitled "Outline of Flames
Maintained in Scotch Light-Houses" (see Appendix D ) .
Chimneys used for lighthouse purposes have unique
features of design which distinguish them from standard
lamp chimneys.

Principally, a lighthouse lamp chimney

should have a wider base, and the shoulder of the glass
should gradually change in angle.

"If the chimney has

an abrupt shoulder the rays of light will be obstructed
199
in passing through it, and diverted from the horizon."
An indication of the difficulty encountered in procuring
suitable chimneys for the lighthouses in 1861 is given
by the efforts of the colonial authorities to have
replacement chimneys manufactured.

After attempting

to find a glass-maker capable of making the chimneys
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in San Francisco and Philadelphia, twelve dozen chimneys
were finally supplied by a firm in New York.

Instruments
Neither Race Rocks nor Fisgard lighthouses seem to have been
recipients of instruments to measure scientific data during
1860-61.

However, it was usual by 1864 for selected light-

houses in Great Britain to be supplied with, "...a barometer,
a thermometer, a clock, a sun-dial, a rain gauge (placed so
as not to project above the level of the ground), a com201
pass."
The first two items were supposed to have been,
20 2
"...placed on a level with the eye."
Instruments to record meteorological observations were
not sent to the colony, for use at Fisgard lighthouse, until
203
1865.
Sets of test glasses for measuring the brilliancy
of the light, and instruments for testing and adjusting the
setting of lenses were not ordered until 10 February
1864.204

The only "instrument" which was used by the keeper at
Fisgard lighthouse during 186 0-61 was apparently a clock.
205
E. Marks was paid £2.9.2 for the item on 4 April 1861
but
the clock was actually installed at the lighthouse by
14 November I860. 2 0 6

Interior

of the Dwelling House

As the Colonist newspaper article of 9 June 1860 notes, the
keeper's dwelling at Fisgard lighthouse was attached to the
tower, and it consisted of two rooms on each floor and an
entrance hall. 207 A staircase connected the entrance hall
with a landing on the second floor, and as such it provided
a means of access between the ground floor and second storey
rooms. A detailed drawing showing elements of this staircase
exists and it is, therefore, possible to reconstruct the
original appearance. Figure 16 is a reduced reproduction of
the drawing and it indicates the shape of the proposed newel
and turned railings (see Figure 16). Figure 5, which
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depicts the ground plan of the building, illustrates the way
in which the stairs were intended to relate to the entrance
hall and it also shows the configuration of the staircase
(see Figure 5). .
The study completed by Hockey, Clow, and Nicastro
entitled "Fisgard Lighthouse, N.H.S.: Feasibility Study,
Stabilization, Analysis, Development Potential" states that
the type of flooring used in the early period can be
established with some certainty.

"There is a limited amount

of documentary evidence related to the original flooring but
it is known that the sheathing was 1 by 6 inch tongue and
20 8
groove boards laying to 5% inches...."
The walls of each room in the Fisgard dwelling originally had plaster applied directly to the surface of the brick
(see Figure 1 7 ) .

Lightkeeper Bevis noted that by 6 October

1864, "...every room in the House is so Damp, that when the
Frost sets in all the plastering and whitewash will fall
209
off...."
This type of plastering was also used at Race
Rocks lighthouse with unfortunate results.

By 186 7, the

interior of the Race Rocks dwelling was considered to b e ,
...very damp & quite unfit for human habitation.

It

will require to be furred & lathed and plastered, and
it will cost about $305.

It was originally plastered

on the stonework to save expense, but this method is
210
now known to be quite unfit for this Climate.
It seems that the ceilings were also originally covered
211
with plaster
which had apparently been applied in the same
fashion as the wall plaster.

By 1 March 1869, William Bevis

reported to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works the
effects of water and concussion damage upon the ceilings.
...the beating of rain by the water pipes...makes its
appearance through the Ceilings in the upper story of
the Dwelling which have recently become much cracked.
I have communicated by letter with the Captain of the
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Flag Ship as to the Firing of a 32 pounder which I am
212
of opinion [h]as to some extent injured the ceilings.
The plaster finish in the interior of the dwelling
appears to have been covered by whitewash. Shortly after
taking up residence in the dwelling, Bevis mentioned that
the "paint work" needed touching up. "As it would be beneficial for the appearance of the interior of the House, I
would suggest that during the approaching fine weather the
rooms should be whitewashed, as it will be necessary to
touch up considerable of the Paint Work." 213
An inventory of government property at Fisgard lighthouse was compiled by Bevis on 31 December 1861, and it
gives a good indication of the contents of the dwelling.
The list of furniture which was supplied between 14 November
and 26 December 1860 included the following items:
[14 November] 12 Chairs, 3 Tables, 2 Bedsteads,
1 Wash Stand Jug & Basin, 3 Sets Fire Irons and
Fenders, 1 Dozen Dinner Plates, 3 Mugs, 1 Soaking
Glass, 6 Dishes, % Dozen Knives & Forks, % Dozen
Tea & Soup Spoons, 1 Clock, 2 Table Covers, 5 Sauce
Pans, 1 Tea Kettle, 1 Frying Pan, 1 Coffee Pot,
4 House Brooms, 2 Mops, 2 Scrubbing Brushes, 2 Black
Lead Brushes, [17 November] 5 Sets Window Blinds
214
& fittings, [26 December] 1 Cooking Stove Complete.
All of these articles, with the exception of, "...1 Bed215
stead, 1 Jug, No Forks being serviceable, [and] 2 Brooms,"
were supplied to William Bevis when he took up his appointment in March of 1861.
Bevis provided a similar inventory of "Light Room"
stores furnished to the lighthouse between 14 November 1860
and 27 December 1861.
[14 November 1860] 2 Spare Lamps Complete, 3 Spare
Burners, 72 Lamp Glasses, 13 Green Shades, 64 yards
Lampwick, 6 Balls Cotton Wick, 13 Ruby Shades,
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3 Pair Trimming Scissors, 2 Mandrills, 2 Flexible
Brushes, 1 lb. Polishing Powder, 1 Dozen Leathers,
1 Dozen Plate Glass Cloths, 1 Dozen Lens Cloths,
2 Hand Lamps, 1 Bottle Spirits of Wine, 2 Lens
Brushes, 4 Store Cases, 2 Squares of Plate Glass,
1 Copper Trimming Tray, 1 Copper Oil Feeder, 100
Gallons Oil, 1 Lens Cover, 10 Tons Coal, 8 Curtains
for Lantern, [17 November] 6 Bars Soap, 14 lbs. Soda,
12 Pkges. Tripoli Powder, 1 Gallon of Oil House
Lamps, 6 yards House Flannel, [1 December] 1 Dozen
Boxes Matches, [8 December] 2% Gallons Oil House
Lamps, [12 February 1861] 5 Gallons Oil House Lamps,
[8 March] 1 Tin Oil Feeder, 1 Gallon Turpentine,
[10 April] 1 Box Soap 60 lbs., [10 May] 1 Quart Spirits
of Wine, [9 July] 2 Corn Brooms, 1 can 4 Gallons China
Oil, [1 July] 3% Tons Coal, [13 July] 7 Gallons Rape
Seed Oil from Race Rocks, [30 September] 15 Gallons
Colza Oil. 1 Quart Spirits of Wine, 1 Sponge, [29
November] 2 yards Red Baize, 1 Coil Lead Line, 3 yards
Bale Cloth, 1 Broom, 1 Hair Brush, 1 Hand Lantern,
3 Cans Colza Oil 15 Gallons, 3 Tons Coal, [27 December]
162 Gallons Rape Seed Oil in 25 Cans, 72 Chimnies,
5 Tins Rouge 1 lb. @, 1 Dozen Wash Leathers, 30 yards
Lampwick, 6 Balls Cotton, 1 Dozen Lens Cloths, 1 Dozen
Plate Glass Cloths, 1 Quart Spirits of Wine, 2 pair
216
Trimming Scissors, 2 Flexible Brushes, 1 Wick Holder.
It is apparent that the "Light Room" which is
mentioned in this inventory was the room on the second storey
which is immediately adjacent to the landing and to the
entrance to the tower. This room was given the label "No.3"
by Hockey, Clow, and Nicastro in the study "Fisguard Lighthouse, N.H.S." (see Figure 18). An examination of the
flooring in room No. 3 yielded the discovery that, "the
floor of the room ... has the same shiplap on the east side
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with ext[ajnt historical flooring on the remainder....
Although badly charred the floor does contain evidence of a
black and white checkerboard finish in two areas; near the
217
fireplace and in the entrance to the tower...."
The
lightroom floor in Fisgard lighthouse is known to have had
this checkerboard pattern. B.W. Pearse remarked on 24 August
186 7 that, "the floor of the Lt. room which is painted black
& white was so dirty that it was difficult to distinguish the
Colours." 218
Checkerboard flooring was also found in room No. 2 and
in the entrance hall, labelled room No. 5 (see Figure 18).
However, it is likely that neither this room nor the hallway
would have served as a lightroom because lighthouse supplies
had to be stored near to the lighting apparatus. Cleaning
supplies and illuminants were generally not stored in the
lantern because space was limited and clutter near to the
flame of the lamp increased the chances of fire. The Rules
and Instructions for the Guidance of the Keepers of Light
Houses in the Dominion of Canada outlines a procedure for
the storage of these items (see Appendix 5 ) .
All implements, tools, towels, chamois skins, brushes,
oil-tins, &c., &c., are to be removed from the lantern,
after the lenses reflectors, lamps, &c., have been
put into order for lighting; they are to be kept in
219
their proper places in a room under the lantern.
Therefore, it is evident that room No. 3 probably acted as
the lightroom. Stores could be brought up the staircase
from the ground level, or bulkier items could be hauled up
to the balcony which led off of the second storey landing.
Evidence concerning the function and appearance of the
original balcony is scanty. However, Figure 5 indicates
that it was designed to be placed immediately above the door
(see Figure 5 ) . Figure 18, in Part II, shows that by 1869
the balcony was supported by two posts situated on either
side of the doorway, and that a pole or mast was attached
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to the railing (see Figure 18 - Part II). An indication of
the placement of the posts which supported the balcony is
shown by vertical marks left on the exterior of the building
(see Figure 19).
Detailed examination of the building has also revealed
that the probable function of room No. 1 was as a kitchen
(see Figure 18). The "Fisguard Lighthouse, N.H.S." study
indicates that, "there is a stove pipe hole cut into the
flue in room #1...." 220 A letter from William Bevis to
B.W. Pearse on 1 April 1861 mentions the intention of setting
up a stove in the kitchen.
As it was your intention when I had a verbal
conversation with you as to the smoky chimnies, to
allow the stove to be put up in the kitchen, may I
beg the favor of your giving Woods the Boatman an
order to get 1 Length of Stove Pipe and 2 elbows,
as it will save both my time and expense.221
In fact, the stove is listed in the inventory of government
property, compiled by Bevis, as being at the lighthouse by
26 December 1860. The Lands and Works Department Ledger
indicates that M. Prag was paid £3.9.8 for a stove for
Fisgard lighthouse on 1 March 1861. The same individual was
222
paid £5.6.7 for stovepipe on 4 April 1861.
Therefore,
the interior of Fisgard lighthouse in 1860-61 consisted of
four furnished rooms and an entrance hallway. The walls
were covered in a coat of plaster and each room was
apparently whitewashed. The function of two rooms can be
established with some certainty. Room No. 3 was apparently
the lightroom and room No. 1 acted as the kitchen. The
other two rooms might have been used as living or sleeping
apartments.
Cost of the Completed
Lighthouse
The cost of constructing Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses
over-ran the original estimate, and even prior to the
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completion of the works Governor Douglas was compelled to
ask the Imperial Government authorities for more funds. In
a despatch dated 18 June 1860, he stated that, "...I trust
your Grace will move the Lords of the Treasury to meet the
Bills I shall be compelled to draw upon this Service over
223
and above the sum already voted for the Work."
Douglas
went on to justify the additional expenditure by citing the
cost of labour in the colony and the desire to build works
that would be "substantial and lasting."
The present rate of Wages to Bricklayers, Masons and
Carpenters is from sixteen to Twenty shillings per
diem, and the charges for transport of material are
in like proportion. The most stringent economy has
been practised in the execution of the Work, but at
the same time I have endeavoured to avoid the error
of adopting cheap expedients in Works required to be
substantial and lasting: and I trust that the Light
224
Houses in question will prove to be essentially so.
The additional cost of constructing the lighthouses did
not seem to cause officials in the Board of Trade much
concern. Captain Sulivan noted on 14 August 1860 that the
cost of building lighthouses on Fisgard Island and Race
Rocks was relatively inexpensive.
If we compare these sums with the cost of Lighthouses at home the cost has been considerably less.
The total cost of [the]Harbor light when finished will
only be 3700£ (including outlay in England) - for a
similar class light in a more favourable site the
N.L.C. ask for 4000£
Though the whole cost will
exceed the sum I named as an estimate it will be less
considerably than any Col. Lights of the same nature
have been erected for, and for the two lights will be
completed for little more than half the sum that has
been paid for the Iron Lighthouse sent out to Great
Isaacs. 225
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The total cost of the construction of the two Vancouver
Island lights eventually exceeded the revised estimate
provided by Governor Douglas on 18 June 1860. Outstanding
accounts associated with the construction of Race Rocks
226
lighthouse pushed the total cost to £12,493.19.9.
This
sum included monies paid to Trinity House for the lanterns,
lighting apparatus, and stores; Mess . Wilkins for lightning
x

conductors; M. Winkley for freight ex Grecian; to the same
gentlemen for passage of lightkeepers and family in Grecian;
lightkeepers advance of wages; and funds advanced to the
colony for the construction of the lights. 227
Additions and Alterations
This section describes additions and alterations to Fisgard
lighthouse between 1862 and 1960. Information concerning
changes to the site and to the building has been gathered
from files of Canadian and colonial government correspondence,
and it has been supplemented with data from publications
such as Lists of Lights, Sessional Papers, and Notices to
Mariners.
Although considered to be a credit to its builders at
the time of its construction, Fisgard lighthouse soon began
to suffer from its exposed location and to show signs of
deterioration. Concussion damage from the guns at Fort Rodd
Hill, vandalism, and a fire subsequently damaged the
building. Therefore, the task of describing changes to
Fisgard lighthouse has, of necessity, been limited to those
alterations which are of particular interest to the history
or operational life of the lighthouse.
The

Tower

During the period 1862 to 1960, the tower was maintained and
few alterations were effected. The interior of the tower
was initially finished in a lime plaster which was applied
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22 8
directly to the brick surface.
The first mention of the
need for maintenance appears in a letter written by William
Bevis to Commander Helby on 1 August 1861.

"I would...beg

leave to report for your information that on the official
visit of Capt. Richards and Com. Robson the 2 8th June I made
a complaint to the smoky state of the Chimney, which was
duly noted by Capf? Richards to be attended to, together
229
with whitewashing the Tower inside."
It is not known if
the tower was whitewashed as a result of Bevis1 request, but
it has been established that by 29 July 1862, approval was
given for "painting...inside of the lanthorn." 230 In
addition to performing this task, Wright and Saunders also
231
proposed to hang windows in the tower.
It is assumed
that they undertook the work shortly after formal approval
was granted.
In the following year, further maintenance work on the
tower was undertaken by the firm of Wright and Saunders.
In an estimate prepared on 29 January 186 3, this firm
proposed to,
...do all the pointing required to be done at
Fisguard Light House and Paint the outside of
House and Tower with three coats of the best
White Lead and oil paint for the sum of Four
Hundred and Thirty Five Dollars.... 232
Commander Verney, the Secretary to the Lighthouse Board,
stated that the work was necessary because, "the tower and
keeper's dwelling...both have suffered considerably from
233
wet during this winter."
By 7 May 1863, the Governor
had approved of the $4 35 expenditure to carry out the
. 234
work.
In addition to performing routine maintenance of the
tower, it seems that the firm of Wright and Saunders were
also charged with the task of furnishing an estimate for
boarding off the lantern from the tower in January of 1863.
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Edmund Hope Verney, the Secretary to the Lighthouse Board,
wrote to the firm requesting that they furnish him with,
...an estimate of the sum for which you will
contract to board off the lantern in Fisgard
Island Lighthouse, the entrance to be by a door,
about six steps from the top or by a trap-door
as may seem best when you have considered the
matter.
The object of the door would be to keep the
lantern dry, and to prevent the lenses from
becoming dimmed with the damp from the walls of
2 35
the tower.
By 9 September 1863, Bevis reported that, "...the Boarding
off [of]the Lantern has been completed in a manner that will
now be satisfactory which also renders the speaking Tube
more effective, and that the late alterations have been
2 76
altogether completed in a suitable manner."
In January of 1863, the Lighthouse Board recommended
that a speaking tube should be fitted in Race Rocks and
Fisgard lighthouses.

It was intended to facilitate communi. .
237
cation between the lantern and the living apartment.
2 38
Approval was given for the project by 7 May 1863,
and the
installation was apparently completed by September of that
year.
In 1864, the windows in the tower required attention.
By 19 January 1865, lightkeeper Bevis was able to report
that a carpenter employed at the lighthouse had fixed the
2 39
windows.
B.W. Pearse reported on 2 March 186 7 that, "the constant
exposure to Storms of Wind and Rain, is now beginning to tell
upon

[Race Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses], and unless

immediate steps be taken, the consequences will be very
2 40
serious."
He recommended that the tower and dwelling of
Fisgard lighthouse should be painted and that the joints
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241
should be re-pointed.
Approval was subsequently given,
and the work was undertaken.
In 1869, William Bevis reported to Joseph Trutch, the
Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, that Fisgard lighthouse was again showing signs of increased deterioration.
The white paint from the outside of the
Tower is fast disappearing shewing the red Bricks
in a good many places, the dampness in the inside
of the Tower & Lantern...which during frost is
242
impossible to keep from freezing....
Figure 18 in Part II, which dates from January of 1869,
indicates these signs of the deterioration on the exterior
of the building (see Figure 18 - Part II).
By 30 August 1870, a painter was engaged in painting
the easterly side of the lighthouse, and so it is likely
243
that the exterior of the tower was repainted at this time.
However, when the Hon. H.L. Langevin, Minister of Public
Works, examined the building after British Columbia had
entered Confederation he noted that, "the lighthouse, which
is of brick, requires repair on the outside. The joints
244
will have to be pointed, and the whole painted."
James
Cooper, British Columbia's Agent of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries, stated in a report dated 24 September 1873,
that, "it was decided to cover the tower first with a good
coating of Portland cement, and afterwards, when thoroughly
245
dry, with three coats of the best white paint."
By
30 June 1874, Eli Harrison had been paid $2 32.50 for painting
and E.B. Marvin had been paid $17.24 for, "paint, oil,
4-

"

2 4 6

turpentine etc.
In his report of 21 July 1876, the Agent noted that the
lightkeeper at Fisgard lighthouse had made several requests
for repairs which were not given approval because of instructions to economize. Despite the restricted financial
position of the Agency, work on the interior of the tower was
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sanctioned.
The tower, however, requires some attention; on
the inside it is proposed to remove the plaster,
and cement the patches through which water now
penetrates, keeping the inside of the tower
continually damp during wet weather, the condensation of the water, caused by this dampness on
the inside of the lantern often affecting the
247
efficiency of the light.
In February of 1877, M. Humber, "...was employed to
strip off the old mortar from the inside of the tower, which
was in many places broken and continually wet during damp
weather, causing condensation of water and obstructing the
24 8
.
light."

To combat the effects of condensation, it was

found necessary to apply portland cement to the inside of
the tower.
It was subsequently found necessary not only to
strip off the mortar but also lathing and slats,
and the whole inside of the tower was plastered
with good Portland cement and afterwards painted
by the keeper.

The work on the inside of the

tower is the only repair that has been made to
the main building at this station for the past
*•
.year.
2 4 9
fiscal
By 1880, the tower again required repairs. In a letter
dated 30 August 1880, Revely, the Agent, notified keeper
Cogan that, "the bearer, Ml" Harshaw with a labourer will
250
repair the tower."
He was instructed to show the men the
work which needed to be done and he was further to ensure
that it would be properly completed.
During 1895-96 Fisgard lighthouse tower required
further maintenance to prevent deterioration of the structure.

"A slight expense has been incurred in pointing and

re-cementing the tower on the south-east and south-west
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sides. This station is built of brick, which is crumbling
251
away through age on the sides most exposed to the weather."
It is not known which individual or firm undertook this
repair work.
It was determined by 1917 that the lighthouse was
generally in need of repair, and it was established that the
work was to be carried out during periods of fine weather in
the summer of 1918.
The tower consists of brick coated inside
and out with cement mortar. ...The cement is
crumbling on the outside of the tower and the
bricks are shelling badly. It will be necessary
252
to repoint and re-cement the walls.
Figure 20 illustrates the appearance of the tower in 1917,
and it is clearly apparent that patches of brickwork were
exposed to the weather (see Figure 20) .
Approval to undertake repairs to the tower was given by
1 December 1917,253 and by 20 August 1918 the work had been
carried out by day labour under the direct supervision of
254
Mr. Trowsdale, the foreman of the works.
The light tower was cleaned of all loose
mortar, and the places showing signs of being in
poor state were cleaned off to the brick. All
joints in stone coping at top were cleaned out
and rejointed, and the tower wall replastered
with a strong mortar of sand and cement, mixed
about half and half. ...The roof was reshingled
255
and reflashed around the tower....
In 19 32, the exterior of the tower was badly in need of
painting, ~J and so in September of that year, "...the
lantern tower inside and outside [was] ...thoroughly cleaned
and then given two coats of paint." 257
A fire damaged the lighthouse in 195 7, and officials in
the Department of Transport considered the possibility of
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replacing the brick tower with a steel tower.

However, at

this time community groups and interested individuals were
lobbying to preserve the building.

W.J. Manning, the Chief

of Aids to Navigation in the Department of Transport, felt
that, "we should not loose sight of the fact that for the
purpose of our service a modern steel tower might be
justified rather than to continue to maintain an obsolete
25 8
building which often proves costly in the long run."
The District Marine Agent concurred with Manning's
remarks concerning the installation of a "modern steel
tower", "...but due to the intense public interest in the
preservation of the existing tower and the fact that the
exterior of the structure is in good condition, it was
decided to recommend the minimum exterior rehabilitation
which would preserve the general appearance of the
259
building."
On 2 8 August 1956, K. Dixon, the District Marine Agent,
recommended that, "...as this light is in

[a] conspicuous

location at the entrance to Esquimalt Harbour, it is considered that floodlighting the exterior of the tower would
increase the usefulness of this aid to the numerous naval
26 fi
and civilian vessels using the harbour."
Dixon gave
further justification for floodlighting the tower.
With millions of dollars worth of Naval
vessels using Esquimalt Harbour I feel that the
proposed work can be justified in view of its
commanding position at the entrance to Esquimalt
Harbour and would be of considerable assistance
to young Navy officers who are nothing like the
navigators that the Pilots and Coasting Masters
are.

Also a large number of visiting United

States Naval vessels use this Harbour annually
and the improved appearance by both day and
night would be an advantage at this prominent
Departmental property.
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By 9 July 195 8, Fisgard lighthouse was equipped with
floodlighting which illuminated the tower from the balcony
26 2
level downward.

"

The floodlights were installed in

connection with the electrification of Fisgard light.
When the management, charge, and direction of Fisgard
lighthouse was transferred from the Department of Transport
to the Department of Northern Affairs and National Resources,
the Department of Transport retained, "...access to the
Island for the purposes of the maintenance of the electric
26 2
navigation light in the tower."

Therefore, Transport

Canada still retains the right of access to attend to the
light.

The

Lantern

Although the original lantern which was constructed by
26 4
Messrs. Wilkins and Company
is still in use, it has undergone several changes through the years. The panels have
been totally or partially filled in, and all of the original
glazing has been altered or replaced.
Attempts to increase the effectiveness of the lantern
were made soon after the lighthouse was established.

As

early as 1862, lightkeeper Bevis experienced difficulty
keeping the lantern glazing free from condensation and ice.
In a letter dated 13 January 1862, he described the difficulties he encountered during a period of cold weather.
I have to report for your information...in
regard to keeping the windows clear it is totally
impossible; I would therefore beg to suggest that
a Charcoal furnace such as is used for the purpose
of Heating Irons to Iron Cloths be supplied, which
I think will enable me to keep the Lantern free
from Ice as at present it is very thick.
It is not known if some means of heating the lantern
was installed, but on 2 9 July 1862, approval was given to
266
paint it inside.
The firm of Wright and Saunders was
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awarded the contract for the work. In their detailed
estimate, they offered to give three coats of paint to the
inside of the lantern and it seems this was satisfactorily
26 7
carried out.
In addition to undertaking this task, the
firm was also involved in the boarding off of the lantern
from the tower. This work was undertaken during 186 3.
In 1865, Verney, Lascelles, and Pender visited the
lighthouse at New Dungeness in Washington Territory. Upon
their return, Verney prepared a memorandum which noted that,
"the arrangements for ventilating the tower and lantern
were superior to those in use in the Vancouver Island Light26 8
houses."
It is not known if this observation prompted
any change to the system of ventilation in the Fisgard
lighthouse lantern.
Despite efforts to remedy the situation, condensation
in the lantern continued to be a problem. By 1869, William
Bevis again reported its ill effects.
...the dampness in the inside of the Tower & Lantern
is very great also the quantity of Water which
collects in the Lantern during the frost is
impossible to keep from freezing, causing so
much ice that [it] is almost impossible to
keep a good Coat of White in the Lantern. 269
On 26 November of that year, carpenters had, "...completed
the necessary repairs in order to make these premises more
comfortable and watertight." 270 In carrying out this task,
they had overhauled the roof of the lantern.
On 26 July 1870, Bevis wrote indicating that the
lantern required further alterations:
I should esteem it a great favour if you
would allow me to have the plumber down here to
do his work as in addition to what he has. seen
when here I would ask to have the Lantern Door
taken off and fitted so that it will shut
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properly which it has never done and I wish to
have the lower ventilator in the Lantern down [sic]
271
away with.
In addition to the problems caused by condensation,
water continued to accumulate in the lantern. A leaking
roof seems to have been the source of this dampness. By
23 July 1875, the rivets in the lantern had corroded and
272
repairs had been made to correct the situation.
Although leakage had apparently been stopped, condensation still clouded the glazing and diminished the effectiveness of the light. The Agent noted in his report to
the Department of Marine and Fisheries, on 21 July 1876,
that it was proposed to remove the plaster in the tower
and to cement the patches through which water penetrated.
This water kept, "...the inside of the tower continually
damp during wet weather, the condensation of the water,
caused by this dampness on the inside of the lantern often
273
affected the efficiency of the light."
The following
year, the inside of the tower was plastered with portland
cement because during periods of damp weather the panes of
glass in the lantern were continually covered with moisture.
This action apparently proved to be a satisfactory remedy to
the problem.
On 2 3 May 1894, mention was again made of the condition
of the lantern. In a letter directed to keeper Dare, the
Agent made the following comments.
I have to call attention to the...neglected
and uncared for appearance of your station...and
have to request [that you] will take greater care
of the Government property under [your] charge.
The stairway to the lantern does not appear to
have been swept or dusted for a long time, the
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274
iron door in the lantern does not latch.
It seems that the blinds which were originally
supplied for the lantern were no longer in use by 25 April
1895. Since the Agent, James Gaudin, inquired whether
Joseph Dare had, "...ever had any blinds for your lantern
since you have been in charge,"275 it is possible that
curtains might not have been in use for some time.
The firing of guns at Ford Rodd Hill proved to be
damaging to the lantern glazing. On 5 November 1896, the
Agent notified Dare that he had to take action to minimize
the effects of concussion during gun practise.
I have to request that you will use your
best endeavours to prevent any damage by concussion to the Government property under your
charge during the approaching gun practise at
Rodd Point.
You will therefore, when notice is given
you, see that all doors and windows are tightly
closed to keep out the air as much as possible,
and take such other precautions as may suggest
o *1 f.

themselves to you.
It is clear that the Agent was concerned about the
close proximity of Fisgard lighthouse to the guns. He wrote
to a captain at Work Point Barracks indicating that it would
be advisable to give the keeper a few hours notice before
the firing was to begin. In addition, he stated that, "the
War Department will be held responsible for damage (if any)
from gun practise." 277
The Deputy Minister was duly notified of the situation,
and his response was that the Agent should take the following action.
If your notification to the commanding officer
was not made in writing, you should immediately
repeat the notification officially pointing out
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that the lighthouse lantern is glazed with
expensive plate glass and that from the nature
of the glazing it is impossible to open the
windows and that any damage to this glass would
2 78
be a serious detriment to the public service.
To prevent concussion damage to the lantern glazing,
metal shutters were supplied to the lighthouse.

By

2 November 189 8, lightkeeper McKenzie was instructed to,
"...see that the protection shutters to prevent the breaking of the lantern glass are put up before the firing
commences.

I have instructed Major Trotter to give you

timely notice, also to send you some assistance in putting
279
up the shutters."
The shutters were still in use at Fisgard lighthouse
by 19 November 1917.

At this time, the Agent noted in a

letter to the keeper that, "...the metal shutters for the
lantern are on the outside gallery, if you do not use these
shutters in the day time, take them down, paint and store
2 80
them, as they are only rusting to pieces where they are."
Figure 21 is a detail from a photograph taken in 1917, and
it illustrates the shutters lying on the outside of the
lantern

(see Figure 2 1 ) .

However, despite efforts to reduce the harmful effects
of gun practise, the Agent reported by January of 192 8 that
the lantern glazing had been damaged.
I, also, have to report that the window panes
of the lantern are badly cracked and shattered by
concussion, caused by the firing of the heavy guns
in the near-by forts.

These panes will have to

be replaced at once and I am, therefore, taking
steps to do this.

To avoid repetition of this

trouble wired glass has been ordered instead of
2 81
the ordinary plate glass.
Although wired glass was considered to be better suited to
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withstand the effects of concussion, it seems that it was
2 82
considerably more expensive than plate glass.
For this
reason, the Assistant Deputy Minister recommended an
alternative plan.
It is observed from your letter that the panes
are subject to shattering by gun fire from the
fort.
The height of the glazing in the lantern is
more than twice as high as is required for the
purpose either in use or proposed.

Please

consider filling in the three land side panels
with galvanized iron of suitable gauge and also
the upper half, or possibly 2 8 or 30 inches of
the upper part, with galvanized iron in the five
seaward panels and filling in the lower part of
these panels with ordinary double diamond glass.
The lens pedestal would have to be lowered accordingly.

The galvanized iron for these panels might

be bent so as to shed water from the top of the
new glazing and might be supported by a light
angle rivetted inside which would also support
the top edge of the new glazing as per sketch in
the margin

[not included h e r e ] .

Should any stiff-

ening be required apart from this, either in the
seaward or landward panels, it might be achieved
also by the use of light angles rivetted inside.

2 83

In response to this recommendation, it was decided to
use glass from the lantern at Race Rocks to replace damaged
glazing.

In a letter dated 9 February 192 8, the Agent

noted that,
...sufficient glass has been obtained from the
old lantern of Race Rocks Station to renew the
glazing once, now that the size of the windows
has been reduced.

The Race Rocks' glass is 1/8"
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thicker than the old glass at Fisgard, so it will
probably stand the concussion of gun fire,
especially as it is only half the area of the old
glazing, and for this reason I am not buying
284
spare glazing until we see if [it] is necessary.
Although the photograph was taken some years after 192 8,
Figure 22 indicates that the amount of glazing in the
lantern had been drastically reduced from its original
form (see Figure 22).
Two important features were associated with the lantern
at Fisgard lighthouse. A davit to display signals was
installed immediately below the lantern in 186 3 and coloured
glass shades, placed in the framework, affected changes in
the sectors of the light.
It seems that the first mention of establishing a signalling system at colonial lighthouses was a recommendation
made by the Lighthouse Board in 1861 stating that Race
Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses should be supplied with a code
of telegraph signals and a telescope.2 85 It is not known
if any action was taken on this request, but by 19 January
1863 the Lighthouse Board further recommended that, "...a
2 of.

semaphore shall be erected on the Race Rocks."
In response to this recommendation, the Colonial
Secretary notified the Secretary of the Lighthouse Board
that, "His Excellency would desire to learn the cost of
erecting a semaphore at the Race Rock Lighthouse before
moving in the matter of its adoption and also whether all
the purposes of a semaphore could not be as efficiently
obtained by some cheaper means such as a Flag in addition
to the Ensign and two common Black Balls constructed of
287
Hoops and canvas."
The Governor's suggestion was acted upon, and by
20 August 186 3 the Lighthouse Board Secretary was able to
report that, "...an iron davit is about to be placed at the
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top of Fisgard Lighthouse to which balls, cones, and drums
may be hoisted, in lieu of a semaphore: should it be found
to answer, it is proposed to place a similar one on the
28 8
tower at Race Rocks."
The iron davit is evident in
Figure 21 (see Figure 2 1 ) .
It seems that a signalling system was instituted at
Fisgard lighthouse shortly after the davit was installed.
By 25 April 1864, lightkeeper Bevis was requested to,
"...note in your monthly return the hour of hoisting your
signal ball, which is only to be used to indicate a steamer,
or man-of-war under sail coming from the Westward either
from your own observation or from seeing the drum hoisted
at the Race Rocks, and is to be hauled down when the vessel
2 89
enters the harbour of Esquimalt or anchors in Royal Bay."
Bevis responded to these instructions by stating that, "your
orders in reference to the signal Ball have been duly noted,
290
and will have my best attention."
To enable the keeper to recognize signals hoisted at
Race Rocks and to identify approaching vessels, Fisgard
lighthouse was supplied with a telescope.

The Lighthouse

Board recommended on 19 January 186 3, "that a good telescope
291
shall be supplied to each lighthouse."
Accordingly,
Verney wrote to George Dollond, an optician in London, and
placed an order for two telescopes.
I request that you will forward to the
enclosed address, two telescopes, through Messrs.
Eives and Macey, 61, King William Street.
I beg that the telescopes may be the same as
those that have been supplied to myself on former
occasions, in wooden tubes, two foot long; the
price I think is £3.15.0.
On one telescope, please to engrave the words,
Race Rocks Lighthouse. V . I , and on the other,
292
Fisgard Lighthouse. V . I .
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Since a payment of £7.14.0 was forwarded to Dollond on
22 December 186 3, it seems that the telescopes were
293
immediately sent to the colony.
The coloured shades which determined the differing
sectors of Fisgard light were another important feature
associated with the lantern.

Since the establishment of

the lighthouse, officials experienced difficulty in obtaining ruby shades.

Although ruby shades were supplied to the

colony, a number were broken in transit.

Accordingly, on

24 January 1862, the Secretary of the Lighthouse Board
wrote to the Colonial Secretary requesting that, "...application should be made for the supply of six (6) spare ruby
shades for the Fisgard Light House

(the whole of those sent

out by 'Grecian 1 having been broken on the voyage, with the
29 4
exception of that now in u s e . ) "
Governor Douglas
approved of the request, and forwarded the order for the
295
shades to the Duke of Newcastle on 1 August 1862.
The
six shades were sent by Messr.Wilkins aboard the Fusi Yama
296
on 2 4 January 1863, and they were packed two to a case.
Unfortunately, of the six ruby glass shades which were
sent from England, three were broken during the voyage to
Vancouver Island and all were not the correct size for the
lantern.

On 21 August 186 3, lightkeeper William Bevis

reported that, "... red shades sent from England for this
Light House are altogether useless being 3%in Larger in the
Bend of the Glass and 3/8in higher altogether than the one
297
now in use."
In fact Bevis broke one shade while he was,
29 8
"...endeavouring to slip it into the Lantern."
Verney forwarded the correct dimensions of the ruby
shades required for Fisgard lighthouse to the Colonial
Secretary on 26 August of that year.

As Figure 2 3 indicates,

the shades had to be 36 7/8 inches in height and they had
to fit into a groove of 5/8 of an inch (see Figure 2 3 ) .
Governor Douglas forwarded a request for six additional
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ruby shades to the Duke of Newcastle on 8 February 1864.
These glass shades were duly shipped from England via

299

Panama, and arrived in the colony on 19 February 1865.
Unfortunately, all these shades were also found to be
301
broken on arrival.
To remedy this situation, Verney
suggested the following solution. ^02
As there is now no spare shade in case of
accident to the one in use, which is a large sheet
of glass that might be easily broken, I beg to
submit to H.E. the Governor that it would be well
to have two more shades sent out via Panama, and
four more round Cape Horn: the latter might be
packed two in a case: the former should each be
packed in a separate case, and most carefully
wadded. I would recommend that one of these two
cases to be sent via Panama should be despatched
through Messrs. Eives & Macey, of King William
Street, London, who are the agents of Messrs.
Wells, Fargo & Co.; and that the other should be
sent as far as Colon by the West India Mail
Steamer to the care of Her Majesty's Consul at
Panama, and thence forwarded to this place by
the first man-of-war. 303
Pender of the Beaver reported on 8 April of that year
that the bearings of Fisgard light were shaded as follows:
bright (or white) from N. 1/4 W. to N.W. by W. 1/3 W.; red
from N.W. by W. 1/3 W. to S.S.E. 1/4 E.; and green from
S.S.E. 1/4 E. to S.E. 1/8 E. and it was dark round to
N. 1/4 W . 3 0 4
Perhaps with Pender's readings in mind, Verney wrote
to the Acting Colonial Secretary by 20 April 1865 requesting
that the new ruby shades for Fisgard lighthouse should be
smaller in size to shade a smaller area.
The dimensions of the groove into which the
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ruby shades are required to fit still remain as
forwarded with my letter of August 26. 1863.,
but it is considered desirable that the new
shades to be ordered from England should be so
much smaller as to shade an arc of only one
305
hundred and twenty-six degrees.
The green sector was eliminated from the light, and the
following notice to mariners was sent by Verney to the
Colonial Secretary on 21 April.
The Light exhibited on Fisgard Lighthouse
shews as below, on the given magnetic bearings.
Bright
from N. 1/4 W.
to N.W. by W. 1/3 W.
Red
... N.W. by W. 1/3 W. ...S.S.E. 1/4 E.
Bright
... S.S.E. 1/4 E.
...S.E. 1/3 E.
in a

Eclipsed ... S.E. 1/3 E.
...N. 1/4 W.
The six additional shades were ordered by the Governor
on 25 May 1865,307 and they were shipped aboard the Severn
from England by 2 8 August of that year. As an extra measure
of precaution against breakage, "...each of the Ruby Glass
Shades sent via Panama and by the 'Severn' have been made
in two pieces of thicker glass in order to ensure as much
30 8
as possible their safe conveyance." l It seems that
309
W. Wilkms and Company were the suppliers of the shades.
By 1 March 1868, it was decided to make the following
changes to the sectors of the light. It showed white from
N. 1/4 W. to N.W. by W. 1/3 W.; red from N.W. by W. 1/3 W.
to S. 3/4 E.; white from S. 3/4 E. to S.E. 1/2 E.; and it
was eclipsed S.E. 1/2 E. westward to the white limit. 310
By 1873, Fisgard light was reported as showing red in
the harbour, 311 and by 1878 it was remarked that the light
also showed red when a vessel approached too close to
312
either shore.
No change appears to have been made to
the red sector until 1888 when the Agent reported that the
red shade of Fisgard Lantern was too dark and did not give
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313
satisfaction.
To remedy this situation, new red shades
were ordered from Messrs. Chance. They were shipped from
England aboard the Nova Scotian, 314 and they were due to
arrive at the Agency in February of 1889. 315 The new shade
was installed by 11 March of that year, and the captain of
the mail steamer Islander is said to have reported that,
"...the new Red Shade at the Fisgard Lt. Station is a great
, ,,316
improvement."
By 1 January 1896, the red sector had been increased
to show, "...from N.W. by W. 1/3 W. to S. 3/4 E., in Esquimalt harbour, and to vessels bound for Victoria or Esquimalt
from the eastward after rounding Trial Island; it will
indicate their distance from shore. If bound to Esquimalt
a W.S.W. course leads outside of Brotchy Ledge until the
light changes from red to white, when it might be steered
for, not before." 317
It was reported by 1914 that the red sector could not
be relied upon, and on 26 October 1914 the Agent indicated
the source of the difficulty to the keeper.
As I informed you verbally last night the
Naval Department wrote me that the red sector
shown from Fisgard lightstation could not be
relied on, as it often showed white over
Scroggs Rocks, where a red light should cover.
On investigating your station we found
that the trouble was caused by you carelessly
leaving a b[ur]ning l[an]tern in the light
room of the tower which showed white over the
red zone, and thus by your carelessness making
318
a grave source of danger to shipping.
Although the keeper was blamed for the unreliability
of the light, on 29 January 1915, the Chief Engineer wrote
to the Agent and remarked that, "on looking into the
matter, it appears to me that the notes in the remarks
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column of our list of lights are bosh and should be
319
replaced by something more intelligible."
He attached
a revised description which he thought "would serve every
purpose."
Visible from all points of approach by water
with a red sector between 322 and 194.

To

clear Scrogg rocks the light must show white
in approaching from eastward.
The Agent agreed with this suggestion,

321

and the remarks

were included in the List of Lights and Fog-signals on the
Pacific Coast and the Rivers and Lakes of British Columbia,
322
Dominion of Canada which was corrected to 1 April 1915.
However, on 14 May 1915 the Ch. Examining Officer at H.M.C.
Navy Yard indicated that the red sector was not showing
properly.
I have the honour to bring to your notice
that the Fisgard Light is again showing faulty.
The RED sector can be seen eight degrees to the
West of the limit as shown by the charts.

Last

night (13 inst.) the GALIANO on examination
Duty reported the light as scarcely visible,
and I have personally noticed the light on
32 3
several occasions showing dim.
It is not known what action was taken to correct this
problem.
New red shades were apparently supplied to the light324
house by 1919.
At this time, Commander Musgrave,
Colonel Wilby, and G. Halkett were making arrangements to
visit the lighthouse in order to change the red sector to
match the new chart which was being prepared by Commander
325
Musgrave.
On 14 January 1920, Musgrave reported the findings
of a survey of the harbour.
It was found that the northern limit of the red
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sector was practically the same - 195 - but
that the south-eastern limit over Scrogg rocks
...was 10 in e x c e s s ; as this errs in the
direction of safety, i t , might remain.
In regard to the western limit of the
light, it was found to lead onto the Coburg
Peninsula.
During the w a r and the establishment of
the Examination anchorage, to enable vessels
to anchor on a bearing of this light, off the
Coburg Peninsula and within the limits of the
Examination anchorage, the western limit was
altered, without taking into consideration the
original object of this light which was to
3? ft
clear the dangers east of Race rocks....
Musgrave proposed that the light should have two red
sectors which would show between 195 and 332 , and between
17

and 42 .

However, it was decided to maintain only

one red sector, and a notice to mariners was accordingly
issued on 20 March 1920 to indicate that the light would
show red between 195 and 332 .
On 30 September 19 32, "the red sectors and all glasses
32 8
were...thoroughly cleaned."
When the light was first established in 1860 green
shades as well as red shades were placed in the lantern.
By 8 April 1865, however, Pender questioned the use of
the green sector.
?What is the use of the green, might it not be
taken down, I think it worth considering before
publishing a Notice. 329
Action was taken and the green sector was removed from the
light. In a memo to the lightkeeper dated 21 April 1865,
Verney stated that, "no green shades are in future to be
j,
-330
used....
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Lighting

Apparatus

The lighting apparatus was altered between 186 2 and 1960
when damaged equipment was replaced or when new lenses and
light sources were installed.
In 186 3, the first systematic examination of the
adjustment and effectiveness of colonial lighthouse apparatus was undertaken. On 7 January of that year, George
Davies, the keeper of Race Rocks lighthouse was requested
to test certain aspects of the lighting apparatus under his
charge.
I request that shortly before sunrise or at
sunset you will place one of the enclosed cards
upright across the centre of the burner in the
dioptric apparatus, as to rest on the metal, and
present one side to the point on the sea horizon
where the sun rises or sets, as the case may be.
...The object of the Experiment is to ascertain
the position of the dioptric apparatus with
reference to the flame and the horizon, and to
test the adjustment of the different parts of
the apparatus. 331
A diagram showing the "appearance of the sea-horizon when
the lens and prisms are in adjustment" is contained in
Appendix D.
On 12 January of that year, Verney forwarded a second
request for information concerning the operation of the
lighting apparatus and this time he directed his inquiry
to both the keepers of Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses.
The following is a selection of some of the questions
which required an answer.
Have you any means of raising, lowering, or
levelling your lamp?
Is the pedestal on which the lamp stands level?
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Does the flame of the lamp occupy exactly the
same spot every night?...
Do the lenses form the whole (or part) of a
perfect circle?
Does the flame of the lamp occupy precisely the
centre of that circle? This may be ascertained
by two cross threads cutting in the centre?...
How many times does the light require to be
trimmed or otherwise attended to during the
night?...
Does much damp accumulate in the lantern in wet
weather, and can you suggest means for more
efficient ventilation?...
Can the flame be made higher or brighter by
blocking up with a wet cloth one of the openings in the metal funnel above the lamp, and
332
re-adjusting the wicks and chimney?
It is not known what answers were given in response to
these questions, but by 20 August 1863, Verney justified an
expenditure for equipment which would increase the efficiency of the lighting apparatus in use in the colonial lighthouses.
A Reflector for Fisgard Lighthouse would
increase the brilliancy of that Light, especially
in that direction where it is shaded red, an
object much to be desired.
Small oil filters have been experimentally
constructed in this colony and found of service
in purifying the oil, and rendering available
for the Light, refuse oil that would otherwise
have been used for ordinary purposes: it is
therefore recommended that large and perfect
filters be sent from England.
In the event of any accident occurring to
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the Lighthouses, such as the settling down of
one side of the tower, the Glasses becoming
loose in their setting or falling out in bad
weather, the Board is of the opinion that they
would have failed in their duty had they
neglected to represent to His Excellency that
no instruments for adjusting or testing the
lenses exist in the colony. 333
Approval was given for this equipment, and on 10
February 186 4 Governor James Douglas wrote to the Duke of
Newcastle requesting that a parabolic silvered reflector,
four test glasses, or sets of test glasses for measuring
the brilliancy of the light, three oil filters, and
instruments to test and adjust the setting of the lenses,
with accompanying instructions, be sent from England.
The parabolic reflector was intended for use at Fisgard
lighthouse and it was, "...to be placed in the blank
space in the circle to which the lenses do not extend."
As the Lantern was made by W. Wilkins of Long
Acre, he will have all the necessary dimensions.
The reflector should be so constructed as to
admit of being quickly moved to allow of trimming or adjusting the Lamp.
335
The reflector arrived in the colony by 19 February 1865,
and George Davies had installed it by 6 April of that
year. 336
Lighting equipment which combines features of dioptric
and catopric apparatus (metal reflector) is known as catadioptric apparatus. 337 The corrections to the Admiralty
List of Lights in South America, and on the Western Coasts
of North America prepared by Edmund Hope Verney on 21 April
1865 indicate that by that date Fisgard light was recorded
as being catadioptric of the fourth order. At this time
338
the light could be seen for ten miles in clear weather.
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Although it was hoped that the reflector would improve
Fisgard light, by 2 8 March 1866 it was no longer in use.
In a letter to Captain G.H. Richards, the Hydrographer of
the Admiralty, the Chairman of the Lighthouse Board noted
that, "...the standard of the lens w. not allow of the
Reflector being continued." 339 The reflector was still
retained at the lighthouse
. .
was apparently not in use.
After the testing and
there is little discussion

as late as 1909 even though it
340
"improvements" of the 1860s,
of the lighting apparatus until

the turn of the century. By 17 October 1914, the Agent
reported that, "...the lens installed at Fisgard light is
badly damaged owing to a number of the glass segments of
the upper part of the lens being lost while others are
badly cracked from the heat of the vapour lamp. This lens
is very old...and is the fixed type with upper, lower and
central belts of prisms." 341
The vapour lamp had been put into use shortly after
October 190 8, and by 1914 the apparatus was condemned.
The Agent, therefore, proposed to replace the original
optic with a fourth order lens which had been removed from
another lighthouse.
I would recommend that this lens be exchanged for a fourth order lens we have in
stock, that was formerly used at Discovery
Island. It is of the fixed type using the
central belt of prisms only and so will not
be injured by the heat of the lamp. 342
The Chief Engineer for the Department of Marine and
Fisheries approved of the installation of the second-hand
lens but he suggested that, "a 35 m/m burner gives somewhat
too much heat even for a 4th order lens...." 343 He
recommended that a 25 m/m diamond vapour burner should be
used or that a six inch pipe should be inserted in the
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ventilator to ensure that none of the burned gas would
escape into the lantern. The pipe was to be placed not
more than twelve inches above the mantle. He further stated
that, "...the lower part of the lens should be well open in
order to allow a free circulation of the air.

The lens
344

will be thus subjected to radiated heat only."
It was decided to retain the 35 m/m burner and the
instructions, "...with reference to a 6" pipe to be placed
345
right above the mantle, and not more than 12" from it...."
were carried out. The lens was changed by day labour under
the direction of L. Cullison who was the foreman erector of
lights. The work was commenced on 16 November 1914 and it
was completed by 5 December of that year. 346
On 1 January 1922, the keeper reported that the lens
around the light was broken and that it needed immediate
repair. 347 It does not seem that any action was taken
because, on 1 October 192 3, he again requested that the
apparatus required attention.
No. 1. I wish to inform you of the State of the
Lenze at this Station. The old Lenze the
original one whent to pieces some years ago. &
We got one . . . condemned From another Station.
& Now The Part or Pieces That faces out to Sea
is gone. & further the outside Glasses is
Broken.
No. 2 & Winter with Storms of S.E. & S.S.E.
Winds Blowing right Square on Top of the Tower.
I'm afraid that some night their will be No
Light at Fisgard Island. 348
It seems that the apparatus was fixed as a result of this
letter because by January of 1925 keeper Gosse indicated
the light in the tower was running well and that the,
"...fixtures & equipment [were] in good order." 349
When alterations were made to the lantern in 1928, it
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was stated that, "the lens pedestal would have to be lowered accordingly," 350 to accommodate the reduction in the
amount of glazing. The installation of Aga unwatched
equipment in the same year might have also required modifications to the apparatus.
When the light
shore power in 195 8
as having an inside
16 inches high. It

source was changed to illumination by
the lenticular apparatus was described
diameter of 14% inches and being
illuminated an arc of 270 .

A discussion of the illuminating apparatus would not be
complete without mention being made of the types of light
sources which were used. Initially, a moderator lamp
designed for use with a fourth order dioptric lens was sent
from England. This lamp and its two companion spare lamps
were subject to frequent repair.
By March of 186 3, two of the lighthouse lamps needed
servicing and Mr. Bevis reported his concern to Verney.
I have to report for your information that
Lamp No. 2 which was under repair with Mr. Watson
at Victoria, is still here, being as before unserviceable for the use of Lantern; and that I
am now awaiting orders what is to be done with
the same; as an application was made for one of
the Lamps which are for service now to be forwarded to Victoria together with No. 2; which I of
course refused as it would only leave me one Lamp
at the Light House and having no orders from you
in the matter. 353
By 7 April of that year, Bevis tried the lamp after it
had returned from being repaired and found, "...it to burn
in a proper manner but only for 3% hours instead of 4."
Although it had been fixed, the lamp again failed on
22 April and 1 May 1863. Bevis reported that on,
...the night of Wednesday the 22
ult between
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the hours of 11:45 P.M.

&

AM of the 23

rd

the

Light suddenly went out on account of the rod
having jammed in the rack, which stopped the
Lamp working and then suddenly working loose
again the outflow of oil put out the Light.
...I have also to report that on the night of
the 1st inst between the hours of 10 & 11 P.M.
the Lamp suddenly broke down in the same manner
as it did, before being repaired by M Watson.
The lamp I had only used for one week
steady. ...
In response to the reports of mechanical failure,
Verney wrote to the Colonial Secretary requesting, on
behalf of the Lighthouse Board, that three new lamps should
be ordered from England for Fisgard lighthouse. He
suggested that those purchased should be of a more simple
construction as, "...those in use have been frequently
repaired at considerable expense, and are now almost worn
out."
Despite the apparent urgency of the situation,
by 2 3 January 1864 approval had still not been given for
new lamps. At this time, Verney commented that, "...unless
new lamps for Fisgard Lighthouse have already been sent for,
it is doubtful whether those at present in use can be made
to last until they arrive." 357 Action was taken, and on
10 February 186 4 Governor Douglas wrote to the Duke of
Newcastle requesting that lamps should be sent to the
35 8
colony.
However, by 25 October of that year the stores
had not arrived in Victoria and Verney suggested that
lamps should be purchased locally.
I have the honour to request that you will
inform me whether these stores are on their way,
and when they ought to arrive, as, unless they
may be expected daily, new lamps for Fisgard
Lighthouse must be purchased in the Colony
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immediately, the old ones being completely worn
, 359
out.
Two days later Verney indicated that he would be seeking approval for the purchase of the lamps from local
suppliers. He stated that, "enquiry is being made as to
what will be the most suitable lamp that can be procured,
and as soon as this has been ascertained and tried, a list
with cost will be submitted for approval."
It seems
that by 13 January 1865 the new lamps had been purchased
and were in use at the lighthouse. On this date, William
Bevis wrote to Verney forwarding, "...one Brass Lamp which
is one of the Two mentioned in the return of Government
Property for 1864 and which I believe were marked as worn
86 1
out...."
Bevis did not send the second lamp because he
was not able to find it and he suggested that one of the
workmen engaged in plastering the dwelling might have taken
it.
At this time, the third original lamp had apparently
been sent to be repaired. On 2 3 January Bevis again wrote
to Verney and reported that he had been unable to make the
lamp, which had been recently repaired by Messrs. Lindsay
and Fisher, "...work any longer than it would before they
had it; the Lamp has evidently been improved, but will not
run any longer than formerly; the attainment of a greater
86 2
length of time in running being the principle object."
He further commented that he would not sign Lindsay and
Fisher's vouchers until the Lighthouse Board had ruled in
the matter.
The three new lamps which had been ordered from England
86 8
arrived via Panama on 19 February 1865,
and steps were
taken to ready them for service.
... I have tried one of the new Lamps recently
arrived from England by fixing it up in the Lamp
room and find it burns very well giving a good
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Light, very little will require to be done in
36 4
placing it in the Lantern.
Bevis recommended that the table should be adjusted before
the lamp was installed, and George Davies was instructed
to fit up the new lamps and the reflector.

The task took

eighteen days to complete, and he was finished the installation by 6 April 1865.

However, the new lamps were

not in regular use by 17 July of that year, and Bevis
remarked that, "...the moderator Lamp with the condensing
apparatus will in my opinion produce a better and more
clear Light than the new lamps and at about one half the
..
j- .... 366
consumption of oil.
Since the consumption of oil in the new lamps was onethird greater, a request was made on 16 March 1866 to have
36 7
two new moderator lamps sent from England.

Accordingly,

on 26 March Governor Kennedy requested that two lamps
designed for a fourth order light should be sent to
36 8
Vancouver Island.
The requisition stated that the
lamps were, "to be obtained from Wilkins & Co. of Long
Acre, and to be sent to this colony b y first ship by way
of Cape Horn."
This requisition was not well received in Great
Britain because the colony owed money for stores which
had already been sent.

An official in the Colonial Office

noted that,
you might therefore have demurred sending out
any ordinary supply.

But in the interest of

humanity, and for the credit of our Country,
we cannot run any risk of extinguishing an
established
Light at a large Port in the
3
r
, •*•
70
Pacific.

One case containing two lamps for Fisgard lighthouse
was sent from England by 3 September 1866. 371 The two
lamps were purchased from W. Wilkins for £8.11.6,372 and
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373
they were received in the colony by 25 April 186 7.
I have the hon. to info, you that the
2 Lamps rec. from England, for the Fisg. L. Ho.
are utterly useless.

They are of the kind known
jq

as 'Fountain' Lamps & those ord. or asked for in
my lett. of 16 March '66 were Moderators. The
former burn 1/3 more oil & cause a great heat
wh. is almost unendurable, from the want of
proper ventilation in the Lantern. We have 3
of the former kind in store at present. I w.
sugg. that they be returned to England at once
& Moderators ord.
On 16 March a request was made to order two moderator
lamps from Wilkins and Company. At this time, the lamps
which were in use at Fisgard lighthouse, "...have been
repaired in the Colony, and are working well, but it is
impossible to say how long they may so remain." 375 On
19 March 186 8, Governor Seymour forwarded a requisition for
3 76
the lamps to the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.
Officials in Great Britain complied with the request and
forwarded two lamps shortly after 9 January 1869. 377
It seems that fountain lamps were sent to the colony
in 1866 because the firm of Wilkins and Company felt that
they "answered the purpose well."
In June of 1866 we received an Order for
2 Moderator Lamps for Fisguard Lighthouse
Vancouvers Island, and in August 1866 we sent
2 Fountain Lamps as before, after referring to
the instructions given us in 1864 and also
consulting one of the keepers who had returned
here at that time who informed us that when he
left the Lighthouse they were then using the
Fountain Lamps. ...
On the 14 July 186 8 we received your Order
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'to make Two Moderator Lamps similar to those
supplied by you to the Fisguard Lighthouse.'
For the same reasons as stated above, and particularly as instructed us in 1864, we have made
2 Fountain Lamps which on the 26th August last
were forwarded by the Prince of Wales.
We believe that Fountain Lamps have been
used since 1865, and are still being used at the
Fisguard Lighthouse, and can assure you that they
are far preferable to the Moderator Lamps, where
they can be used and we should strongly recommend
for the dependence of the Light that the Fountain
378
Lamps be continued in use there.
The lamps which were sent after 9 January 1869 are described
as being "moderator." This type of lamp was forwarded
because, by January, officials in the Board of Trade recog379
nized that fountain lamps were definitely not wanted,
and would probably be returned to Great Britain.
By 26 November 1868, the supply of wicks needed for
the lighthouse lamp had been exhausted, and although additional wicks had been ordered from England none had been
received. Since it was not known when the wicks would
arrive, it was proposed to try, "...a Coal Oil Lamp in the
3 80
meantime."
Commander Pender, of H.M. Surveying Vessel
Beaver, was requested to, "...arrange with the keeper a
time to inspect this new Light & give me your opinion on
381
its Efficiency, as a Harbour Temporary Light."
Prior to the trial of the coal oil lamp, colza oil had
3 82
been used as an illuminant at Fisgard lighthouse.
Colza
or rape seed oil was requisitioned from England, and therefore supplies were subject to delays. However, coal oil
was obtainable locally and it was less expensive. Therefore, for reasons of economy and convenience coal oil
replaced colza oil as the illuminant, and it was used for
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some years after 1868.

The lamp w a s burning coal oil in

1 8 7 1 , and by 1872 the A g e n t noted that,
...masters of vessels and pilots a l s o , complain
of the poor light exhibited t h e r e , so poor...it is
difficult to see i t ; I account for this from the
fact that coal o i l for some time past h a s been
burnt in the Lantern; probably as a measure of
e c o n o m y , b u t when the efficiency of the light is
38 3
impaired, the economy m a y b e justly questioned.
Although the A g e n t appears to have considered altering
the type of illuminant, by 18 75, "coal o i l [was] exclusively
used a t this station...." 384 In 1 8 8 5 , coal o i l w a s again
mentioned as being required for use at the lighthouse." 3 85
By 30 September 1 9 0 8 , a decision h a d been made to
replace the o i l burning lighthouse lamps with a 35 m/m
386
diamond vapour installation. lU This equipment had
38 7
replaced, "...the duplex lamp," by 1909.
It was noted
several years later that the diamond vapour lamp required
more attention than other types of illuminants.
Furthermore, Fisgard Light Station has
installed, a Diamond Vapour Lamp of 35 m/m. I
have found from experience that this lamp
requires to be watched during the night. Some
nights they will burn without any attention
whatever, but other nights the ventilators of
the lighthouses have to be adjusted two or three
times and the lamp given other attention during
388
the burning hours, otherwise it will go out.
Josiah Gosse, the keeper at Fisgard lighthouse after
1909, was given leave to engage in other types of work to
supplement his income. However, the Agent speculated that
Gosse did not use the diamond vapour lamp when he was working ashore.
I am of the opinion that the Light-keeper
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when working ashore does not operate the 3 3 m/m
(sic) vapour lamp the following night, which is
supposed to be in use, but instead places a large
round wick coal oil lamp, which is used for
emergency, in the lens. This burns without
attention until morning. However, as the light
given from either lamp fully meets the requirements of the Station, I do not think the change
389
makes any material difference.
However, the Commissioner of Lights did not agree with the
opinion of the Agent. He stated that after "full consideration" the vapour lamp and not the stand-by lamp was to be
operated by the keeper.
The keeper must employ the vapour light
nightly and may engage in outside occupation
which will not interfere with the duties of his
office as lightkeeper. 390
In 1926, the Agent considered electrifying Fisgard
light. At this time, the British Columbia Electric Railway
Company described the cost and the procedure of supplying
electric power to the site.
...it will be necessary to set 20 poles down
Belmont Road and 10 poles across the Military
Property, at Black Rock Battery, in order to
reach the location on the waterfront indicated
by your representative.
The total cost...would be approximately
One Thousand Dollars ($1000.00), and permission
would have to be obtained from the Military
authorities for a right of way over their
property. 391
This quotation was based on the premise that the
Department of Marine and Fisheries would install a cable
to connect the lighthouse with the pole nearest to the
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water.

However, no action was taken at this time, and two

years later the question was still under consideration.
The Agent was instructed to indicate, "...when electric
current is available at the fort and what arrangement
might be made for securing current for the light from the
392
land to the fort."
It was suggested that Aga equipment
might be installed as an interim measure.

The Agent

indicated in response that, "if it is decided to use Aga
equipment, we could only spare same from our stock for a
very short time, as our stock now is depleted, causing
393
difficulty making exchanges at other stations."
It was decided to install the Aga equipment at Fisgard
lighthouse and the following materials were required to
affect the change: 1-200 flasher; 60 feet of tubing with
fittings; and 2- A150 tanks.

The Agent further indicated

that, "at the present time we could loan a flasher and tank
until the new equipment arrives, but we have not got the
394
necessary pipe."
In response to this request, a requisition was prepared, "...covering flasher and accumulators,
395
while the piping is being forwarded from Prescott...."
By 2 April 192 8, approval was given for the installa396
tion of the Aga equipment.
The new light went into
operation on or about 15 August of that year, and it showed
an unwatched occulting light. The red sector was main397
tamed.
The installation was undertaken under the
39 8
foremanship of Gordon Halkett.
During World War II, special consideration had to be
given to the light.

In the event of a sudden blackout the

light had to be immediately extinguished, and the Agent,
therefore, made provision for the Commanding Officer of the
Naval Dockyard at Esquimalt to have access to the lantern.
I am enclosing a key which will unlock the doors
to the light.

Anyone appointed to attend to this

would then simply have to climb up the tower and
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blow out the light.
If this matter was left for us to attend
to it might take some time before we could
proceed from here, especially if this occurred
399
during the night.
The Commanding Officer acknowledged receipt of the key, and
indicated to the Agent that he had sent it to the Naval
Officer-in-Charge at Esquimalt for retention.
On 4 February 1954, it was reported by the Flag
Officer of the Pacific Coast that, "H.M.C. Ship's approaching Esquimalt Harbour during the hours of darkness, are
experiencing difficulty in sighting and identifying Fisgard
Island Light." 401 He further commented that the light
could not be seen beyond a distance of three miles in clear
weather and he recommended that a more powerful light
should be installed.
As this light is used as a leading mark
for ships' making Esquimalt Harbour, it is
recommended that the power of the light be
increased, and that it be given a distinctive
characteristic and color to make it more
distinguishable from the background of shore
i• L L
402
lights.
T.E. Morrison, the District Marine Agent, responded to
this request with the comment that, "...it has apparently
not yet come to your attention that the power of Fisgard
Island Light was increased quite recently. New equipment
was installed which has a candle power rating five times
that of the old light. The present characteristic of the
light is one flash every twelve seconds."
The Flag Officer felt that the improvement in the
404
equipment did not increase the visibility of the light,
and several months later the lightkeeper at Race Rocks
lighthouse was instructed to, "...maintain a nightly
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405
record of the degree of visibility of this light...."
By 21 June 1956, the District Marine Agent wrote to
the British Columbia Electric Company and inquired if they
could supply an estimate, "...of the cost of extending your
power line to provide 110 volt single phase service at
Fisgard Island Lighthouse.... The load will consist
entirely of lighting and should not exceed a maximum of
1000 watts."
The Company responded with a statement
that, "...it was not logical to extend our lines to serve
this load. Instead, the estimate was made on the basis of
extending the Department of National Defence line in Rod
Hill Fort area." 4 0 7 The cost of the proposed 115/230 volt
service was estimated to be $2,2 78.
Upon receipt of this estimate, the Agent was able to
include provision for shore power in the annual estimates
for the fiscal year 1957-58. He justified this expenditure
by stating that,
numerous complaints concerning visibility of this
light have been received, and it is recommended
that the present battery powered equipment be
replaced by 110 volt service.
It seems that the battery equipment had been installed on or
about 2 3 May 1945. 4 0 9
On 2 8 June 195 7, permission was obtained from the
Department of National Defense, "...for authority to obtain
power from DND lines at Fort Rodd Hill to Fisgard lighthouse...." 410 Since the fort was no longer occupied, the
detachment was in the process of removing all electrical
equipment, "...from the fort with the exception of a secondary cxrcuit to a caretaker's building." 411 It was decided
that existing poles in the camp could be used to run a
secondary circuit to the lighthouse.
Before the shore power could be connected to the lighthouse, a fire damaged the building. Fire broke out on
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9 August 1957f and it was extinguished before it could
412
spread throughout the entire building.
A temporary
light, "...was established before dark on August 9th
and on August 12th the light was restored to full
,,413
service.
By 23 August 1957, the British Columbia Electric
Company re-estimated the cost and the method of connecting
Fisgard lighthouse to shore power. Their "final proposal"
was to, "...rebuild the line through Rodd Hill property
and extend the single phase primary out along the Causeway
to the lighthouse. On the last pole, we will hang our
3 KVA transformer and make a flat connection to your
414
service."
Construction started on the line shortly
after 13 January 195 8, and it was estimated that it would
415
take four to six weeks to complete the work.
The line
extension was approximately 1500 feet long, and it was
to be owned and maintained by the Department of Transport. 416 The line extension was completed by 2 8 March
195 8, and the final transfer to shore power was completed
approximately one week after that date. 417
418
On or about 15 May 195 8,
the electric light
419
apparatus powered by shore power was put into operation.
At this time, the floodlighting of the tower from the
balcony level downwards was initiated.
It is evident, therefore, that many changes in
the lighting apparatus and in the type of illuminant
took place during the period 1862-1960. However, even
though different types of equipment was installed, the
role of Fisgard lighthouse as a harbour light did not
alter.
DweI ling
The discussion of the changes which were affected to the
dwelling is divided into subject areas. These subjects
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include: balcony; blinds; brickwork; carpets; ceilings;
chimney; concussion damage; doors; inventories; painting;
plastering; roof; waterpipes; and windows. Each of these
subjects will be treated individually for the period
1862-1960.
balcony :
It is not known if the original balcony was unsound, but
420
by 24 September 1873 a new balcony had been constructed.
By 1881, the lower sill of the verandah or balcony required
repairing and the firm of Smith and Clarke were engaged to
421
undertake the work.
This firm had been paid $29.10 for
422
"ladder and repairs" by 30 June 1881.
The balcony was
removed by the time the photograph in Figure 19 had been
taken (see Figure 19).
blinds :
In the inventory which was prepared by William Bevis, on
31 December 1861, it is stated that five sets of window
blinds and fittings were supplied to Fisgard lighthouse
42 3
by 17 November 1860.
It is presumed that these blinds
would have covered window openings in rooms which were
occupied by the keeper and his family during the evening.
On 13 January 1865, William Bevis forwarded a requisition
424
for, "...the amount of... curtains considered requisite."
By 25 January of that year, "...35 yds. of green baize for
curtains [had] been ordered at the Hudson Bay Company's
425
shop."
The following expenditures were made between
1879 and 1881 for blinds: John Weiler, "Oil cloth, blinds,
426
&c." $72.75 by 30 June 1879;
G. Mansell Co. "blinds"
$2.78 by 30 June 1880; 4 2 7 and Brown and White "Blinds,
etc." $1.75 by 30 June 1881. 4 2 8 It is possible that all
of these purchases provided for blinds in the dwelling
and not in the lantern.
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brickwork:
In January of 186 3 Wright and Saunders proposed to,
"...do all the pointing required be done at Fisguard Light
House...." and to paint the exterior of the building for
429
the sum of $435.
The Colonial Secretary wrote on 7 May
of that year and signified the Governor's approval of the
430
project.
By March of 1867, "...the constant exposure to
Storms of Wind and Rain...." necessitated repairs to
Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses.

At this time, the
431
joints needed to be re-pointed, "...where required."

The Hon. Langevin, in his report on British Columbia
published in 1872, noted that the lighthouse needed re432
pointing.
It is not known if any of the brickwork in
the dwelling was repaired following this comment, but by
30 June 1880 Huntington and Hughes had been paid $48.70 for
4 33
"Bricklayers' labor and repairs."
In 1917, it was
determined that it w a s , "...necessary to expend approximately One thousand dollars

($1,000) in repairs to the

light-tower and dwelling at Fisgard Light Station."
The tower consists of brick coated inside
and out with cement mortar.

The attached

dwelling-house is brick without the facing of
mortar.

The cement is crumbling on the outside

of the tower and the bricks are shelling badly.
It will be necessary to repoint the bricks and
434
re-cement the walls.
The Agent suggested that the work should b e , "...performed
4 35
during the fine weather."
The fire which broke out in the building on 9 August
436
195 7,
did not seem to damage the exterior of the building
except to discolour the paint.

The walls consisted of,

"...triple brick courses making a 12" wall which does not
437
appear to have suffered any damage from the fire."
It
was considered necessary to, "...replace some of the second
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floor joists and install four steel tie rods across the
building as a precaution against outward movement of the
•i 4 3 8

walls."
carpets :
In addition to forwarding a statement concerning curtains
on 13 January 1865, William Bevis also included a description of the amount of carpet which he considered to be
requisite. 439 Although Verney ordered the fabric for the
curtains, he informed Bevis that, "...no carpet can be
allowed
" 4 4 0 However, by 29 October 1870, floor cloth
had been purchased from Weiler for Fisgard lighthouse. A
second purchase of $22.50 for carpet was made from Burns
441
and Edwards by 30 June 1877.
ceilings :
By 1 March 1869, "...beating of rain by the water pipes
which [made] its appearance through the Ceilings in the
442
upper story of the Dwelling...."
These ceilings had
443
been cracked as a result of the firing of a "32 pounder."
On 11 April 1899, the Agent reported that he had inspected
the dwelling and found that the woodwork and plaster in the
interior of the dwelling was in a deteriorated condition.
"The plaster on the ceilings and walls is perished and has
fallen in patches,...."444 The principle cause of this
damage was identified as the, "...firing of the heavy guns
at the new fortifications on Rodd Point."445 It was
decided that the application of wood-lining would be the
best means of repairing the damage. Accordingly, on 3 May
1899, the keeper was notified that he was to, "...have all
the plaster in the living rooms at the lighthouse taken
down, and have everything in readiness for the carpenters
by the 10th June. You will see that the material for the
ceiling is piled up with cross-pieces between each [?] of
boards so as to allow ventilation for seasoning the
boards." 446 It seems that the ceiling was painted because
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by 16 December 1926 mention is made that, "the. ceilings
447
have recently been repainted."
portions of the ceilxng
might have been repaired and altered after the fire in 1957
because it was remarked that, "...it will be necessary to
448
replace some of the second floor joists...."
chimney:
It seems that when the building was first constructed the
chimney did not have a cap (see Figures 5 and 12). However,
by 1 August 1861, Bevis had reported the smoky condition of
the chimney on at least three separate occasions. He
remarked that, "I would respectfully beg that something may
be done to the chimney as the smoke at times is intolerable." 449 It is possible that a semi-circular chimney cap
was put on shortly after this date (see Figure 25). The
cap retained this form until 1918 when the, "...brick
chimney was rebuilt from the roof up."450 This repair was
undertaken by day labour under the direct supervision of
Mr. W.H. Trowsdale. 451 It is likely that the chimney
452
acquired a pointed cap at this time.
concussion damage:
In addition to cracking the glass in the lantern and the
ceilings, concussion damage was also considered to be
responsible for cracks in the plaster on wall surfaces.
By 11 April 1899, the Agent indicated that, "owing to the
concussion caused by the firing of the heavy guns at the
new fortifications on Rodd Point, I would suggest that the
plastering in the interior of the building (dwelling
portion) be replaced by wood linings." 453
The cost of lining the four living rooms
renewing the window casings...not including
painting will be approximately $250.00.
The keeper does not appear to me to be the
sort of a man who could give material assistance
in the performance of this work, and notified me
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that it was his intention to tender his
resignation to take effect at the end of the
present quarter. 454
455
This work was completed by 2 January 1900.
Wood-lining seems to have been an effective solution
to the problem, but by 1912 unprotected elements of the
building had sustained further damage resulting from concussion.
Four pair of sashes of four lights in the
house, costing $10 will be required. The old
sashes have been broken by concussion caused by
gun-fire from the war-ships in the vicinity.
The sashes being over 30 years old and the wood
decayed to such an extent, nails will not hold. 4 5 6
Replacement was the only means of repairing this damage,
doors:
Since Fisgard lighthouse was in an exposed location, care
had to be taken to ensure that the ill effects of wind and
rain did not penetrate into the house through the doors.
On 1 April 1861 , William Bevis reported that rain was
getting into the house under the doors.457 To counteract
this problem, it was recommended that doors required,
"...sloping ledges fixed to them to shoot off the rain, and
prevent its penetrating into the house."458 At this time,
it was also suggested that sloping ledges be fixed to the
windows and that additional fastenings should be applied
to the windows on the lower floor.
As early as 24 July 1862, the doors required repairing.
In addition to fixing the windows, the locks and handles
459
needed, "...putting in order...."
The expenditure to
undertake this work was sanctioned by the Governor by
29 July of that year.
On 11 February 1865, Verney asked Bevis to, "...take
the lock off the front door, and send it to M. Huston the
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gunsmith in Yates Street, and desire him to make two keys
for it, which are to be forwarded to this office."
Bevis reported to Verney on 2 March of that year stating
that he had taken the lock to Huston but that, "...he
461
cannot make the keys...."
Bevis left the lock with the
gunsmith with the instructions that he should await Verney's
orders in the matter.
In November of 1869, a gale caused rain to, "...run
through doors and windows to such an extent as to require
46 2
constant swabbing up the whole time."
By 31 July 1871,
considerable repairs were required to the doors in the
dwelling.
The Back Door was a new one made by
McDowall in March 1869, and has become so
shrunk and warped that it is utterly impossible
for it to come into shape again, having always
been imperfectly fitted.
The Front Door is the original one, and
has never been repaired, and is in a very
imperfect state.
Gallery Door.

Is entirely shrunk out of

all reason, so that with Easterly Gales and
rain, the House would be swimming with water,
46 3
this made by McDowall in March 1869.
It is likely the

gallery door, which is referred to in

Bevis' letter, was the door which led onto the balcony from
the second storey of the building.
W.H. Robertson was engaged to make, "Repairs to
464
windows, doors, etc." by 30 June, 1880.
On 25 April
1895, the Agent wrote to the keeper and notified him that,
"I have this day inspected your Station and regret to state
465
that I found it in anything but good condition."
The
locks and hinges in the inside of the dwelling required
. 466
repair.
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W.H.P. Trowsdale, the foreman of the works, informed
the acting District Engineer that by 20 August 1918 the,
"two outside doors and frames were renewed, also two
467
inside doors renewed."
Figure 26 is a detail of a photograph which illustrates the storm and inside doors in 1917
prior to this repair (see Figure 26).
On 26 January 1929, it was reported that, "the door of
building is swelled and warped and at present cannot be
locked...."
Since the light was not watched by this
date, the man who changed the cylinders at the lighthouse
indicated that he would, "...obtain hasp and padlock to be
*-,.
. ., ,,469
fitted next, visit.
Problems arose from leaving the building unattended,
and as a result the windows and storm doors were nailed
into position on the inside of the building by September of
19 32. This was done to prevent trespassers from entering
469
the building.
It is likely that one door was left padlocked at this time to allow access to the light. On an
inspection of the station on 5 March 19 34, it was found
that the, "...doors had been forced open by prying.the hasp
and lock off the doors."470 Fortunately, only the outside
door had sustained any damage, but a new lock was required
on the inside door.
Trespassing continued to be a persistent problem. On
3 June 1940, it was reported that, "...the condition of
j_i_

this building and tower...is in worse condition since...13
Jany., due to persons damaging the doors, locks, windows,
etc. The side door was found open (lock broken off)
[and] the trap doors in tower left open,...."471 An undated
letter directed to the Officer-in-Charge at the Naval Dockyard indicated some of the problems associated with trespassing.
For sometime we have had considerable
trouble with vandalism to the buildings on
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Fisgard Island...and on some occasions this has
caused the light to be extinguished.
On Thursday night...the building was broken
into, the lock broken and taken away, and a number
of windows smashed. Also the door leading to the
tower was left open which caused a draft and ex472
tinguished the light.
To prevent
ratus, the
lighthouse
After

further damage to the building or to the appaAgent asked the Officer to include Fisgard
within the patrol area. 473
fire had damaged the building in 195 7, it was

recommended that steel shutters should be provided for the
windows and doors. This was intended to, "...prevent
forcible entry by vandals." 474
inventories:
Although several inventories of government property at
Fisgard lighthouse were prepared during the early period,
only one itemized list of damaged household goods seems to
have survived. On 31 July 1871, William Bevis prepared a
"Requisition for Stores for the Dwelling House," and the
list contained the following items:
A Table and Six Chairs for Parlour, none have
ever been supplied since the Building was
opened, there are but two Tables that belong to
the premises.
A Bedstead, the one at this place I have been
informed is an old one the late Mr. Davies
brought out from England, and the one that was
supplied for this House was taken to Race Rocks,
the one I have was in a ricketty condition when
I came here and it is far worse now.
A set of Fire Irons & Fender last supply Nov.
2 5 t h 1864
Half a Dozen Cups & Saucers last supply Apl 6, 186 7
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A new Top for Stove the stove was supplied
Diamond Rock No. 7
July 10
186 9
Two Table Covers
last supply Novr 186 3
A Covered Slop Pail
"
"
Oct 20, 1868
This was supplied from D. Edwards where I was
ordered to take it from and was an inferior
article.
2 Sauce Pans 2 & 3 Qt last supply 5 July 1867
On 23 August 1909, Josiah Gosse and George Johnson
prepared an inventory of the property of the dwelling and
tower at Fisgard lighthouse. That list included the
following:
1 dwelling House & Light Tower
1 dimond Light with fixtures
2 Large Tower Lamps
3
1
2
2
1
1

House Lamps
Reflector 2 red Shades
Glass Plates 50 Mantles
Oil Carriers 5 Copper Measures
doz Lamp Glasses 2 Gall. Alco Oil
Gall Amonia 10 Pieces Carpenters Tools

4 House Brooms 1 Cook Stove & Clock
1 14 foot Boat 4 Oars & 3 rolocks
Coal Shed & Oil House
1 Oil Tank 1 Paint Scraper
2 Water Buckets
8 Gallons Oxide Paint & 6 Gall. Paint Oil 8 Tins
W. Paint
1 Gallon Turps 3 Cases C. Oil 10 lb. soda
6 lb. Soap 10 lb. cotton waste
2 Paint Brushes 1 white W. Brush 1 Scrubbing
Brush
10 lb. sorted Nails 1 bushel Lime 1 sack cement
% Blader Puttie 2 bundle shingles 2 water Tank
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50 Fathoms Stage rope %lb rouge for Cleaning
1 Shamies Skin 1 sponge 3 Tin Boxes
476
1 Pair Cissors 1% Tons Slack Coal Dust
Although an inventory must have been prepared when the
lighthouse was transferred to unwatched status, to date one
has not been located,
painting :
The dwelling required painting shortly after it was constructed. By 29 July 1862, the Governor had given his
approval for the whitewashing of four rooms and the painting
of shelves, and dressers.477 Wright and Saunders prepared
an estimate of this job, and indicated that they would
undertake to paint the pantries and four newly made shutters
in addition to the above mentioned work. 478 On 2 9 January
1863, the same firm offered to, "...do all the pointing
required to be done at Fisguard Light House and Paint the
outside of House and Tower with three coats of the best
White Lead and oil paint for sum of Four Hundred and Thirty
Five Dollars...."479 By 7 May 186 3 approval had been given
for the work to be done.
By 1864, the dampness in the
dwelling was such that, "...when the frost sets in all the
plastering and whitewash will fall off...." 481 To remedy
this situation, it was decided to apply lath and plaster to
4
-u interior
• a.
482
n
the
walls.
Although the exterior of the house was painted white
in 1863, by 21 April 1865 Verney reported in a correction
to the Admiralty List of Lights and the sailing directions
that the colour of the keeper's dwelling was "red brick." 483
It is possible that the white painted surface might have
weathered and left the bricks exposed. Two years later, it
was remarked that the constant exposure to storms had
affected the exterior of Fisgard lighthouse, and it was
recommended that the tower and dwelling should be painted. 484
On 1 March 1869, Bevis requested, "...at an early date an
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inspection of the premises as from the want of paint outside much of the inconveniences arising inside may be
485
prevented."
Apparently as a result of this request, a
painter was employed at the lighthouse by 29 August 1870.
He was engaged to scrape and paint the spouts and to put a
coat of paint on the easterly side of the house. °
It
seems that the lighthouse was primed and painted again
during the following year. 487 The Hon. Langevin, in his
report on British Columbia published in 1872, noted that
Fisgard lighthouse was white in colour.

He commented

further that, "the lighthouse, which is of brick, requires
repair on the outside. The joints will have to be pointed,
488
and the whole painted."
By 24 March 1892, the Agent reported to the Deputy
489
Minister that the dwelling and tower required painting.
Since the Deputy Minister responded by drawing the Agent's
attention to the circular of 25 October 1890 concerning,
"...what is required from Keepers in connection with the
490
painting of Light buildings,"
it is likely that the
keeper was subsequently requested to do the necessary work.
Although the dwelling had been painted by 189 3,491 the
Agent noted that both the tower and dwelling required
repainting again by 2 May 1895. 492
It is interesting to note that by 1911 lighthouses in
British Columbia were generally painted with a standard
type of paint which was supplied by the Department.
However, Fisgard lighthouse was covered with paint which
had to be specially mixed. In a letter dated 3 August 1911,
the Agent discussed the different ingredients in the
Fisgard paint.
With regard to Requisition #A-375 for
8 gals. Boiled Oil, 4 gals. Turpentine and 3 gals.
Inside Varnish for Fisgard Lighthouse, this
material was purchased to mix up into paint the
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dry red lead and dry white lead held in stock
at the lighthouse.
New paint has not been purchased since
the special paint was received. 493
The Commissioner of Lights had questioned the expenditure
for these supplies because he, "...was under the impression
that sufficient paint had been manufactured for the lighthouse service in your province...." 494
By 20 August 1918, W.H.P. Trowsdale, the Foreman of
Works, reported that, "the whole tower, dwelling, and roof
495
were painted with two coats of paint."
The work was
undertaken by day labour under Trowsdale's direct super496
vision.
On 16 December 1926, G. Halkett, the Superintendent of
Lights, stated in a letter to the Agent that, "the ceilings
have recently been repainted and the painting of the inside
49 7
walls is now underway."
The fire of 1957 discoloured the paint, and it was
recommended, to undertake "...the minimum exterior rehabilitation which would preserve the general appearance of the
building." 49 8 It was further commented, on 10 May 1960,
499
that the structure should be painted annually.
plastering :
By 1864, dampness in the dwelling had created a condition
which had loosened the original plaster on the interior
walls.
In a commentary dated 11 October of that year,
B.W. Pease remarked that, "what the Lightkeeper states about
the dampness of the Rooms is quite correct. The only remedy
is to lath & plaster all the Dwelling rooms throughout.
This will cost about $100. (262 yards at 65 cts. per yard)
and is really very necessary." 501 A notice that the
Colonial Secretary's office would accept tenders for the
work appeared in the 25 October 186 4 edition of the Government Gazette. The notice indicated that tenders would be
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received, "...until noon of the 29th instant...." 502

By

4 November the tender of Matthew McGowan had been accepted.
He had offered to plaster Fisgard lighthouse for $360. 503
In the "Annual Report on Works and Buildings, Roads, Streets,
and Bridges," written on 6 January 1865, B.W. Pearse indicated that Fisgard lighthouse had, "...been lathed, furred,
and Plastered, throughout all the Dwelling rooms, which
were very damp, and dangerous before."504 McGowan was
505
actually paid for the work on 2 December 186 4.
By 30 June 1885, R. Drake had been paid $55.75 for,
"repairs to plaster etc."
and it seems that subsequent
repairs were necessitated by a leak in the roof. "The
plaster will probably have to be patched, this however will
only cost a trifle."507 Expenditure for patching had been
50 8
made by 1 June 1894,
and the renewal of the plaster in
509
the hallway was completed at a cost of $50.
Concussion damage resulting primarily from the firing
of guns at Fort Rodd Hill caused the plaster on the
ceilings and walls to deteriorate and, by 11 April 1899,
it had fallen in patches. At this time, the Agent recommended that the interior plaster work should be replaced
510
•.
by woodlining.
Approval was given for woodlming by
20 April of that year,511 and on 3 May the Agent notified
lightkeeper McKenzie that he should, "...have all the
plaster in the living rooms at the lighthouse taken down,
and have everything in readiness for the Carpenters by the
512
10th June."
This work was subsequently done.
roof :
On 1 March 1869, William Bevis reported that the roof of
the dwelling was, "...in bad want of New Shingles, and if
the roof was made to come further over the sides of the
House a great evil might be avoided...." 513 It514
seems that
the, "...beating of rain by the waterpipes...."
leaked
into the building through the ceiling in the second storey.
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Approval was given to repair the roof and, by 2.6 November
1869, Bevis was able to report that, "...the Carpenters have
this day completed the necessary repairs in order to make
515
these premises more comfortable and watertight."
The
roof was repaired at this time but, by 31 July 1871, it
again required attention. Bevis noted that the roof of the
dwelling, "should be overhauled or renewed as since the
repairs to the Chimney after Christmas a fresh leak broke
out that gave some trouble."
By 24 September 1873, the
dwelling had been given a new roof. 517
On 1 June 1894, the Chief Engineer authorized an
expenditure of $20 to cover the cost of renewing the flashing.
This repair was considered necessary because there
was, "...a leak in the roof of the dwelling where it joins
the tower...."519 After the flashing had been renewed, it
520
was determined that the roof needed to be re-shingled.
521
Approval was given for this work on 3 July 1894.
A leak was reported in the roof by April 1896. The
Agent noted that, "there is still a slight leak at the
junction of the dwelling and tower. I think that a coat of
522
paint will stop it."
By 8 June 1910, the roof again required re-shingling.
The Agent noted that, "...the shingles on the roof are in
very bad condition, and in many places blown off." 523
Approval for the repair was given on 2 August of that
524
year.
On 20 August 1918, W.H.P. Trowsdale reported that,
"the roof was reshingled and reflashed around the tower
525
...."
The work was undertaken by day labour under
E^ O £

Trowsdale's direct supervision.
Mr. K. Dixon, the District Marine Agent, reported on
13 February 1962 that, "at the present time the roof is nonexistant - the exterior finish, sheathing and rafters were
527
lifted off the walls during a storm this past winter."
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The roof has subsequently been renewed,
waterpipes :
On 22 July 1862, the firm of Wright and Saunders
indicated that they would repair the gutter on the roof.
Approval was given for the work by 29 July of that year.

52 8
529

William Bevis reported on 25 June 1870 that, "in the
event of any continued rain damage is likely to occur to
the recent repairs on account of the overflowing of the
rain waterpipes by their being too low at the N.N.W. Corner
5 80
of the Dwelling."
By 30 August of that year the
downspouts had been scraped and painted, and Bevis stated
that, "...it will be necessary for the plumbers to be here
as early as convenient as it will

[be] necessary I presume

to alter the position of the uoper part of the down pipes
,,531
•• • •

On 17 January 1925, keeper Josiah Gosse indicated that
he needed twenty-five feet of connecting pipe for the
532
.
.
following summer.
It is possible that this pipe was
used for renewing downspouts or guttering.
windows :
As early as 1 April 1861, William Bevis reported, "...the
very insecure state of the fastening of the lower windows
533
during a Breeze...."
He further stated that, "...it
would greatly benefit that the windows both upper and lower
be provided with shutters or Venetian Blinds both as a
preventative against rain and wind." 534 By 28 November
1861, approval had been given to put additional fastenings
on the lower floor windows and to fix sloping ledges to the
doors and windows. This latter repair was required, "...to
shoot off the rain, and prevent its penetrating into the
house."
The firm of Wright and Saunders indicated on 18 July
1862 that they could undertake to make, "...shutters for
four Windows & painting the same [and] weather guards for
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all the window sash...,"

Approval to make shutters for

the four seaward windows and to repair the windows was given
537
on 29 July of that year.
By 19 January 1865, a carpenter had, "Made & fitted
complete Shutters at both windows at the end of the House
S.E.

[and] altered the Back Shutters by placing a strip
5 38
along the inside edge of the same."
The condition of the windows had deteriorated by 1869.
William Bevis gave the following report to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works on 1 March of that year.
[The window sashes and frames]...are very
weak in condition.

I have been employed for some

time in puttying in the panes of glass and have
nearly expended 3 lb Putty supplied me for the
purpose but many of the panes are so...shrunk
that I do not think the glass will stand in them
during the summer.

We have been greatly exposed

during the past winter to the Easterly Gales and
have suffered considerably from want of Shutters
5 39
on the East Side of the House.
It seems that no action was taken to remedy this situation
because by 11 November 1869 Bevis felt that he was "compelled
[by] necessity" to report that during a gale he w a s , "...in
momentary expectation of the windows on the Easterly side of
the House blowing in."

Approval was immediately given

for the repairs, and by 26 November of that year, "the
541
Shutters [were] all completed round the House."
On 31 July 1871, William Bevis noted that the lower
window frames required attention.

"These are all perfectly

unsound and so adrift that they are useless for bad weather,
it is respectfully solicited that a Carpenter be engaged to
make new Frames, and the Glass in the old ones can be made
542
serviceable."
Approval was apparently given to repair
the windows but difficulty was experienced in having the
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the work done in a "workmanlike manner." Bevis stated
that, "...there are many places where you can put your
finger in between the windows. I have therefore in conclusion only to beg leave to state that the great fault
lies in the construction of the window sashes which in my
opinion should have more thoroughly inspected by Mr. Lewis
before taking the contract." 543
By 30 June 18 75, Thomas Storey had been paid $36 for
544
"making and fixing five storm windows."
The following
year, the same man was paid $35 for "making and fitting
four new sashes."545 By 30 June 1880, Storey was again
paid for "making sashes, glazing, etc." 546
On 11 April 1899, the Agent reported that, "...the
window casings are rotten and are becoming detached from
5 47
the brickwork and require renewing."
Approval to undertake the work was given by 20 April of that year.
Keeper Josiah Gosse was reprimanded on 17 April 1912
for the poor appearance of his station. The Agent noted
that windows were broken and "...judging from appearances...
you have not put in any repair work since last summer." 549
In June of that year, the Superintendent of Lights reported
that four sashes needed to be renewed. He noted that, "the
old sashes have been broken by concussion caused by gun-fire
from the war-ships in the vicinity. The sashes being over
30 years old and the wood decayed to such an extent, nails
will not hold." 550 He suggested that four pair of sashes,
twenty-four inches by thirty inches, be installed. Each
sash was to have four lights. 551
By 19 November 1917, the Agent noted that, "the window
552
casings of the dwelling...require attention."
On 1 December of that year approval was given to make -che necessary
55 3
repairs.
W.H.P. Trowsdale reported on 20 August 1918
that, "the ten windows in the dwelling were taken out and
new sashes, frames and storm sash put in."554 The work was
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done by day labour under Trcwsdale's direct supervision.

555

After the light became unwatched, it was necessary to
seal the windows.

On 30 September 19 32, it was reported

that, "the windows. . ..were all securely fastened by nailing
them in position in the inside of the building."
However, by 15 January 1940, the Agent noted that the,
"...windows are all gone but otherwise [the building] is
weather proof." 557 Vandalism continued to be a problem
and by 195 7 it was planned to install steel shutters on
the windows and doors.55 8 However, by 10 May 1960, the
windows were boarded over with plywood and painted black.
At this time, the District Marine Agent stated that,
"to prevent vandals from entering the structure it will
be necessary that the plywood remain or else access
through the windows be prevented by bars." 559
It is apparent, therefore, that many repairs were
made to the dwelling during the period 186 2 to 1960.
These repairs were necessary because of the exposed
location of the building, the damage caused by concussion,
and vandalism.

Auxiliary

Structures

Auxiliary structures which were associated with the lighthouse and which were situated on Fisgard Island include
the boat slip, boat house, coal shed, flag staff, meat
safe, meteorological structures, outhouse, plankwalk,
poultry buildings, storehouse, wharf, and a wind cone,
boat slip:
On 2 8 November 1861, Helby reported that a slip was
required, "...for hauling up the boat."
He estimated
that it would take four men two days to make the slip and
that two hundred fifty feet of logs and one hundred and
fifty feet of two inch lumber would be needed to make the
561
structure. Approval was given by the Governor
and it
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seems that a boat slip was constructed shortly thereafter.
By 6 January 1865, William Bevis indicated that the,
"...slip at this Island [had] parted from the plankway on
account of the Heavy Surf running." '" He further stated
that he had, "...secured as much as I have been able and
made the spars fast with what line I have here. I should
have reported the occurence personally but am unable to do
so on account of the impossibility of launching the Boat."
On 7 January, Verney notified John Wright and the members
of the Lighthouse Board that their presence was requested
at a meeting which had been called, "...to consider what
form of pier or slip shall be built in lieu of the one
washed away on Friday last,"56 4 and the firm of Wright and
Saunders subsequently submitted plans and specifications
for a landing. 565 (See Figure 2 7). On 26 January, approval
was sought for the construction of the landing designed by
Wright and Saunders. The Secretary to the Lighthouse Board
provided the following commentary on the project.
The Slip which formerly existed was washed
away on the sixth instant, and it is considered
that a bridge raised, say three or four feet,
above high water mark would...be altogether a
more lasting structure.
The proposed bridge would carry davits, to
which the Lighthouse Boat would be hoisted up,
and a derrick for landing heavy stores.
It is expected that the erection of this
bridge would admit of communication with the
Lighthouse by boat, in almost every state of
..
566
weather.
It was proposed that the bridge should be, "...built between
Fisgard Island, and an adjacent rock to the Northward of
it." }
Although tenders were called for the project, by
15 February 1865, the Acting Colonial Secretary informed
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Verney that, "...the acceptance of any Tender for the
construction of a Bridge at Fisgard Lighthouse has been
56 8
postponed for the present."
Lightkeeper William Bevis was given an allowance for
boat hire until a decision could be reached concerning the
construction of a new slip or a bridge.

After several

months, the daily allowance was discontinued and Bevis
became concerned about his situation.

He proposed the

following solution to the problem of access, to and from
Fisgard Island, on 28 October 1865.
And as my allowance for Boat Hire is to be
discontinued in accordance with your letter of
24 . inst. I beg leave to ask that some convenience be furnished me for landing the Boat; say
Two spars of proper dimensions about 75 feet
long to be bolted down to two rocks, where the
old slip formerly was and a tramway & car for
Hauling out the Boat, which would afford less
resistance to the force of water than the old
plan of Boarding over with 2 inch plank, and at
a mere trifle in comparison to the expensive
structure proposed by the majority of the Board
on the visit to the Light House of 18
i 4. 569
last.

January

It seems that no funds were supplied for the construction
of a slip, and by 22 November 1865 Pearse reported that,
"... the whole landing place at the Fisgard Lighthouse has
570
been washed away by the Gale of Sunday last...."
On
6 December, Bevis decided to put his case directly to the
Governor, and he wrote a letter stating that he was
"...without any proper means of getting from the Rock...."
Action was taken, and on 18 December of that year the
Master of the Sir James Douglas reported

upon the

facilities for erecting a pair of Davits or a slip for

5 71
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hauling a boat up.
He felt that since there was onlyone man at the lighthouse davits would not provide the best
and safest means of hauling up the boat. He recommended
instead, "...that a small handy cradle be made with three
or four wooden rollers attached thereto. The Cradle would
not be unlike a ladder in fact something similar to what
Mr. Bevis has there at present of his own manufacture and
a small windlass similar to what is used for hoisting water
out of wells to heave up the boat."5 72 The construction of
this slip was postponed, and Pearse remarked that, "I am of
[the] opinion that Mr. Bevis can shift very well at present
with the Cradle he h a s . " 5 7 3
On 1 March 1866, Bevis wrote to Pearse and noted that
he had discovered, "...on the Beach near this Light House
suitable Spars for the construction of a Boat Slip; and
at the advise of Commander Porcher of H.M. Sparrowhawk, I
respectfully solicit that I may be supplied with an application to the Senior Officer of the Fleet; for a Carpenter
and what assistance I may require."574 He considered that
the following would be required to construct the slip.
A Boats Crew to tow alongside the rock the spars
requisite.
A Carpenter to work on the same about Ten days.
575
A Keg of 6 •& 8 inch Spikes.
Bevis put forward this proposal, "...with a view to
preserve the Boat belonging to this Light House from
further injury as of late considerable injury has unavoidably accurred in the Launching and hauling up over the
means I have constructed myself."
Since the assistance
of the navy meant a reduction in the cost of constructing
a slip, Pearse recommended that the work should be carried
out. The Colonial Secretary, William A.G. Young, further
commented that, "the Senior Naval Officer, Captain Turnner
has been asked to afford the necessary assistance of a Boat
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and Boats Crew and a Carpenter who will be paid the usual
* extra
4. pay. -577
rate of
However, by 16 January 186 7, Bevis was

oblidged

to hand his boat up on the rocks upon some ways of his own
constructing.
W.A.G. Young observed that, "...last
summer when I noticed them they really seem to me to be .
all that is required. I fancy that these ways have been
injured during recent gales, and [Bevis] wants some more
permanent structure. He has, however, plenty of spare time
on his hands and can if he exerts himself no doubt make
sufficient temporary provision." 5 IB A letter to Bevis was
drafted on 19 January stating that, "Application should be
made to Mr. Pearse for any nails lumber &c that may be
579
absolutely necessary for the construction of the slip."
William Bevis does not seem to have acted upon this
suggestion because by 30 April 186 7 the lighthouse did not
have a slip. On 13 August of that year Bevis indicated
that a naval officer had promised that some assistance
might be provided for the construction of a boat slip.
You are well aware I have no doubt that on
J_T_

His Excellency's visit here April 30
there was
no landing place, it was then promised by Cap.
Oldfield that the navy was to do the work for me
in laying down the slip; I waited patiently for
some time and no notice was taken, so I applied
to Cap. Oldfield for two Carpenters for a few
days, which did but little benefit and left me
in such a position, that from the manner in which
their work was done and in order to save it from
floating away; I engaged two men at my own risk
to finish putting down the four spars and in
i
4-u
..5 80
properly securing them....
Bevis further stated that Pearse came to inspect the work
and gave orders, "...to have a hole drilled in a rock under
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the slip for securing it with a Band & Bolt which was made
c pi

for the same.

William Bevis carried out this order, but

he later had difficulty getting reimbursed for having the
work done. He w a s , however, eventually paid for part of
5 82
the cost of the repair.
Further repairs to the slip were necessary by 30 March
1871.

On this date Bevis gave the following description of

the condition of the structure.
... I find that all the logs at the lower end are
in a far worse condition than what I expected
being completely worm eaten and a perfect mass
of sponge; and as far as I can see at present
there is nothing to hold the slip down but the
bolts some of which are hardly through the
planks upon which the ballast rests, and I fear
that the coming spring tides will lift the whole
concern unless something can be done without
delay....I am of the opinion that for about 30$
I could place the slip in a proper state of
repair, that is provided I was supplied with
sufficient purchase to raise two spars that are
necessary, which I was able to have procured
floating on the water, but could not for want of
means to raise them.
By 31 October 1874, winter gales had caused the "landing stage" to be carried away, "...and some trifling damage
was sustained by the buildings, which was made good as soon
5 84
as circumstances would permit.
The following year the
Agent reported that, "the landing and boat-slip have been
partially repaired, and will demand a further small expendi585
ture to complete it."
On 21 July 1876, the Agent reported that, "the landing
at the rocks of this station was made about six years ago
by framing several pieces of timber together and ballasting
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the lower end, it is at the present nearly eaten through by
the worms. I do not think it would be justifiable to spend
money upon its repair; it would be better to let it drop
naturally and construct some less expensive method of affording a landing and facilities for hauling a boat out of
water."

J

By 30 June of that year, Thomas Storey had been
5 87
paid $35 for "Fitting up [a] tramway for boat."
In the spring of 1877, "...during a south east gale,
the old landing slip consisting of six heavy pieces of
square timber braced together, ballasted and bolted down to

the rocks, was so much worm-eaten and destroyed that the
entire fabric collapsed; it was useless to attempt to repair
5 88
it." ' A wharf was subsequently erected in its place.
boathouse:
It is possible that a boathouse was constructed in conjunction with the building of the boat slip shortly after November of 1861. The boathouse was built to shelter the lighthouse boat which seems to have been supplied to the keeper
early in 1862.
By 19 January 1865, a carpenter had "fixed a new Stern
589
on the Boat & made a Plug Hole in the same."
On 27
December 1870, John Lachapelle submitted specifications for,
a Boat for the use of Fisgard Light House.-.
Length to be 15 feet Depth of Boat forward inside
of Stem 24 inches same to be straight, Depth aft
inside of Stern 22 inches, Depth from midship [?]
to Keel 11 inches, Width of Boat from Bend of [?]
upwards 36 inches, extreme Breadth of Beam to be
4 ft 5 inches, Width of Stern 34 inches, the Gunwales to be 3 inches wide of oak or any other
Hard Wood, the Depth of
[?] from Stem to Stern
to be not over 3 inches.
Depth of Stern Seat 19 inches Depth of Backboard 11 inches; to be able to pull two pair of
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sculls Boat to be found by the Builder with one
pair of Brass Rowlocks, and a pair of 9 ft. sculls
with Rudder &c complete, the Boat to be [?] and
properly fastened with either Galvanized Iron or
Copper Nails throughout, and two light Bilge
pieces to be put on, said Boat to be in every
respect ready for use immediately on leaving the
Builders Hands.
Lachapelle agreed to build the boat for $90, and approval
was given for the work to be undertaken. 591
It is not known if the boathouse was altered to accommodate the new boat, but it is apparent that by ca. 187 3-77
it was situated on the rocks between the top end of the
592
slip and the brick storehouse.
On 29 July 1879, the Agent reported that he had,
"...found it expedient for the benefit of the service, to
purchase a smaller boat (14 ft) for $50.00 built last spring
receiving $30.00 for the old one (16 ft) built in 1871 which
is much out of repair and is too heavy for the work it is
required to do."593 The new boat was, "...of the life-boat
style, clinker built of spruce, copper-fastened throughout
and is 14 ft over all and 8 ft on the keel." 594 By 30 June
595
1880, T.C. Jones had been paid $50 for a boat.
This was
in an "irrepairable" condition by 2 December 1886, and a
boat which had formerly been at Point Atkinson was given to
Pisgard lighthouse. 596
On 22 May 1890, the Agent requested that, "...permission
may be given to have a new boat built for the Pisgard...
Station, the one now in use (an old one that formerly belonged to Point Atkinson) being completely worn out and past
597
repairing."
Approval for the purchase of a new boat was
59 R
given by 3 June 1890.
By 25 April 1895, the keeper had
been criticized by the Agent for the poor condition of the
boat.
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I have this day inspected your Station and
regret to state that I found it in anything but
in good condition. I have to call your attention
to the state of your boat which judging from the
state of the bottom must have lain in the water
599
for some time without having been hoisted up.
The Agent suggested on 28 July 1903 that, "...a boathouse and ways replace the wharf, as being much more
convenient, and the cost will only be about half of that
amount [$350 - $400]." 6 0 0 Approval to have a, "...boathouse and ways built at Fisgard lightstation, at an
6 01
approximate cost of $200,"
was given by 20 August of
that year.
The inventory of government property compiled by
Johnson and Gosse on 2 3 August 1909 included "1-14 foot
Boat 4 Oars & 3 rolocks."

602

This boat was replaced by a
(-, n i

new one on or about November of 1912.
Figure 2 8 illustrates the appearance of the boat and boathouse in 1917
(see Figure 28). By 6 August 1920, this boathouse apparently had two doors as the Superintendent of Lights noted
after an inspection that, "...one door [was] locked and the
4.1,
^
other
door
open. ..6 04
Josiah Gosse indicated in his annual report dated
1 January 1922 that a new or used boat, twelve or fourteen
feet long, was needed.
An expenditure of $80 for a new
6 06
boat was authorized by 2 7 September 192 3.
The firm of
A. Linton and Company forwarded the following "quotation"
for a fourteen foot clinker-built row boat:
1 - 1 4 Ft. Square Stern Row Boat, "Clinker"
built, planked with clear edge grain cedar,
Oak Ribs, natural Vine Maple Crooks, including
2 pairs...Malleable Rib Oar Locks and Painter.
$75.00
Straight Spruce Oars, Leathered with copper tips.
—
$4.50 P r . 6 0 7
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It is not known if the lighthouse boat was sold when
the light became unwatched. By 15 January 1940, the Agent
reported that the boathouse was, "... in a very much broken
60 8
down condition and in no way serviceable."
He further
commented that, "there would be no necessity for retaining
any more of the Island than the site of the present [lighthouse] building, but it is essential that landing facilities
609
and approach to the tower should be provided."
The use of a boat to reach the island was no longer
necessary after the causeway was built. On 2 August 1951,
a permanent causeway joining Fisgard Island to the western
shore of the harbour was under construction. When completed,
it would extend from Rodd Point, in the direction of 14 8 ,
to a point on the island immediately to the west of Fisgard
light.
coal shed :
It was determined by 2 8 November 1861 that a coal shed was
"very much needed," and that one inch lumber and quartering
611
could be used to construct the building.
Approval was
612
given for the work
and it seems that construction was
begun shortly thereafter. By 3 October 189 3, the coal shed
had been re-built because the original structure was, "...so
completely rotten and decayed that it was shattered to atoms
613
during one of last winters gales."
By 26 October 1910, coal was no longer supplied to the
keeper by the Department.614 The keeper reported on
7 January 1914 that he had been burning beach wood and that
the coal shed had been empty for the, "...Last 2 years."
W.H.P. Trowsdale indicated on 20 August 1918 that, "the old
shed was repaired with new doors and locks put on, and the
616

building put in shape for a storage shed."
The work was
undertaken by day labour under Trowsdale's direct supervision.
On 1 January 1922, keeper Gosse reported that the,
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618

"wood shed wants shingling."
It seems that the "wood
shed" was originally the coal shed.
On 15 January 1940, the Agent reported that the "old
coal shed" was in a broken down condition and was not
serviceable. 619
flag staff:
By 7 May 1863, approval was given for, "each lighthouse to
6 20
be supplied with a Red Ensign and Staff...."
It is
likely that Fisgard Lighthouse was furnished with a flag
and staff shortly after that date,
meat safe:
On 19 January 1865, keeper Bevis reported that a carpenter
6 21
had, "altered the Meat Safe."
It is not known where
the meat safe was located.
meteorological structures:
On 24 November 1864, Verney wrote to the Colonial Secretary
requesting that "three standard Barometers, six thermometers,
6 22
[and] three glass rain gauges," should be ordered. "
He
further stated that, "Three sets of each have been named,
in order that a spare set, may be available in case of
623
accident, or in case of a new Light house being built."
This requisition was forwarded by the Governor to the
624
Colonial Office on 7 December of that year.
These meteorological instruments were purchased by the British Board
of Trade from the firm of Negretti and Zambia at a cost of
M r

£20.10.0. '' ' They were shipped to Vancouver Island aboard
626
the C o u n t e s s of Fife w h i c h l e f t E n g l a n d on 24 May 1 8 6 5 .
It is a p p a r e n t t h a t W i l l i a m B e v i s u s e d the
b e c a u s e , by

instruments

31 O c t o b e r 1 8 7 0 , h e forwarded a d e t a i l e d

of m e t e o r o l o g i c a l

observations

m o n t h to M r . P e a r s e .

table

c o v e r i n g the p e r i o d of a

B a r o m e t r i c p r e s s u r e and

w e r e m e a s u r e d at 8 A M and 8 P M e a c h day.

temperature

The a m o u n t

of

"rain f a l l e n " and e v a p o r a t i o n w e r e n o t e d on a daily b a s i s .
627
B e v i s a l s o s u p p l i e d "remarks as to the w e a t h e r e a c h day."
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It is not known how these instruments were housed.
The Hon. H.L. Langevin, in his report on British
Columbia published in 1872, noted that Bevis, "...should be
provided with a good self-indicating thermometer to continue
62 8
the tables, which he keeps with great care."
To illustrate the type of table which William Bevis maintained, a
copy of the "meteorological register kept at Fisgard Lighthouse from October, 1870, to August, 1871," was included in
629
the report.

(See Figure 2 9 ) .

Although the Canadian Meteorological Service does not
appear to have been extended to British Columbia until
6 30
several years after Confederation,
the Agent did forward
a book containing daily meteorological observations taken
by Bevis, for the year ending 31 December 1872, to the
Deputy M i n i s t e r o f the D e p a r t m e n t .

fi 31

By 24 D e c e m b e r 1 8 7 3 ,

the A g e n t r e p o r t e d t h a t , "Mr. B e v i s h a s m a d e
[requests] t o m e for M e t e o r o l o g i c a l

several

I n s t r u m e n t s and b o o k s ,

b u t I do n o t feel a u t h o r i z e d to i n c u r any e x p e n d i t u r e
such p u r p o s e s b e y o n d the o r d i n a r y w a n t s w i t h o u t
6 37
of the

permission

Department."

By
salary

for

30 J u n e 1 8 7 4 , W i l l i a m B e v i s h a d b e e n paid six m o n t h s
($60) for k e e p i n g a d r u m station at F i s g a r d

light-

fi 3 3

house.
The sum of $66.30 had also been spent by this
634
date on, "constructing [a] thermometer house and expenses."
On 26 June 1874, three cases of meteorological instruments
arrived from the Meteorological Service for use at Fisgard
lighthouse.
The "Fourth Report of the Meteorological Office of the
Dominion of Canada, for the Year ended 31st December, 1874,"
contains detailed tables of data which include information
collected by Bevis. Labelled a Class I Ordinary Station,
the reports from Fisgard or "Esquimalt Harbor" include
information on mean, low and high temperatures; the percentage of cloud each month; and monthly rainfall.
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On 8 August 1875, the direction and velocity of the
wind are included for the first time in the Dominion meteo6 87
rological tables.

The establishment of an anemometer on

the island made the collection of this data possible.

Thomas

Storey was paid $101.20 by 30 June 1875 for, "plank walk
6 38
rails to anemometer, mast and screen at Fisgard."
It was reported on 31 December 1876 that, "at Esquimalt,
the observer, Mr. Bevis, has been instructed to take an
observation at 4:30 a.m. local time, to accord with the
simultaneous observations throughout the northern hemi6 39
sphere."
In addition to keeping meteorological records,
Bevis also had to ensure that the apparatus was maintained.
On 29 May 1878, the Agent reported that he had examined
the, "...Anemometer mast & Mr. Bevis explained that it was
all right now, & with reference to the thermometer Shed it
did not appear to me to require painting at present."
Figure 30 is a detail from a photograph which was taken
between 1877 and 1880.

The photo shows the appearance of

the anemometer mast and thermometer shed (see Figure 3 0 ) .
William Bevis died at the lighthouse at 10 PM on
5 August 1879.

His wife and a niece continued to live at

the station for some months after his death.

Although they

were able to take charge of the light, they did not keep
641
meteorological records.
By 6 February 1880, the Agent
had removed the instruments from Fisgard Island.

He

reported that, "on the appointment of a new keeper to
Fisgard Lighthouse I thought it prudent to remove all the
Meteorological Instruments from that station to this office
...and they are now here waiting any further instructions.
The barometer is sound and I have put it up in my office."
It seems likely that the masts and shed would have been
dismantled at this time.

By 18 June 1884, Dr. Praeger of

Metlakatla had been sent the meteorological instruments
643
whxch had been in use at Fisgard lighthouse.

642
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outhouse :
By 2 3 September 1867, James Cooper remarked that, "...the
only objectionable feature I observed was the close proximity
of the necessary to the keepers dwelling and to the landing
slip." 644 However, a new outhouse does not seem to have
been constructed until 1887. By 30 June of that year,
J.P. Burgess had been paid $34.0 7 for, "material and labor
erecting out house.
i

.

•

L

.

i

-

»

6

4

5

plankwalk :
A wooden sidewalk, or plankwalk, linked auxiliary structures
to the main lighthouse building.

The Hon. H.L. Langevin, in

his report on British Columbia, noted that by 1872, "the
stairs leading from the water's edge to the lighthouse
6 46
should be entirely rebuilt."
The Agent reported on 29 August 1892, that the,
"...Sidewalk and rail from the house to the landing requires
647
renewing."
Approval for the repair was authorized by
12 September of that year, and it was indicated that the
work was to b e , "...done in such a manner as you [the Agent]
648
and Mr. Owen consider the most economical."
However, by
2 May 1895, it was noted that "a few boards" were needed
for the plankwalk.
On 17 April 1912, the Agent wrote to the keeper remarking on the "poor appearance" of the station.

At this time,

the sidewalks were loose, "...for want of being nailed etc.
r cn

...."
On 6 June of that year, the Agent reported that,
"repairs to the
walk leading from wharf over rocks to
dwellinghouse [were needed]. Repairing stairs in same and
repairing platform around dwellinghouse. Approximate cost
of material — $75."
He gave the following estimate of
materials which would be required:
250 R.ft. of 4" x 4" rough
150 R.ft. of 2" x 4" D.D.
250 R.ft. of 2" x 2" D.D.?
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390 R.ft. of 2" x 12" D.
10 pieces
2" x 12" D, 26' long
7 pieces
2" x 12" D. 24' long
rr h

100 lbs. assorted nails
On 20 August 1918, W.H.P. Trowsdale reported that,
"the dwelling walks were rejointed where required...."

The work was undertaken by day l a b o u r under T r o w s d a l e ' s
..
. .
654
direct supervision.
The plankwalk needed to be renewed again by 26 January
1929. At this time, W.G. Brown, the Gas Buoy Inspector,
reported the following:
I beg to report that when changing cylinders
at [Fisgard] light to-day it was found that a
portion of sidewalk had collapsed also the
entrance steps to dwelling and would respectfully request that the damaged portions be
replaced and instead of steps a suitable "shute"
for cylinder be placed at entrance to building.
The estimated material required ....
140 Lineal ft. 2" x 12" - 240 B.F.
60 Lineal ft. 2" x 10" - 120 B.F.
200 Lineal ft. 2" x 4" - 150 B.F.
20 lbs. 4" nails 6 5 5
Approval was given to renew the steps and sidewalk on
19 February 1929. 6 5 6
poultry buildings :
Mr. and Mrs. Bevis were raising poultry at the lighthouse
as early as 4 May 1864. At this time, a controversy arose
over allegations that Mrs. Bevis had been attempting to
sell her eggs. Bevis responded by giving Verney a detailed
account of her actions.
rs
And as to M . Bevis offering to supply
t.
Cap. Jones with Fresh Eggs, there has been a
great mistake, as no such offering of supply
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rs
.
t
was made by M . B. At the time Cap. Jones
visited the Light House he was standing at the
rS

corner of the House in conversation, and M . B.
came round with a few Eggs in her hand, and
after some slight conversation with regard to
rs
t
her Fowls &c M . B. told Cap. Jones if he would
send across at any time he could have a few
Fresh laid Eggs & welcome. Cap. Jones' answer
was he was much obliged, he had not quite
completed the arrangement of his establishment.
B.W. Pearse further commented on 24 August 186 7 that,
"Mr. Bevis has been allowed to keep Poultry, duck &c,
though against the 'Instructions' & has had every consideration shown to him." ° It is believed that the buildings
shown in the foreground of Figure 30 housed poultry (see
Figure 30). These buildings were probably removed when a
new keeper was appointed in 1880.
storehouse:
On 2 3 January 1864, Verney asked on behalf of the Lighthouse Board that approval be given for the construction of
a storehouse.
Some stores, as for instance oil sent from
England, are necessarily procured in large quantities, while others could be bought for even
half their present price, if obtained from wholesale dealers. ...
The Board further recommends that a tank
should be constructed at this Lighthouse of wood
or zinc. ...The casks at present in use are old
and leaky, and involve a great waste of water. 659
fi ft n
Approval for the work was given on 16 March 1864.
The tender of $800 submitted by the firm of Wright and
Saunders was accepted,
and by 16 June 1864 it appears
tr £• *\

that the storehouse had been constructed.

Once the
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storehouse had been erected, it was proposed to impose the
"...duties of Storekeeper...upon the Lightkeeper at Fisgard
Lighthouse: a storehouse has been built, and small stores
66 3
will in future be bought wholesale...."
Although Bevis
was to receive an increase in salary for the extra duty he
was expected to perform, by 4 October 1864 he had not
J

JO

•

J_-

-i

664

received any additional money.
By 19 January 1865, a carpenter had, "made a scuttle
for [the] Tank in Store H o u s e . " 6 6 5

On 31 July 1871, Bevis

reported that lumber for laying half the storehouse floor
was required, "...as it is desirable to have the tank more
666
open now that the House is free from Rats."
By 24 March 1892, the Agent reported that the storehouse required, "...pointing and a good coat of oil paint
afterwards.

The floor also which is...past repairing will

have to be renewed: it is important that this building be
66 7
attended to this Summer as it is in a delapidated State."
These repairs w e r e

authorized by

By 24 A p r i l 1 9 0 1 , the

"oil s h e d " o r s t o r e h o u s e

n e e d e d to be p o i n t e d and p a i n t e d .
and l e a k e d b a d l y .

3 May of t h a t y e a r .

The tin roof h a d

The A g e n t s u g g e s t e d t h a t the roof
669

668

again
corroded
should

be removed "at the earliest opportunity."
In June 1912, the Superintendent of Lights reported
that, "the roof of the oil shed which was covered with
metallic sheeting will have to be repaired. The supporting
timbers are very badly decayed and the metallic sheeting is
cracked badly. The cost of material for this work will be
6 70

$35."
He further indicated that the following materials
were required to complete the job.
3m shingles
250 B.F. of 1" x 6" R
40 B.F. of 2" x 6" R
20 pieces 2" x 4" x 1 6 ' 6 7 1
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wharf:
After the boat slip collapsed, "...a plan of a small wharf
was prepared and submitted to the Department for approval."
Mr. Walker gave the lowest tender, and he was subsequently
awarded the contract to undertake the work.

The wharf was

built in accordance with the plans and specifications, but
672
Walker failed to make, "...wages at the work."
The
wharf was built, "...mainly for the convenience of the
keeper and for landing coal," and it had been erected by
674
29 July 1878. '*
By 30 June 1880, H. Gaydon had been paid $4 for,
/•nr

"repairs to landing,"
and Smith and Clark were paid
6 76
$108 by 30 June 1886 for "repairing boat landing."
On
8 April 1891, the Agent reported that, "...the landing
stage and steps were carried away and should be repaired
immediately.

It will take about 400 feet of lumber and

1 pile 20 ft long which should be coppered.

One man with

the assistance of the keeper should accomplish the work in
677
about 2 or 3 days."
Approval for the repair was given
678
on 2 4 April of that year.
The "boat landing" was carried away, "...during the
6 79
high tides and...S.E. gales in December [1891]."
The
Deputy Minister of the Department considered the problem
and requested that the Agent, "...report what it will cost
to build a new landing, in a substantial manner, and give
6 80
full details as to the carrying out of the work." °
After
consultation with the keeper, the Agent reported that,
"...we have come to the conclusion that an accommodation
ladder, similar to what is used on board Ship (to hoist up
6 81
and down) would be most suitable...."
A contractor
6 82
estimated that he could complete the job for $325,
but
this sum was "more expensive than necessary."

A revised

estimate of the job was prepared, and by July 1892 the
wharf had been repaired by several men from the Quadra.

6 72
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6 84
"The total expense for labor was $66."
By 28 July 1903, the wharf was in, "...a very tumble
down condition, the structure
repair...."

'

[was] altogether beyond

The expense of constructing a boathouse and

ways, in lieu of repairing the wharf, was authorized by
6 86
20 August of that year.
Although it was felt that the
687
wharf was "seldom used",

' by 27 November 1908, the Agent

reported that repairs to the wharf were considered to be
688
"necessary for the efficiency of the service."
A t this
time, the wharf or "boat landing", "was in a very dilapi6 89
deted condition and altogether unsafe."
On 6 June 1912, the Superintendent of Lights indicated
that, "in the pier and wharf five piles have been destroyed
by teredo so that one corner of the wharf is in an unsafe
condition."

By 20 August 1918, Trowsdale reported that,

"the wharf was torn down and rebuilt for 44 ft. with new
material.

The outside bent is built on hardwood piles and

the other three bents on concrete piers which are above
high water, with wooden bents on top, supporting upperwork,
also an.approach for boats ... and landing from which wooden
691
steps run to deck of wharf."
The work was completed by
692
day labour under Mr. Trowsdale's direct supervision.
Figure 25 illustrates the appearance of the wharf before
these repairs were made

(see Figure 2 5 ) .

On 1 January 19 22, keeper Gosse indicated that the
693
wharf, "...wants brases endes in the water are gone."
By 17 January 1925, he indicated that wharf was "...in good
condition.
wind cone:
Authority to install a wind cone, "...for the benefit of
695
air navigation...," was given on 12 July 19 35.

It was

intended that the wind cone should not, "...in any respect
interfere with the usefulness of the light as an aid to
696
marine navigation."
It seems that Gavin S. Burns was
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the man charged with its installation. 697
Payment

Both the sale of Fisgard Island and the re-payment of
establishing the two colonial lighthouses proved to be
controversial issues.
Sale of the Island:
Fisgard Island was purchased from W.A.G. Young and his
wife for £150 in 1859, but in 1864 questions were raised
as to the validity of the sale. No record of the title
to the island could be found, and so details concerning
the original transaction were reviewed.
On 20 August 1864, George H. Richards, Hydrographer
of the Admiralty, wrote to the Colonial Office communicating information concerning the original ownership of
Fisgard Island. He stated that the rock was first owned
either by Mrs. Young or her father.
Previous to the transfer of the Colony of
Vancouver Island from the Hudson's Bay Company
to Her Majesty's Government, the whole or nearly
whole of the Shores of Esquimalt Harbour
together with the numerous small Islands in it
were owned either by the Puget Sound Company
or by private individuals.
The property of Belmont at the Entrance of
the harbour was I believe owned by Mrs. Young
before her marriage, or by her father; and
Fisgard Island, a bare Islet between 100 and
200 yards in extent and 20 feet high, lying
about 100 yards from Belmont, was I believe
an adjunct of that property. ...
As regards the money having been paid before
a Deed of Transfer was made, there was not the
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greatest regularity observed in the early days of
the Colony of Vancouver [Island] in such matters
owing to the want of Legal Officers &c, but I
apprehend that the omission lay with the Surveyor
rs
698
General, and not with M . Young.
Mr. Young was asked by the Under Secretary of State
(Colonial Office) for an account of the sale of the property.
Since Young held a public office in the Colony of Vancouver
Island, he was asked to discuss the propriety of the transaction. Young stated that Fisgard Island, "...formed a
portion of an Estate called Belmont, then and now the
property of my wife."699 It was chosen by a "Board of Naval
Officers" as a site for a lighthouse, and Young explained
that, "...owing to the particular official position I held
I declined to place any price upon it, but would be prepared
to accept upon behalf of my wife, whatever sum might be
settled by competent authority as a fair compensation for
the loss we should sustain by the alienation of the Island:
and I suggested that...[the] Surveyor General should consult
with the Governor directly upon the subject instead of
making reference through me as Colonial Secretary."
According to Young, the Surveyor General indicated that
£150 would be offered to purchase the Island. Young accepted
this sum although he considered that, "...it was very much
under the value of the Island." 701 The money was paid, and
Young claimed that he gave the Surveyor General, "...such
receipt as he required." 702 Shortly after this, he was
presented with a deed of conveyance which was to be signed
by himself and his wife. Young and his wife were prevented
from doing this because the deed was not in order.
Before leaving the colony in 1864, the Youngs decided
to finalize the transaction. Mr. Young employed a lawyer
to complete a draft deed, and the couple then signed the
document. The lawyer, a Mr. Drake, did not forward the
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deed to the Surveyor General until the Youngs had left the
703
colony.
The Governor was bewildered at the sudden
appearance of this document which was drawn up four years
after the time of the sale and h e , therefore, questioned
the validity of the original transaction.
Mr. Young's explanation of the propriety of the sale
seems to have been accepted by officials in Great Britain,
but it was determined that, "the practical step which
remains to be taken is to obtain from Mr. Young and his
Wife a fresh conveyance of the fee simple of Fisguard
r -i J
H 704
Island...."
The inquiry undertaken in 1864 did not, however, end
discussion concerning the ownership of Fisgard Island.

On

2 December 1924, a lawyer wrote to the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries indicating that the island was owned by
Mrs. Dunsmuir of Hatley Park.

The lawyer, Maurice Hills,

further commented that, "...Mrs. Dunsmuir is the registered
owner of the island on which a light-house is situate, and
it has occurred to us that Mrs. Dunsmuir might convey this
island to you in exchange for a release of certain charges
in favour of H.M. Principal Secretary of State for the War
Department, affecting Hatley Park, and particulars of which
are, I think, known to the Minister of Militia and Defence
70
at Ottawa."
Over the period of a number of years, Hills
continued to press Mrs. Dunsmuir's claim to ownership of
the Island.

Finally, on 21 November 1942, the Department

of National Defense expropriated land including Fisgard
706
Island and the dispute over ownership was settled.
Re-paying Imperial Government for Construction of Colonial
Lighthouses;
By 1879, the Imperial Government had not received any of
the money which it was owed for the construction of Race
Rocks and Fisgard lighthouses.

A memorandum prepared in

1878 by the Colonial Office indicated that, "the lighthouses
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were finished in December I860, but it was some time before
the total expenditure on them became known, and it was not
until the 24th December, 186 3, that the Board was able to
render an account of the whole sum expended in the work,
viz., £12,493.19s.9d., and to request that measures might
be taken for the recovery of one-half of that sum, viz.,
£6,246.19s.lOd., from Vancouver Island and British Colum707
.
.
bia."

An account was submitted in 1864, but by this time

the colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia had
their own Governors.

These men could not agree on size of

the contribution which their colony should make to re-pay
the joint debts which had accumulated for the maintenance
and erection of lighthouses.
colonies were united
settle itself.

It was felt that when the two

the matter would necessarily

It was further stated that, "no steps,

however, appear, since that date, to have been taken for
the payment of the amount, and there the matter seems to
70 8
have rested until the present day."
The Executive Council in British Columbia reported on
the Imperial Government's claim for the re-payment of the
advance, and this document was approved by the LieutenantGovernor in Council on 12 February 1880.

This report

stated that, at the time of the unification of the two
colonies, this debt was not shown as a liability, and since
the Imperial Government did not press its claim, the
Province could not be expected to pay the debt.
The Committee respectfully submit that this
claim is not one that should now be paid by the
Province through the Dominion Government charging
the amount to the Debt Account, as it is incontrovertible that even if not previously paid or
formally remitted, that it has been abandoned
by the Imperial Government for the last fifteen
years, and under any circumstances was expenditure
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incurred more of Imperial than Colonial necessity,
and has undoubtedly been the means of preserving
709
many vessels of Her Majesty's Navy from destruction.
It seems that after receiving this report the Imperial
Government did not continue to press for the re-payment of
the advance.

Summary:
Although Fisgard lighthouse has undergone many alterations,
the general appearance of the building has remained essentially the same. As the oldest functioning lighthouse in
the province, it has a distinctive and compelling history.
The exterior of the lighthouse is presently being restored
by Parks Canada, and the building will eventually house
exhibits on the history of lighthouses and other aids to
navigation.
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Lifestyle of Lightkeepers

Introduction
This chapter is concerned with lightkeeping on Canada's
west coast between 1860 and 1920. It discusses the kind of
person whom the colonial Light House Board, and later the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, considered suitable for
lighthouse work, how he was hired, the wages and benefits
he received, his duties and responsibilities, the conditions
under which he lived, and special problems that arose for
the lightkeeper and his family because of their distance
from communities.
Information for this chapter has been drawn from a
variety of sources. Those which might be termed formal or
official include colonial and Canadian government correspondence , reports of the Department of Marine and Fisheries
in the Canada Sessional Papers, and publications such as
that of the Department of Marine and Fisheries titled
Rules and Instructions for the Guidance of LighthouseKeepers and of Engineers in Charge of Steam Fog Alarms in
the Dominion of Canada, published in 1875. Correspondence
between the lightkeepers and their superiors in both the
colonial and Canadian administrations provides an impression
of the day-to-day events, necessities, and problems of
lightkeeping. An idea of how difficult living conditions
might have been at some stations in the early years can be
gleaned from lightkeepers' letters and District Marine
Agents' reports. The Department of Marine and Fisheries'
Rules and Instructions, and equivalent British publications,
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set out the duties of the lightkeeper and suggest the rigidity of the routine that he must have followed.
Informal sources were taped interviews with former
lightkeepers or members of their families, newspaper
articles based upon interviews with lighthouse families,
and conversations with people who have lived at light
stations. These sources revealed the lighthouse families'
opinions and feelings about their work and their way of
life.
The lifestyle of the British Columbia lightkeeper was
determined by his duties and his place of work. It was the
lightkeeper's responsibility to ensure that his light was
burning, every night and in all weathers, for the guidance
of mariners. In order to do this he had to live at the
site. Since the most advantageous sites for lights were
often on off-shore rocks or islets, or on headlands along
outer coasts, the lightkeeper's place of work was in many
cases remote, and he, along with his family and assistants,
often had to live in some degree of isolation. During the
period with which this study is concerned telegraph and
radio communication were very limited, so that the problems
of isolation were greater than they are today.
The distinguishing features of the lightkeeper's work
were the seriousness of his responsibility and the demands
that the work made upon his time. In addition he and his
family often lived in a location which was difficult of
access, and consequently isolated. This posed some special
problems in housekeeping, maintaining social contacts, and
educating children.
In spite of the difficulties that lighthouse life
often imposed, when former lightkeepers or members of their
families are asked about their experience at lightstations
they seem in general to recall it with pleasure. They
mention the benefits of close family co-operation, the
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peace that remoteness from urban centers permits, the
satisfaction of providing a service to their fellow man,
and the beauty and awe-inspiring power of the sea. Lightkeepers who are living today, of course, had the benefits
of some modern conveniences, and no doubt had an easier and
more comfortable life than those who kept lights in the
early years of the west coast lighthouse system.

Hiring and Training of Lightkeepers
The first lights on the British Columbia coast were established during the colonial period, and it is to be expected
that the procedures and ideals for the operation of lighthouses which had been adopted in Britain would form the
basis of light operation in the colonies of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia. In Britain the position of lightkeeper was viewed by the administrating authorities as being
one of great responsibility. Care was taken in the selection
and training of men for these positions. A book published
in 1871, titled Lighthouses and Lightships: a Descriptive
and Historical Account of Their Mode of Construction and
Organization, provides a description of a lightkeeper's
entry into the service.
He is subjected, both when on probation and afterwards, to a strict discipline, and is required to
gain a thorough acquaintance with all the materials
he has to handle - lamps, oil, wicks, lighting
apparatus, and revolving machinery. Before being
admitted into the service, he is carefully
examined as to his physical qualities by keen
medical eyes; and as to his moral qualities, the
best testimonials are necessary from persons in
whose competency and honesty of judgement implicit
confidence can be placed.
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Davies and Roberts, who were sent from Britain to Vancouver
Island to set up and commence operation of the new lights,
must have satisfied these high standards. These first two
keepers were sent in response to a request from Governor
Douglas, who said, "I would...recommend that two competent
men, as head light keepers, may be sent out, to manage the
lights and to instruct others, as no such men can be
2
obtained in this country."
When British Columbia confederated with Canada, the
lights came under an administration which worked under more
severe financial constraints than the British system and,
consequently, held different priorities in the matter of
manning its lights. A Committee from Trinity House, which
visited Canada and the United States in 1872, made observations upon the lighthouse systems of both countries and
pointed out how different they were from that of Britain.
Both systems seem to be ruled by political
considerations rather than by fitness or
previous knowledge on the part of the keeper
appointed. The office of a light-keeper is
looked upon as an ordinary unskilled occupation,
requiring no special knowledge or training, and
the keeper has neither increase of pay, promotion,
continuance of service, nor pension in the future,
to look forward to as an incentive to good
behaviour....
[Mineral oil] does not require the undivided
attention of the keepers, which it would be
impossible to secure, both by reason of the
habits of the class of people who are employed,
and the impossibility of paying such high wages
as would be demanded for skilled and special
care. The present wages of a light-keeper are
merely an addition to an income derived from
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another source, and the duties may be and are
3
easily attended to by the members of his family.
When speaking of "political considerations" in the
selection of the lightkeepers, the British delegates were
referring to the system of patronage which was in effect at
that time. Although they based their conclusions upon a
tour of eastern Canada, in the matter of hiring lightkeepers,
their observation held true for the west as well. It was
the privilege of a Member of Parliament to nominate individuals for the position of keeper at any lights in his riding
and, in fact, when a vacancy occurred it was usual for the
Department to write to the M.P. requesting that he suggest
someone to fill it. If a man wanted such a position, therefore, his best course was to seek out the M.P. in whose
riding the light was located. The Agent for British Columbia, James Gaudin, wrote in 190 7:
In reply to your letter of the 12th inst.,
regarding the application for the keepership of
a lighthouse. You will of course remember that
these appointments are under the patronage of
the Member of the constituency, in which the
lighthouse is situated, these appointments are
never left to me.
The M.P.'s nominee, of course, had to meet with the
approval of the Department and, in spite of the implications
of the British delegate's report, the British Columbia
agency, at least, had definite preferences as to the character of its employees. Besides having sufficient skill and
knowledge to run the equipment, a keeper had to be of steady
and sober nature. Preferably, he should be married. The
Department found that "the services of a man with wife and
family have generally given better satisfaction than those
5
of a single man."
With their great emphasis upon neatness
and cleanliness, officials in the Department expressed their
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appreciation of the influence which a woman was presumed to
have upon the day-to-day maintenance of a station. Gaudin
wrote of Fisgard in 1901, "...In common with other Lighthouses kept by a single man, there is a lack of neatness
etc. showing the absence of a woman about the place."
Also, a man who could be helped by his family did not
require a paid assistant, and so was more economical for
the Department.
Following the Great War of 1914-18 preference was
given to returned soldiers, as is shown by a letter from
Stanton, Assistant Deputy Minister, concerning the keepership of Entrance Island, in which he directs the Agent at
Victoria, "As Rae claims to be a returned soldier you will
see that he is given preference, everything else being
equal." A letter written fourteen days later indicated
that the position was to be filled by a competitive examination, but Rae received the permanent appointment in any
case. 7

Wages and Benefits
When he requested that lightkeepers be sent from Britain,
Governor Douglas promised, "Something over the pay and
allowances usually made to such men in England, may be
Q

safely promised for their services in this Country."
George Davies was engaged in Britain "at a Salary of one
9
hundred and fifty pounds (£150) per Annum...."
If Adams
in his Lighthouses and Lightships is correct, this was
considerably more than a keeper in England received.
Adams, who wrote in 1871 that the lightkeeper "receives
liberal wages, and, when past work, a fair pension," noted
that the salary at the important Bell Rock lighthouse was
"£50 to £60 per annum, with a stated allowance of bread,
beef, butter, oatmeal, vegetables, and small beer, and
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fourpence a day extra for tea."
In December of 1860, Captain Richards made an enquiry
to the 12th Light House District, San Francisco, and in
reply received the information that a principal keeper there
received $800 a year, and an assistant keeper $500.
In
March of the following year W.H. Bevis was appointed lightkeeper at Fisgard Island. His salary, set by the Vancouver
Island Light House Board, was £130 per annum without
rations. 12 This amount, being equivalent to about $650,
was less than the principal American keeper's salary, and
yet considerably more than a British lightkeeper appears to
have received.
Although Bevis1 salary started at $650, the amount was
later increased, so that in the schedule of salaries for
1865, we find the following monies allotted: Lightkeeper at
Fisgard - $705, Assistant - $100, Lightkeeper at Race Rocks
- $763.08, First Assistant - $510.88, Second Assistant $410, and Third Assistant - $208.04. 13
The Lighthouse Commissioners acknowledged that the
keepers' wives assisted in the operation of the lighthouses,
and gave them some remuneration. In a letter of 8 January
1862 the Light House Board transmitted to the Colonial
Secretary's office a Resolution that it should be recommended to His Excellency the Governor that allowances be made
to the wives of the lightkeepers at Race Rocks and Fisgard
Island. A.P.H. Helby, Secretary to the Light House Board,
received a reply that His Excellency was pleased to approve
"an allowance of £40 per annum to Mrs. Davis, wife of the
principal Light Keeper at Race Rocks, as compensation for
services rendered at the Light House" and "an allowance of
£20 per annum to Mrs. Bevis, wife of the Light Keeper at
Fisgard, for assisting in attending to the Light." 14
From his correspondent in San Francisco, Captain
Richards learned that the keepers and assistants at the
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isolated South Faralone and Tatoosh Lights were each
allowed a quarterly ration of 40 pounds salt pork, 52 pounds
salt beef, 100 pounds flour or 80 pounds ship biscuit,
11% pounds brown sugar, 6 pounds coffee or 1% pounds tea,
15
5 pounds rice, and 2 gallons beans or peas.
To these
common items the Vancouver Island Light House Board added
fresh beef, fresh mutton and fresh pork, currants, raisins,
1 C

salt butter, and vegetables in season,
making a more
varied and nutritious diet. Provisions to Race Rocks were
supplied by contractors who were required to deliver the
goods to the light, but this benefit was not extended to ,
the keeper at Fisgard, no doubt because he had relatively
easy access to shops.
Coal and water, however, were supplied to Fisgard, as
they were to Race Rocks. They, too, were supplied by
contractors, and it was not long before Bevis found this
arrangement unsatisfactory. He wrote in March of 1862:
I would beg to bring before the notice of
the Board of Light House Commissioners that it
would be more agreeable to have an allowance
made for Fuel and water in lieu of it being
supplied me, as in regard to the Coal last
supplied nearly one-half is totally useless,
being so small and so much dust that it cannot
be burned in the Grates.
And as to water so much inconvenience was
experienced by me last summer for want of the
same, I am desirous to avoid the same during
the Coming dry season.
He suggested that he take care of acquiring the coal and
water himself, for a consideration of £22, based upon the
amount of the previous suppliers' contracts.17 This
arrangement was approved for a time,18 but it did not end
Bevis' problems, and he continued to be plagued by
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difficulties in securing sufficient coal and water.
Materials required for the maintenance of the light
were supplied to the keeper by the colonial Light House
Board. The colonial administration was watchful, however,
where the distinction was to be made between costs
associated with the light and the keeper's own living
expenses. Bevis had a part of his requisition for supplies
refused for this very reason, when the Light House Commissioners, it appears, assumed that the cleaning supplies he
requested were for his personal use. When Bevis explained
the use, in the maintenance of the light, of the items in
. .
19
question, the Light House Board approved his requisition.
The Light House Board was concerned for the physical
and mental well-being of the lightkeepers, and took what
measures it could to promote their health and intellectual
entertainment. A "Sick Fund" was instituted in December
of 1864, and to support it a monthly deduction was made
from the keepers' pay. Bevis stated in a letter that the
amount deducted from his pay was $2.33. According to B.W.
Pearce, the keepers' pay was increased in 1865 by the exact
amount that was deducted for the Sick Fund. As he
explained, "The fund was originated with the view to paying
Dr. Davie the medical advisor to the Lt. Ho. board a fee of
$5.00 per [mensum?], for which he was to supply advice in
Victoria and Medicine free of charge to all Lt. Keepers in
20
the service."
In this matter the Vancouver Island Light
House Board was probably following the example of Trinity
House, which had a system of allowance for medical expenses
for lightkeepers in its service. 21
In keeping with the ideas that were current in Britain
at the time, and later in the United States, the Vancouver
Island Light House Board gave thought to the wholesome
entertainment of the keepers, and the improvement of their
minds. At first the Board was constrained in its attempts
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to improve the lot of its keepers by the stringency of the
colonial budget. The intentions of the Light House Board,
and the limitations that were put upon it, can be deduced
from a letter to the Commissioners from the Colonial
Secretary's office, in which Young says, "In return to the
suggestions of the Board as to reserve Lightkeeper, supply
of Books to form a Library, pensions and gratuities to
Light Keepers, Life Boat's Crew, I am to state that the
Funds at present appropriated for the service of Lighthouses
will not admit of their adoption but they nevertheless shall
22
not be lost sight of."
In March 1865, however, the Governor approved the
spending of $150 on books for a library. 23 In the previous
month, [M.N.?] Waitt and Co. had replied to an enquiry from
the Board as to the cost of a number of journals, which
presumably were intended to be circulated among the lightkeepers. The journals named were Blackwood and the four
"Quarterlys", "Once a Week Monthly pts" [sic];, All the Year
24
Round, Harper's Magazine, Illustrated News, and Good Words.
The Vancouver Island Light House Board was certainly
not alone, during this period, in its concern to supply
reading material. When Governor Rawson of the Bahamas was
invited to express his views on libraries for lightkeepers,
he replied:
I would submit that it is of the utmost
importance to the interests of the Lighthouse
Service that the minds and intellects of the
Lightkeepers should not be allowed to stagnate
in their isolated, and for the most part desolate
stations, - and as it is both politic and humane
that their wives and children, deprived as the
latter are of the means of any but domestic
instruction, generally of the lowest order, and
shut out from all intercourse with society
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should not merely vegetate but be encouraged to
seek a companionship in books and in printed
records of what is passing in the outer world
it is desirable that they should not be stinted
in their supply of instructive and interesting
books, and especially that they should be furnished periodically with some record of the
present time which can be obtained from the half
yearly volumes of such Publications as the
Illustrated London News, and with a stimulous to
intellectual improvement, such as may be found in
Chambers, and a host of other periodical works,
the British Workman &c. &c. I would suggest
therefore above all a supply of about 30 half
yearly volumes of the above first named work for
past years, and a half yearly copy for each
Lighthouse to be sent out with the periodical
supply of Lighthouse stores. 25
At the time Rawson wrote, the Bahamas lighthouses had 179
volumes divided into six libraries, which were rotated once
a year between the stations. Some of the books held in
this collection were Shakespeare in 11 volumes, Knight's
History of England in 5 volumes, Southey's Naval History in
26
5 volumes, and Chamber's Papers in 12 volumes.
These
books for the Bahamas lighthouses seem to have been supplied
by the Board of Trade, in Britain, while books for the
Vancouver Island Lighthouse Board would have been paid for
by the colony. It cannot be assumed, therefore, that a
Vancouver Island lighthouse library would have contained
these titles, but they do suggest the kinds of reading
material that a British administration of that time considered suitable for lightkeepers and their families.
Bringing the British Columbia lighthouses under
Canadian jurisdiction in 1871 appears to have diminished,
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rather than increased, the money available for improving
the lightkeepers' lot. Tire Department of Marine and Fisheries was in the process of expanding its system of lights to
serve the enormously long coastlines and waterways of
Canada. In consequence, the comfort and interests of the
keepers had to remain secondary to the economical functioning of the lights. In addition, as the system expanded
some of the early lights which had been built to fill
specific local needs became relatively less important,
because they were overshadowed by the major coastal lights,
such as those at Lennard Island and Carmanah. The decline
in their importance was reflected in reduced salaries for
27
the keepers.
Beren's Island light at the entrance to
Victoria harbour for example, was greatly reduced. In
reply to an enquiry from the Deputy Minister, James Gaudin
wrote in 1897:
I respectfully submit that I consider [the
current salary of] $500.00 per annum to be a
large amount for the labour performed [keeping
Berens Island light]. The illuminating apparatus at this station consists of a single lamp
which does not entail any more work to keep in
order than an ordinary house lamp and its care
should not occupy more than two hours daily of
a person's time.
If the person in charge of this station has
to devote his entire time to the care of it and
is debarred from following any other occupation
the salary allowed will not admit of any reduction, but should the keeper be allowed to follow
his regular occupation if he has one, and with
the assistance of his family in a satisfactory
manner [sic] I think that [$]300 or $350 per
annum exclusive of other advantages would be a
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fair wage for the amount of work required.
The proximity of this station to a large
commercial centre makes it practicable for the
28
keeper to follow some other occupation.
At a 190 7 conference of agents, inspectors of lights,
and headquarters staff in Ottawa, it was recommended that
"lightkeepers should be classified in accordance with the
29
value of the services rendered in each case."

The Chief

Engineer was requested to prepare a classification scheme,
and the results of his work were embodied in an Order-inCouncil which was passed on 24 September 190 8.

Accompany-

ing the Order-in-Council was a "Schedule of Classification
30
of Lights and Fog-Alarm Stations"
which included a table
of salaries. This schedule can be seen in Appendix B.
The Chief Engineer stated in his Annual Report for the
year ending 31 March 1910:
Every light and fog alarm station in the
Dominion was brought under the operation of this
schedule, with gratifying results, in that it
provided an increase in salary varying from 10
to 20 per cent, gave employees an assurance of
stability which they did not previously possess,
and relieved the department from constant demands
31
for increases of salary.
The following year, both the Deputy Minister and the
Commissioner of Lights expressed satisfaction with the
classification system and schedule of salaries.

The Deputy

Minister wrote, "The classification of lightkeepers and
keepers of fog alarms has placed this service on a better
basis with regard to promotions and payments of salaries....
The improvement in the circumstances of the keepers is
32
already bringing results in regard to a better service."
The Commissioner of Lights added, "Great difficulty had
previously been experienced in securing light keepers at
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the previous salaries but this difficulty has been removed
33
and many expressions of satisfaction have been received."
The Canadian system differed in many respects from the
British, primarily because the Canadians were consistently
aiming for economy. When the Canadians assumed responsibility for the three lights in British Columbia, therefore,
they found them costly to maintain in the manner in which
they had been administered up to 1871. The Deputy Minister,
referring to the year 1873, reported:
The cost of the two lighthouses and lightship in British Columbia, was $10,018.93. It
will be seen by the accounts in detail in the
Appendix that the expenditure in connection with
these two lighthouses and light-ship was very
heavy, and very much more expensive than similar
lights in other parts of the Dominion.
In addition to the salaries received by the
lighthouse keepers in British Columbia, the
Government has hitherto been in the habit of
providing them with board, which is a very
expensive mode of maintaining the lights not
adopted in other parts of the Dominion. Keepers
of lights can maintain themselves much more
economically than the Government can, and this
practice should be changed as soon as practi,, 34
cable.
The Department took great care in supplying anything
that pertained to the efficient operation of the light itself, but in matters concerned simply with the comfort or
convenience of the keeper it was reluctant to incur expense.
This was made clear in the Agent's report for 1876 to the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, where, in referring to
Fisgard lighthouse he said:
This station is in tolerably good order;
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no expenditure has been made beyond the
necessary outlay for keeping it so. The keeper
has made several applications to me for repairs
which he thought desirable, but in view of the
instructions received from your Deputy for the
necessity for economising, I have not complied
with his requests. 35
The policy is further illustrated in a letter from the
Chief Engineer of the Department to the Agent at Victoria,
which was written in 1900 and demonstrates that although
the overall condition of lighthouse buildings may have
improved, the same principle of management was in effect
at the turn of the century. W.P. Anderson, Chief Engineer,
wrote:
In reply to yours of the 16th instant
applying on behalf of the lightkeeper at Entrance
Island for a chicken house at that station, I
have to advise you that this Department will not
sanction any expenditure for such a building.
It is the rule of the Department not to put
up buildings at lightstations that are not
directly required for the maintenance of the
lighthouse service, and as this is purely for
the keeper's own convenience he must be at the
expense of it himself.
If a lightkeeper became ill it was his responsibility,
under the Canadian administration, to ensure that a competent person performed his duties in his place. The
responsibility for the correct appearance of the light, and
for all equipment, remained with the keeper. The keeper's
own salary had to be used to pay the substitute, since the
Department did not make provision for paying both a keeper
and a substitute in the case of a keeper's illness.
Joseph Dare, lightkeeper at Fisgard, injured an eye when
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his gun exploded as he shot at a mink on the rocks. The
Department's statement to the Agent at Victoria was:
In reply to your letter of the 3d instant,
with reference to the accident to Mr. Joseph Dare,
Keeper of Fisgard Island Light House, and asking
as to payment of a substitute while he is in the
Hospital, I have to inform you that the Department
cannot pay the Keeper his salary when he is not
doing the work, also that there is only one salary
voted for the Keeper and that the Department cannot pay any more than that salary. 37
Nevertheless, and in spite of strictness in demanding
observance of rules and maintenance of economy, tidiness,
and efficiency, most Agents showed consideration and sympathetic attention to the keepers and families under their
supervision in times of illness or death, or financial
difficulty resulting from these. Letters from Agent James
Cooper and his successor, Frederick Revely, one pertaining
to the illness and the other to the death and replacement
of William Bevis, demonstrate that they were willing to
make such arrangements as were within their power to aid
their employees in times of misfortune. Cooper sent the
following letter to Bevis in June of 1879:
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of the 10th instant informing me that you are
sick and unable to attend to your usual routine
of duty. With reference to your application
that you should be allowed to make a trip in the
Government Steamer on her next round to the
Lt. Houses I can readily grant. The question
however of remunerating a substitute during
your absence from your station I have referred
to the Department by forwarding your application
addressed to me.
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You can however make arrangements that some
person should be in readiness by the time you
38
wish to go on sick leave.
Only two months later, Cooper's successor, Revely, was
writing to the Deputy Minister in Ottawa, with the best
interests of the widowed Mrs. Bevis in mind:
I beg to inform you that the late W.H.
Bevis keeper of Fisgard Lighthouse was interred
Aug. 7th in the Naval Cemetry [sic], Esquimalt.
I have placed Mrs. Bevis in charge of this
station until I have other orders from the
Department.
Mrs. Bevis with the assistance of her niece
who is a strong and active young woman 19 years
of age has for some time past during the
protracted sickness of W.H. Bevis kept the light
satisfactorily.
They are in very poor circumstances and if
it is not contrary to the rules of the Department, I would ask that Mrs. Bevis be permitted
to remain in the Lighthouse Service, as her
husband has been the keeper of it for 18 years,
and that she thoroughly understands the keep of
a Lighthouse.
If she is not competent to keep the
Meteorological Records an exchange could be made
with the keeper of Berens Isd. Lt. Ho. to that
of Fisgard Lt. Ho. - and Mrs. Bevis to that of
39
Berens Isd. Lt. Ho. Victoria harbor.
Although Mrs. Bevis was allowed to remain in charge until
another keeper was appointed, she was not permitted to
remain on a permanent basis, as it was "against the rules
40
of the Department to have Lighthouses in charge of women."
There were exceptions to this rule. Mrs. Mackinnon, for
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example, kept Berens Island light for two years after the
death of her husband (see Berens Island Light in Part II).
It seems to have been the practice of the Department
to allow the widow of a deceased keeper a gratuity of two
months salary. In Mrs. Bevis' case this amounted to
$116.60. It was passed by an Order-in-Council on the
recommendation of the Minister of Marine, which suggests
41
that at this time the gratuity did not come automatically.
After the death of Joseph Dare in 1898, the Agent wrote of
the "customary gratuity" being passed, but by that year the
amount of two months' salary had diminished to $83.34. 42

Duties and Responsibility
At the time the Vancouver Island Light House Board was
establishing the rules and standards for the keeping of its
lights there were contrasting examples available. Britain's
lighthouses were known for their fine quality, and the
efficiency which resulted from the disciplined and systematic conduct of the keepers at their work. In the United
States, on the other hand, the performance of lightkeepers
was all too often lax and unsatisfactory, and the Lighthouse Board, which had come into existence in 185 2, was
43
doing everything in its power to tighten discipline.
The Vancouver Island Light House Board was aware of British
practice and aspired to a similar efficiency, even though
a lack of funds for personnel and equipment likely made it
difficult to establish such a thorough system.
The following description of the management of a
British lighthouse was published in 1871. It indicates
the discipline under which the British lightkeepers worked.
The British lighthouses...are under the
charge of either two or three keepers, whose
duties are to cleanse and prepare the apparatus
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for nocturnal illumination, and to mount guard
alternately after the light is exhibited. The
rule is, that under no circumstances shall the
keeper on duty leave the light-room until
relieved by his comrade; and that no pretence
may exist for disobeying this all-important
regulation, the dwelling-houses are invariably
built in immediate proximity to the light-tower,
and means are provided for signalling directly
from the light-room to the sleeping apartments
below....
The watches in the light-room are relieved
with as much punctuality as on board a man-of-war,
no keeper being allowed to leave until his
successor presents himself, under the penalty of
immediate dismissal. To ensure the strictest
regularity in this respect, a timepiece is placed
in each light-room, and bells are hung in the
bed-rooms of the dwelling-houses, which, being
connected by mechanical appliances with the
. 4 4
lighthouse, can be rung as necessity requires.
Under all administrations the lightkeeper's duty, above
all else, was to keep his light burning efficiently from
sunset until sunrise, and the panes of the lantern clear of
any dampness or snow that might dim the light. No copy of
the instructions that the keepers of the Vancouver Island
lights were given has been located. They were prepared
"with great care" by B.W. Pearse, Acting Colonial Surveyor,
"from the General Instructions issued to lightkeepers, in
the service of the Board of Northern Lighthouses of Great
45
Britain."
These British instructions, as they were published in 1850, can be seen in Appendix C. The first log
book kept at Fisgard Lighthouse (now held in the Fort Rodd
Hill collection) demonstrates that watches were shared and
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alternated regularly, as set out in the Board of Northern
Lighthouse Commissioner's instructions.
From correspondence, primarily letters written by W.H.
Bevis at Fisgard, an idea of some of the colonial lightkeeper's duties can be obtained. Bevis would have been
enjoined to ensure that his light was burning constantly
and with maximum efficiency throughout the hours of darkness. Next in importance to the actual burning of the
light would have been the maintenance of spotlessly clean
apparatus and premises. In a letter to the Light House
Board in which he justifies his requisition for cleaning
materials Bevis provides us with an insight into some of
his tasks.
Perhaps it would be as well for me to
explain the uses to which Soap is applied when
furnished this Light House; it is of course
necessary for the cleansing of the House, and
where the Lantern is concerned the washing of
Plate Glass, and Lens Cloths, Plate Glass
particularly at this time of year, when the
windows get so dull on account of the Dampness,
and the slightest dirt or grease from the oil
which is often very apt to get on the towels
compels me often to use 2 or 3 of a night.
The Soda is necessary for cleaning Wash
Leathers and making ley [sic] together with
Soap for the purpose of scalding out the Burners
of the Lamps.
A more technical account of the cleaning procedure is
given in Lighthouses and Lightships (1871). It describes
the manner in which reflectors and lenses are cleaned in
British lighthouses, but the techniques would have been
similar for any lights of the reflector (catoptric) or
lens (dioptric) types. Except for a short period, Bevis'
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light was of the second type, while Cape Beale and Berens
Island lights, built early in the Canadian period, were
examples of the first type.
For burnishing the reflectors, prepared
rouge (tritoxide of iron) of the finest description, which should be prepared in the state of
an impalpable powder of a deep orange-red colour,
is applied by means of soft chamois skins, as
occassion may require; but the great art of
keeping reflectors clean consists in the daily
patient and skilful application of manual labour
in rubbing the surface of the instrument with a
perfectly dry, soft, and clean skin, without
rouge. The form of the hollow paraboloid is
such that some practice is necessary in order to
acquire a free movement of the hand in rubbing
reflectors; and its attainment forms one of the
principle lessons in the course of the preliminary instructions to which candidates for the
situation of a lighthouse-keeper are subjected.
For cleaning the lenses and glass-mirrors spirit
of wine is used. Having washed the surface of
the instrument with a linen cloth steeped in
spirit of wine, it is carefully dried with a
soft and dry linen rubber, and finally rubbed
with a fine chamois skin free from any dust, as
well as from grease. It is sometimes necessary
to use a little fine rouge with a chamois skin
for restoring any deficiency of polish which
may occur from time to time; but in a wellmanaged lighthouse this application will seldom,
• *

u
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xf ever, be required.
Bevis was required to submit monthly reports, and at
the end of the year, a copy of his daily journal. The
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report which he wrote 1 April 1861 indicates that he must
have had responsibility for the proper functioning of the
equipment, keeping records of quantities of supplies, and
maintenance of the premises.48 Bevis appears to have been
given further instructions in 186 3. They could not have
been sufficiently clear to satisfy Bevis, because it is
through a letter of his, questioning certain aspects of the
instructions, that we know about them.49 One letter makes
reference to instructions, not now available, concerning
duties connected with a signal ball.
He submitted meteorological reports, as illustrated in Figure 29, and in
connection with these the Hon. H.L. Langevin wrote in 1872,
"...He is intelligent and industrious. He should be
provided with a good self-indicating thermometer to continue
the tables, which he keeps with great care." 51
Under the colonial administration it was perhaps not
specified, as it was under the Canadian, that painting of
the premises was to be considered a regular part of the
keeper's work, for which his salary was compensation. This
is suggested by a short letter from the keeper and his
assistants at Race Rocks, when they addressed the Commissioners, in 1863, "Me and my assistants having painted the
Lantern and whitewashed the tower also the dwelling once a
year since i [sic] have been here and it being very destructive to our clothing we should feel very thankful for some
little remuneration for so doing." 52
The Department of Marine and Fisheries, which assumed
responsibility for the lights in British Columbia in 1871,
viewed the matter of light maintenance as seriously as did
the British lighthouse authorities, from whom the Colonial
Light House Board had taken its example. As it had always
done, the lightkeeper's job entailed a great deal of
responsibility. Victoria Agent James Gaudin wrote to a new
keeper at Fisgard, Douglas McKenzie, "I cannot urge upon
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you too strongly the urgent need of the strictest attention
to the operation of the light under your charge; bearing in
mind that an established light if not [?] and regularly
exhibited is rather a menance than a safeguard to navigation, and any neglect on your part may result in the loss
of valuable life and property." 53 The Department expected
the keepers in its employ to perform their work with a high
sense of responsibility. It prefaced its instructions to
lightkeepers with a paragraph that clearly indicates the
kind of care and dedication that the job deserved and that
the Department demanded.
The safety of life and security of property
whilst employed in the navigation of the waters
and in the fisheries of the Dominion of Canada
depending so much upon the efficiency and perfection of the Light-houses and the faithful and
skilful performance of the duties of the Lighthouse Keepers, the following Rules and Instructions are issued by the Department of Marine and
Fisheries to impart such needed information as
will allow Light-house Keepers no excuse for
neglecting or improperly performing their
important and responsible duties. 54
The instructions that follow the above-mentioned
paragraph appear in Appendix E. Special notice should be
taken of these, since they convey a vivid sense of the
lightkeeper's work, the constraints and responsibilities
placed upon him, and his close ties to the working of the
light.
In all lighthouse administrations, great emphasis was
placed upon tidiness and cleanliness, no doubt because
these reflect and promote efficiency and the maintenance
of a regular schedule. Joseph Dare, keeper at Fisgard, was
sharply reprimanded when he neglected this part of his duty.
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I have to call your attention to the untidy,
neglected and uncared for appearance of your
station when I inspected it yesterday, and have
to request that you will take greater care of the
Government property under your charge. The stairway to the lantern does not appear to have been
swept or dusted for a long time, the iron door in
the lantern does not latch. Your oil measures
were lying about, paint brushes also kicking about
dirty. I would also direct your attention, to
the state of the windows and request that the
rough paint be smoothed off and repainted. 55
Painting at the Porlier Pass lighthouse is illustrated in
Figure 31.
At some stations the lightkeeper would also have
responsibility for the operation of a fog alarm, because at
stations where there was no steam-operated fog alarm equipment, keepers were sometimes supplied with signals that
could be operated by hand. Machine-driven alarms would
operate continuously throughout a fog, but a keeper with a
hand apparatus would be required to listen for boats blowing their horns, and then to signal in reply. The Agent
wrote to the keeper of the Berens Island light, in 1887,
"The fog bell being now erected at your station, you will
please when you hear a steamer blow her whistle on entering
the Harbour during a fog ring it at short intervals until
she is inside."
The bell in question would appear to
have been a three hundredweight bell which had been ordered
from Boston. The Agent had received instructions from
Ottawa to have this bell set on a stand "on the seaward
side of the lighthouse, so arranged that the bell will be
protected from the weather, that the sound will not be
obstructed to seaward, and that it will be convenient to
ring. All that will be required will be a low open frame
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with a shingled roof...," 57 Such was the fog signal that
the Berens Island lightkeeper operated, until a mechanical
fog bell was shipped from the lighthouse depot in Prescott,
Ontario, in 1906. 58
Mrs. Devina Baines, daughter of the first lightkeeper
at Porlier Pass, described how her family responded to boats
coming through the pass in a fog. Her description conveys
a sense of the personal connection that the family felt with
the boats that their station served.
In those days we just listened for boats to
blow. As they got closer and they were wondering
just where the pass was, then we would go out and
blow the foghorn to them and listen. They would
blow first, then we would listen and listen to
their echo die out. When it died out across the
pass and we couldn't hear it any more, then we
would answer with one long blast on our foghorn.
In that way we used to direct them either out or
in through the pass. Then if they were coming
from Vancouver, coming through, when they got
beyond Virago Point we used to give them three
little short blasts which said goodbye to them,
and they would answer. It was the same going the
other way. when they went from Race Point we
would signal goodbye to them, and then everytime
they blew after that....You soon got so that you
59
picked out the whistles on the different boats.
When a steam fog alarm was installed at a station it
became the responsibility of an engineer hired specially to
run the steam machinery. Where the fog alarm apparatus was
concerned, his responsibilities were just as great as those
of the lightkeeper.
The blast of a fog alarm might be expected to interrupt the lives of the people living on a station, and in
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particular to disturb their sleep. It did bother those who
were not accustomed to it, but they became used to it in
time. A wireless operator at Estevan Point circa 1915
recalled that if, after several days of fog and continual
operation of the alarm, the fog cleared in the night and
the alarm was turned off, everyone on the station would
wake up, feeling that something had gone wrong.
Whether a lightkeeper should be permitted to follow a
second occupation was a question that arose in connection
with Fisgard light during Josiah Gosse's time as keeper.
The Agent enquired of the Commissioner of Lights whether
Gosse should be allowed to work ashore in addition to fulfilling his duties at the light. He expressed concern that
Gosse was, in consequence of his daytime work, not keeping
62
a constant watch throughout the night.
The Commissioner,
in reply, observed that the salary might not be considered
a living wage, and continued:
... I am of the opinion that objection ought not
to be taken, always however provided, that the
duties of the office are properly performed.
It remains then for you to require of the
lightkeeper at Fisgard a proper performance of
his duties.
As to the question with respect to the
vapour light and the necessity for constant
watching throughout the night, I am inclined
to think that constant watching at a light of
the relative importance of Fisgard is not
needful. Apparently, in the past, this light
has not received constant attendance throughout
the night, and it would be interesting to note
if you have received any complaints with respect
fi 2
to the operation of it.
The Agent replied that there had not been complaints, and
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explained that, he believed, the keeper used a large round
wick coal oil lamp which he thought would burn unattended
through the night, in place of the usual 35 m/m vapour
lamp, when he had been working during the day. Although
the Commissioner did not object to Gosse working ashore,
he did not approve the use of the substitute lamp. The
result was that the unfortunate Mr. Gosse was permitted to
supplement his wage with daytime employment, but he was
obliged to burn a lamp which required attendance during
the night.
In summary, it may be said that the wages of lightkeepers at Fisgard declined overall as years went by, and
the keepers never, in the Canadian period, enjoyed the
benefits that had been provided by the Colonial Light
House Board. Before substantial improvements were made in
the living and working conditions of lightkeepers on
Canada's west coast ~ Fisgard Light had been automated.

Lightkeepers' Dwellings
In the early years of the west coast lighthouse system many
of the dwellings must have been uncomfortable places in
which to live. Buildings constructed both in the colonial
and in the early Canadian period drew complaints.
William Bevis of Fisgard seems to have been a chronic
writer of complaining letters, but even so, there must
have been some substance to his remarks about the condition
of the building. Some of the circumstances of which he
complained were the result of unsuitable design, but others
were due simply to a lack of proper repairs.
...Every room in the house is so Damp, that when
the Frost sets in all the plastering and whitewash will fall off; more especially in the sleeping apartment [sic] the Dampness is such that if
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the Fire is not kept up in the room constantly
and which can only be at certain times when the
Chimnies will draw properly and not smoke, which
renders the room comparatively dry for the time
being; and immediately the Fire is discontinued
the room becomes so Damp, as to be scarcely
habitable that myself and Mrs. Bevis are so much
troubled with pains in the Limbs such as we have
never before experienced.
Five years later he wrote:
I am compelled from necessity to again lay
before you, the state of these premises; during
the Gale from 8:30 PM last night and the greater
portion of this day, the rain has a Complete run
through doors and windows to such an extent as
to require constant swabbing up the whole time.
I must also beg leave to inform that from
the Commencement of the Gale until 1 AM this
morning when the wind varied to the westward
I was in momentary expectation of the windows
fi 7

in the Easterly side of the House blowing in.
Thomas Argyle, keeper of Race Rocks light, occasionally had difficulty obtaining supplies of fuel and when his
dwelling had seen a decade of service it, too, became damp
and cold. He touched upon both problems in a letter
written 7 March 1871:
I beg to inform you that I am Entirely out
of coal at the Light House - I also Beg to inform
you that the Fog Bell and Machinery is in working
order - I also beg to inform you that during the
Violent Stormes which we have witnessed of Late
as carried the ole of the shuttering away from
the S.W. side of the House I also Beg to inform you that all Hands at
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the Light House are complaining of Paines and
for my Part I have not Been fre from Paines for
the Last month I think this must be [caused?]
from the dampness of the House As Every thing is
in a Veary damp state at this time. I also think
that if the ole of the Place was fresh Pointed
that it would do away with this dampness and a
new roof put upon the House [sic].
It would appear that at Fisgard cooking was at first
done in an open fireplace, but the chimney smoked so much
that Bevis obtained permission in 1861 to put a stove in
69
the kitchen.
The fireplaces were still required for
heating the rooms, however, and Mr. and Mrs. Bevis must
have experienced great inconvenience. Bevis wrote to Helby
in August 1861, "I would respectfully beg that something be
70
done to the Chimney as the smoke at times is intolerable."
The prevalence of leaks and other faults in the buildings constructed during the early part of the Canadian
period may have been contributed to by the necessity for
economy in construction. The Agent's remarks concerning
repairs necessary at Berens Island light in 1879, for
example, suggest that the builder took a number of short
cuts in the construction, with the result that the building
was in very poor condition only a few years after it was
built.
The foundation which is on a smooth shelving
rock is in bad condition, as the water coursing
down it, and round the base has washed out the
mortar in places, and what is left, if touched
by the hand falls out of its place.
The lumber used in the construction of the
tower and residence has been green, and insufficiently nailed, causing rents in the weather
boarding and some of them loose. The nails are
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rusting away for the want of being properly set
and puttied before being painted; no flashing on
roof where the residence joints the tower; the
lantern leaks in many places the iron-work not
fitting close. The water tank built of brick,
leaks, and possibly may burst it on the leaky
side. The whole building leaks more or less.
The doors have Shrunk and warped; the floors are
Shrunk apart and the conveniences are [also?]:
Road to boat landing over the rocks, and no
protection to back door (or entrance) Snow or
rain beating in. 71
Economy may also have dictated the size of the dwellings, and although their restricted area perhaps caused
inconvenience to the keepers, the Department did not always
have the funds available to enlarge them. Twenty years
after the above-mentioned faults were corrected, the Agent
wrote to Ottawa:
As it is most probable that [the successor
to the resigning keeper] will be a married man
with a family, I would call your attention to the
fact that there are only two rooms at this station
a kitchen and a bed room, the kitchen is only
about 9 feet by 10, the passage way upstairs to
the lantern can scarcely be called a bed room.
I would suggest that an addition [be] built to
the NW end of the building, it would cost about
72
$200.00, and make this a comfortable station.
Repairs to the tower and plank walk, which the Agent
suggested in the same letter, were authorized, but the
addition was not. 73
F.C. Garrard, the first keeper at Lennard Island
light, described in his memoirs the dwelling that he and
his family moved into in 190 4. It would seem to have been
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much more suitable for a family than that of Berens Island,
which was built in 1876.
...There was the dwelling house...a story and a
half house the upper story having the bedrooms,
with as that type of house would have, the ceilings sloping up from about a four foot wall to
the eight feet at the height [sic], in the lower
story we had a sitting room or dining room, whichever you like to call it, a kitchen and little
porch approach leading to steps to the basement,
which was afterwards further excavated and concreted, there was a pantry, under the stairs, and
two small rooms, off the sitting room, each with
a small open fireplace, there were two small and
one fairly large bedroom upstairs and one or two
cupboards, a light verandah opening out from the
kitchen onto the board walk and track leading up
74
from the landing place....
In spite of the many complaints that Bevis made during
the 1860s and 1870s about dampness and cold, smoking
chimnies, and lack of coal and water, he and his wife were
not entirely without conveniences. They had a speaking
tube to facilitate communication between the lantern and
the dwelling, 75 and they had furniture and utensils which
had been supplied to the lighthouse by the Light House
Board. These included tables and chairs, a bed, cutlery
and cooking utensils, fire irons, a looking glass, a clock,
a washstand and basin, cleaning equipment, window blinds,
and a cooking stove. A detailed list of these items may
7fi
be found in the chapter titled "Fisgard Lighthouse."
The practice of supplying complete furnishings to the
lighthouses stopped, however, when the Canadian administration took over. From then on, the keepers had their own
personal possessions in the dwelling, although the
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Department provided transportation for their goods. This
meant that they had, as one lightkeeper's daughter said,
their own homes at the lights. If they were transferred
from one light to another, their home furnishings went with
77
them.
When Fisgard lightkeeper George Johnson applied for a
new cooking stove, in 1909, the response of the Department
was, "...It is not the intention of the Department to supply
the lighthouses with cooking stoves, but it has been the
custom to allow the cost of a heating stove for the lightkeepers. Consequently, Mr. Johnson's request cannot be
granted."
Figure 32 shows a part of the interior at Carmanah
Lighthouse ca. 1899. A supply of books is evident, and
indications of the inhabitants' tastes and interests can be
seen.

Water Supply
A plentiful supply of fresh water was important at the
lighthouses. It was needed for domestic purposes, and for
the constant cleaning that formed such a large part of the
keeper's duties. Where steam fog alarms were installed an
even larger supply was necessary for the production of
steam.
William Bevis again provides our earliest insight into
the problems some keepers faced in obtaining a sufficient
water supply. He stated in June of 186 2 that he had had
only four casks of water supplied to him during the sixteen
months that he had been at the light, and as a result, had
been compelled to bear the expense himself of getting what
he required both for household and business purposes. 79
The problem was still just as severe in 1864. He wrote to
Verney on 2 March:
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As the probability is that there may not be
a great deal more rain this season, I must respectfully beg to refer to your communications of Septr
12th & 2 8th 186 3 in reference to the quantity of
water allowed; which would I have no doubt been
adequate had there been capacity provided for the
saving of an [immense?] quantity of rain water
during the recent heavy rains.
And I must most respectfully beg that such an
allowance of 2 Gallons each per day may be reconsidered, as when the dry season sets in, will be
totally inadequate, being less than navy allowance. 80
That same month the Governor approved the building of "a
Storehouse and Tank at Fisgard Island for the due preserva81
tion of stores and for economy in the use of water."
Once there was sufficient storage capacity on the island,
water could be delivered in large quantities. We find
Joseph Dare writing in 1885, "The supply of fresh water at
this Light House is getting very low, will you please send
me an order on the 'Spring Vale Water Co.1 for the usual
82
quantity, 12 tons."
This method of supplying water was
feasible at Fisgard because access to the Island was
relatively easy.
At more remote stations different methods had to be
found for obtaining fresh water. Since the lighthouses
were so often built on barren rock, and surrounded by salt
water, the usual solution was to gather rain water off the
roofs of the buildings and store it in large tanks. This
method was most satisfactory in areas of high rainfall. In
the rain-shadow of Vancouver Island, however, it did not
always ensure an ample supply.
East Point Light, on Saturna Island, provides an
example. The Sessional Papers published in 189 7 record,
"Owing to the difficulty in obtaining water for domestic
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purposes, and to the slight rainfall at this point, it was
found necessary to build a tank shed for storing a supply.
The necessary material was furnished the keeper, who put up
the shed." 83 Even this precaution did not relieve the water
shortage at East Point entirely. Mrs. Peter Georgeson, who
went to East Point light in 1920 and lived there eighteen
years, recalled, "It was a big place, nine rooms, and I had
to keep them clean. And we only had a few gallons of water
to use. We had rainwater and we had to wash the clothes and
wash the kids and wash the floors and wash the dog all in
that, and then put it back on the garden." 84 Such economy
in the use of water was no doubt one of the features common
to life in many lighthouses, particularly those on the
south coast, inside Vancouver Island.

The Problems of Isolation
The nature of lighthouse life varied to some extent with the
location of the station. Fisgard light was situated close
to a community, and in good weather access was easy. Consequently the keepers there were not faced with the physical
or psychological problems of isolation. Berens Island and
Fiddle Reef lights were similarly located within reach, by
row boat, of Victoria. More distant stations, such as Trial
Island and Race Rocks, were made less accessible by stretches
of water open to the wind, and by strong tides. It was at
the stations north of Queen Charlotte Sound and on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, however, that isolation became a
major factor in the lives of the keepers and their families.
These remote coastal and northern lights were not only many
miles distant from points of supply, but were made even more
isolated by the fact that landing at some of the sites was
difficult even under favourable weather conditions.
Lighthouse life is frequently thought to be filled with
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loneliness and hardship. Although these conditions were not
typical of the whole of the lighthouse system, they could
exist at sites where access and communication were restricted. A letter from lightkeeper J.S.O. Ouellette at Lucy
Island, west of Prince Rupert, is worth quoting here in
full, because it expresses the feelings of remoteness, as
well as the confidence and happiness, that a family could
experience at one of these isolated sites. It was written
in mid-winter when the fury of the elements, and consequently
the physical barriers between the lighthouse family and the
rest of humanity, were at their greatest.
Lucy Island Lighthouse Jan 6th 1913
Rev. Geo. H. Raley
Port Simpson
B.C.
Dear Sir:Yours with Registered Parcel was received at
Lucy by mail boat Dec 20th. I tank you also Mrs.
Elizabeth T. Stevens of Crosby Girl Home for the
delicate attention towards my wife, m[y]self & my
little family which enjoyed a beautiful Christmas
Tree with the presents you sent. It is pretty
good of your Mission to think and help the lonely
settlers & Lightkeepers of Pacific Coast. beside
our loneliness we have to stand the storms which
are very frequent since last fall, we were
visited by a fearful one on New Year Day morning,
also to day is a very bad one - On New year day
it rain so heavily that water was running on floor
of sitting room & Bed Room by buckets ful. per
chance it cease by one o'clock. tops of breaking
waves washed the window of southeast part of
Lighthouse from eight o'clock till one P.M. It
is in a place like our that we behold the power
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of God & Elements, sometimes we think the house
may upset by force of Wind. it is a reason why
we need the prayers so that God may preserve a
family which are so exposed to be Wreck. Ever
since I put a foot on the Island I put my trust
on Him who Has sufferd for us. & We never fear
the Elements and try to Keep ready to meet our
Maker at any time He may choose. You ask me to
give you the ages of my three little children
I will with pleasure Tharsile will reach 6 years the 26 Sept.
1913. Noel was 4 years last Christmas & Jeannette
will have 3 years on 21st May next. I expect to
have this present year or next a School mistress
at Lucy. It will be cheaper for one than sent
my little family to any Institution. Hoping to
see the "Thos. Crosby" this summer, and wishing
you & your Mission the Blissing of God & Succes
I remain your respectfully
J.S.O. Ouellette
LightKeeper
Lucy Island
or

P.O. Prince-Rupert B.C. [sic]
Keepers of remote lights often faced problems which
were the direct result of their location. In case of a
mechanical failure of the light they might have to wait a
long time for replacement parts, and make the light function
by whatever means they could in the meantime. Household
supplies had to be ordered sometimes months in advance,
and the kinds of foods that could be brought were limited.
The education of children was difficult. The landing of
supplies and personnel could be hazardous. The possibility
of a medical emergency was made more worrisome by the fact
that help was so distant. Mail delivery was at long
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intervals and social contacts were few.
The keeper of a remote light had a particularly grave
responsibility, because in case of a breakdown he had to
keep his light operating until parts for repairs were
supplied to him. Without telegraph or wireless communication it might be several days before he could make it known
that he required new parts, and then he had to wait for
their delivery. Throughout this time, he had to keep his
light burning, and displaying its usual characteristic, in
any makeshift manner he could. Mrs. Morrison, a daughter
of Cape Beale lightkeeper Emanuel Cox, recounted how, as a
child, she broke the weight on the revolving mechanism, and
caused her family a great deal of work.
It was a drum arrangement, something like
an old grandfather clock, with a fifty pound
weight on it. It was my work to wind the weight
to the top every day. This day I forgot to insert
the peg which held it, and the weight went crashing to the bottom of the well. There was no telegraph radio or phone communication then, only an
occasional sealing ship on its way to Victoria.
The light had to be kept flashing, so for endless
nights the family took turns cranking it around
and around by hand.
I wasn't very popular with the rest of the
family until those repairs finally came from
.
.. . . 86
Victoria.
Housework, according to Mrs. T.E. Morrison, was the
same at a light station as anywhere else, with one exception.
Supplies had to be ordered long in advance of the time they
were needed. The lighthouse tender would make a delivery,
and at that time the order had to be placed for items that
the boat would bring on its next trip. If an item were
left off the list it would simply have to be done without,
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because there was no way of securing it except by the
supply boat.87 The Sir James Douglas, a government steamer
that supplied the lights under both the colonial and
Canadian administrations, can be seen in Figure 33.
Even the relatively short distance between Race Rocks
and Victoria could create problems of supply, particularly
in the early years. Thomas Argyle once had occasion during
the colonial period to write, "I beg leave to inform you
that whe have been out of Provisions at the Light House for
3 days and sir I hope that you will supply sum without
delay [sic]."
Obtaining fresh meat posed special problems. Argyle's
letters reveal some of the problems that arose during the
colonial period, when meat, along with other provisions,
was supplied by contractors. In April 1870 he wrote to the
Assistant Surveyor General:
I beg leave to inform you that the meat
boat was dew at the Light House upon the 15
instant with meat - and that I was out of meat
upon the 15 instant and was compelled to go on
Board the Str. Sir James Douglas and buy meat
from the steward for dinner upon Sunday - I also
beg to inform you that the the meat boat as not
been regular this year - And I have rote to
Mr. Fell & Co. and requested them to send the
boats regular But thay do not notice my request
& Sir I wish you would please send me a copy of
the contract for this year so that I may know
when the meat boat is dew at the Light House.
I also wish Sir you would see Mr. Fell & Co.
and make arrangements for the meat boat to com
regular. If this could be arranged it would
confer A great faver upon me and my Light
Keepers [sic] .89
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When supplies arrived they were not always in good
condition. Argyle also wrote, "I beg to inform you that I
have this day sent Back the meat as it is not fresh after
Laying in a Box by Victoria and Esquimalt since last
Tuesday."90
The farther a lightkeeper lived from a commercial
center, the greater his problems would have been in receiving fresh foods. The journals of W.P. Daykin, lightkeeper
at Carmanah at the turn of the century, reveal an even
greater frustration than that experienced by Thomas Argyle.
Daykin's supplies had to come by steamer from Victoria and
they had to be landed at the light, which could only be
accomplished when the seas permitted, or at Clo-oose, where
he would have to pick them up. Brief journal entries hint
at the problems:
Jan. 11, 1908...10.45 Am Tees out - unable to
launch boat. She did not stop at Clo-oose.
30 lbs. meat and mail etc. on board - as usual....
Jan. 16, 1908...The Tees passed in about 6 a.m.
did not stop at [C or here?]. Weather favourable
and boats ready at each place....
Feb. 21, 1908...9 am Fresh E. Clear, bad swell
from S.W. Tees arvd. 10 am. received fresh meat
& mail. Smashed stem of boat in landing.91
Daykin's exasperation must have reached a peak on 5 August
190 8, when he wrote, "At 2:30 pm Quadra came. Sent boat
ashore with provisions & Fresh meat. Which Capt. [Hackett?]
denied having on board when I telegraphed to San Juan
(Aug. 1st). The meat was alive. Sent it back on board.
It had been on board about a week." 92
Because of problems such as this, food orders would
have to be restricted primarily to items that could be
preserved. In response to this situation many families
supplied themselves with fresh produce. Mrs. Francis
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93
Morrison recalled that goats provided their milk and meat.
Most lightkeepers, when reminiscing about their life
at the station, mention that they kept a garden. It seems
likely that gardening was practiced wherever the site permitted. It was not only a hobby, but filled a need, since
the long intervals between delivery of supplies at many
stations meant that a garden on the site was the only source
of fresh vegetables. The fact that no reference has been
found to a garden at Fisgard might be explained by the fact
that fresh food could be obtained nearby.
The educating of children could be a major problem at
the remote light stations. Keeper James Forsyth of Langara
Island light, for example, greatly desired a transfer to a
station nearer to civilization, so that his children could
be educated. Langara light was so remote that the teachers
he engaged would not remain. He wrote to his Member of
Parliament:
I have been in the employ of the Marine and
Fisheries Dept. for more than thirteen years, and
have been at this Station as keeper since it was
put in operation Sept. 1913. My chief reason for
desiring a change, is, that owing to the very
isolated position of this place, it is practically
impossible to keep a teacher any time, and if I
could get McLoughlin Pt. Station my family could
take advantage of the Schools at Victoria.
McLoughlin Pt is out of your Constituency I am
quite aware, but I hardly knew how else to go
about the matter otherwise than apply through
you, and as the Salary here is $530.00 per year
greater than McL Pt. [IJ think perhaps that fact
alone might make it easier to effect a transfer. 94
Once correspondence courses were established, unofficially
in 1921 and formalized in the Public School Act of 1929,
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many of the lightkeepers' concerns about educating their
children could be eliminated. In Figure 34 can be seen a
family of five children and their mother at Pine Island, an
isolated light station in Queen Charlotte Sound.
Medical emergencies are always a concern where people
are obliged to live in inaccessible areas. Not only was
travel restricted, but many stations were totally out of
communication with the outside world except at the time the
light tender brought supplies and mail, or when a passing
vessel could be hailed. The Department of Marine and Fisheries was well aware of the problems this isolation created
in the event of medical emergencies. It appended to its
Rules and Instructions a section on how to handle a variety
of medical problems, and even included advice on "General
Management of Infancy and Childhood."
During the colonial period even Race Rocks light, which
was within sight of Victoria, was isolated. The Chief Lightkeeper, Thomas Argyle, wrote to the Assistant Surveyor
General on 10 May 1870:
My wife and family have been at the Race
Rocks Light House for 2 years and 9 months and
during that time have never been able to visit
Victoria to purchase cloths and other necessaries
for our family owing to thear being no communication between the shore and the Light House a
distance of 14 miles except by Small Boats. I
therefor take the liberty of inquiring wheather
the Steamer Sir James Douglas or sum other suitable boat for a wife and family would be allowed
to fetch and take them Back at certain Periods
during the 12 months allowing me and my family
to remain on such trips on shore for a few days
r . , 95
[sic] .
What contributed most to the isolation of west coast
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and northern lights was the difficulty of landing people and
supplies at many of the stations. It is not clear when
aerial tramways came into use, but they offered a great
improvement, in that supplies then did not have to be landed
on the rocks in the surf. At lights where there were no
sheltered coves or beaches, goods and sometimes people, as
well, were landed on an aerial tramway and a hook or sling.
A surf boat would be rowed in from the tender and held under
the tramway. As the boat rose to the top of a swell the
hook would be slipped into a cable encircling the item of
freight, and as the boat fell away the freight would be
lifted out, and would be hauled up by those on shore. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 35. People were sometimes obliged to go ashore in the same manner. One journalist described leaping at the boatman's signal onto a load
96
of freight, and being swung ashore.
Sites with difficult access gave the lighthouses their
reputation for isolation and loneliness. Not all lights
were so cut off from the world, however, and in fact some
of the Gulf Islands stations seem to have enjoyed quite an
active social life. A party of visitors to Entrance Island
light at Nanaimo, for example, can be seen in Figure 36.
East Point light, on Saturna Island, too, had a great deal
of company, as Mrs. Peter Georgeson describes. "We had more
company down there than we ever had out here [East Sooke].
They'd come by boat, fishing, and they'd always come up to
the lighthouse. Many a time they'd come up and they cleaned
out my Sunday's supper, ate a great big cake....We used to
make cream cakes - we had two cows - and I've had them come
up and clean me out of everything. We loved it." 97
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Conclusion
The material examined for this study suggests that lightkeeping on the British Columbia coast before 1920 was in
some respects a difficult life. It was made difficult
primarily because the keeper was dependent on others for
provisions, materials for building repairs, and even the
supplies necessary for the performance of his duties.
Difficult communication and the physical problems often
faced in reaching the keeper's site meant that those supplying him could not always deliver necessities according to
schedule, nor were goods always in the best condition when
they arrived. The keeper's personal communication with the
world at large was also restricted in many cases, where the
site was remote or difficult of access.
The colonial administration, drawing upon the British
experience, seems to have recognized the special needs that
the lightkeepers' lifestyle created, even though it did not
have sufficient funds to meet all of those needs. It wished
to provide a library, for example, and to employ a reserve
lightkeeper. Nothing was found to suggest that the Department of Marine and Fisheries recognized concerns such as
these, although most Agents seem to have been sympathetic
to the keepers' problems. In any case, there was not money
under the early Canadian administration, any more than under
the colonial, to provide additional services to the lightkeepers.
An observer in the early 19 70s noted that the people
who were best adapted to lightkeeping were those who were
self-reliant, creative, and capable of motivating and
. .
98
entertaining themselves.
It seems likely that this has
always been the case on the British Columbia coast, where
the lightkeepers had to maintain a high degree of exactness
in their work while faced with a routine that was repetitious to the point of monotony. Although they faced
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difficulties not encountered by their contemporaries in
urban settings, such people found rewards in their work,
their family life, and the natural beauty that surrounded
them.
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Illuminating Apparatus for Lighthouses

Three types of illuminating apparatus were used in British
Columbian lighthouses prior to 1920. These were dioptric,
catoptric, and catadioptric types of light sources.

Dioptric
In a report to the Commissioners of Northern Light Houses
on "The Comparative Eligibility of the Catoptric and
Dioptric Systems of Illumination for Lighthouses," Messrs.
D. and T. Stevenson defined the term dioptric as, "...all
optical apparatus which consist of glass only, whether by
acting by refraction only, or by refraction and total or as
it has been sometimes termed 'internal' reflection...."
The light passed from one central light source, through
2
"zones" of lenses, to the exterior of the apparatus.
Dioptric apparatus was used in most lighthouses during
the period under study. The following is a partial list of
stations which used this kind of apparatus: Fisgard (1860);
Race Rocks (1860); Sandheads (1884); Active Pass (1885);
Discovery Island (1886); Brockton Point (1890); second type
of apparatus at Entrance Island (1891); second type of
apparatus at Berens Island (1895); and Bare Point (1897).
After 189 7, dioptric installations came into common usage.
Prior to this date, catoptric apparatus was often employed
as the light source.
Dioptric apparatus can take many forms. Figures 37,
38, and 39 illustrate three different variations of this
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type of equipment. The placement of the lens pieces, or the
lenticular arrangement, gives the distinct characteristic of
the apparatus.

Catoptric
The Stevensons gave the following definition for catoptric
apparatus. The term "catoptric" referred to, "...all optical
reflecting apparatus, in which the reflection is produced by
3
metallic surfaces only."
This light source was installed
in all lighthouses built under the Canadian administration
shortly after Confederation, and an improved form of this
equipment was favoured during World War I. The following
lighthouses had catoptric apparatus: Cape Beale (1874);
Berens Island (1876); Entrance Island (1876); Point Atkinson
(1876); East Point (1888); Carmanah Point (1891); Yellow
Island (1891) ; Egg Island (1898) ; the second apparatus at
Ballenas (1916); and the second apparatus at Lawyer Island
(1917). The Fraser River Light Vessel (1866) and the range
lighthouses also used catoptric apparatus.
The use of this type of light source was considered to
be an economy measure since it was easier for untrained men
4
to operate.
Figures 40 and 41 show two kinds of catoptric
apparatus.

Catadioptric
Catadioptric apparatus combined features of dioptric and
catoptric forms of illumination. Fisgard lighthouse seems
to have been the only station to employ a catadioptric
light source. In this instance, a parabolic silvered
reflector was inserted into the existing dioptric apparatus.
This measure did not prove to be a success and the use of
the reflector was discontinued after a short time (see
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chapter titled "Fisgard Lighthouse"),

Conclusion
Dioptric, catoptric, and catadioptric apparatus was used in
British Columbian lighthouses prior to 1920. It is evident
that dioptric form was favoured by the colonial administration and by officials in the later Canadian period. Catoptric equipment was installed in lighthouses built during
the early years of the Canadian period, and it was also put
into use during World War I. With one exception, the catadioptric form does not seem to have ever been installed.
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Lighthouse Buildings

Lighthouses on the west coast of British Columbia prior to
1920 consisted of a tower, or substantial building, which
supported a lantern and illuminating apparatus. With one
exception, none of the early lighthouses were "wave-swept"
structures. Wave-swept lighthouses are buildings, "...on
rocks, shoals, or in other situations exposed to the force
of the sea...."
They consist of, "...(1) Masonry and
concrete structures; (2) Openwork steel and iron-framed
erections on pile or other foundations; (3) Cast iron
plated tower; [and] (4) Structures erected on cylinder
2
foundations.
Wave-swept lighthouses have to have certain design
features to withstand the impact of the sea. "In determining the design of a lighthouse tower to be erected in a
wave-swept position consideration must be given to the
3
physical features of the site and its surroundings."
Figure 42 shows a cross-section of a masonry wave-swept
lighthouse (see Figure 42).
The only lighthouse in British Columbia which was
intended to be wave-swept was the Sandheads screw-pile
lighthouse. All the other lighthouses were "land
4
structures."
The design considerations of this type of
construction presented far fewer difficulties to the
builder. "The erection of lighthouse towers and other
buildings on land presents no difficulties of construction,
and such buildings are of ordinary architectural character."
In British Columbia, prior to 1920, there were five types
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of lighthouses which were "land structures." These can be
categorized as masonry with tower and dwelling attached;
wooden with tower and dwelling attached; wooden with tower
and dwelling detached; wooden, lantern surmounting the roof
of the building; and reinforced concrete with tower
detached.

Masonry; Tower and Dwelling Attached
Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses, constructed in 1859-60
by colonial authorities, are the only lighthouses of this
type on the coast. It seems that the later Canadian
administration found that building in stone or brick was
too costly.

Wooden: Tower and Dwelling Attached
This design was frequently adopted by the Canadian administration in the years following Confederation. The following
lighthouses can be grouped in this category: Point Atkinson
(1875) ; Berens Island (1876) ; Entrance Island (1876); Active
Pass (1885); Discovery Island (1886); East Point (1888);
Yellow Island (1891); Carmanah (1891); Portlock Point
(1895); Sisters (1898); Fiddle Reef (1898); Egg Island
(1898); Dryad Point (1899); Lawyer Island (1901); Green
Island (1906); Pine Island (1907); and Holland Rock (1913).
The first lighthouses of this type seem to have been
constructed primarily with a view to economy. A report was
compiled by officials from Trinity House who completed a
study of the Canadian system in 1872. The report stated
that, "their buildings appear to be easily and quickly
erected at small cost.... The Canadian authorities are
rapidly increasing the number of their lights, and in the
course of a few years they will have supplied a great extent
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of the sea, river, and lake shores with them if they
progress with the commendable zeal which characterises
them at present. It will then be time enough to think of
scientific refinements, at present they would be imcompatible with the finances of the country or the habits of the
people."
On the British Columbian coast, these early
lighthouses tended to be built with inferior materials, and
costly repairs often had to be made. Entrance Island lighthouse was built by 1876, and two years later it suffered
from a persistent leakage problem.
This is the only lighthouse on which any expenditure has been made during the past fiscal year.
7An extensive and troublesome leak in the tower on
the eastern face, which is the rainy quarter,
could not be found; when raining heavily the water
would penetrate to the second and third stories
flooding the ceilings and covering the floors.
Mr. A. Fenney, of Nanaimo, has been employed on
frequent occasions to try and stop the leaks.
It was at last decided to put on an entirely new
course of weather boarding, as the boarding
. .
7
originally put on must have been very defective.
However, in later years more care was taken to ensure
that construction materials and methods were better suited
to the exposed location of most lighthouses (see Figure 4 3).
On 8 April 1889, J.P. Burgess, a carpenter and builder,
wrote to the Department explaining of the virtues of
"rustic siding" (see Figure 44).
Being familiar with the clapboards used in
our eastern provinces I may say that from them
you get no idea of the strength of rustic. Our
fir lumber is so much harder, stronger and more
durable than pine that rustic made of it when
properly nailed forms a wall which if kept
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properly painted will last a lifetime, presents
a fine appearance and is used almost exclusively
throughout this province and the adjoining States.
In exposed situations and where warmth is required,
the walls are sometimes covered with sheathing and
Q

building paper before the rustic is applied.
This type of siding was used in the construction of some of
the buildings at Carmanah Point. On 10 October 1890, the
Inspector noted that, "the tower and dwelling frame is up
and the diagonal 2" sheathing is spiked on the walls. The
roof of dwelling is shingled; the wood shed frame is erected
and partly covered with rustic."9 Additional care taken in
constructing the buildings helped to prevent premature decay
in the fabric of the structure.

Wooden; Tower and Dwelling Detached
This type of lighthouse was another design which was used in
the early years of the Canadian period and after the turn of
the century. Cape Beale, constructed by the Department of
Public Works, was established by July of 1874, and some
years later Ballenas Islands (1900), Lennard Island (1904),
Denman Island-West Side (1906), Pachena Point (1908), and
the second lighthouse at Lawyer Islands (1909) were constructed. The range lighthouses also had detached, wooden
towers. These included Yellow Island (189 8), Porlier Pass
(1902), Masset (1913) and Comox Bar (1915).

Wooden: Lantern Surmounting Roof of Building
This design was used between the years 189 7 to 1914.
Lanterns were displayed from the roofs of the following
lighthouses: Bare Point (1897); Prospect Point (1898);
Ivory Island (189 8); Cape Mudge (189 8); Pointer Island
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(1899); Merry Island (1903); Scarlett Point (1905);
Pulteney Point (1905); Trial Island (1906); Lucy Island
(1907); Quatsino (1909); Nootka (1911); First Narrows
(1913); and Addenbrooke Island (1914). The lighthouse
established at Brockton Point, in 1902, also displayed a
lantern from the building. In this case, however, the
light was shown from the first floor of the structure.

Reinforced Concrete; Tower Detached
This type of construction was considered to be an improvement over earlier wooden structures. Mr. Prefontaine
stated in the House of Commons on 26 May 1905 that, "in
order to avoid as much as possible the heavy repairs which
have been necessitated in the past, the department is more
and more building permanent piers of steel and concrete
rather than structures of wood as formerly."
By 1909,
new developments in lighting apparatus necessitated the use
of reinforced concrete in the construction of certain lighthouses.
The greater weight and size of the new lanterns
required more stable structures, where new
towers were erected, and the strengthening and
raising of old towers. It was imperative to
guard against vibration as far as possible, and
this led to the more extensive use of masonry
and the introduction of concrete reinforced with
steel, instead of wooden structures.
The following lighthouses were constructed of reinforced concrete: Triangle Island (1910); Estevan Point
(1910); Sheringham Point (1912); the second lighthouse at
Point Atkinson (1912); Langara Island (1913); Cape St.
James (1914); the second lighthouse at Brockton Point
(1914 - see Figure 45); the second lighthouse at Cape Mudge
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(1915); Amphitrite Point (1915); the second lighthouse at
Ballenas Islands (1916); and the second lighthouse at Dryad
Point (1920).
The lighthouse at Estevan Point is particularly significant because the tower was supported by flying buttresses.
The following description was given in Frederick A. Talbot's
Lightships and Lighthouses published in 1913.
Lieutenant-Colonel Anderson has introduced
a new- type of reinforced concrete lighthouse
with flying buttresses. The latter are not
required for strength, but are utilized to give
greater stiffness to the tower, as a column
100 feet or more in height, no matter how strongly
it may be built, must vibrate and swing in high
winds. Yet it is desirable to keep the lantern
as steady as possible, and this is achieved much
more completely upon the above principle. The
engineer-in-chief of the lighthouse authority of
the Canadian Government considers this method of
construction to be the last word in lighthouse
building, and has completed some notable works
upon these lines. Perhaps the most important is
the Estevan Point light, on the west coast of
Vancouver [Island], at a place known as Hole-inthe-Wall. 12
Triple Island lighthouse was also constructed of
reinforced concrete. Put into operation in 1921, it
consisted of a tower attached to a dwelling. Several
features were incorporated into the design of the building
to help the structure withstand its exposed location.
13
Steel sash with ventilators were installed
as a preventative against the effects of the surrounding maritime
environment (see Figure 46). However, as keeper Gordon
Odium related, these windows would break if they were hit
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by a large wave.

He said that at one time the building had

shutters, "...on the sea-side and this particular wave just
took the shutter and the window and the glass and everything
right out of the whole frame and of course every wave after
that came right in."

Screwpile Lighthouse
The only lighthouse which had iron screwpiles, and which was
designed to be wave-swept, was the Sandheads lighthouse.
Constructed in 1884, it was discontinued in 1905. Pile
lighthouses were usually established in locations which had,
"...sandy or marshy ground." 15 The cast-iron screwpile was
patented by Alexander Mitchell in the 1830s, and the following British lighthouses used this form of support: Maplin
(1841); Gunfleet (1850); and Chapman (1850). 16

Conclusion
It is apparent that there are five types of land-based
lighthouses, and one wave-swept structure, constructed
prior to 1920. Although the type of building varied, all
lighthouses had several features in common. In most cases
the surrounding waters had been surveyed and the site
carefully chosen (see Figure 47); care had to be taken to
establish a firm foundation for the building (see Figure
4 8), and auxiliary buildings had to be constructed to house
fog alarm machinery, equipment and supplies (see Figures
49-51).
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Appendix A.

Lightkeepers at Fisgard Lighthouse,

Davies, George
At the request of Governor Douglas, Davies and William
Roberts were engaged in England by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade, to fit the lanterns and
lighting apparatus and to operate the Fisgard and Race
Rocks lights. They embarked on the Grecian on 21 January
1860 and their salary commenced from that date.
When the lighting was commenced at Fisgard on 16
November 1860 Davies and his wife, Mrs. R. Davies, stood
the watches. They followed a pattern of sharing the first
watch and alternating the following three watches. An
entry made 15 January 1861 states, "G. Davies left for Race
Rocks with Mr. Pearse on Government duty," but he returned
31 January. On 7 February the gun boat Grappler took the
Davies family to Race Rocks. *" A recommendation from the
Light House Board that Davies be appointed Principal Keeper
3
at Race Rocks was dated 9 February 1861.
While Mr. and Mrs. Davies served at Fisgard they were
assisted at different times by William Roberts, John Watson,
4
and one or more unnamed reliefs.

Davies, Mrs. R.
Mrs. Davies regularly shared and alternated watches with her
husband, from 16 November 1860 to 14 January 1861, except
for two days (22 and 2 3 December) when she was ill. Between
17 January, when Davies left for Race Rocks, and 17 January,
inclusive, she stood all watches alone. After 17 January
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she occassionally shared and alternated watches with Roberts
and an unnamed relief, until 27 January, at which time only
Roberts and the relief are named.

Roberts, William
Roberts came to Fisgard light on 18 January 1861 and log
entries indicate that he stood watches between that date and
1 February inclusive.

Matthews, James
Matthews name first appears in the log in the entry for 8
February 1861. He alternated watches with Watson until 15
March 1861. He stood two watches on 16 March 1861, the day
on which Bevis arrived at the light, but his name does not
appear in the log after that date.

Watson, John
The first reference to Watson standing watch at Fisgard was
made on 2 February 1861. Watson stood all watches alone
from 5 February 1861 to 7 February, but after that he was
o

assisted by James Matthews.

On 9 February the Light House
9

Board recommended that Watson be appointed Assistant Keeper.
It was also recommended that the man holding the position be
married, and since Watson, who was single at the time of his
appointment, did not provde himself with a wife, he was
replaced the following month by William Bevis.
Bevis, William H.
Bevis arrived at Fisgard on 16 March 1861.
On 20 March the
Light House Board recommended that he be appointed Light
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12
Keeper,
but a later document indicates that his appointment was considered to have begun on the date of his
arrival at the light.13 On 25 March the Light House Board
was informed that the Governor approved the appointment of
Bevis in place of Watson.
Bevis alternated the watches with Matthews and Watson
on 16 March, and with Watson from 17 March to 22 March.
He stood all watches alone on 23 March, the day on which he
took charge, but Mrs. Bevis arrived at the light that day,
and thereafter she assisted him.
He engaged a Mr.
Buckett to assist him for a brief period in 1871.
Bevis filled the position of Keeper until 1879. In
June of that year he wrote to the Agent of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries stating that he was sick and unable to
attend to his usual routine, and requesting sick leave. 17
It is not known whether he did, in fact, leave the light at
18
this time. Bevis died 5 August 1879.

Bevis, Mrs. Amelia
Mrs. Bevis arrived at the light on 23 March 1861.19 Log
entries indicate that she assisted Bevis at some times
sharing and at other times alternating watches with him.
Two documents 20 indicate that Mrs. Bevis was made Assistant
Keeper on 10 January 1862, although William Bevis wrote that
she did not receive a salary prior to 1 March 1862. 21
Correspondence in the month of June in both 1867 and 1874
indicated that Mrs. Bevis was out of health and unable to
fulfill her duties as assistant,22 but nothing has been
found to indicate that she was replaced during these times.
When her husband died in August 1879 Mrs. Bevis, with the
assistance of her 19 year old niece, operated the light until
a new keeper took charge.23
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Buckett, Mr.
On 6 December 1861 Bevis wrote saying that he had engaged a
Mr. Buckett to assist him, since he was unable to attend to
24
his duties because of rheumatism.

Cogan, Henry
By Order-in-Council of 6 January 1880, Cogan was appointed
Keeper.25 The appointment was to be effective 1 February
l
26
27
1880,
and he took charge of the light on that date.
On
25 February 1884 Cogan wrote to the Agent stating that he
wished to be relieved of his position immediately. 28 The
Department of Marine and Fisheries expenditures for the
fiscal year ending 30 June 1884 indicate that Cogan received
salary for eight months and four days,29 which, calculated
from 30 June 1883, suggests that his keepership ended on
4 March 1884.

Dare, Joseph
By a letter of 4 March 1884, Dare was informed of his
appointment to the keepership, and instructed to take charge
of the light immediately. 30 He was officially appointed by
an Order-in-Council of 19 April 1884.31 On 28 February 1890
Dare's gun went off accidentally while he was shooting at a
mink on the rocks and he was severely injured in the head.
He was taken to the Naval Hospital at Esquimalt and a man,
not named in Department correspondence, was dispatched
immediately to take charge of the light.32 G. Unwin and a
Mr. Waters are known to have replaced Dare during his
recovery.
Dare resumed his duties on 14 June 1890.
On 3 July 1898, while attempting to return to his station,
Dare was accidentally drowned. 35 Dare left a widow who was
incompetent to take charge of the light, and a child.
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Unwin, G.
Unwin was placed in temporary charge during Dare's absence
due to his shooting accident.37 He appears to have been
the first replacement during the three and a half months
that Dare was away.

Waters, Mr.
Mr. Waters had charge of the light at the time that Dare
was sufficiently recovered to resume his duties, and was
instructed by the Department to give up charge of the light
38
to Dare on his return.

Cormack, William
Cormack, an old servant of the Public Works Department, was
placed in temporary charge of the light on 4 July 1898,
39
upon the death of Joseph Dare.
Cormack remained as lightkeeper for 12 days, but he found the life too monotonous,
and preferred to return to his usual occupation as labourer
A A-
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and diver.

Davis, John
Davis replaced Cormack on or about 16 July 1898, and
remained as temporary keeper until 30 September 1898.41

McKenzie, Douglas
An Order-in-Council of 1 September 1898 appointed McKenzie
to the keepership,
but since he was unable to proceed
immediately from Albemi to his new post he did not begin
his duties until 1 October.43 McKenzie wished to resign as
of 31 March 1900, but the Agent of the Department asked in
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a letter of 27 March that he remain until someone else could
be placed in charge.44 The exact date at which McKenzie
left the light is not known.

De a con, An drew
Deacon was appointed Keeper by an Order-in-Council of 10
April 1900, and was requested to take charge as soon as
possible.45 Arthur Beaumont and a Mr. Atkins were approved
as substitutes for Deacon during the Keeper's brief
Afi
absences.
On or about 16 May 1901 Deacon tendered his
resignation, to take effect as soon as a successor could be
. t , 47
appointed.

B e aumon t, Arthur
The Department gave its approval on 13 October 1900 for
Beaumont to substitute for Deacon while the keeper was
absent for a few days.

Atkins, Mr.
Approval was given 28 January [1901] for Atkins to take
charge during Deacon's absence of one week.49

Johnson, George
Johnson was put in charge on 29 June 1901, replacing
Deacon.
He was appointed temporary keeper by an Orderin-Council of 30 July, and his appointment was to date from
1 July 1901.51 In 1907 approval was given for Johnson to
take three months leave of absence, and Alfred Wilkinson
was recommended by the Agent to relieve him during that
52
time.
Because Johnson gave contradictory and unreliable
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evidence in court against the Department's Agent, the
Acting Minister of Marine and Fisheries directed that he
be suspended from duty, and the Agent was informed of
53
this decision by letter of 11 August 1909.
On 21 August
1909 Johnson was instructed by the Agent to turn the
station over to Josiah Gosse.54 Johnson was dismissed by
an Order-in-Council of 28 August 1909.

Wilkinson, Alfred
By letter of 25 April 1901, the Agent recommended to the
Department that Wilkinson be placed in temporary charge
56
during Johnson's absence of three months.

Gosse, Josiah
Gosse replaced Johnson on the 21 or 22 August 1909. 57
He was appointed keeper by an Order-in-Council of 13
58
October 1909.
This last keeper at Fisgard did not devote
his whole time to the lighthouse, but lived and worked on
the mainland and spent only nights at the light.59 Gosse
retired when the light was automated in 192 8. His retirement was effective 15 December 192 8, and was authorized
50
by an Order-m-Council of 21 February 1929.
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Appendix B.

Schedule of Classification of Lights and Fog

Alarm Stations.

[Published in: Canada, Sessional Paper

No. 21: Forty-third Annual Report of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries 1910 Marine, Appendix 1, Sessional
Papers, Vol. 45, No. 3, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1910),
p. 73.]

Class
No.

Description of Aids

Minimum

Annual
Increase

Maximum

Combined Light and
Fog Alarm
Stations
1

2

3

4

5

6

Humane establishments,
power lightships, and
the largest rock
stations
Main sea-coast lights
with fog alarms,
requiring engineer and
two assistants
Main sea-coast lights
with smaller fog
alarms, requiring
engineer and one
assistant
Secondary sea-coast
lights, with smaller
fog alarms, requiring
one engineer and one
assistant
Isolated Gulf stations
with explosive signals,
and other stations
requiring lightkeeper
and one assistant ....
Smaller lightstations
with fog alarms,
requiring one engineer

Varied to suit the several cases.

$1,000

$50

$1,200

800

40

960

680

40

800

610

30

700

540

25

640
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Class
No.

Annual
Description of Aids

Lightstations
7

8

9

10

11

Minimum

Increase

Maximum

Only

Important sea-coast
lights in isolated
positions, including
a few grouped lights .
Revolving sea and lake
coast lights, fixed
lights difficult of
access and grouped
lights
Coast lights involving
boating or isolation.
(In some Ontario
stations, lights are
grouped)
Remoter coast lights
and revolving lights
of minor importance,
with a few grouped
minor lights
Small lights taking
most of a man's time,
usually involving
residence

$450

$20

$530

380

20

460

340

15

400

300

15

360

240

15

300

180

15

240

150

10

180

120

10

150

100

10

130

Minor Stations where
the exclusive
services
of the Keener are not
expected
12

13

14

15

Coast lights and range
lights involving boating or residence
Minor coast lights,
river lights, on piers
and range lights
Small coast lights,
important river lights
and range lights
Smallest coast lights,
river lights involving
care from a distance,
and small range lights
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Class
No.
16

17
18
19

Description of Aids

River lights in somewhat difficult
situation
Smallest river lights
Wharf and fishing
lights
Contract lit lights ..

Minimum

Annual
Increase

Maximum

$80

$5

$100

60

5

80

50
5
Amount of contract.

65

Commentary
This schedule was passed by an Order-in-Council on 24 September 190 8. It was intended to bring uniformity and fairness to the remuneration of lightkeepers. More about the
need for and beneficial results of this classification of
the lights can be found under the heading "Wages and
Benefits" in the chapter "Lifestyle of Lightkeepers."
The variety in the nature and circumstances of lightstations can be seen in the descriptions of the classes.
Fisgard Lighthouse was, as of September 1909 at least,
placed in Class No. 11.
Fisgard keeper Josiah Gosse
appears to have questioned the classification of his light
in a letter to Ralph Smith, Member of Parliament for
Nanaimo, in September 1912. The factors that were taken
into consideration in the classification of such a light
are revealed in the Department's response:
...The Department would not be warranted in
changing the Classification with regard to
Fisgard. It must be remembered that Fisgard is
a Harbour Light less than one half mile from
Esquimalt, that the keeper is not required to
be at the station during the day and can,
therefore, supplement his salary by work outside,
also that the Department provides a dwelling for
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his accommodation and that the duties in connection
with this light are such as can be performed by
a common labourer.
Mr. Gosse compares the salary allowed at
Fisgard with that allowed at Race Rocks and Trial
Island. In connection with this matter, it must
be pointed out that Race Rocks station consists
of a 2nd. Order light and steam fog alarm, the
light being a coast light and the station requiring
the presence of the keeper both day and night,
further, the man in charge of Race Rocks must be
a skilled mechanic and he must pay out of the
salary allowed for a competent assistant while
in the case of Fisgard, the duties are only those
that a common laborer can perform and no assistance
is required. The same argument applies to the
2
Trial Island Lightstation.
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Appendix .C. Instructions for the Lightkeepers of the
Northern Lighthouses. [Published in Alan Stevenson, A
Rudimentary Treatise on the History, Construction and
Illumination of Lighthouses (London: John Weale, 1850).]

I. The Lamps shall be kept burning bright and clear every
night from sunset to sunrise; and in order that the greatest
degree of light may be maintained throughout the night, the
Wicks must be trimmed every four hours, or oftener if
necessary; and the Keeper who has the first watch shall
take care to turn the oil valves so as to let the oil flow
into the Burner a sufficient time before lighting.
II. The Lightkeepers shall keep a regular and constant
Watch in the Light-room throughout the night. The First
Watch shall begin at Sunset, The Lightkeepers are to take
the Watches alternately, in such manner that he who has
the first Watch one night shall have the second Watch next
night. The length or duration of the Watch shall not, in
ordinary cases, exceed four hours; but, during the period
between the months of October and March, both inclusive,
the first Watch shall change at eight o'clock. The Watches
shall at all times be so arranged as to have a shift at
midnight.
III. At Stations where there is only one Light-room,
the daily duty shall be laid out in two departments, and
the Lightkeepers shall change from one department to the
other every Saturday night.
IV. FIRST DEPARTMENT.-The^Lightkeeper who has this department shall, immediately after the morning Watch, polish
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br otherwise cleanse the Reflectors or Refractors till
they are brought to a proper state of brilliancy; he shall
also thoroughly cleanse the Lamps, and carefully dust the
Chandelier. He shall supply the Burners with cotton, the
Lamps with oil, and shall have every thing connected with
the Apparatus in a state of readiness for lighting in the
evening.
V.
SECOND DEPARTMENT.-The Lightkeeper who has this
department shall cleanse the glass of the Lantern, Lampglasses, copper and brass work and utensils, the walls,
floors, and balcony of the Light-room, and the apparatus and
machinery therewith connected; together with the Tower
stairs, passage, doors, and windows, from the Light-room
to the Oil cellar.
VI. For the more effectual cleansing of the glass of
the Lantern, and management of the Lamps at the time of
lighting, both Lightkeepers shall be upon watch throughout the first hour of the first watch every night, during
the winter period, between the first day of October and last
day of March, when they shall jointly do the duty of the
Light-room during that hour. These changes to and from
the double watch shall be intimated by the Keepers in the
Monthly Returns for October and April. The Lightkeepers
must return to the Lighthouse, on all occasions, so as to
be in time to attend the Double Watch at Lighting Time
during the Winter Months.
VII. At those Stations where there are two Light-rooms,
each Lightkeeper shall perform the entire duty of both
departments in that Light-room to which he may be especially
appointed. But after the first hour of the first Watch,
the Lightkeeper who has charge of this watch shall perform
the whole duty of trimming and attending the Lights of both
Light-rooms till the expiry of his watch; and, in like
manner, his successor on the watch shall perform the whole
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duty of both Light-rooms during his watch.
VIII. The Lightkeeper on duty shall on no pretence
whatever, during his watch, leave the Light-room and
balcony, or the passage leading from one Light-room to
another, at stations where there are two Lights. Bells
are provided at each Light-room to enable the Lightkeeper
on duty to summon the absent Lightkeeper; and if at any
time the Lightkeeper on duty shall think the presence or
assistance of the Lightkeeper not on duty is necessary,
he shall call him by ringing his bell, which should be
immediately answered by the return-signal, and the Keeper
so called, should repair to the Light-room without delay.
In like manner, when the watches come to be changed, the
bell shall be rung to call the Lightkeeper next in turn.
After which the Lightkeeper on duty shall, at his
peril,
remain on guard till he is relieved by the Lightkeeper in
person who has the next watch.
IX. Should the bell of the Lightkeeper, whose turn it
is to mount guard, happen to be in an unserviceable state,
the other house-bell shall be used, and some of the
inmates of that house shall call the Lightkeeper not on
duty, so as by all means to avoid leaving the Light-room
without a constant watch during the night.
X. The Principal Lightkeeper is held responsible for
the safety and good order of the Stores, Utensils, and
Apparatus of what kind soever; and for every thing being
put to its proper use, and kept in its proper place. He
shall take care that none of the stores or materials are
wasted, and shall observe the strictest economy, and the
most careful management, yet so as to maintain in every
respect the best possible light.
XI. The Principal Lightkeeper shall daily serve out
the allowance of Oil and other Stores for the use of the
Light-room. The Oil is to be measured by the Assistant,
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at the sight of the Principal Lightkeeper. The Lightkeepers are on no account to leave the Turning-keys
attached to the Cranes of the Oil Cisterns, after drawing
Oil, but shall remove and deposit them on the Tray beside
the Oil measures,
XII. The Lightkeeper shall keep a daily Journal of the
quantity of Oil expended, the routine of their duty, and
the state of the Weather, embodying any other remarks that
may occur. These shall be written in the Journal-Books,
to be kept at each Station for the purpose, at the periods
of the day when they occur, as they must on no account be
trusted to memory. On the first day of each month they
shall make up and transmit to the Engineer a return, which
shall be an accurate copy of the Journal for the preceding
month.
XIII. The Lightkeepers are also required to take notice
of any Shipwreck which shall happen within the district
of the Lighthouse, and to enter an account thereof, according to the prescribed form, in a Book furnished to each
Station for this purpose; and in such account they shall
state whether the Light was seen by any one on board the
shipwrecked Vessel and recognized by them, and how long it
was seen before the Vessel struck. A copy of this entry
shall form the Shipwrecked Return, to be forthwith forwarded to the Engineer. When any application is made to
the Lightkeepers for information as to shipwrecks in the
neighbourhood of the Station, or as to the state of the
weather, or the management and arrangement of the Lighthouses, they are to direct the applicants to communicate
with the Engineer or Secretary of the BOARD in Edinburgh.
XIV. A Book, containing a note of the Vessels passing
each Lighthouse, shall be kept; and an annual Schedule,
shewing the number of Vessels in each month, shall be sent
to the Engineer in the month of January.
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XV. The Monthly and Shipwreck Returns are to be written
by the Assistant, and the accompanying letters by the
Principal Lightkeeper. The whole shall be carefully
compared, and the additions of the various columns tested
by both Lightkeepers who shall also sign the same as
correct, according to the printed form, and the Principal
Keeper shall despatch by post to the Engineer as soon as
possible. The accounts presented at the Lighthouses are
to be carefully examined and checked by both Lightkeepers,
before being sent to the Engineer.
XVI. For each Station there shall be at least one person
resident near the Lighthouse, who shall be fully instructed
in the whole practice of the Light-room duty, and shall
come under an agreement to be always ready to take the
place of either Keeper in case of sickness or other
emergency. This person shall be called the "Occasional
Keeper;" and he shall be duly instructed in the duty, and
qualified for this trust by a residence in the Lighthouse,
and course of training in the whole of the duty during not
less than three weeks for the Reflecting, and four weeks
for the Refracting Lights. For the purpose of keeping up
the practical knowledge of the "Occasional Keeper," he shall
be annually called in by the Principal Lightkeeper to do
duty for a fortnight in the month of January; and the same
shall be stated in the Monthly Letter. At inaccessible
Stations, where there are two "Occasional Keepers," they
shall each serve a fortnight in January, and shall, as much
as possible, be called in alternately to do duty.
XVII. The Principal Lightkeeper is held responsible for
the regularity of the Watches throughout the night, for the
cleanliness and good order of the Reflecting or Refracting
Apparatus, Machinery, and Utensils, and for the due performance of the whole duty of the Light-room or Light-rooms,
as the case may be,whether performed by him personally, or
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by the Assistant.
XVIII. The Principal Lightkeeper is also held responsible
for the good order and condition of the Household Furniture
belonging to the Lighthouse Board, as well in his own as in
the Assistant's house. This duty extends also to the cleanliness of the several apartments, passages, stairs, roofs,
water-cisterns, storerooms, workshops, privies, ash-pits
of the dwelling-houses, offices, court, and immediate
access to the Lighthouse.
XIX. The Lightkeepers shall endeavour to keep in good
order and repair the Dykes enclosing the Lighthouse grounds,
the Landing-places and Roads leading from thence to the
Lighthouse, and the Drains therewith connected; together
with all other things placed under their charge.
XX. When stores of any kind are to be landed for the use
of the Lighthouse, the Lightkeepers shall attend and give
their assistance. The Principal Lightkeeper must, upon
these occasions, satisfy himself, as far as possible, of
the quantity and condition of the Stores received, which
must be duly entered in the Store-book and Monthly Returnbook.
XXI. The Lightkeepers are to make a Report of the
quality of the Stores, in the Monthly Return for March
annually, or earlier should circumstances render this
necessary; and this Report must proceed upon special trial
of the several Cisterns of Oil and the other stores in
detail, both at the time of receiving them and after the
experience of the winter months.
XXII. At all Stations where Peat Fuel is in use, there
must be such a quantity of Peats provided, that the Stock
of the former year shall be a sufficient supply to the end
of the current year.
XXIII. Should the supply of any of the Lighthouse Stores
at any time appear to the Principal Lightkeeper to be
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getting short, so as thereby to endanger the regular
appearance of the Light, he shall immediately intimate the
same to the Engineer; and he must be guided by prudence in
reducing the stated number of Burners until a supply be
received.
XXIV. The Lightkeepers are prohibited from carrying on
any trade or business whatever. They are also prohibited
from having any boarders or lodgers in their dwellinghouses, and from keeping dogs at the Lighthouse establishments .
XXV. The Lightkeepers are also directed to take care
that no smuggled goods are harboured or concealed in any
way in or about the Lighthouse premises or grounds.
XXVI. The Lightkeepers have permission to go from home
to draw their salaries, and also to attend church. The
Assistant Lightkeeper, on all occasions of leave or
absence, must consult the Principal Lightkeeper as to the
proper time for such leave, and obtain his consent; in like
manner, the Principal Lightkeeper shall duly intimate his
intention of going from home to the Assistant Lightkeeper;
-it being expressly ordered that only one Lightkeeper shall
be absent from the Lighthouse at one and the same time.
XXVII. While the Principal Lightkeeper is absent, or is
incapacitated for duty by sickness, the full charge of the
Light-room duty and of the premises shall devolve upon the
Assistant, who shall in that case have access to the keys
of the Lightroom stores, and be held responsible in all
respects as the Principal Lightkeeper; and in case of the
incapacity of either Lightkeeper the assistance of the
Occasional Lightkeeper shall be immediately called in, and
notice of the same given to the Engineer. Notice to be
taken of any such occurrences in the Monthly Return, or by
special letter to the Engineer, should circumstances
render this necessary.
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XXVIII. The Lightkeepers are required to be sober and
industrious, cleanly in their persons and linens, and orderly
in their families. They must conduct themselves with
civility to strangers, by shewing the premises, at such
hours as do not interfere with the proper duties of their
office; it being expressly understood, that strangers shall
not be admitted into the Light-room after sunset. But no
money or other gratuity shall be taken from strangers on any
pretence whatever.
XXIX. Frequent intimations having been made in the newspapers as to Pleasure Excursions to Islands on which Lighthouse Establishments are placed, and representations having
been made of the danger of injury to the Lighting Apparatus
from parties crowding the Light-room, it is hereby directed
that, when more than twelve persons visit a Station, the
Light-room and Lighting Apparatus shall not be open to
inspection; and it is further directed, that not more than
three strangers shall have access to any Light-room at one
and the same time. The Lightkeepers must not on any
pretext admit persons in a state of intoxication. The
Lighthouse Establishments are not to be open to the public
on Sunday. No stranger visiting a Light-room shall be
permitted to handle any part of the Apparatus, or make
Drawings, or to take any Dimensions, unless he shall
produce a written authority for so doing from an Officer of
the Board.
XXX. The Lightkeepers are to appear in their Uniformdress when any of the Commissioners or Principal Officers
visit a Station, and also on Sunday;-on which day, at noon,
the weather permitting, the Lighthouse flag shall be hoisted
by the Assistant Lightkeeper, or in his absence by the
Principal Lightkeeper, when it shall remain displayed until
sunset.
XXXI. In collecting the Accounts due to tradesmen and
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others near the Station at the Half-yearly Terms, the
Principal Keeper must send the exact Address of the parties
to whom money is to be paid, so that an order for payment
may reach them directly from the Office. There are also
issued two Papers, one of which is called "List of Accounts
delivered," and the other "Account of Sums claimed."
The first Paper must contain a list of the small Sums
mentioned below, and his own customary claims. In the
second Paper the Keeper will enter his own claims in
detail, the amount of which will also be entered in the
first; and he will, at the same time, give a copy of the
Form to the Assistant for the entry of his claims. The
Principal Keeper will send direct to the Engineer all other
Accounts incurred for Work done at the Lighthouse, as soon
as the Work is completed,
without waiting till the end of
the half-year. The Half-yearly List will thus not include
any small Accounts, such as those for Washing, Carriage of
Letters and Parcels, Rents of Seats in Church, Shoeing of
Horse, and other small customary charges from the Keepers.
XXXII. In the event of any neglect occurring in the
performance of any part of the duties required from a
Lightkeeper, the offending party shall, jointly
with the
other Lightkeeper or Lightkeepers at the Station, send
immediate notice of the curcumstance to the Engineer; and,
in the event of one party refusing or neglecting to concur
in giving this intimation, the others (whether Principals
or Assistants) shall proceed to give the notice in their
own names.
XXXIII. The breach of any of the foregoing Rules and
Instructions shall subject the Lightkeepers to dismissal,
or to such other punishment as the nature of the offence
may require.
XXXIV. It is recommended that the Principal Lightkeeper or other Principal Officer at the respective Light-
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houses for the time being, shall, every Sunday, perform the
service pointed out for the inmates, by reading a portion
of the Scriptures, and any other religious book furnished
by the Board, and the prayer composed for their use by the
Rev. Dr Brunton, one of the Ministers of Edinburgh, or
other Prayers in any work furnished by the Board. For this
purpose, the Principal Lightkeeper shall invite the
families to assemble at noon in the Visting Officers's room.
XXXV. The Lightkeepers are to observe that the above
general Regulations are without prejudice to any more
special Instructions which may be made applicable to any
particular Lighthouse, or to such orders as may from time
to time be issued by the Engineer.
XXXVI. As the Commissioners have no power to make provisions for the widows and children of persons in their
service, they directed, by Minute of 5th February 1839,
that in lieu thereof, the sum of £3 per annum be added to
each Lightkeeper's Salary, to be retained, and applied
towards effecting an Insurance on his Life, under the
following Regulations, which are here repeated for the
information and guidance of the Lightkeepers:1. That the sum retained for Insurance shall in no
event be payable to or assignable by any Lightkeeper,
or attachable by his creditors.
2. That the addition made to the Lightkeeper's
Salaries shall be employed in paying an annual premium
on a Policy of Insurance on their respective lives, for
such a sum as can be obtained for such premium, in
reference to the age of the party insured; the policy
for such insurance to be taken in name of the Commissioners, and the sums contained in them to be
payable to the Commissioners after the death of the
Lightkeeper.
3. That it shall be competent to every Lightkeeper, at
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any time during his life, by any writing under his
hand, either in the form of a letter to the Secretary,
or otherwise, to direct in what manner he would wish
the sum arising from his Policy of Insurance, at his
death, to be applied for the benefit of his wife and
family; but it is to be understood that the BOARD
consider it inexpedient that in any case they should
retain the sum coming into their hands for behoof of
such widow or family; and that in the event of no
written directions being left, the BOARD will apply
such sums for behoof of the widow or family, one or
both, at their discretion, in such way as they may
think most beneficial, without having regard to the
manner in which such sums might fall to be divided at
common law.
4. That in the event of no such directions for behoof
of the widow and family being left by the Lightkeeper,
the Policies, and sums arising from them, shall be held
by the BOARD exclusive of the creditors or other
assignees of the deceased Lightkeeper, the object being
to provide a fund to the widow and family, where such
are left.
5. That in the event of any Lightkeeper being at any
time dismissed from, or leaving, the service of the
BOARD, he is to have no claim on the Policy, nor for
the annual premiums paid, nor for its value,-the same,
in that case, being entirely at the disposal of the
BOARD; with power to them, nevertheless, if they shall
see cause, to give up the Policy to the party dismissed
or leaving the service, or to his family, or to give
its value, or otherwise to dispose of it.
6. That in the event of any Lightkeeper dying, and
leaving no wife and family, the BOARD will still apply
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the sums coming into their hands in terms of any
written directions he may leave; but failing such, and,
on his dying intestate, the BOARD will leave the Insurance
Office to settle with his next of kin according to the
usual forms of law.
7. That from the Salary of every Lightkeeper hereafter
entering the service, a sum of £3 shall be retained
annually to effect an Insurance on his life, subject to
the above conditions.
XXXVII. These Instructions are to be read in the Lightroom by the Principal Lightkeeper, in the hearing of
his Assistant, on the term days, before drawing his
salary; and notice of such reading taken in the Monthly
Returns.
(Signed)

ALAN STEVENSON,
Engineer.

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF NORTHERN LIGHTHOUSES,
EDINBURGH, 12th

December

1849.

Commentary
It would appear that it was from these, or perhaps a later
edition of these "Instructions" that W.B. Pearse compiled
the instructions that were first issued to the keepers of
Fisgard and Race Rocks lighthouses.
A comparison of these instructions with those presented
in Appendix E gives a sense of the differences, for the
lightkeeper, between working under a British or a Canadian
system. For example, the watches as described above were
organized so that the light was attended and could be maintained at maximum efficiency throughout its hours of
burning. Canadian lights, in contrast, were sometimes left
unattended (see 6th item in Appendix E ) .
References to lightkeepers being given leave on a
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rotational basis, an Occasional Keeper to assume duty in
the event of illness of a regular keeper, and provision for
a life insurance policy to benefit families of deceased
keepers indicate that the Board of Northern Lighthouse
Commissioners in Britain was concerned for the well-being
of its employees.
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Appendix D.

Optical Portion of Inspection of Lighthouses.

The following instructions are included in: Alfred P.
Ryder, Heads of Enquiry into the State and Condition of
Lighthouses with Explanatory Notes, for the Use of
Authorities having charge of Lighthouses, and for the
Information of Lighthouse Keepers &c, (London: Harrison
and Sons, nd.).
This publication was forwarded to the colonies of
Vancouver Island and British Columbia in a circular dated
29 February 1864.^

I.

Requisites.
(1) String; (2) Foot-rule (ivory, graduated
decimally); (3) Small Level; (4) Focus
indicator.
A small instrument designed by Mr. Faraday to enable
the exact position of the focus of a lens above the
burner to be measured,but a card will answer the same
purpose.
The focus may be too near the glass, or too far
from it, for the position of the lamp, and the image of
the sea horizon may be found too low or too high with
reference to the flame.
(5) Compasses; (6) MS. Book; (7) Plumb line;
(8) Pocket Compass.
II. Take off chimney and screw up wicks.
(a)
If the wick has not been cut since the lamp
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was extinguished, note if there is an excessive depth of
charred wick, which is an indication of an insufficient
amount of overflow. Enquire how often the lamp is
trimmed during the night.
(b)
The French and Scotch keepers, owing to
the great overflow from their mechanical lamps keeping
the wick cool and uncharred, never trim their lamps
during the night.
(a)
The overflow of oil is from twice to three
times as much as is consumed.
III. Light lamp; replace chimney.
(a)
Keep the wick low at first, and allow the
lamp twenty minutes to burn up, during which time
answers can be obtained to questions.
(b)
When the flame is in its normal state,
measure the height of the flame above the burner, top of
wick above burner, top of flame spikes above burner,
and register them.
(a)
The top of the flame should never be
allowed to burn red, as smoke is the result.
(d)
The management of the flame so that it
shall constantly burn bright, clear, high, and in so
doing consume its maximum amount of oil, is the most
important part of a Keeper's duties, and requires
considerable experience and constant care and attention,
even with well constructed apparatus.
IV. Extinguish lamp and screw wick up again to position
when lighted.
V. Ascertain position of focus in reference to
burner.
(a)
The position on a vertical line of the
brightest horizontal section of a flame varies in
different flames, but is at the same height in the same
lamp when the flame is at the same height. The lenses
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should be so adjusted that the sea-horizon focus of each
of them is at the bottom of this brightest section. It
is necessary to distinguish between the central focus
which send out parallel rays at right angles to the
inner surface of the lens, and the sea-horizon focus,
which is found on a line inclined to the lens, in a
vertical plane, at an angle equal to the complement of
the dip.
(b)
If the light revolves, ascertain centre
of two opposite lenses, and, if light is fixed, the
centre of two opposite lenticular panels, and stretch
a line across from one to the other; repeat this at
right angles. The point of intersection should be the
common central focus of the lenses; note the distance
of this above the burner. To facilitate this there
should be four small metal eye-bolts permanently
attached to frame; the intersection of two cross lines
attached to them should be the common central focus.
In Scotch Lighthouses these eye-bolts are so placed
that the intersection of the lines mark the position
at which the centre of top of burner is to be maintained.
(a)
The burner, from frequent cleaning and
scraping, will always be losing in height, and
therefore depressing the flame in respect of the foci
of the lenses. This can only be effectually remedied
by gradually raising the lamp, maintaining the proper
distance between the focus and the burner with great
care.
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(d)
Table 1. The Normal Distance that the
Burner should be Below the Central Focus

Orders

1st Order
2nd ditto

At Home,
under careful
Superintendence
of experienced
Keepers

.. 1.2 in.
. . 1.1

3rd ditto
.. 1.0
Argand Fountain . . 0.9

Abroad,
if constant careful
Superintendence
cannot
be obtained

1.1 in.
1.0
0.9
0.7

(e)
The necessity of adjusting lamps for Lighthouses abroad by the second column in Table 1, arises
from the difficulty which has been experienced in securing
the services of men who will pay constant attention
throughout a long night to maintain the flame at its
maximum height. Under such circumstances the distances
in the second column must be used for safety to diminish
the risk of the flame dropping below the focus, and
practically becoming almost extinct by sending nearly
all its most important rays to the sky. The Messrs. Chance
adjust their lamps by the second Table. If the light is to
be elevated over 100 feet above the sea (see Table 2).
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Table 2.

Correction of Position of Lamp for Dip of Sea-

Horizon, when the Latter is Considerable
Table 2 gives the height that the lamp must be raised
above its normal position (owing to the dip of the seahorizon) when the light is 100 feet and over above the sea.

H e i g h t of
Light
above t h e
Sea,
in feet

100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
580
600

First
Millimetres

Inches

I l l u m i n a t i n g App;a r a t u s
Tll i r d
Se cond
Inches Millimetires Inches
Millimetr es

2.608
2.857
3.086
3.299
3.499
3.688
3.868
4.040
4.205
4.364
4.517
4.665
4.808
4.948
5.084
5.216
5.344
5.470
5.593
5.714
5.831
5.946
6.060
6.171
6.280
6.388

0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.24
0.25
0.25

1.984
2.174
2.348
2.510
2.662
2.806
2.943
3.074
3.199
3.320
3.437
3.549
3.659
3.765
3.868
3.969
4.066
4.162
4.256
4.347
4.437
4.524
4.611
4.696
4.778
4.860

Orde r of

0.08
0.09
0.09
0.1

0.10
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.19

1.417
1.553
0.677
1.793
1.902
2.004
2.102
2.196
2.285
2.372
2.455
2 . 5 35
2.613
2.689
2.76 3
2.835
2.904
2.973
3.039
3.105
3.169
3.2 32
3.293
3.354
3.413
3.472

0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.14
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NOTE.-The lamp is in its normal position when (the illuminating apparatus or the lenses being vertical) the central
foci of the lenses or rings are in the lowest part of the
brightest horizontal section of the normal flame. If the
sea-horizons had no dip the rays from the lowest part of
the brightest section would be sent to the horizon, and the
remainder of them distributed over the sea; but the dip of
the sea-horizon, when considerable, necessitates some
additional elevation in the position of the lamp with
reference to the central foci, otherwise many of the
brightest rays will be wasted on the sky.
Table 2 is given here for the information of Lighthouse
authorities who may intend to purchase illuminating
apparatus, and points out the necessity of informing the
constructors what the height of the light above the water
will be. It shows how much the lamp ought to be raised above
its normal position (as given in Table 1) owing to the dip
of the sea-horizon. Example:Illuminating Apparatus, 1st Order, for a Colony.
Height of light above sea
..
..
..
420 feet
From Table 1, we learn that normal distance of
burner below the central focus would be ..
1.1 in.
From Table 2, we learn that lamp must be
elevated above normal position to bring
the lowest part of the brightest section
to the sea-horizon focus
..
..
.2 in.
Corrected distance of burner below central )
focus
..
..
•• \

.9 in.

But it must be distinctly understood that if the
Lighthouse authorities, when ordering the apparatus, did not
inform the constructors what the height of the light above
the sea would be, it will not be safe for the former to
direct that the lamp be raised the amount of the correction,
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as by so doing the edge of the burner may cover the foci of
one or more of the lower prisms and exclude all light from
them. The proper step to be taken is to inform the Lighthouse engineer, or the constructor, and consult him on the
subject. In high Lighthouses, if no allowance has been made
for the dip, the lower prisms will probably have to be readjusted. One of the best tests of the proper adjustment
of the lamp, lenses, and prisms is, for an observer to
proceed in a vessel to a distance of some few miles from
the Lighthouse, and then with a powerful telescope look at
the light: rays should be seen from all the intermediate
rings, lenses, or prisms, &c. The light should have the
appearance of a narrow vertical beam if it be a fixed light
apparatus, and, if revolving, the surface of each holophotal
panel should, when turned towards the distant observer,
appear throughout its whole extent to be filled with light.
If the revolving light be produced by reflectors, then every
part of the reflectors should appear filled with light when
they are directed to the distant observer. If any of the
prisms are out of adjustment, they will show no light.
(f)
To ascertain whether the lamp retains its
accurate adjustment with regard to the foci, place the eye
in rear of burner, and look at opposite band or lens, the
image of the horizon (sea) will be seen, raise or lower the
focus indicator to the image, or mark its position on a
card, then move the indicator or card backwards or forwards
until it is found that the image will remain in the same
place whether the eye be raised or lowered. This is the
position of the sea-horizon focus. Note its height above
the burner.
(g)
If focus does not plumb centre of apparatus,
measure horizontal eccentricity of focus.
(In) Act similarly in regard to the totally
reflecting prisms, ascertaining the position with reference
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to flame and burner of their sea-horizon foci.
(i)
The sea horizon focus of the totally
reflecting upper prisms should be 5/10 of an inch behind the
vertical axis of illuminating apparatus, and 1.3 inches above
the burner, so as not to waste light on the sky; and for
the same reason the focus of the lower prisms should be
1.6 inches in front of the axis, and about 9/10 of an
inch above the burner.
(k)
In the same manner the position of each
prism focus can be ascertained and recorded.
(I)
Similar directions in regard to the argand
burners and the mirrors of catoptric apparatus.
(m)
If the focus of the lens is above, or that
of prism below, the brighter section of the flame, the best
rays will be sent to the sky and wasted; but any attempt at
re-adjustment of the lenses should be made only after a
consultation with a Lighthouse Engineer.
(n)
The foci of the rings in a revolving light,
and of the belts in a fixed light, should coincide with the
focus of the central lens or band.
(o)
The proper position of the foci, with regard
to centre of the upper edge of the burner, should be noted
on the first page of the journal, so that if the lamp is out
of position, it can be readjusted by the Inspector; and any
error discovered by the keeper should be instantly reported
by him to his superior authority, who should inform the
Lighthouse Engineer, who should re-adjust whatever may be
out of adjustment.
(p)
In hazy weather a false sea-horison will
often mislead the observer. It is therefore advisable that
lamps should be adjusted by the sea-horizon only on the
brightest and clearest day. In the case of a revolving
light, a mark on the land might be used, if there is any
sufficiently high and near.
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VI. Ascertain if the illuminating apparatus is vertical,
by holding a plumb line in centre of upper metallic ring,
and see if it passes through centre of apparatus.
In iron lighthouses in the tropics the building may
be expected to be unequally affected by the sun's rays,
and thrown more or less out of the perpendicular.
When there are reflectors their vertical position
may be ascertained by plummet. I visited lately a most
important catoptric Lighthouse, lit by nine argand lamps,
and ascertained that every lamp had been for many years
purposely tilted back from 2 to 3 degrees by the insertion
of a small piece of wood under the front part of the lamp,
the object being (so the Keeper said) to keep the oil from
boiling over.
VII. Ascertain whether the platform is level by placing
spirit level in different places.
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7«. DIRECTIONS FOR THE KEEPERS OF LIGHTHOUSES.
Introduced by Permission of the Mcttri.

Steventon.

(«) Oreat care should be bestowed in keeping everything minutes before the time of extinguishing. These argand
connected with a Lighthouse in proper efficiency; tho optical lamps arc generally trimmed once during the night, when
apparatus, consisting of reflectors, lenses, or prisms, suffers colza oil is used ; but they require it oftcner with spctm. A
materially from the reflect of dust in injuring its polish, and sinking of tho flame is tho indication that it is required.
the proper burning of the lamps is impaired by a want of
(wj The compound wick mechanical lamps being all condue attention to their cleanliness and the state of the wicka
structed to give a plentiful overflow (from three to four times
The following general directions may be found useful:—
the quantity consumed), the wicks char but slowly, and the
(1) Metallic Reflectors.—In lighthouses where metallic lamp should bum when in good order the whole night without
reflectors are employed, they should always be carefully dusted the wicks requiring to be touched when colza oil is used,
with a feather or fine brush before being burnished; and When, however, the flame is seen to be sinking, the lamp mutt
reticular care should be taken that the chamois skins nsed be trimmed. This is done by the trimming-hooks, which are
in rubbing them be perfectly free from dust or gritty par- passed up the air spnecs of the burner, and used to knock oft*
ticles. Without such precautions the cleansing process will and pick out the charred wicki piecemeal. In all cases
only tend to scratch the reflectors.
where tho apparatus is illuminated by a single central burner,
it) The great art of keeping reflectors clean consists in a spore burner, trimmed and ready for lighting, should be
the daily, patient, and skilful application of manual labour in kept in tho lightroom, with coupling-plyers, so that it may
rubbing tlicir surfaces, beginning at the centre, and gradually at once be applied should anything go wrong with the burner,
working outwards with a circular motion of the hand. No and tho Liverpool or temporary lamp should also be kept
damp or wet substance should ever be applied, to metallic V trimmed and in good burning order, in oase anything should
reflectors. If their lustre becomes dim, a little prepared interrupt the working of the pumps. In preparing toe wicks
rouge, of the finest description, in tho state of an impalpable for lighting, they must be kept perfectly smooth and level;
powder, may be employed on the chamois skin as a polisher.
and after being used a night, the canned nart must be cut
(d) If spare metallic reflectors have long lain unused, away before they are relit.
sod have consequently become covered with a thick and dark
(h) In muking new pump-leathers for the mechanical lamp,
costing of oxide, rouge mixed with oil may first be asjplied the following directions must be attended to:—Before placing
to remove the film of oxide; after which, dry rougo should the skin in the press, cut a piceo 10f by 8 J inches, and steep
bo dusted on, end the reflector polished in the usual manner it in colza oil for an hour. Then; alter cleaning it by a light
with a dry and toft chamois skin.
rub on both sides with cotton waste, press it in the usual
if) Guise Lenses or Prisms,—In Lighthouses where glass manner, taking care to punch it accurately for the screws of
lenses or prisms are used, they should be cleaned every day, the press. Bring down the press very slowly and equally all
being first freed from dust by n fenthcr or other soft brush, over—not less time than one hour should be taken to bring
sod then robbed with a soft chamois skin free from anything' down tho press; thereafter tho skin should be allowed to
that would injure the polish of the glass. If tho glass remain one hour .in the press before it is finally placed in the
becomes greasy, it should first be washed with a linen cloth chambers.
steeped in spirit of wine, thereafter carefully dried with a
(i) Machinery.—Jn all Lighthouses where machinery is
toft and dry linrn rubber free from all dust or gritty par- employed to propel revolving lights, or to work mechanical
ticles, and finally rubbed with a fine chamois skin. The lamps, it should be kept scrupulously clean, and all working
rubbers used for the glnsswork must also be free from grease. surfaces should be regularly and carefully oiled.
It may sometimes be nrwtssary to ur.c a liltlo fine rougo with
(!) If the machine il»< •-.••< go well, and there is no very
a chamois skin for restoring any deficiency of polish which obvious cause, it will generally ho found that tho end of tho
may occur; but in well-managed dioptrio Lighthouses this flyshaft or its footstep it " cutting." The footsteps are easily
application will seldom be necessary,
shifted, and tho flyshaft can generally bo smoothed on tho
if) Lamps.—Tho brass work of the lumps Jt to be kept oil-stone; but if it bo much injured, the spare one should bo
clean by polishing with fine rotten-stone. Great core, should put in and the damaged ono sent to a proper workman.
be taken that the lamps aro accurately in tho focus of the
if) Windows.—Tho windows of the lantern should be reguilluminating apparatus, and that tho flow of oil is such that larly cleaned every day, and washed with water when necesa *pro|>cr height of flame is maintained in conformity with sary, to remove sen-spray or other obstructions to tho passage
tho diagram, which should bo framed and hung up in tho of tho light, and for tho same reason they should ho rubbed,
Light-room. If the flnmo cannot bo maintained to tho during tho night when they become obscured by condensation
standard. height, the Keeper should immediately cxamino . or " sweating." Tho Keepers should tako core, by opening
whether or not this is duo to want of cleanliness of the doors or otherwise, to admit a sufficient supply of air to
burner, want of proper flow of oil, or any imperfection in tho insure tho proper burning of tho lights anu* prevent condenwicks or oil, or tho draft of tho lump chimney. Tho wioks sation. The storm-panes should always bo kept in readiness
should bo gradually raised, during tho first twenty minutes for immediate use, in ease of accident.
of^ burning, to tho level of { inch above the burners—-a
D. It T. STEVENSON,
height which should not be exceeded. In argand lamps the
^Civil Engineers, Edinburgh.
oil should bo turned on ten minutes before tho time of lighting ; and to prevent overflow it should be turned off tan
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76. DIRECTIONS FOR THE KEEPERS OF HARBOUR LIGHTS IN SCOTLAND
AND THE ISLE OF MAN,
Drawn- up by Mtttrt. U. and T. Slovenian, cubmiued to. and approved by, the Commimiontri of Northern Liahthauem,.
under the Act lie} 26 Viet^ cap. 63.
Groat care should bo bestowed in keeping everything
connected with a Lighthouse in proper efficiency i the optical
apparatus, consisting of glass lenses and prisms, or metallic
reflectors, suffers materially from the effect of dust in injuring
its polish, and tho proper burning of the lamps is impaired by
a want of due attention to their cleanliness, and the state of
the wicks. Tho tower, light-room, and apparatus, ought all
to be kept scrupulously clean. The following general directions may bo found useful:—
Metallic BefLwtort.—In Lighthouses where metallic reflectors are employed, they should always be carefully dusted
With a feather or oyhcr fine brush before being burnished, and
particular care should bo token that the chamois skins used
in rubbing them' bo perfectly free from damp, dust, or
gritty particles. To insure this the skins should be always
kept in a close case or box. Without such precautions the
attempts to polish will only tend to scratch the reflectors.
The great art of keeping reflectors brilliant, consist in the
daily, patient, and skilful application of manual labour in
rubbing their surfaces with three different chamois skins,
beginning at tho centre, and gradually working outwards
with a circular motion of the hand. The first chamois skin
should be lightly dusted with prepared rouge of the finest
kind, kept in a small doublo bag of muslin. The second and
third should hare no rouge, and tho third should be done in
a light and quick manner. No damp or wet substance should
erer bo applied to silrercd reflectors
If spare silrercd reflectors hare long lain unused, and hare
consequently bocorno covered with a thick and dark coating
of oxide, rouge mixed with olive oil, may first bo applied to
remove the film of oxidK; after which, dry rougo should be
dusted on, and tho reflector polished in the usual manner with a
dry and soft chamois skin. Where tho reflectors are of zinc
or brass, use the finest kind of rot-stono, which should be
obtained in lumps, and scraped down as required, and used
with water. The reflectors should be afterwards rubbed with
fino a biting, which will of itself bo sufficient in ordinary cases.
Gl-iti Lancet or Priimt.—Where glass lensoa, or prisms
are used, they should be made clean ovcry day; being first
cleared of dust by a feather or other soft brush, and then
rubbed with a soft chamois akin, free from anything that
vaguld injure tho polish of the gloss. If tho glass becomes
greasy, it should first be washed with a linen cloth steeped in
mcthyllated spirit of wino, thereafter carefully dried with a
soft and dry linon rubber, perfectly freo from all dust or gritty
particles, and finally rubbed with a fino chamois skin. Tho
rubbers used for tho glass work must also bo froo from grease.
It may sometimes bo necessary to use a little fine rougo, with
a chamois skin, for restoring say deficiency of. polish which
may occur; hut in well-managed dioptrio Lighthouses this
application will teldom if ever bo required.
The Aryand Oil Lampt with Fountain/ —The brass work
of tho lamps is to bo kept clean by polishing with fino rotten
stone. Great earo should Ire taken that the lamps are neeu-,
rately in. tho focus of tho illuminating apparatus, and that tho
flow of oil is such that a proper height of flamo is maintained.
If the parts should lieeomo loose, a skilled artificer should Ik)
employed to rcctifytho defect. If tho llaino cannot ho maintained to tho standard height, the keeper should immediately
cxamino whether or not this is duo to want of cleanliness of
tho burner, want of proper flow of oil, or any imperfection it)
,fbo wicks or oil, or tho draft of tho Ismp.ohimnoy,

The wicks should bo gradually raised, during tho first
twenty minutes of burning, to tho level of \ inch above tho
burners a height which should not be exfseded. The oil
should be tnrned On ten minutes before the time of lighting.
These Argand lamps are generally " coaled" once daring the
night when colza oil is used; but they require it oftcner with
sperm. A sinking of the flame is the indication that it in
required. In preparing the wioks for lighting, they matt bo
out perfectly smooth and level; and after being used a night,
tho charred part must be cut away before they are relit.
Spare Lamp.—Where there is bnt one reflector or lens
light, a spare lamp, ready trimmed and made to fit accurately
to the proper focus, ought always to ho kept in the lightroom, in caw of accident to tho regular lamp.
Gar.—Where gas is used there ought to be a water tap
fixed at the lowest part of the pipe, and the water should
be frequently let off, and not allowed to accumulate, especially
during tho winter months. The burners or gas jets should
be frequently renewed.
Glau Chimntyt.—A fall supply of glass chimneys shonkT
be kept in the tower. They ought always to be made of the
proper Lighthouse form. If thor should become discoloured'
they made be made clean with avvet cloth and a little soda
or common salt, great care being taken to wash them in
warm water, at tho adherence of salt to the glass is apt to
occasion breakage after lighting.
Coloured Lighlc—When red or green lights are shovrn^tha
effect shoulda be. produced by coloured flat panes, or by
coloured glass muptee, which are oylindVrs placed outside of.
tho glass chimneys. Tho coloured light ought never to be
produced by a common coloured glass chimney, unless the
keeper watches constantly nil night, because if the glass
chimney were to break during the night the light would
change its colour and show white. A proper reserved stock
of coloured panes or muffles ought always to bo on hand
in the tower.
Apparatue.—In all cases, whether- the apparatus be of
glass or metal, it should bo fixed " dead" to some pormancnt
fixture in the light-room or the lantern, so that the axis of the
beam of light, will always point in tho desired direction.
Yfindowe.—The windows of tho lantern should be made
clean regularly every day, and washed with water when
necessary, to remove sea-spray or other obstructions to the
passage of the light; and for the samo reason they should bs
rubbed during tho night if thoy beenmo obscured by oondcar
sation or "sweating." The keepers should take care, by
having a sufficient numlier of apertures fitted with tubes in
tho lantorn, to admit a sufficient supply of air to insure the
pro|Xir burning of tho lights, and prevent condensation. Spare
panes, out to tho proper sixe, to suit tho astragals should
always bo kept on hand in case of accident.
Tower.—Tho insido of tower walls, stair, and light-room,
should 1M painted with white, load, and ought to ho kept as
free as possible from sandy particles or dnst, and should bar
' frequently swept down anil washed. The floor of th* lightroom should bo covered with oil-cloth, to provost the lodgment of dust. There ought never to bo mora than two
persons allowed in tlio light-room at tho samo time, and the
towor door should be always kept leaked when the keeper
leaves.
EDWSUBOK, Fee.

1668.
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Appendix E. Rules and Instructions for the Guidance of
Lighthouse-keepers and of Engineers in Charge of Steam Fog
Alarms in the Dominion of Canada; Together with Some Medical
Directions for the Use of Lightkeepers, Etc., At Remote
Stations, by [Department of Marine and Fisheries], 1875.

The safety of life and security of property whilst employed
in the navigation of the waters and in the fisheries of the
Dominion of Canada depending so much upon the efficiency and
perfection of the Light-houses and the faithful and skilful
performance of the duties of the Light-house Keepers, the
following Rules and Instructions are issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries to impart such needed information as will allow Light-house Keepers no excuse for neglecting or improperly performing their important and responsible
duties:1st. The lamps are to be kept lighted from sunset or
dusk to sunrise or clear daylight. In case of fog, or
darkness from other causes, the Light-house Keeper is to
use his discretion as to lighting earlier or extinguishing
at a later hour.
2nd. All the Lighthouses below Quebec on the River
St. Lawrence, including those on Point des Monts, Cape
Chatte, and Egg Island, will be extinguished on the 10th of
December; and those in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Straits of
Belle Isle, Northumberland Straits, Prince Edward Island
and the Gut of Canso, will be extinguished on the twentieth
day of December, (except in cases where special reasons
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exist, or directions are given, for deviating from these
dates), and lighted on the first day of April of each year.
The south-west light on St. Paul's Island is not included,
as it will be kept lighted the whole year.
3rd. The River and Lake Light-houses are to be
lighted up, during the season of navigation, from sundown
to sunrise, but whenever the weather is foggy, or dark from
any other cause, the Light Keepers will light the lamps
earlier, or keep them lighted later, as may be necessary for
the security of navigation. The season of navigation is
held to mean the time from which vessels begin to run until
they cease running. A report is to be made to the Department
of the dates when each Light-house is lit in the Spring and
extinguished in the Fall.
4th. The lamps are to be kept burning at their full
power from the time of lighting until they are put out, and
in order that the greatest degree of light may be maintained,
the wicks must be trimmed and the chimneys cleaned or
changed every four hours, or more frequently if the state
of the lamps, oil, or wicks, renders it necessary, especial
care being taken to have the tops of the wicks exactly even
and free from smoky points.
5th. The lanterns and the lantern glass are to be
cleaned within and without every day and kept clear, particularly by night, from drift, snow, sleet, or any other
obstruction to the light on the outside of the glass, and
also from the moisture that may accumulate on the inside.
6th. After lighting up, the Keeper is to remain in the
lantern for thirty minutes, and before leaving he is to be
particular in seeing that all the reflectors, lamps, and
chimneys are placed vertically and truly in position, that
the lamps are all burning clearly at their full light, and
that the glass chimneys are all clear and whole. The Keeper
must always have spare clean chimneys ready to replace those
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that get smoky or broken, and must see that they fit firmly
into the holders, and through the reflectors. The Keeper is
expected to have a time-piece placed conveniently, so that he
may make his visits at regular hours during the night; but
in the large revolving and flash lights, either the Keeper
or his assistant is to be on the watch at all hours, from
the lighting up to the extinguishing of the lights, paying
particular attention to the ventilation
of the lanterns, as
such may have a marked effect upon the burning of the lamps,
and the consumption of oil. By opening or closing the
ventilators or trap doors, the proper supply of air can be
obtained to ensure the necessary burning of the lamps, and
also to prevent condensation on the lanterns.
7th. in the morning, when the lights are put out, the
following Rules are to be observed:First.
The blinds are to be put upon the lantern
windows, and the curtains hung over the lenses and prisms,
and also over the reflectors; or the reflectors may be
removed, and turned face down until cleaned. The clock
works, if any, are to be wound up, and the weights supported,
so that they may not rest upon their cords, or chains, when
not needed.
Second.
The lamps are to be cleaned and trimmed, and
the wicks renewed when necessary. The wicks are more
readily trimmed if done as soon as the lamps are put out, and
while they are warm. The carbonized part of the wick should
be scraped off, not cut with the scissors. Attention to this
will save trouble in securing a truly even surface to the
wicks. All parts of the lamps exposed to the action of the
flame are to be kept bright and polished, other parts to be
kept perfectly clean. The oil becomes dangerous when heated,
therefore it must never be placed on the stove.
Third.
The metallic reflectors are to be cleaned every
day when in use; and twice each week, every reflector is to
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be taken from the frame or stand, and placed on the polishing bench. They are then to be first carefully dusted, to
remove all such particles as would produce scratches in
cleaning, and particular care must be taken that the chamois
skins used in rubbing them are perfectly free from dust, or
gritty particles. The great art of keeping the reflectors
in perfect order consists in the daily, patient, and skilful application of manual labour in rubbing or polishing
their surfaces, beginning at the centre and gradually working outwards, with a circular motion of the hand. No damp
or wet substances should be applied to metallic reflectors.
If their lustre becomes dim, a little of the polishing
powder provided may be employed on the chamois skin. Use
nothing but the rough powder, provided by the Department,
for polishing the silvered surfaces of the reflectors.
During the process of polishing, observe closely that the
reflectors are not scratched, and, as this can only happen
from imprudence, the Keeper, when such is found to be the
case, will be called to account for it. After the reflectors
are cleaned and polished, they are to be put in their
places, and the curtains hung over them. In case any
metallic reflectors, by being laid aside, or from any other
cause, have become coated with oxide, use for its removal
rouge mixed with sweet oil, and then dust on dry rouge and
polish in the usual manner with dry and soft chamois skins.
Fourth.
When dioptric apparatus are used, the glass
prisms and lenses are to be cleaned every day when in use,
being first freed from dust by using the linen dusters
slightly damped, and then rubbed with soft chamois skins,
free from anything that would injure the polish of the
glass. All rubbers used for glass must be free from grease.
If the glass becomes greasy it should first be washed with
a linen cloth steeped in spirits of wine, and then carefully dried with a soft linen rubber, free from all dust,
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or gritty particles, and finally rubbed with a fine chamois
skin. All the polished metal work about the apparatus is to
be kept bright and in good order, but while being cleaned
great care is to be taken that the glass prisms and lenses
receive no injury.
Fifth.
The floor and interior of the lantern is to be
cleaned. In doing this, all that can occasion dust must be
avoided. The. panes of glass are to be cleaned inside and
outside every day with linen towels supplied for that
purpose. All parts are to be carefully examined, particularly the putty, and if injured, are to be mended, or
renewed at once. All implements, tools, towels, chamois skins,
brushes, oil-tins, & c , & c , are to be removed from the
lantern, after the lenses, reflectors, lamps, &c., have been
put in.order for lighting; they are to be kept in their
proper places in a room under the lantern.
8th. In addition to the daily cleaning of the panes
of the lantern, once every week they are to be cleaned with
whiting and water, mixed to the consistency of cream. The
mixture is to be laid on inside and out; and, when dry, the
glass is to be polished until clean and clear.
9th. The lamps' reservoirs or fountains are to be
emptied and thoroughly cleansed with hot water and soap, as
often as necessary, and at least once in two months. The
backs, or copper parts of the reflectors, as well as all
parts of the stands, or frames on which they are placed, are
also to have a thorough cleaning at the same time.
10th. The machinery employed to operate revolving
lights must be kept scrupulously clean. All journals and
working parts must be regularly and carefully oiled once a
week, when in use. The parts making quick motions to be
oiled as frequently as necessary. The machinery must be
regulated so as to have a uniform motion, and perform its
revolutions correctly within the prescribed time. The cords
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chains must be frequently inspected, to see that there is
danger of their parting. Their times of revolution must
frequently tested, and in case of deviation, corrected
the regulators.
11th. The Keeper must take especial care at all times
that neither matches nor anything that can be easily ignited,
such as oily rags, & c , are left anywhere about the premises,
so as to endanger them by fire, A barrel containing water
and two pails, are to be kept in some convenient place in
the room under the lantern, ready for use in case of fire,
and on no account to be removed for household or other
purposes. In addition to the water, a few bags of dry sand
should be kept which can readily be cut open with a knife,
and when thrown on burning oil will absorb and extinguish
it more readily than water.
12th. Where Steam Fog Alarms are provided, whenever
the Light-house Keeper is satisfied that foggy weather, or
a snow storm, shall have set in, he must cause the Steam
Fog Alarm to be set going, and continue its intermittent
sounds at the regular intervals appointed for each Station,
until such time as the weather shall have cleared up.
13. The Light-house Keeper is to make himself acquainted with the proper working of the Steam Fog Alarm, so that
he will be able to relieve the Engineer when required. In
continual fog, snow storm, or thick weather, the Lighthouse Keeper is required to relieve the Engineer, during
eight hours of the twenty-four. From four o'clock A.M.
until noon are the hours appointed by the Department, but
they can be changed by mutual agreement. It is also the
daily duty of the Light Keeper to keep watch of the weather
from midnight until noon, and in case the Steam Fog Alarm
is needed, to notify the Engineer that he is to get up steam.
14th. When the alarm is given by firing a gun, the
firing is to commence immediately after the fog or snow
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storm has set in, and the firing is to continue at the
stipulated intervals for each Station, until the weather is
again clear. During very strong winds the amount of the
charge is to be increased, consistent with safety and the
size of the gun. An exact account of the powder, tubes and
flannel used each time the gun is required, is to be transmitted to the Department with the quarterly returns.
15th. The Keeper, and his assistant where there is one,
must at all times be ready to perform any duties connected
with the repairs of light-houses, apparatus, maintenance of
light, preservation of stores, repairing and keeping in order
dwelling-houses, landing places, roads, drains, fences, and
everything belonging to the Department, as well as looking
after any buoys or beacons in the neighbourhood, if so
directed, as it is considered that the salary paid is remuneration for the whole time of the Keepers and their assistants .
16th. Once each year the lantern and its appendages
are to be scraped clean of all rust and blistered paint,
and then painted inside and out. The deck around the lantern is to be frequently examined, and the joining filled
with thick paint wherever required, to prevent the water
getting in. Lime for whitewashing, paint and oil will be
furnished for the above purposes, which must be well cared
for and used economically.
17th. In case any repairs are made, or other labour
performed in the absence of the Superintendent, the Lighthouse Keeper is to keep a correct account of the men's time
and material used, and render a full statement of the same
to the Department. No claims will be allowed for any buildings or repairs, except in cases of real emergency, unless
permission shall have been obtained from the Department or
Superintendent. No account for extra services will be
allowed for painting, improvements, or repairs connected
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with the light-house and premises, such as the Light-house
Keeper and his assistants may reasonably be called upon to
perform.
18th. When stores of any kind are to be landed, the
Light-house Keeper shall attend and give his assistance. He
will also satisfy himself, as far as possible, relative to
the quantity and condition of the stores received, which
must be entered in the Quarterly Return Book. He is also to
keep a correct account of all the fuel delivered for the
Steam Fog Alarm, if there is one at his Station, or for other
purposes, and also of the quantities used. Where coal is
used, it is to be compactly stored in the building provided
for it. The wood, as soon as practicable after delivery,
is to be cut into proper lengths, and stacked up truly in
rows, with spaces between them, so as to become seasoned
and in good order.
19th. The Light Keeper is held responsible for the
safety and good order of all stores, utensils, tools and
apparatus of every kind whatsoever, for everything being put
to its proper use, and put in its proper place. He is also
to take care that none of the stores or materials are wasted,
to observe the strictest economy, and the most careful management. Yet, at the same time, he is to maintain in every respect
the best possible light. He is to keep a correct account of
the quantity of oil and other stores consumed every week,
which he will enter in the book provided for that purpose,
and on the first day of January, of April, July and October
(being the beginning of the several quarters), he is to make
up, and transmit to the Department of Marine and Fisheries,
a return, which must be an accurate copy of the one kept in
the book above mentioned. He will state in his return the
condition of the lamps, if any of them are out of order, and
give notice of any repairs that are required. Should any
immediate repairs be required, he will report them at once
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to the Agent of the Department, if in Quebec, New Brunswick
or Nova Scotia; but if in Ontario, to the Department at
Ottawa, and send, at the same time, an estimate of the cost.
In the return for the 1st of January, for every year, he is
to state what repairs may,, in his opinion, be required
during the season.
20th. If any accident oocurs that may require immediate
attention, the Light-house Keeper will send to the nearest
telegraph station, if the distance does not exceed five
miles, and communicate, in as few words as possible, the
nature of the accident; at the same time he will write to
the Department, making it acquainted with the particulars.
21st. No Light Keeper is, or will be, exempt or
excused from keeping his regular watch at night, or performing a full share of all the duties of the Light Station
in his charge. In the event of sickness or incapacity, he
is to notify the Department to that effect, so that means may
be taken for temporarily supplying his place.
22nd. During stormy and thick weather Light Keepers
are required to give their whole time and attention to the
lights in their charge, to keep the flames burning brightly
and at their greatest attainable height, and the lantern
glass free, inside and outside from moisture. During heavy
gales of wind, snow, rain, and hail storms, the lights must
never be left unattended by the Keepers. Storm panes for
replacing broken glass of the lantern must be kept at hand,
ready for instant use, and, when required, put in place
without any unnecessary delay.
23rd. No circumstances whatever can, or will excuse
any Light Keeper from failing to exhibit at the prescribed
time the lights in his charge, or for neglecting to keep them
burning brightly, and with as great power as it is possible
to make them. Any neglect in this regard will subject the
delinquent Keeper, or assistant, to dismissal.
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24th. At Stations having a Light Keeper and assistant
or assistants, the one on duty will call his relief a few
minutes before the expiration of his watch, and return
immediately and remain on duty until the arrival of his
relief, when he will turn over the lights to the relief,
and inform him, before leaving, of everything that may be
necessary in regard to the condition of the lights and
ventilator, and the effect of the weather on the flames.
25th. The Light-house Keeper is not, on any account, to
absent himself from duty, without leave, in writing from
the Department, or its officer, in which case he is to
provide an efficient substitute. Should he so absent himself without any justifiable cause, he will render himself
liable to be dismissed. He has permission to go from home
to draw his salary, and also to attend church, provided the
time he is absent does not interfere with the actual discharge of his duties.
26th. As soon as an oil tank is empty it is to be
cleansed out with hot water, and wiped dry, particular care
being taken to handle it as not to injure the solder, and to
see that no water remains inside.
27th. All worn out or unserviceable articles, or stores,
are to be preserved by the Keeper until the arrival of the
Superintendent on his annual visit, and must then be delivered up to him otherwise the Keeper will be charged with the
value thereof. On no account is he to throw away, or otherwise dispose of anything belonging to the Department.
28th. Should the supply of any of the Light-house
stores at any time appear to the Light-house Keeper to be
getting short, so as thereby to endanger the regular appearance of the light, he must, immediately, by mail, telegraph,
or on first convenient opportunity, send information to the
Agent of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, if in Quebec,
New Brunswick, or Nova Scotia; and if in Ontario, to the
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Department at Ottawa,
29th. The Light-house keeper must keep a daily journal
of the quantity of oil expended, the routine of the duty of
himself and assistant, or assistants; noting the course of
the wind, temperature, and state of the weather - whether
clear, hazy, or foggy when ice and snow are first seen, and
when they disappear, and noting the number, and when possible,
the class of vessels that pass the Light-house, in either
direction, together with any other remarks that may occur.
These are to be written in the Journal Book, at the period
of the day when they take place; and on the first day of each
quarter an accurate copy of the journal for the preceding
quarter must be made and forwarded to the Department by the
first opportunity.
30th. The Light-house Keeper and his assistants are
enjoined to render every assistance in their power to
vessels in distress. The Keeper is required to report at
once to the Department of Marine and Fisheries any shipwreck, or accident, that may happen to vessels in the
neighbourhood of his Station, and, as near as he can, to
ascertain the facts and the causes thereof, and if the light
was visible, or otherwise, to them at the time. The same is
also to be entered in the Quarterly Returns. In case any
Keeper should know of any buoy being carried away, or
removed from its proper place, he must give immediate notice
to the Agent of the Department, if in Quebec, New Brunswick,
or Nova Scotia; and, if in Ontario, to the Department at
Ottawa; and when in his power, he should have it replaced.
31st. The Light-house Keeper and his assistants are
required to be sober, industrious, attentive to their duties,
and orderly in their families. They are prohibited from
having any boarders or lodgers in their dwelling-houses, and
from carrying on any trade or business whatever that would
interfere in any way with the effective discharge of their
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duties, without the authority of the Department. They must
conduct themselves with civility to strangers, and may show
the premises at such hours as do not interfere with the
proper duties of their office; but no strangers visiting a
Light-House shall be permitted to touch any part of the
apparatus, and it is further directed, that no more than
three strangers shall have access to any light-room at one
and the same time.
32nd. The breach of any of the foregoing Rules and
Instructions will subject the Light-house Keepers to dismissal, or to such other punishment as the nature of the
offence may require.
33rd. The Light-house Keepers are to observe that the
foregoing regulations are general, and without prejudice to
any more special instructions in reference to any particular
Light-House, or such orders as may from time to time be
issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
34th. The Light-house Keeper and his assistant will
each be provided with a copy of these Rules and Instructions, and a copy of them is also to be kept in the tower.
In case of an assistant not being able to read, it will be
the duty of the Keeper to read them over to him monthly or
oftener, if required by the assistant.
35th. As explained in these Rules and Instructions,
the Light-house Keeper is the person upon whom the full
responsibility rests. It is, therefore, indispensable for
his assistants to pay due attention and be obedient to all
the instructions given to him, or them, by the Light-house
Keeper, on any matter connected with the discharge of their
duties.
By order,
Wm. Smith,
Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
Department of Marine and Fisheries,
Ottawa, 1st January, 18 75.
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Commentary
These instructions to lightkeepers were published by the
Department of Marine and Fisheries in 1875. It is assumed
that they would have been in effect on the British Columbia
coast at an early date, since they seem to have been the
standard guidelines issued to lightkeepers in the Canadian
administration. However, no direct reference to them has
been found in early correspondence.
Quotations from later editions of the Rules and
Instructions in correspondence of 1912 and 1918 show that
the wording of certain sections had been changed very
little, but that the rules had been proliferated tremendously; the letter of 1912 makes reference to Rule 92, and
quotes the item which had in 1875 been numbered 25.
Comparison of these instructions with those issued by
the Board of Northern Lighthouse Commissioners (presented
in Appendix C) reveals a striking similarity in certain
sections, such as those giving the keeper permission to go
from home to draw his salary and attend church, enjoining
him to be sober, industrious and orderly in his family, and
requiring him to attend at the landing of stores. Other
sections suggest great differences between the two systems,
the British being thoroughly organized, exacting and wellmanned, while the Canadian administration was obliged to
achieve what efficiency it could with limited man-power.
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Figure 1

Captain and Mrs. Richards and the Officers
of H.M.S. Plumper, Esquimalt, ca. 1860s
(Provincial Archives of British Columbia,
No. 33711)
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Figure 2

Entrance to Esquimalt Harbour showing the
Proposed Site for a Lighthouse (contained
in Great Britain. Parliament, Imperial
Bluebooks on Affairs Relating to Canada,
vol. 39, "British Columbia." Command Paper
25 78, [London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1859])
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Figure 3 Estimate for Erecting and Maintaining
Lighthouses Abroad for the Year Ending
31 March 1860 (contained in Great Britain.
Kew Gardens, Public Record Office, Minute
Paper 5205 of 1859, MT 9/9)
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Figure 4

Drawing of a Fourth Class Harbour Light,
Detail from a Sheet (Great Britain. Kew
Gardens, Public Record Office, MPI 54 8)
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Figure 5

Plans of Fisgard Lighthouse, Original
prepared ca. 1860 (Transport Canada,
Victoria)
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Figure 6

Bill of Lading for Lighthouse Stores
shipped to Vancouver Island, 16 January
1860 (Great Britain. Kew Gardens,
Public Record Office, Colonial Office
Papers, CO 305/15, enclosed with Booth
to Under Secretary of State for the
Colonial Office, 25 January 1860.)
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Figure 7

Passengers' Contract Ticket for the
Davies Family and William Roberts
(Fort Rodd Hill, xerox copy only)
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Figure 8 Victoria and Esquimalt Harbours surveyed by
Captain Richards and the Officers of the
H.M.S. Hecate, 1861-62 (Published at the
Admiralty, 15 October 186 4, Additions July
1865 and January 1873, Provincial Archives of
British Columbia, S616.9aj/G786es/1882)
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Figure 9

Notice to Mariners for Fisgard Lighthouse,
Original Document, 1 December 1860 (Great
Britain. Kew Gardens, Public Record Office,
Minute Paper 2259 of 1861, MT9/13)
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Figure 10

Elevation and Section of a Dioptric Fixed
Light (Encyclopedia Britannica [Edinburgh:
Adam and Charles Black, 1882], Vol. XIV,
p. 629)
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Figure 11

Fresnel's Fixed Light Apparatus
(W.H. Davenport Adams, Lighthouses
and Lightships: A Descriptive and
Historical Account of their Mode of
Construction and Organization
[London: T. Nelson and Sons, 1871], p. 93)
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Figure 12

Drawing of Fisgard Lighthouse attributed to
H.O. Tiedemann, ca. 1860-1 (Parks Canada,
Calgary.)
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Figure 13

Lightkeeper's Implements, U.S. Light House
Establishment, c. 1862 (United States,
National Archives, Record Group No. 26,
Plate 98)
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Figure 14

Drawing and Instructions for Fisgard
Lighthouse Lamp, ca. 1859-60
(Transport Canada, Victoria)
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Figure 15

Samples of Wick attached to an Envelope
(Great Britain. Kew Gardens, Public
Record Office, Colonial Office Papers,
CO 305/25, forwarded with Wakeford to
Crown Agents for the Colonies, 25 May 1865)
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Figure 16

Stair Detail for Dwelling, ca. 1860
(Transport Canada, Victoria)
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Figure 17

Detail of an Interior Wall (Photograph
taken by S. Lambeth, July 19 78)
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Figure 18

Ground Floor and Second Floor Plans (Canada,
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, Engineering and Architecture
Branch, Restoration Services Division, "Fisgard
Lighthouse, N.H.S., Feasibility Study,
Stabilization, Analysis, Development Potential,"
written by W.B. Hockey, E.D. Clow and D.
Nicastro, March 19 77, Figure 32)
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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Figure 19

Exterior of Fisgard Lighthouse
Showing Entrance (Transport Canada,
Victoria, Album)
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Figure 20

Fisgard Lighthouse, 1917
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. F-1)
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Figure 21

Fisgard Lighthouse Lantern, Detail, 1917
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. F-1)
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Figure 22

Fisgard Lighthouse, After 1957
(Transport Canada, Victoria, Album)
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Figure 2 3

Shape and Dimension of Ruby Glass
Shades for Fisgard Lighthouse,
26 August 1863 (Great Britain. Kew
Gardens, Public Record Office, Colonial
Office Papers, CO 305/25, Enclosure,
Kennedy to Cardwell, 25 May 1865)
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Figure 24

Esquimalt from the H.M.S. Shah,
sketched by Frederick Bedford,
original in colour, 22 June 1878
(Provincial Archives of British
Columbia, No. 39881)
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Figure 25

Fisgard Lighthouse, Detail, 1917
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. F-2)
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Figure 26

Fisgard Lighthouse, Detail, 1917
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. F-1)
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Figure 2 7 Plan of a Landing-place at Fisgard
Island, designed by Wright and
Saunders, 1864 (Transport Canada,
Victoria)
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Figure 2 8 Boathouse at Fisgard Lighthouse,
Detail, 1917 (Transport Canada,
Victoria, No. F-2)
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Figure 29

Meteorological Register (Canada.
Department of Public Works, British
Columbia: Report of the Hon. H.L.
Langevin, C.B. Minister of Public
Works [Ottawa: I.B. Taylor, 1872],
p. 62)
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Figure 30

Meteorological Apparatus, Detail,
ca. 1877 (Vancouver Public Library,
No. 3274)
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Figure 31

Painting at Porlier Pass Lighthouse,
date unknown (Provincial Archives of
British Columbia, No. 87815)
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Figure 32

Interior of Carmanah Lighthouse, ca. 1899
(Public Archives of Canada, No. PA 121744)
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Figure 33

The Dominion Government Steamer
Sir James Douglas; first steamer of
that name. (Provincial Archives of
British Columbia, No. 160)
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Figure 34

A family at Pine Island (Transport
Canada, Victoria, No. P-20)
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Figure 35

Landing supplies at Pachena Point
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. P-34)
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Figure 36

Visitors at Entrance Island, Nanaimo
(Provincial Archives of British
Columbia, No. 31573)
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Figure 37

First Narrows, Fifth Order and Spring
Revolving Machine (Public Archives of
Canada, No. PA121756)
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Figure 38 Addenbrooke, Fourth Order, Fixed,
Diamond Vapour (Public Archives of
Canada, No. PA12175 8)
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Figure 39

Pachena Point Lighthouse, First Order
Double Flashing (Encyclopedia Britannica
[Cambridge: University Press, 1911], Vol. XVI,
Plate I, Figure 55)
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Figure 40

Catoptric Revolving Light (Canada,
Sessional Paper No. 21: Thirty-seventh
Annual Report of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries 190 4 Marine,
Sessional Papers, Vol. 39, No. 9
[Ottawa: King's Printer, 1905], np.)
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Figure 41

Lawyer Island, Double Flash Reflector
(Public Archives of Canada, No. PA121736)
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Figure 42

Cross-Section of Bishop Rock Lighthouse
(Encyclopedia Britannica [Cambridge:
University Press, 1911], Vol. XVI,
Figure 13, page 6 31)
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Figure 4 3 Building Discovery Island Lighthouse
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. D-6)
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Figure 44

Plan of Rustic Siding
(Public Archives of Canada
RG 12/vol.l503/File 7952TD1/V1)
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Figure 45

Brockton Point, Detail (Transport
Canada, Victoria, No. B-18)
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Figure 46

Window for Triple Island Lighthouse,
Detail (Public Archives of Canada
RG 42/vol.535/file 22386.2C)
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Figure 47

Tracing from Admiralty Chart No. 2 4 49
showing...Additions and Corrections by
John T. Walbran Esq. commanding D.G.S.
Quadra, August 189 8 (Great Britain.
Taunton, Ministry of Defense.
Hydrographic Department, No. B6570/3,
Canada Folio 1)
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Figure 4 8 Building Holland Rock Lighthouse
(Provincial Archives of British
Columbia, No. 3618)
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Figure 49

Cape Mudge Fog Alarm Building
(Campbell River and District
Historical Society, No. CR5537, CRP 2094)
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Figure 50

Interior of a Fog Alarm Building
(Transport Canada, Victoria, Album)
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Figure 51

Storage of Machinery and Supplies
(Transport Canada, Victoria, No. A-5 2)
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